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·1· · · · · · · · · · · (Whereupon, the following

·2· · · · · · · · · · · proceedings commenced at

·3· · · · · · · · · · · 8 o'clock A.m.)

·4· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Good morning, ladies and

·5· ·gentlemen, and welcome to the 2015 NFPA Technical

·6· ·Meeting.

·7· · · · · · Please take a moment to familiarize

·8· ·yourself with the room noting exits in the event of

·9· ·the need to evacuate.· Be aware that the nearest

10· ·exit may be behind you.· The alarm signal at the

11· ·McCormick Convention Center is an announcement over

12· ·the building's public address system followed by

13· ·horns and strobe lights.· In the event of a

14· ·evacuation situation, do not use the elevators.· If

15· ·you are a person with disabilities who has not

16· ·already made arrangements with NFPA staff for

17· ·emergency evacuation, please see someone at the

18· ·registration desk.· More details may also be found

19· ·in More C&E Information in the mobile app or on

20· ·Page 8 of the Conference Guide.

21· · · · · · The Regulations governing the development

22· ·of NFPA Standards referred to as the Regulations

23· ·govern the NFPA Standards Development Process

24· ·including processing Certified Amending Motions at



·1· ·NFPA Technical Meetings.· The complete Regulations

·2· ·are available on NFPA's website and are published

·3· ·in the NFPA 2015 Standards Directory.

·4· · · · · · During the Technical Meeting, the use of

·5· ·recording devices of any type is prohibited.· As a

·6· ·participant in the process and as an attendee, you

·7· ·should familiarize yourself with the Guide for

·8· ·Conduct of Participants in the NFPA Codes and

·9· ·Standards Development Process as the Guide applies

10· ·to conduct at this meeting.

11· · · · · · Additionally of importance to be familiar

12· ·with are the NFPA Convention Rules.· The Convention

13· ·Rules establish the process for today's session.

14· ·Both the Convention Rules and the Guide for Conduct

15· ·documents are included in the 2015 NFPA Standards

16· ·Directory and are available on NFPA's website.

17· · · · · · The Certified Amending Motions of today's

18· ·session were previously reviewed by the Motions

19· ·Committee and certified for action at this meeting

20· ·in accordance with the Regulations.· The motions

21· ·will be taken in the published order of the Motions

22· ·Committee report and as included in the NFPA

23· ·Technical Meeting Tech Session, June 24-25, 2015,

24· ·Agenda.· For viewing, please see the NFPA website



·1· ·or NFPA mobile app.

·2· · · · · · The agenda combines all Certified Amending

·3· ·Motions from the Fall 2014 and Annual 2015 Motions

·4· ·Committee Reports and identifies which motions will

·5· ·be considered each day of the Technical Meeting.

·6· ·Only Certified Amending Motions and subsequent

·7· ·allowable follow-up motions as determined by the

·8· ·presiding officer will be entertained at this

·9· ·meeting.

10· · · · · · An authorized person must sign in in

11· ·accordance with the Convention Rules to indicate

12· ·his or her presence and intention to pursue their

13· ·Certified Amending Motion.· Statements for the

14· ·record or statements concerning Technical Committee

15· ·actions for which no Certified Amending Motions or

16· ·allowable follow-up motion is available are not

17· ·permitted.

18· · · · · · For Technical Meetings, a quorum is to be

19· ·established prior to conducting business and

20· ·consideration of Certified Amending Motions.

21· ·Should the quorum be challenged and found to have

22· ·been lost during proceedings, the session would

23· ·terminate without further action by the membership.

24· ·Any Certified Amending Motions not acted upon as a



·1· ·result would be forwarded directly to the Standards

·2· ·Council without recommendation of this meeting for

·3· ·action in accordance with Section 4.7 of the

·4· ·Regulations.· Any motions to amend or return that

·5· ·have passed prior to a loss of quorum would be

·6· ·processed and forwarded to the Standards Council in

·7· ·accordance with the Regulations 4.5.3, 4.6, and

·8· ·4.7.

·9· · · · · · Any appeal based upon Technical Meeting

10· ·actions must be filed with the Standards Council by

11· ·July 15, 2015, that is, 20 days following this

12· ·meeting.· An appeal for any amendment passed at

13· ·this meeting which fails -- an appeal for any

14· ·amendment passed at this meeting which fails

15· ·Technical Committee ballot shall be filed no later

16· ·than five days after publication of the Technical

17· ·Committee ballot results in accordance with

18· ·Section 4.2.6 of the Regulations.

19· · · · · · Typically, results of amendment ballots

20· ·are published within 20 days of the Technical

21· ·Meeting's adjournment.

22· · · · · · The votes cast at the Technical Meeting in

23· ·conjunction with the debate prior to voting are an

24· ·integral and important contribution to NFPA's



·1· ·consensus process.· Through motions, debate, and

·2· ·voting, you, our NFPA membership, make

·3· ·recommendations to the Standards Council.· The

·4· ·majority vote results today are for the sole

·5· ·purpose of providing recommendation to the

·6· ·Standards Council prior to the issuance of

·7· ·standards.· The Standards Council decision on

·8· ·issuance is based upon the entire record before it

·9· ·including the discussion and resulting votes at the

10· ·Technical Meeting.· The Standards Council will meet

11· ·on August 17th through the 20th to make those

12· ·decisions.

13· · · · · · In accordance with the Regulations, voting

14· ·at NFPA Technical Meetings is limited to those

15· ·voting members of the Association who are

16· ·physically present.· Voting members are identified

17· ·by white badges with a red stripe at the top and

18· ·should be seated in the front areas of the room and

19· ·only voting members should be seated in those

20· ·areas.· Presiding officers do not vote on matters

21· ·before the membership.

22· · · · · · Voting will be recorded and entered

23· ·through the electronic devices issued at today's

24· ·registration.· During this session, no voice or



·1· ·hand votes will be counted or recognized.· In the

·2· ·event of a tie vote, the issue fails.

·3· · · · · · Once the session begins today, the

·4· ·presiding officer will recognize each authorized

·5· ·maker of motion or designee in the published agenda

·6· ·order.· At that time, to proceed, the maker must

·7· ·approach a green microphone to present the motion.

·8· ·Following presentation, the chair of the

·9· ·responsible Technical Committee will be recognized

10· ·by the presiding officer and will present the

11· ·position of the Technical Committee.· The floor is

12· ·then open for discussion.

13· · · · · · Anyone in attendance has the privilege of

14· ·participating, speaking either in support or

15· ·opposition of the motion.· Please preface all

16· ·remarks with your name, company or organizational

17· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in favor

18· ·or against the presented motion.· Again, identify

19· ·yourself by name, company or organizational

20· ·affiliation and position each time you address the

21· ·membership.

22· · · · · · Green signs indicate microphones for

23· ·supporters of the motion.· Please go to the

24· ·appropriate -- and red signs indicate microphones



·1· ·for opponents of the motion.· Please go to the

·2· ·appropriate colored microphone in order to be

·3· ·recognized by the presiding officer today.

·4· · · · · · In accordance with the Regulations

·5· ·governing NFPA sections, a section may present its

·6· ·position on a motion at a Technical Meeting.· The

·7· ·position of the section does not necessarily

·8· ·reflect the views of all section members, but,

·9· ·minimally, must have been established by a majority

10· ·of members with 25 or more votes cast.· The

11· ·position of a section is accorded no special status

12· ·in the NFPA Standards Development Process and may

13· ·be weighed and assessed as you deem appropriate.

14· · · · · · In addition, you should be aware no one

15· ·participating in this meeting is authorized to

16· ·speak or act on behalf of the NFPA.· Views

17· ·expressed during the debate including those

18· ·expressed on behalf of NFPA Technical Committees or

19· ·others operating within the NFPA system do not

20· ·necessarily reflect the views of the NFPA.

21· · · · · · To efficiently conduct this meeting, the

22· ·presiding officer will allow each speaker three

23· ·minutes to speak unless it becomes necessary to

24· ·shorten the time.· With one minute remaining, a



·1· ·bell will sound and the timer will appear on the

·2· ·center screen.· This is your cue that you have one

·3· ·minute remaining of your allotted speaking time.

·4· · · · · · Following close of the debate, the

·5· ·membership will be asked to vote on the motion.

·6· ·Once the vote is final on all motions for a

·7· ·document, the presiding officer will announce that

·8· ·follow-up motions on any successful amending motion

·9· ·will be entertained.· A follow-up motion requires

10· ·two seconders to continue on the floor.· The maker

11· ·of any follow-up motion will explain why the motion

12· ·is in order before the presiding officer makes a

13· ·determination as to whether the motion is a proper

14· ·follow-up motion.· If determined proper, debate on

15· ·the floor follows the same order as Certified

16· ·Amending Motions.

17· · · · · · As presentation and debate of each motion

18· ·continues, five screens will display the text of

19· ·the motion.· Screen one will show the recommended

20· ·text if the motion passes or reference numbers to

21· ·the electronic agenda should the motion's text be

22· ·lengthy.· Screen two will show the recommended text

23· ·of the Technical Committee and if the motion fails.

24· ·The center screen will show the actual motion and



·1· ·what the IMAG camera captures during debate.

·2· ·Following close of a motion's debate and membership

·3· ·vote, the center screen will display the total

·4· ·number of votes in favor and in opposition to the

·5· ·motion.

·6· · · · · · As a reminder, you are responsible for

·7· ·your voting device.· Each device has been linked to

·8· ·the voting member's name, and if the device is not

·9· ·returned or broken, you will be held responsible

10· ·for its replacement.· At no time are you to provide

11· ·your device to someone else to input your vote.

12· ·Anyone found with multiple devices will be asked to

13· ·leave the Technical Meeting.· You should return

14· ·your devices to the NFPA staff at the table at the

15· ·back of the room as you leave the meeting today.

16· · · · · · Together, we will make this NFPA Technical

17· ·Meeting a success, and we thank you in advance for

18· ·your participation and welcome any comments you may

19· ·share and suggested improvements for future events.

20· · · · · · I would now like to introduce Kerry Bell,

21· ·chair of the NFPA Standards Council.· Kerry.

22· · · ·MR. BELL:· Thank you very much, Dan, and I want

23· ·to welcome each of you to the session here this

24· ·morning.· It's my distinct pleasure to serve as



·1· ·your Standards Council chair, and I want to thank

·2· ·you for your support of the NFPA Standards

·3· ·Development Process.· I wanted to take a moment

·4· ·here to introduce some individuals on the stage

·5· ·here with me today.

·6· · · · · · We have Linda Fuller, who's the Recording

·7· ·Secretary of the Standards Council.· In the middle

·8· ·of the table, we have Dawn Michelle Bellis, who is

·9· ·the Secretary of the Standards Council.· And I

10· ·believe she was over here, but I guess she left the

11· ·room, Sally Everett will be up at the table here

12· ·later on today and she is NFPA's general counsel.

13· · · · · · Now I think many of you know that NFPA's

14· ·Standards Development Process is a consensus

15· ·process that encourages anyone to participate who

16· ·is interested in improving safety and reducing loss

17· ·and fire.· Now as a part of that process, we have

18· ·countless volunteers who freely share their time

19· ·and expertise to develop standards and maintain

20· ·these standards that address the safety concerns.

21· · · · · · It is my pleasure here this morning to

22· ·recognize some outstanding NFPA participants by

23· ·presenting some Special Achievement Awards or a

24· ·Committee Service Award.
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·1· · · · · · So the Special Achievement Award is given

·2· ·to a Technical Committee member for their

·3· ·significant contribution to a single project that

·4· ·has enhanced the NFPA Standards Development

·5· ·Process.· Now we have two Special Achievement

·6· ·Awards to give out here this morning, and the first

·7· ·award goes to Weston Baker of FM Global.

·8· ·(Applause.)

·9· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Wes Baker is recognized today for

10· ·his active role on NFPA 13, Standard for the

11· ·Installation of Sprinkler Systems Project.· Wes was

12· ·the leader of the Commodity Classification Task

13· ·Group which revised all of the commodity

14· ·classification tables in the annex of NFPA 13.

15· ·These tables have not been reviewed in detail for

16· ·decades, and Wes led his team through a

17· ·line-by-line review of each commodity listed, the

18· ·testing supporting the classification, and

19· ·recommended modifications based on more recent,

20· ·relevant information.· This task group met several

21· ·times throughout the cycle and delivered a series

22· ·of second revisions that have improved the Standard

23· ·and brought the commodity classifications up to

24· ·date with current information.



·1· · · ·MR. BELL:· Please join me in welcoming

·2· ·Wes Baker to the stage.· (Applause.)

·3· · · · · · Now the second Special Achievement Award

·4· ·goes to Bruce Campbell of Jensen Hughes.

·5· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Bruce is being recognized today

·6· ·for his role in the Fire Doors and Windows Project.

·7· ·He has been chair of the Technical Committee on

·8· ·Fire Doors and Windows since Annual 2009 Revision

·9· ·Cycle.· Since becoming chair, Bruce has had a great

10· ·impact on the Technical Committee and the

11· ·development of both NFPA 80 and NFPA 105.· In

12· ·preparation for the 2016 editions of NFPA 80 and

13· ·105, he addressed several important technical

14· ·issues being debated by the committee and

15· ·effectively facilitated the committee meetings to

16· ·ensure that work was completed on time and was of

17· ·high quality.

18· · · · · · Throughout his chairmanship, Bruce

19· ·remained an active committee member by constantly

20· ·engaging in the work of the committee.· He attended

21· ·task group meetings and offered his insight and

22· ·industry knowledge.· Bruce also served as an

23· ·contributor to NFPA 80 Annotated Edition, both 2009

24· ·and 2013 editions.· He has dedicated time serving



·1· ·on several cross-document task groups representing

·2· ·the views and work of Fire Doors and Windows

·3· ·Technical Committee.· Bruce is a great supporter of

·4· ·the NFPA, the NFPA Standards Development Process,

·5· ·and the work of his Fire Doors and Windows

·6· ·Technical Committee.· Due largely in part to his

·7· ·work, NFPA 80 and NFPA 105 have become essential

·8· ·documents in the building and life safety community

·9· ·and are positioned to lead the fire and smoke door

10· ·industry in the future.

11· · · ·MR. BELL:· Please join me in congratulating

12· ·Bruce.· (Applause.)

13· · · · · · On behalf of the Standards Council, I just

14· ·want to thank each of these gentlemen for their

15· ·support of the NFPA process.· That concludes the

16· ·Special Achievement Awards.· We're going to move

17· ·into the Committee Service Awards.

18· · · · · · The Committee Service Award is given to a

19· ·committee member for continuous and exemplary

20· ·service on one or more committees over a

21· ·substantial period of time in recognition and

22· ·appreciation of distinguished service in the

23· ·development of NFPA Codes and Standards.

24· · · · · · I'm pleased to present this award here



·1· ·today to the following very deserving individuals.

·2· ·The first recipient of the Committee Service Award

·3· ·here this morning is Michael Aaron.

·4· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Michael Aaron of Jensen Hughes in

·5· ·Chicago, Illinois, serves on the Technical

·6· ·Committees on Airport Facilities, 1991 to present;

·7· ·Helicopter Facilities, 1991 to present; Aircraft

·8· ·Maintenance Operations, 2004 to present; Fire

·9· ·Pumps, 2008 to present; and the Automatic Sprinkler

10· ·System Technical Committee on Foam Water Sprinklers

11· ·from 1999 to the present.

12· · · ·MR. BELL:· Now let's congratulate another

13· ·deserving Committee Service Award Winner,

14· ·Henry Febo.· (Applause.)

15· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Henry Febo of FM Global in

16· ·Norwood, Massachusetts, serves on the Technical

17· ·Committee on Hazardous Chemicals, 1990 to present;

18· ·Explosion Protection Systems, 2009 to present; the

19· ·Technical Correlating Committee on Combustible

20· ·Dust, 2011 to present; and the Combustible Dust

21· ·Technical Committee on Handling and Conveying of

22· ·Dust, Vapors, and Gases, 1996 to present.

23· · · ·MR. BELL:· Our next Committee Service Award

24· ·goes to Joe Noble.· Joe.· (Applause.)



·1· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Joe Noble of Noble Consulting

·2· ·Services, LLC, in Las Vegas, Nevada, serves on the

·3· ·Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic

·4· ·Sprinkler Systems, 1988 to present; the Automatic

·5· ·Sprinkler Systems Technical Committee on Sprinkler

·6· ·System Installation Criteria, 1997 to present,

·7· ·being chair since 2006; the Technical Committees on

·8· ·Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011 to

·9· ·present, and Automatic Sprinklers, 1996 through

10· ·1997.

11· · · ·MR. BELL:· Our next Committee Service Award

12· ·goes to Robert Schifiliti.· (Applause.)

13· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Robert Schifiliti of RP Schifiliti

14· ·Associates, Incorporated, in Reading,

15· ·Massachusetts, serves on the Technical Committee on

16· ·Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011 to

17· ·present; the Correlating Committee on Signaling

18· ·Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

19· ·1995 to present, being chair since 2006; and the

20· ·Signaling Systems Technical Committee on

21· ·Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm and

22· ·Signaling Systems, 1990 to present, being chair

23· ·from 1993 to 2003.

24· · · ·MR. BELL:· Please welcome our next Committee



·1· ·Service Award Winner, Terry Victor.· (Applause.)

·2· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Terry Victor of Tyco

·3· ·SimplexGrinnell in Linthicum, Maryland, serves on

·4· ·the Technical Correlating Committee on Building

·5· ·Code, 2015 to present; the Signaling Systems

·6· ·Technical Committee on Testing Maintenance of Fire

·7· ·Alarms and Signaling Systems, 2014 to present; the

·8· ·Automatic Sprinkler Systems Technical Committees on

·9· ·Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, 2012 to

10· ·present; Sprinkler Systems Installation Criteria,

11· ·2002 until present; Residential Sprinkler Systems,

12· ·1997 to present; and Foam Water Sprinklers from

13· ·1989 to present.

14· · · · · · He also serves on Technical Committees on

15· ·Marinas and Boatyards from 2013 to present; Record

16· ·Protections, 2013 to present; Standpipes, 2013 to

17· ·present; Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011

18· ·to present; Fire Pumps, 2003 to present; Inspection

19· ·Testing and Maintenance of Water-Based Systems,

20· ·2001 to present; Water Cooling Towers, 1998 --

21· ·excuse me, 1989 to present; and Water Spray Fix

22· ·Systems, 1989 to the present.

23· · · ·MR. BELL:· That award was long overdue.

24· ·(Applause.)



·1· · · · · · Now we have one final Committee Service

·2· ·Award recipient who could not be here with us

·3· ·today, and we would like to acknowledge and thank

·4· ·him for his service.

·5· · · ·MS. BELLIS:· Harold Hicks of Atlantic Code

·6· ·Consultants in Murrysville, Pennsylvania, serves on

·7· ·the Technical Committee on Fire Doors and Windows

·8· ·from 1994 to present, being chair from 1996 to

·9· ·2006; and he also received a Special Achievement

10· ·Award in 2007 for the Fire Doors and Windows

11· ·project.

12· · · ·MR. BELL:· Again, I want to express our

13· ·appreciation and thanks to each one of these

14· ·recipients of this award.· (Applause.)

15· · · · · · Now I'm going to turn the floor back over

16· ·to the presiding officer, Dan O'Connor, who will

17· ·proceed with today's order of business.

18· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, Kerry.· I have the

19· ·distinct pleasure and privilege of being a member

20· ·of your Standards Council.· As presiding officer, I

21· ·declare that a quorum is present for purposes of

22· ·conducting business.

23· · · · · · Today's session will include Certified

24· ·Amending Motions related to NFPA 1710, 1901, 1917,



·1· ·652, 24, 13, 13R, and 72.

·2· · · · · · Before we move on to the business of the

·3· ·day, let's be certain that you confirm your voting

·4· ·devices are operational.· The sample motion you see

·5· ·on the screens are ready for your review.· The test

·6· ·motion on the floor is for NFPA 2015.· It is

·7· ·Motion 2015-1.· Screen one displays the recommended

·8· ·text of the motion if it successfully passes.

·9· ·Screen two displays the text if the motion fails.

10· ·On the center screen is the motion under

11· ·consideration.

12· · · · · · This is what you will see for each motion

13· ·under consideration at the Technical Meeting.· The

14· ·motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

15· ·Number 14.· Is there further discussion on Motion

16· ·2015-1 to accept Public Comment Number 14?· Seeing

17· ·none, we will move to vote on Motion 2015-1.· On

18· ·your tablet, you will see the motion number that is

19· ·being balloted.· Touch the vote button for that

20· ·identified motion.· This will initiate the screen

21· ·where you will vote.· If you wish to vote in favor

22· ·of the motion, touch yes, green background.· If you

23· ·wish to vote against the motion, touch no, red

24· ·background.· Please note you may change your vote



·1· ·until my announcement that voting is closed.

·2· · · · · · Although I'm supposed to be impartial, I

·3· ·will need to have some deep dish pizza after

·4· ·reading that introduction.

·5· · · · · · Please record your vote now.· Voting will

·6· ·close in five seconds.· Balloting is now closed.

·7· ·The results of the test vote are for the motion on

·8· ·screen one.· The motion passes.· Okay.· That means

·9· ·the membership needs to get out and get some deep

10· ·dish pizza in Chicago I think.

11· · · · · · The tablet will automatically return to

12· ·the home page after recording your vote for each

13· ·motion.· If for any reason you leave the Tech

14· ·Session and turn in your tablet today, upon your

15· ·return, the staff will rescan your badge and assign

16· ·you another tablet.· Because your voting is linked

17· ·to your NFPA badge ID, a newly assigned tablet will

18· ·recall your votes from earlier and record any new

19· ·votes.

20· · · · · · Following the conclusion of each day's

21· ·session, all recorded votes will be purged.· NFPA

22· ·will not maintain anyone's voting record.· As I

23· ·said, the tablet is assigned by the NFPA badge ID

24· ·and you will be responsible for returning them at



·1· ·the end of each session.· The help desk is

·2· ·available at the back of the Tech Session should

·3· ·you have any questions, concerns or experience

·4· ·difficulties.

·5· · · · · · Now that you are comfortable with the

·6· ·process we will follow during this session, let's

·7· ·begin.· The first report under consideration this

·8· ·morning is that of the Technical Committee on Fire

·9· ·and Emergency Service Organization and Deployment

10· ·Career.· Here to present the committee report is

11· ·Committee Chair William Bryson of Pembroke Pines,

12· ·Florida.· The committee report, that is, the First

13· ·and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

14· ·document information page for NFPA 1710 and on the

15· ·NFPA website.· The Certified Amending Motions are

16· ·contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

17· ·Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

18· ·the screen.

19· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the

20· ·motions sequence number presented.· Mr. Bryson?

21· · · ·MR. BRYSON:· Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

22· ·the report of the Technical Committee on Fire and

23· ·Emergency Service Organization and Deployment

24· ·Career is presented for adoption and can be found
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·1· ·in the First Draft Report and in the Second Draft

·2· ·Report for the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.

·3· ·The Technical Committee has published a First and

·4· ·Second Draft Report consisting of revisions of

·5· ·1710, the Standard for the Organization and

·6· ·Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations,

·7· ·Emergency Medical Operations, and Special

·8· ·Operations to the Public by Career Fire

·9· ·Departments.

10· · · · · · These reports were submitted to letter

11· ·ballot of the responsible Technical Committee.· The

12· ·reports and the ballot results can be found on the

13· ·next edition tab of the document information page

14· ·for 1710 at www.nfpa.org/1710next.· The presiding

15· ·officer will now proceed with the Certified

16· ·Amending Motions.· Let's now proceed with the

17· ·discussion on the Certified Amending Motions on

18· ·NFPA 1710.

19· · · · · · Anybody at the microphones?· Microphone

20· ·Number 1, please.

21· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Good morning.· My name is

22· ·Gordon Routley.· I am a division chief with the

23· ·fire department in Montreal, Canada.· However, I'm

24· ·speaking here as an individual member, not as an



·1· ·official representative of the fire department.  I

·2· ·am here to move Certified Motion 1710-1.

·3· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

·4· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· There is a motion on

·5· ·the floor to reject an identifiable part of Second

·6· ·Revision Number 3.· Is there a second?· And I did

·7· ·hear the second.

·8· · · · · · We do have the second.· So please proceed

·9· ·with your discussion on the motion.

10· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Thank you.· This motion is

11· ·related to one very specific figure that's

12· ·contained in the proposed revision to 1710.· One of

13· ·the key components of this standard is a section

14· ·that defines response criteria for fire departments

15· ·responding to structural fires.· The standard

16· ·specifies both time criteria and the number of

17· ·firefighters that must be delivered to the scene of

18· ·a fire within those times.

19· · · · · · Since the first edition of 1710 was

20· ·released in 2001, the standard has been limited to

21· ·defining specific criteria for response to fires in

22· ·single-family dwellings.· It sets a 240 second

23· ·travel time -- that's 4 minutes -- objective for

24· ·the first arriving unit, and 480 seconds or



·1· ·8 minutes for the assembly of a full first alarm

·2· ·assignment, and it further states that compliance

·3· ·requires these objectives to be met 90 percent of

·4· ·the time.

·5· · · · · · The development of criteria for other

·6· ·types of buildings has been on the agenda for the

·7· ·past 14 years.· The current proposal finally

·8· ·presents criteria for response to fires in shopping

·9· ·centers, apartment complexes, and high-rise

10· ·buildings.· A very large and very impressive effort

11· ·was directed toward the development of the new

12· ·criteria for high-rise buildings.· A series of

13· ·full-scale simulation tests was conducted in a

14· ·vacant office building in Arlington, Virginia, to

15· ·develop data to support this effort.

16· · · · · · The project was extremely well-documented

17· ·and substantiates many of the criteria proposed in

18· ·the new standard.· It indicates that a total

19· ·complement of 42 firefighters should respond on the

20· ·initial force to accomplish the essential tasks.

21· ·The task analysis determined that these tasks could

22· ·be accomplished most efficiently if all of the

23· ·responding engine ladder companies were staffed

24· ·with six crew members.



·1· · · · · · Based on this analysis, the Standard

·2· ·incorporates a requirement for companies that

·3· ·respond to high-rise fires to be staffed with six

·4· ·persons.

·5· · · · · · That section goes on to introduce a new

·6· ·time objective.· The full response assignment is

·7· ·required to reach the scene within a travel time of

·8· ·610 seconds.· That's 10 minutes and 10 seconds.

·9· ·When I saw this new figure, I was intrigued first

10· ·because it is such a precise figure and then

11· ·because I could find no reference to it within the

12· ·140-plus page report documenting all of the

13· ·simulation tests that were conducted.

14· · · · · · I made several tests -- requests

15· ·informally to try to determine the origin of this

16· ·figure, but I was unable to obtain an answer.· My

17· ·final option was to submit the notice to make a

18· ·motion essentially to challenge this figure which

19· ·is the motion that I'm presenting today.· It

20· ·started off as a question and I'm now just here to

21· ·challenge the 610 second figure.· That's the nature

22· ·of the motion.

23· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· Mr. Bryson, do you

24· ·have comments on the Committee's position?



·1· · · ·MR. BRYSON:· Yes, I do.· The Technical

·2· ·Committee asks that you vote to reject this motion

·3· ·for the following reasons.

·4· · · · · · First, the travel time of 610 seconds was

·5· ·properly researched and supported by the industry

·6· ·study.

·7· · · · · · Second, the revision cycle of NFPA 1710

·8· ·was requested to be changed to wait for this study

·9· ·to be completed so that our decisions could be made

10· ·on valid science, and it was granted.· So we waited

11· ·one extra year to revise 1710.

12· · · · · · And, thirdly, the final ballot for this,

13· ·from all user groups, the vote was 27 to 0 in

14· ·favor.· That's all user groups, eight different

15· ·user groups of a 30-person committee with three

16· ·people going off the committee.

17· · · · · · Our Technical Committee has asked that you

18· ·reject this motion and leave the language as

19· ·written.

20· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, Mr. Bryson.· With

21· ·that, we will open up debate on the motion.· Please

22· ·provide your name and affiliation and whether you

23· ·are speaking in support of or against the motion.

24· ·Microphone 3, please.



·1· · · ·MR. BLOCK:· Good morning.· My name is

·2· ·Ken Block.· I am the fire chief at Edmonton,

·3· ·Alberta, Canada, and have the privilege of being

·4· ·the president of the Metro Fire Chiefs Association.

·5· ·I'm here this morning to speak against the motion.

·6· · · · · · I would like to comment that we have had

·7· ·Metro Chief representation on this Technical

·8· ·Committee.· We have been updated regularly over the

·9· ·last number of months and years and have full

10· ·confidence in the outcome of the work of the

11· ·Technical Committee.· Again, I'm speaking against

12· ·the motion.· Thank you.

13· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· I believe somebody is at

14· ·Microphone 6.

15· · · ·MR. ROHR:· Good morning.· My name is

16· ·David Rohr, and I'm currently the fire chief in the

17· ·City of Fairfax, a retired operations chief from

18· ·Fairfax County, Virginia, and I had the pleasure of

19· ·serving as the chair for the High-Rise Subcommittee

20· ·for 1710.

21· · · · · · The committee, as was just stated, was

22· ·made up of representatives from departments that

23· ·represent metro-sized departments that have urban

24· ·core high-rise occupancies within them, and they



·1· ·represent about --

·2· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Are you speaking for or against

·3· ·the motion?

·4· · · ·MR. ROHR:· I'm speaking against.· I'm sorry.

·5· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.

·6· · · ·MR. ROHR:· My involvement goes back ten years

·7· ·with this committee on the testing on residential

·8· ·and high-rise.· One of the components of the test

·9· ·was response and travel time for the initial

10· ·full-alarm assignment to reach a fire at a

11· ·high-rise building.· We used GIS modeling to obtain

12· ·and calculate travel times in metro-sized

13· ·departments that have urban core high-rise

14· ·occupancies within them.

15· · · · · · In completing those modeling tests of GIS,

16· ·we used current staffing levels for those

17· ·departments.· Travel times resulted in 610 seconds

18· ·to 770 seconds.· These results were then discussed

19· ·by our committee with our scientific partners who

20· ·is NIST, Brewster, Poly Technical Institute, and

21· ·others.· After review of the risks associated with

22· ·fires in high-rise buildings, safety of

23· ·firefighters, and survivability of occupants, a

24· ·decision was made to recommend a 610 second travel



·1· ·time for an initial full alarm assignment for fire

·2· ·in a high-rise building.

·3· · · · · · As already has been stated, this

·4· ·recommendation was approved by our Technical

·5· ·Committee by a vote of 27 to no.· Thank you.

·6· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Back to

·7· ·Microphone 1.

·8· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Thank you.· Gordon Routley again

·9· ·representing myself.· I certainly respect the

10· ·efforts that were made and I wish that that

11· ·explanation had been provided earlier because I

12· ·spent more than a year trying to get an explanation

13· ·of how that figure was derived.

14· · · · · · However, I would like to challenge the

15· ·figure.· As Chief Rohr just said, the analysis

16· ·indicated that the capability was between 610

17· ·seconds and 770 seconds for the capability.· There

18· ·is no documentation anywhere of why 610 seconds

19· ·should be in the standard as opposed to 770 seconds

20· ·or some other figure.· There is no documentation of

21· ·the impact of taking a minute longer or a minute

22· ·and a half longer to assemble that force of

23· ·42 firefighters.· It was all done theoretically on

24· ·the basis that if companies were staffed with six



·1· ·personnel, they would be capable of responding

·2· ·within 610 seconds.

·3· · · · · · The truth is you cannot find very many

·4· ·fire companies in North America that were staffed

·5· ·with six people.· Ladder companies in New York City

·6· ·are staffed with six, engines with five.· In

·7· ·Chicago, it's five on engines, five on ladders, and

·8· ·dropping to four.· Four-person companies are the

·9· ·norm across North America.· But the standard is

10· ·based on what could be done theoretically if all of

11· ·those companies that responded to that building in

12· ·Arlington, Virginia, which was used as the model,

13· ·if they were all staffed with six firefighters,

14· ·they could meet that 610 second objective; and, as

15· ·it was explained to me, the committee then went and

16· ·said, well, we looked at other cities and that

17· ·would work in other cities.

18· · · · · · That's the basis of the standard.· That's

19· ·the basis that I'm challenging it.· And what I'm

20· ·hoping is that if this motion is adopted that the

21· ·committee will go back and rethink that particular

22· ·figure and possibly come up with a different

23· ·number.· Whether it's, you know -- whether it's

24· ·11 minutes or 12 minutes or 13 minutes, I'm not



·1· ·sure because I wasn't involved in the conversations

·2· ·with the committee that were used to develop it,

·3· ·but I think that particular figure needs to be

·4· ·reconsidered.

·5· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· I see a number of

·6· ·people at the mics yet.· I'm going to go back to

·7· ·Microphone 6 and then I will jump up to

·8· ·Microphone 2 and then try to go over to 3 here.

·9· ·Thank you.· Microphone 6, please.

10· · · ·DR. MOORE-MERRELL:· Good morning.· I'm

11· ·Dr. Lori Moore-Merrell.· I'm representing the IAFF

12· ·and am a principal investigator on the study that

13· ·has been referenced.

14· · · · · · In regard to the comments about the GIS

15· ·assessment that was related to the high-rise study

16· ·itself, we did do an analysis on a number of

17· ·metropolitan jurisdictions looking at both the

18· ·higher crew size as well as their actual crew size

19· ·that is currently deployed today.· What we have

20· ·learned from that scientific analysis is that the

21· ·majority of urban metropolitan cities can, in fact,

22· ·respond and assemble 43 firefighters, particularly

23· ·in their urban core where this is necessary because

24· ·of the concentration of high-rise buildings in that



·1· ·area.

·2· · · · · · It's important for the members to

·3· ·understand that we are talking about travel time,

·4· ·not the total assembly time.· This backs out both

·5· ·call processing, turn-out time, which are

·6· ·60 seconds and 80 seconds respectively, giving you

·7· ·a 610 second wheels rolling to wheels stopped time.

·8· ·This does not include vertical ascent to reach the

·9· ·fire floor which is an additional time.

10· · · · · · Given the risk level associated with

11· ·high-rise fire, it is imperative that we maintain a

12· ·shorter travel time that has been scientifically

13· ·validated.· Therefore, I speak against the motion,

14· ·and I encourage the members to vote the motion

15· ·down.

16· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· Microphone 2,

17· ·please.

18· · · ·MR. LIMA:· Thank you.· My name is Frank Lima.

19· ·I'm here to speak against the motion.· I'm an LA --

20· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Your affiliation, sir?

21· · · ·MR. LIMA:· Yes.· I'm a Los Angeles City active

22· ·firefighter, more than 23 years where I promoted

23· ·through the ranks as a firefighter apparatus

24· ·operator and serve as a truck officer with the



·1· ·majority of my career being in the downtown

·2· ·high-rise district.· I'm also a sitting principal

·3· ·member of the NFPA 1710 Technical Committee and I

·4· ·strongly oppose the motion.

·5· · · · · · The NFPA 1710 Technical Committee voted

·6· ·unanimously after thoroughly vetting out all the

·7· ·scientific data.· 610 seconds is the correct and

·8· ·appropriate time for a high-rise first alarm

·9· ·assignment to assemble the appropriate number of

10· ·firefighters to address the high hazards faced in

11· ·high-rise fires.

12· · · · · · I strongly encourage this body to oppose

13· ·the motion, and don't undermine the hard work of

14· ·the NFPA 1710 Technical Committee, a diverse group

15· ·that voted unanimously.· Please oppose this motion.

16· ·Thank you.

17· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Okay.· Thank you, sir.· Back to

18· ·Microphone 3.

19· · · ·MR. RYAN:· Thank you, sir.· My name is

20· ·Keith Ryan.· I am the fire chief of Oklahoma City

21· ·Fire Department, and I'm also the current president

22· ·of the International Association of Fire Chiefs.

23· ·On behalf of our 11,000 plus members of the IFC,

24· ·I'm here to speak against the motion today.



·1· · · · · · The IFC was very much involved in this

·2· ·research that's been conducted to arrive at this

·3· ·standard.· We obviously have a representative on

·4· ·the Technical Committee who was part of that

·5· ·unanimous vote in support of this standard.· And

·6· ·basically the mission of the IFC is to advocate for

·7· ·our membership; and, therefore, as that advocate,

·8· ·we want to provide them with support and resources

·9· ·and make their jobs easier, not more difficult, and

10· ·for the betterment of the fire service.

11· · · · · · Therefore, as we've looked at this and as

12· ·we have been a part of this, we believe that this

13· ·standard is achievable and realistic in a variety

14· ·of deployment models.

15· · · · · · So, again, I would very much encourage

16· ·everybody to vote against this motion today.· Thank

17· ·you, sir.

18· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· Microphone 1.

19· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

20· ·GBH International, speaking for myself in favor of

21· ·the motion.

22· · · · · · I hear the proponents -- sorry, the

23· ·opponents of the motion say that the study

24· ·indicated 610 through 770, but they go with the



·1· ·lowest number.· They said that the majority of fire

·2· ·departments should be able to meet this but it says

·3· ·they "shall" meet this.· This is, in my view, going

·4· ·to impose an additional burden on the fire

·5· ·departments, additional effort by firefighters

·6· ·unnecessarily putting them at risk.

·7· · · · · · I urge you to remember who Mr. Routley is.

·8· ·He's the person who talked on Wednesday about the

·9· ·big fire in Lac-Megantic, massive fire.· He has

10· ·experience of how long it takes to get to a fire.

11· ·Please support the motion.· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone 2,

13· ·please.

14· · · ·MR. SCHAITBERGER:· Yes.· I am

15· ·Harold Schaitberger, president of the International

16· ·Association of Firefighters, and I rise to oppose

17· ·the motion.

18· · · · · · I would like to first note that I've had

19· ·the incredible privilege over many years to be a

20· ·part of the NFPA Code and Standard-Making Process

21· ·going back to the late 1970s serving on the

22· ·Technical Committee.· My point in mentioning that

23· ·is it's clear that NFPA is the gold standard for

24· ·code development and standards, and it does so



·1· ·because of the consensus process where all the

·2· ·stakeholders come together to make sure that each

·3· ·and every point and aspect of a pending standard is

·4· ·considered.

·5· · · · · · I point out that this Technical Committee

·6· ·is represented by command chiefs from across North

·7· ·America.· We have a league of cities, elected

·8· ·officials, and city officials represented.· We have

·9· ·the insurance industry, the United States

10· ·government from the Department of Homeland

11· ·Security, the Department of Energy.· We have line

12· ·firefighters and, yes, we have labor, all the

13· ·stakeholders coming together to consider the

14· ·development of these standards and bring their

15· ·particular aspects to the considerations.

16· · · · · · I'm not going to speak to the science

17· ·which I think speaks for itself.· What I would say

18· ·is that for a committee to vote unanimously

19· ·represented by such a cross-section of the

20· ·stakeholders in the industry I think clearly speaks

21· ·volumes about the validity of the work

22· ·accomplished; and, therefore, I would ask the

23· ·delegates assembled here to vote against the

24· ·motion.



·1· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· I will move back to

·2· ·Microphone 6.

·3· · · ·MR. REIDY:· Good morning.· My name is

·4· ·Jim Reidy.· I'm from the San Antonio Fire

·5· ·Department representing myself.

·6· · · · · · I heard the comments about different

·7· ·departments being able to organize.· I'm holding in

·8· ·my hand our operational SOP for high-rises.

·9· ·San Antonio --

10· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Sir, could you clarify --

11· · · ·MR. REIDY:· I'm against the motion.· I'm sorry.

12· ·I had it written on my note, but --

13· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· We got it now.

14· · · ·MR. REIDY:· -- operational guideline for the

15· ·initial assignment.· Our initial assignment is

16· ·43 personnel and 13 vehicles.· That 10-minute

17· ·travel time, if we can't achieve that, then we

18· ·should fold up our doors and go away.· If we can

19· ·get 43 people to that assignment, we can make an

20· ·impact on both the rescues and the fire itself.

21· · · · · · I'm 27 years on the job.· I'm a ladder

22· ·truck officer, and I can tell you that all those

23· ·jobs in that initial assignment are important to

24· ·the goal of rescuing and controlling the fire.· We



·1· ·recently had a high-rise fire in San Antonio at a

·2· ·senior living center.· Six fatalities in an

·3· ·unsprinklered building because, yes, there are

·4· ·unsprinklered buildings all over the country.

·5· · · · · · This 610 second, 10-minute response for

·6· ·just travel time is not unachievable and should be

·7· ·easy with some planning.

·8· · · · · · You do a disservice to the firefighters

·9· ·and citizens of this country if we don't set a

10· ·minimum standard for this travel time.· Thank you.

11· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· I will move back to

12· ·Microphone Number 5 at the back of the room.

13· · · ·MR. HAGUE:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14· ·David Hague representing Liberty Mutual Insurance,

15· ·and I call the question.

16· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· The question has been called.

17· ·That is nondebatable.· We need a second.

18· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

19· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· I think I heard a second.

20· ·Again, the motion is not debatable.· It requires a

21· ·two-thirds vote.

22· · · · · · You can vote at this time now.· Thank you.

23· ·I think you need to scroll down to the bottom of

24· ·your screen.· Little oversight here.· We forgot



·1· ·about that.· Our apologies.· Has everybody -- I

·2· ·want to make sure everybody has had an opportunity

·3· ·to scroll down and find that on the screen.· Have

·4· ·you?· It sounds like we have.· Okay.· Five seconds.

·5· ·Okay.· The vote is done.

·6· · · · · · Okay.· The question has been called.

·7· · · · · · So with that, we'll move to a vote.· Let

·8· ·me restate the final motion.· The motion on the

·9· ·floor is to reject an identifiable part of Second

10· ·Revision Number 3.· To vote, touch the vote button.

11· ·If you wish to vote in favor of the motion and

12· ·recommend the text on screen one, touch yes.· If

13· ·you wish to vote against the motion and recommend

14· ·the text on screen two, touch no.· Please record

15· ·your vote.· The balloting will be closed in five

16· ·seconds.· Balloting is closed.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · The results of the vote are against the

18· ·motion and the recommended text and recommend the

19· ·text on screen two.· The motion has failed.

20· ·(230/30).

21· · · · · · Is there any further discussion on

22· ·NFPA 1710?· Thank you, Mr. Bryson.

23· · · · · · Seeing none, we will move to the next

24· ·document.· The next report under consideration this



·1· ·morning is that of the Technical Committee on Fire

·2· ·Department Apparatus.· Here to present the

·3· ·committee report is Committee Chair Donald Frazeur

·4· ·of the Los Angeles Fire Department, Los Angeles,

·5· ·California.· The committee report, that is, the

·6· ·First and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

·7· ·document information page for NFPA 1901 on the NFPA

·8· ·website.· The Certified Amending Motions are

·9· ·contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

10· ·Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

11· ·the screen.

12· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

13· ·sequence number presented.· Chief Frazeur.

14· · · ·MR. FRAZEUR:· Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

15· ·the report of the Technical Committee on Fire

16· ·Department Apparatus is presented for adoption and

17· ·can be found in the First Draft Report and in the

18· ·Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual Meeting

19· ·Revision Cycle.· The Technical Committee has

20· ·published a First and Second Draft Report

21· ·consisting of revisions to NFPA 1901, Standard for

22· ·Automotive Fire Apparatus.· These reports were

23· ·submitted to letter ballot of the responsible

24· ·Technical Committee.· The reports and ballot
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·1· ·results can be found on the next edition tab of the

·2· ·document information page for NFPA 1901 at

·3· ·www.nfpa.org/1901next.

·4· · · · · · The presiding officer will now proceed

·5· ·with the Certified Amending Motions.

·6· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, Chief Frazeur.· Let's

·7· ·now proceed with the discussion on the Certified

·8· ·Amending Motions on NFPA 1901.· Microphone

·9· ·Number 1, please.

10· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Good morning.· My name is

11· ·Gordon Routley.· I am the division chief with the

12· ·Montreal Fire Department, but I'm here speaking as

13· ·an individual member participating in a

14· ·double-header, it appears.· The motion I'm

15· ·presenting is 1901-1.

16· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· There's a motion on the floor to

17· ·accept Public Comment Number 154.· Is there a

18· ·second?

19· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

20· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· We do have a second.

21· ·Please proceed.

22· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Thank you.· The background to

23· ·this motion begins with research that was being

24· ·conducted for the National Fallen Firefighters



·1· ·Foundation and the Safety Health and Survival

·2· ·Section of the International Association of Fire

·3· ·Chiefs in 2005 and 2006.· It was directed toward

·4· ·the question of why firefighters often don't fasten

·5· ·their seat belts when riding in fire apparatus.

·6· · · · · · One of the significant problems that we

·7· ·discovered was that many firefighters cannot fasten

·8· ·their seat belts because the seating spaces in the

·9· ·apparatus are so constrained that they cannot sit

10· ·properly while wearing protective clothing much

11· ·less manipulate the restraint systems in order to

12· ·fasten their seat belts.· This was an a-ha moment

13· ·for many of us because we had all complained about

14· ·the tight spaces and severely limited spaces, but

15· ·we had not connected the dots with respect to seat

16· ·belt use.

17· · · · · · We determined that the current minimum

18· ·dimensions for seating spaces which have been in

19· ·the standards for decades were derived from

20· ·50-year-old data for military personnel and made no

21· ·allowance for firefighters wearing protective

22· ·clothing.· We went on to consult with

23· ·anthropometric experts who measure the human body

24· ·and confirmed that each successor generation of



·1· ·Americans is larger and heavier than the previous

·2· ·generation and that firefighters tend to be larger

·3· ·and heavier than the general population and wear

·4· ·bulky protective clothing.

·5· · · · · · We took the problem to NIOSH and succeeded

·6· ·in having the project approved to conduct a

·7· ·detailed anthropometric analysis of the U.S.

·8· ·firefighter population to address this issue and,

·9· ·at the same time, create a database that can be

10· ·used for a long list of additional purposes.· The

11· ·project involved obtaining detailed measurements of

12· ·almost a thousand firefighters at four different

13· ·locations across the United States, carefully

14· ·selected to be represented of the actual

15· ·firefighter population in terms of race, gender,

16· ·and every other manageable variable.· The cost of

17· ·the study was somewhere between 2 and $3 million,

18· ·and it was timed to develop the data to be

19· ·submitted for the 2015 Revision Cycle for 1901.

20· · · · · · At the appropriate time, I submitted a

21· ·series of public proposals to incorporate the data

22· ·into the next edition of the standard.· To be

23· ·polite, I would say that the Technical Committee

24· ·summarily rejected those proposals on the first



·1· ·round with very little discussion.· I then

·2· ·resubmitted the key proposal as a public comment.

·3· ·I attended the next Technical Committee meeting

·4· ·where again it was rejected.· And, basically, the

·5· ·committee's actions on rejecting it was to say that

·6· ·it doesn't work with the way we build fire

·7· ·apparatus today.· So the committee's action was to

·8· ·hold for further study which said maybe we'll take

·9· ·another look at it five years down the road.

10· · · · · · Our final option is to make this motion to

11· ·move the proposal that we made to change the

12· ·dimensions for seating areas and fire apparatus.

13· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Chief Frazeur,

14· ·would you like to comment?

15· · · ·MR. FRAZEUR:· Yes.· The committee, by a vote of

16· ·23 to 0, unanimous, recommends a no vote on this

17· ·proposal.· The anthropometric study that the

18· ·submitter referenced was not published until April

19· ·of 2015, two months ago.· That was not available

20· ·for the committee's First Draft and Second Draft

21· ·meetings.

22· · · · · · Furthermore, this proposal is not

23· ·straightforward and simple.· To add 6 inches to

24· ·each seating position where there is no space would



·1· ·require that something must give.· Either the

·2· ·apparatus would become wider, it would become

·3· ·taller, longer or some combination to make that

·4· ·space available to firefighters.· Changes to the

·5· ·apparatus would mean that the apparatus would have

·6· ·to give up some of the systems that are mission

·7· ·critical to the fire service.· Things like

·8· ·maneuverability, turning radius, and the amount of

·9· ·water-carrying might be things that could be

10· ·reduced as a result of this proposal.· It could

11· ·impact the ability to actually park the rigs in the

12· ·fire station.

13· · · · · · As a minimum specification, users already

14· ·have the ability to specify wider seats to seat

15· ·their population of firefighters or take

16· ·alternative steps to deal with this issue.

17· · · · · · The committee is hesitant to prescribe a

18· ·one-size-fits-all approach when there are so many

19· ·alternatives available to deal with the issue.

20· · · · · · The issue of seating space needs to go

21· ·back to the committee so that it can be fully

22· ·vetted now that we have the information from the

23· ·anthropometric study.· The NFPA process allows for

24· ·this to happen between document cycle through the



·1· ·TIA, the Tentative Interim Agreement process.

·2· · · · · · Again, the committee recommends a no vote

·3· ·on this issue.

·4· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, Chief Frazeur.· With

·5· ·that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

·6· ·Please provide your name, affiliation, and whether

·7· ·you are speaking in support or against the motion.

·8· ·Microphone Number 4, please.

·9· · · ·MR. REIDY:· Good morning again, my name is

10· ·Jim Reidy.· I am for the motion.· I am representing

11· ·the IAFF, and I'm from the San Antonio Fire

12· ·Department.· I'm a 27-year firefighter and I'm

13· ·currently a ladder and truck officer.· I also

14· ·participate in the Apparatus Specification

15· ·Committee for the San Antonio Fire Department.  I

16· ·have some experience in this area.

17· · · · · · To address some of the concerns, I'm kind

18· ·of dismayed that we're more worried about the

19· ·apparatus than we are the firefighters.· Our main

20· ·concern should be the safety of the firefighters.

21· ·The biggest complaint that firefighters in this

22· ·country have is the space inside those vehicles.

23· ·The biggest problem we have getting our guys to

24· ·wear seat belts is access to those seat belts.



·1· ·Widening these seats would make that a lot easier.

·2· · · · · · I can tell you, I get up and down off that

·3· ·rig every third day, and I have to pre-position

·4· ·that seat belt halfway deployed to get it on.· And

·5· ·I'm not alone.· Every single fire truck is like

·6· ·that.· Firefighters are the ones that ride on these

·7· ·fire trucks.· Okay.· And it can't be the apparatus

·8· ·or the firefighter.· The current seats are not

·9· ·designed for use with bunker gear, pure and simple;

10· ·and they need to be designed that way because when

11· ·we go screaming down the road, we need to have

12· ·those seat belts on and it needs to be easy.

13· · · · · · It's not a training issue.· It's an access

14· ·issue.· And it's just like the general public, it

15· ·needs to be easy for us to use.· If you increase

16· ·the use of the seat belts, increase the space,

17· ·increase the use of the seat belts, increase the

18· ·safety of the firefighter.

19· · · · · · And as far as that stuff about too wide

20· ·for the station and a turning radius, I've been

21· ·spec'ing apparatuses for years.· It's easy for a

22· ·large department to spec apparatuses, but

23· ·80 percent of the fire departments in this country

24· ·probably buy off the "lot".· They don't have that



·1· ·buying power and that ability to spec those

·2· ·apparatuses the way they want.· I'm for the motion.

·3· ·Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· I will go to

·5· ·Microphone Number 3, please.

·6· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· Thank you.· My name is

·7· ·Roger Lackore.· I represent the Fire Apparatus

·8· ·Manufacturers Association, and I'm speaking in

·9· ·opposition of the motion.

10· · · · · · When it became clear in 2003 that the

11· ·industry did not have accurate data on the

12· ·firefighter size and weight, FAMA measured

13· ·800 firefighters that led to new seatbelt length

14· ·standards.· We, at FAMA, are enthusiastic about the

15· ·new scientific data provided by the NIOSH study and

16· ·I'm personally proud to be a co-author.

17· · · · · · With that said, I must urge a no vote on

18· ·the motion being considered.· I can personally

19· ·assure you that during my 30 years as a design

20· ·engineer designing apparatus, we did everything we

21· ·could to maximize the room for cab occupants.· The

22· ·industry does not need a mandate for something that

23· ·is a prime market driver already.

24· · · · · · Seating width, while the prime driver for



·1· ·cab design, is not in itself a safety issue.

·2· ·Failing to wear your seat belt is a safety issue,

·3· ·and the current 1901 standard has addressed seat

·4· ·belt use by mandating high visibility seat belts,

·5· ·longer seat belts, longer belt length, seat belt

·6· ·warning devices, and vehicle data recorders to

·7· ·track seat belt use.

·8· · · · · · In a perfect world, we would all have

·9· ·first-class seats for everyone in every vehicle on

10· ·the road.· The problem is that most practical --

11· ·the most practical location for a custom apparatus

12· ·engine is between the driver and the officer.· The

13· ·physics of this configuration limit the amount of

14· ·room left over for occupants.

15· · · · · · The only way to improve seat width in the

16· ·front of a traditional custom cab is to move the

17· ·engine back or significantly raise the cab.· The

18· ·trade-offs of moving the engine or raising the cab

19· ·cause problems.· Higher cabs with an aerial over

20· ·the top means fire departments with historic low

21· ·fire stations or low bridges cannot use them.

22· ·Moving the engine rearward occupies space that is

23· ·otherwise used for crew members, water tanks,

24· ·pumps, hose storage, and other firefighting



·1· ·necessities.

·2· · · · · · Trucks in these configurations are

·3· ·available but have not been embraced by the vast

·4· ·majority of U.S. fire departments who continue to

·5· ·vote with their checkbooks for the traditional

·6· ·cab-over-engine apparatus.· The impact of the

·7· ·motion on the floor would be significant.· The

·8· ·traditional low cab-over-engine apparatus which

·9· ·represents upwards of 90 percent of the current

10· ·custom fleet would become noncompliant.· Many

11· ·configurations currently built on commercial

12· ·chassis would also become noncompliant.

13· · · · · · The NCA Apparatus Committee considered all

14· ·these factors extensively during their

15· ·deliberations and determined that as a minimum

16· ·standard the current seating mandates most

17· ·effectively serve the fire industry.· The necessary

18· ·trade-offs between ergonomic comfort and

19· ·firefighting capabilities is currently left to the

20· ·discretion of the fire department leadership and in

21· ·deference to regional needs of individual

22· ·communities.· We believe it should stay that way.

23· · · · · · For these reasons, I strongly urge the

24· ·Technical Committee not to adopt this motion.



·1· ·Thank you.

·2· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Is there

·3· ·somebody back there at Microphone 5?· Please.

·4· · · ·MR. WILBUR:· My name is Michael Wilbur.· I am

·5· ·speaking in favor of the motion.· I'm a retired

·6· ·lieutenant from the New York City Fire Department.

·7· · · · · · The first thing I would like to do is read

·8· ·from the Ph.D. -- double Ph.D. who did this study

·9· ·from NIOSH.· He couldn't be here with us today.· He

10· ·writes, Safety implications of the study on seat

11· ·belt and seat accommodations and fire apparatus

12· ·prepared by Dr. Hongwei Hsiao, National Institutes

13· ·for Occupational Safety and Health.· This came from

14· ·NIOSH.· This is a summary of findings from a recent

15· ·study published in the Scientific Journal of

16· ·Applied Ergonomics with implications for the design

17· ·of fire apparatus seats and seat belts.· This

18· ·summary was prepared by the lead author

19· ·Dr. Hongwei Hsiao, researcher with the National

20· ·Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.· As

21· ·part of the scientific process, the article was

22· ·reviewed by independent scientists prior to the

23· ·publication by the journal.· One of the co-authors,

24· ·J. Roger Lackore, is a member of the NFPA Technical



·1· ·Committee on Fire Apparatus.

·2· · · · · · The study overview.· This study collected

·3· ·body dimensional data on representative samples of

·4· ·951 U.S. firefighters and applied the science code

·5· ·anthropometry to assess how well fire apparatus

·6· ·seat and seat belt designs accommodate current

·7· ·firefighters.· An important finding from this study

·8· ·is that today's firefighters, on average, are much

·9· ·larger and have much different body dimensions than

10· ·data from previous generations that were used in

11· ·the design of fire apparatus as well as the NFPA

12· ·standard on fire apparatus.

13· · · · · · Based on the results from this study,

14· ·there are three primary safety issues which deserve

15· ·consideration for enhancing firefighter safety

16· ·while traveling in fire apparatus.· Three key

17· ·findings impacting firefighter safety:· The seat

18· ·belt length is too short.· The length of the seat

19· ·belt is too short to allow a substantial portion of

20· ·firefighters to buckle up especially when wearing

21· ·turnout gear.

22· · · · · · The NFPA Technical Committee on Fire

23· ·Apparatus has proposed longer seat belt lengths in

24· ·the pending revisions in the NFPA Standard for Fire



·1· ·Apparatus.

·2· · · · · · Two, seats do not adequately fit

·3· ·firefighters' turnout gear.· A firefighter would

·4· ·with turnout gear increases their body mass by a

·5· ·full 30 percent.· Confining seat spaces makes it

·6· ·difficult for the driver to reach and operate

·7· ·controls.· There's an increased potential for

·8· ·injuries during a crash to the occupants who may be

·9· ·compressed together impacting each other.

10· · · · · · The study offers ideas for how these

11· ·challenges might be addressed.· This issue was not

12· ·addressed in the pending revisions of the NFPA

13· ·standard.· Head supports can reduce neck injuries.

14· ·Head supports have the potential to reduce risk for

15· ·neck whiplash injuries in rear impact crashes.

16· ·This study provides data that can be used to design

17· ·appropriate level head supports.· This issue is not

18· ·addressed in the pending revisions of the NFPA

19· ·Standard for Fire Apparatus.

20· · · · · · Dr. Hsiao would like to convey that it has

21· ·been a privilege to conduct the research with

22· ·potential to improve firefighter safety.· On behalf

23· ·of the research team, he would like to express the

24· ·appreciation to the NFPA for the opportunity to



·1· ·highlight the findings that this study goes to.

·2· · · · · · And in finality, I agree with the brother,

·3· ·this is about firefighter safety.

·4· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Time is up.

·5· · · ·MR. WILBUR:· If the NFPA can accommodate an

·6· ·NFPA engine, then the NFPA and the apparatus

·7· ·committee can safely accommodate firefighters.

·8· ·Thank you.· Please support this motion.

·9· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Microphone Number 1, please.

10· · · ·MR. ROUTLEY:· Thank you.· Gordon Routley,

11· ·again, speaking as an individual.

12· · · · · · I would like to emphasize that the

13· ·documentation that we provided with this proposal

14· ·is probably the most complete scientifically

15· ·validated data that has ever been provided to this

16· ·committee on any subject.· And I was taken aback

17· ·when the chairman said that the data only became

18· ·available three months ago because, over the past

19· ·five years, we've made numerous presentations,

20· ·written articles, provided data as it was collected

21· ·along the way; and when I made the proposal more

22· ·than a year ago, I provided a complete copy of all

23· ·of the data.

24· · · · · · The peered-review paper only became



·1· ·available three months ago, but all of the data was

·2· ·provided to the committee with the original

·3· ·proposal and with the subsequent comment.

·4· · · · · · This is a safety issue.· The committee had

·5· ·plenty of opportunity to look at it.· And I can

·6· ·tell you that the basic reaction was while this

·7· ·just doesn't work with the way we built fire

·8· ·trucks, so let's just put it off for five years.

·9· ·We can't afford to put off a safety issue for

10· ·firefighters for five years.· This requires

11· ·attention now.

12· · · · · · It is a significant engineering challenge.

13· ·We're asking for the fire apparatus industry to go

14· ·back and figure out how it can be done.· We got to

15· ·the moon.· We figured out a lot of other things.

16· ·Surely we can figure out how to build seats big

17· ·enough for firefighters wearing protective clothing

18· ·in a fire apparatus that works.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· I'll go back to the

20· ·back of the room, Microphone 5.

21· · · ·MR. BRINKLEY:· Good morning.· Jim Brinkley,

22· ·Director of Health and Safety for the International

23· ·Association of Firefighters, and I rise to support

24· ·this motion.



·1· · · · · · With all respect to the Technical

·2· ·Committee, I realize this study was not available

·3· ·during the first and second revisions.· However, it

·4· ·is available now.· And while it may seem logical to

·5· ·return this to the Technical Committee so they can

·6· ·consider it and come with recommendations to the

·7· ·full body, I ask the members in this room to

·8· ·consider that 25 percent of all firefighter line of

·9· ·duty deaths are attributed to responding to,

10· ·returning from, and operating at roadway incidents.

11· · · · · · To return this to the Technical Committee

12· ·and allow more firefighters to die when seat belt

13· ·use or a lack thereof has been an identifying cause

14· ·of line of duty deaths is incomprehensible.· And if

15· ·there are any manufacturers in this room who claim

16· ·that they do not have the knowledge, talent, and

17· ·expertise to design a fire truck that will protect

18· ·firefighters, please rise and announce that so we

19· ·can guide our members in the right direction.

20· ·Thank you.

21· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

22· ·Number 3.

23· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· Roger Lackore from the Fire

24· ·Apparatus Manufacturers Association again.· And I



·1· ·want to make sure that we're really clear.· There

·2· ·are -- you can buy fire apparatus today that will

·3· ·meet the test up here, the 28 inches at the

·4· ·shoulder and the 27 inches at the hip.· The Fire

·5· ·Apparatus Manufacturers Association in no way wants

·6· ·to say that wider seats are not good.· If you want

·7· ·wide seats, there are some apparatus manufacturers,

·8· ·including my own at Pierce Manufacturing, we have

·9· ·two models that will meet this.· Our other models

10· ·will frankly not.

11· · · · · · If you want to get under a low bridge out

12· ·East, the two apparatus are the Dash CF and the

13· ·Quantum.· You can build on either one of those and

14· ·it will meet the 28 inches today.· But if you want

15· ·any one of the other models that can get underneath

16· ·an overpass out East or get into a historic fire

17· ·district, those apparatus won't work and for the

18· ·reasons that I explained earlier.

19· · · · · · So I'm all for wider seats.· The Apparatus

20· ·Manufacturers Association, we're all for wider

21· ·seats.· It's just we're working with physics.· So

22· ·if you decide on a yes vote today, you are limiting

23· ·yourselves as an industry to a very limited number

24· ·of apparatus, and that's the trade-offs that you



·1· ·have to work with.

·2· · · · · · I also did want to point out that as a

·3· ·committee, the 1901 Committee, we did acknowledge

·4· ·the NIOSH work.· It's in the annex in this next

·5· ·revision, and I quote, it says, "The NIOSH data

·6· ·suggests the optimum seating position to

·7· ·accommodate 95th percentile firefighters would be

·8· ·31.3 inches at the shoulder and 26.7 inches at the

·9· ·hip."· And our annex text explains that you should

10· ·consider firefighter width of your department when

11· ·you're spec'ing out your trucks.· So thank you and

12· ·I encourage a no vote.

13· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· Microphone 2,

14· ·please.

15· · · ·MR. COOK:· Steven Cook, Birmingham Fire Rescue

16· ·Service speaking on behalf of myself and against

17· ·the motion.

18· · · · · · Between January 8, 2014, and

19· ·December 25 -- excuse me, January 8, 2004, and

20· ·December 25, 2013, 1,047 firefighters died in the

21· ·line of duty.· Almost 500 of those, 46.6 percent,

22· ·died from heart attacks.· We do have a problem with

23· ·overweight firefighters and oversized firefighters

24· ·in this country.



·1· · · · · · A CDC study in 2011 found 70 percent of

·2· ·firefighters are overweight.· We have a problem

·3· ·with fat firefighters, not a problem with small

·4· ·seats.· I measured my crew.· I'm a driver of a

·5· ·ladder truck.· Our shoulder widths were between 16

·6· ·and 20 inches, and our seat widths were between

·7· ·16 and 18 inches.· One of those firefighters, our

·8· ·captain, weighs almost 300 pounds.· If we keep

·9· ·making the seats better, we're only giving positive

10· ·reinforcement to fat firefighters.· Fat

11· ·firefighters are killing us, not not wearing

12· ·seatbelts.

13· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· I will go to

14· ·Microphone Number 4.

15· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray.· I am with Cybor

16· ·Fire Protection, a fire sprinkler contractor in

17· ·Chicago.· I'm certainly not a firefighter.· I'm a

18· ·fire protection engineer and a big supporter of the

19· ·fire service.· And while I was listening to the

20· ·debate, I looked on the NFPA website --

21· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Sir, are you for?

22· · · ·MR. RAY:· I am speaking in favor of the motion.

23· ·In 2013, over 4,000 firefighter injuries occurred

24· ·while firefighters were responding to or returning



·1· ·from an incident.· That's more than ten a day.

·2· ·Maybe we could do something together as the body of

·3· ·NFPA to minimize those injuries by letting them put

·4· ·their seat belts on, it would be a good idea.

·5· ·Thank you.

·6· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· I see one more person at the mic

·7· ·back at Microphone 5.

·8· · · ·MR. ROSS:· Yes.· Good morning.· My name is

·9· ·Chris Ross.· I'm a lieutenant with the Montreal

10· ·Fire Department.· I'm speaking on my own behalf and

11· ·I'm in favor of the motion.

12· · · · · · As we mentioned before, we might have a

13· ·problem with fat firefighters.· I would like to

14· ·point out, at 170 pounds, I'm far from being that

15· ·problem; however, at 20 years on the job, putting

16· ·the seat belt on has always been hard even at my

17· ·size.· Our latest 35 engine companies that we

18· ·bought in Montreal, I'm very appreciative of the

19· ·extra long seat belts and not because I need it to

20· ·get around my stomach, but I'm going to have to be

21· ·partially standing up when the truck is rolling out

22· ·of the station in order to find the rest of the

23· ·seat belt and click it in before I sit down.

24· · · · · · The problem that arises is I take the



·1· ·effort.· A lot of firefighters don't take the

·2· ·effort.· As the gentleman mentioned, over 4,000

·3· ·injuries while on the road.· I think it's time that

·4· ·we do something together.· We've gone forward with

·5· ·a crew guard, the little buzzer that makes sure the

·6· ·firefighter is sitting down and belted in.· Our

·7· ·department has developed a problem with squirrels.

·8· ·The wires get chewed and the system stopped working

·9· ·because the guys cannot wear the belts and they're

10· ·tired of hearing the bells.

11· · · · · · So I think we need to move forward.· I'm

12· ·in favor of this motion, and I would ask everyone

13· ·to support the firefighters and vote for it.

14· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone 4.

15· · · ·MR. McLEAN:· Shawn McLean with the Cleveland

16· ·Fire Department, almost 25 years and 28 weeks, but

17· ·who's counting.· I'm in favor of the motion.

18· · · · · · I heard the man -- with all due respect to

19· ·the manufacturer, I heard him stand up here and

20· ·rattle a number of upgrades that we can provide to

21· ·these apparatus in order to meet this requirement.

22· ·This committee, this process has asked the fire

23· ·service to bring data to the process.· The fire

24· ·service has brought data to the process.· We



·1· ·brought data to support this motion.· I urge the

·2· ·group to support the motion and support the data.

·3· · · · · · As to the notion that fat firefighters are

·4· ·dying of heart attacks, unfortunately, the brother

·5· ·didn't bring any data because what we're seeing in

·6· ·our cardiovascular studies is that many of these

·7· ·fatalities are due to an electrical conduction

·8· ·problem within the heart.· It's not necessarily a

·9· ·fat issue.

10· · · · · · Don't confuse these issues here.· We're

11· ·talking about the ergonomic safety of firefighters

12· ·responding to and returning from alarms.· We

13· ·provided the data to support the motion.· I urge

14· ·the committee here, the group to support this

15· ·motion.

16· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Okay.· Is there any further

17· ·discussion on Motion 1901-1 to accept Public

18· ·Comment Number 154?

19· · · · · · Chair, do you have any final comments?

20· · · ·MR. FRAZEUR:· I do.· This is an emotional

21· ·issue, and I would ask the body to recall the words

22· ·of Harold Schaitberger who talked about the process

23· ·that we have.· We bring experts from across

24· ·industry, both users, manufacturers, and subject



·1· ·matter experts.· They formed the committee that

·2· ·fully vetted the issue.

·3· · · · · · Again, the study that was provided by the

·4· ·submitter on this was not published fully until

·5· ·April of this year.· This body should not and the

·6· ·committee should not use the information where the

·7· ·full force, in this case, NIOSH, is not behind the

·8· ·study that is being reviewed.· I encourage you to

·9· ·vote no on this submission.

10· · · ·MR. O'CONNOR:· Thank you.· Before we vote, let

11· ·me restate the motion.· The motion on the floor is

12· ·to accept Public Comment Number 154.· To vote,

13· ·touch the vote button, please.· If you wish to vote

14· ·in favor of the motion and recommend the text on

15· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

16· ·the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

17· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· Balloting will

18· ·be closed in five seconds.· Balloting is closed.

19· ·Thank you.

20· · · · · · The results of the vote are 186 for the

21· ·motion and recommend the text on screen one.· The

22· ·motion has passed.

23· · · · · · Is there any further discussion on

24· ·NFPA 1901?



·1· · · · · · Okay.· Seeing none, we will move on to the

·2· ·next document.· Thank you, Chief.· Before we begin

·3· ·the next document, I would like to introduce

·4· ·James Golinveaux, member of the Standards Council

·5· ·who will be the presiding officer for the next two

·6· ·documents.· James.

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· The next report under

·8· ·consideration this morning is that of the Technical

·9· ·Committee on Ambulances.· Here to present the

10· ·committee report is Committee Chair David Fischler,

11· ·Pompano Beach, Florida.· The committee report, that

12· ·is, the First and Second Draft Reports, are located

13· ·in the document information pages for NFPA 1917 on

14· ·the NFPA website.· The Certified Amending Motions

15· ·are contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

16· ·Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

17· ·the screen.

18· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

19· ·sequence number presented.· Mr. Fischler?

20· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· Thank you.· Good morning.

21· ·Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen, the report of the

22· ·Technical Committee on Ambulances is presented for

23· ·adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

24· ·and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual
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·1· ·Meeting Revision Cycle.· The Technical Committee

·2· ·has published a First and Second Draft Report

·3· ·consisting of revisions to NFPA 1917, Standard for

·4· ·Automotive Ambulances.· These reports were

·5· ·submitted to letter ballot of the responsible

·6· ·Technical Committee.· The reports and ballot

·7· ·results can be found on the next edition tab of the

·8· ·document information page for NFPA 1917 at

·9· ·www.nfpa.org/1917next.· The presiding officer will

10· ·now proceed with the Certified Amending Motions.

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Fischler.· Now

12· ·let's proceed with the discussion on the Certified

13· ·Amending Motions on NFPA 1917.· Microphone 1.

14· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

15· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA, and I move

16· ·that we accept Motion 1917-1 that accepts

17· ·Comment 17, 1917-1.

18· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· I will remind you to try to

19· ·remember to speak into the microphone.

20· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· I'm trying to read it.

21· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Understood.· Thank you.· Do I

22· ·have a second to that motion?

23· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

24· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· There's a motion



·1· ·on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 17.

·2· ·We do have a second.· Please proceed with the

·3· ·discussion on the motion.

·4· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· It's unfortunate that the

·5· ·actual text is not on the screen.· It's not that

·6· ·long.· I wish members could see it, and I urge the

·7· ·members to actually look at the agenda where you

·8· ·will find it.

·9· · · · · · What this does is it adds information.· It

10· ·does not change the requirement.· It's adds

11· ·information.· 1917 states that FMVSS 302 is the

12· ·standard that is used for measuring fire

13· ·resistance.· It doesn't measure anything like fire

14· ·resistance.· But this adds what it actually does

15· ·and also adds an annex note that explains that NFPA

16· ·has developed a document in NFPA 556 that says that

17· ·the safety provided by complying with FMVSS 302 is

18· ·zero, no safety whatsoever.

19· · · · · · We report also on that in a paper that was

20· ·developed by -- written by a number of people

21· ·including Dick Gann, Rich Lyon, Jim Quintieri, and

22· ·Archie Tewarson, Human Survivability, Motor Vehicle

23· ·Fires that demonstrates that this doesn't do

24· ·anything.· But at the very least, the users of the



·1· ·document should know what they are responding to,

·2· ·what the requirements are.

·3· · · · · · The other motions I'm going to be making

·4· ·after this do introduce some requirement changes.

·5· ·This does not introduce requirement changes,

·6· ·provides the appropriate information.

·7· · · · · · On Monday, the chairman of NFPA told us we

·8· ·have to strive to decrease fire deaths in this

·9· ·country.· A large number of the fire deaths in this

10· ·country occur from fires occurring in road

11· ·vehicles.· That's why NFPA developed 556, a guide

12· ·for what we can do to improve fire safety of

13· ·vehicles.· This document ignores everything.

14· · · · · · The response by the committee to the

15· ·public comment was, and I will read the response,

16· ·NFPA -- sorry, I just dropped this.· I apologize.

17· ·NFPA 1917 currently follows FMVSS 302.· That was

18· ·their technical response to the public comment.

19· ·They just ignored it.· This is the second cycle

20· ·that the committee chooses to ignore additional

21· ·fire safety.

22· · · · · · Please follow the guidance that was

23· ·provided Jim Pauley.· Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Mr. Fischler, would you like



·1· ·to offer the committee's position?

·2· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· Yes.· Thank you.· I would first

·3· ·like to thank my committee who worked so diligently

·4· ·reviewing all the public inputs and public comments

·5· ·that were submitted and giving each one due

·6· ·consideration even causing us to have additional

·7· ·meetings so that we adequately addressed all those

·8· ·issues.· The committee urges that this amendment be

·9· ·rejected.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.

11· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· FMVSS, which is the Federal

12· ·Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, 302 is what the

13· ·federal government has codified in the Code of

14· ·Federal Regulations as the requirement for the

15· ·interior of motor vehicles.· That is where our

16· ·manufacturers are held accountable to.· That is

17· ·what they must build to that standard.

18· · · · · · As was indicated three years ago when we

19· ·addressed this same issue, if the changes are to be

20· ·made, they need to be made within the Code of

21· ·Federal Regulations and at the federal level.· We

22· ·cannot do that within our process in that we do

23· ·have a Federal Code.· Therefore, the committee

24· ·urges that this amendment be rejected.



·1· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Fischler.· With

·2· ·that, we will open the debate on this motion.

·3· ·Please provide your name and affiliation and

·4· ·whether you are speaking in support or against the

·5· ·motion.· Microphone 6, please.

·6· · · ·MR. MARTELL:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· My name

·7· ·is John Martell.· I am here representing the

·8· ·International Association of Firefighters.· I have

·9· ·been 24 years on the job as a firefighter/paramedic

10· ·with the Portland, Maine, Fire Department and am

11· ·president of the Professional Firefighters of

12· ·Maine.· I'm here today to oppose the motion on the

13· ·floor.

14· · · · · · In section -- and it is unfortunate that

15· ·we can't see the motion in its entirety, but in

16· ·Section 6.13.1, the stated purpose for the motion

17· ·is to reduce death or injury due to fires in the

18· ·interior of the ambulance or vehicle from matches

19· ·or cigarettes.

20· · · · · · As we may know or most of you may know

21· ·that in the back of the ambulance, oxygen is in use

22· ·and a cigarette or an open flame is not allowed and

23· ·would not be there at all and the source for this

24· ·ignition would be extremely low.



·1· · · · · · As was pointed out by the Chairman, the

·2· ·ambulances already meet the requirements of

·3· ·Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.· It's

·4· ·adequate there.· It's worked well.· It should stay

·5· ·in place.· If an AHJ wants to exceed that, they can

·6· ·do so in the request for proposal.· That's their

·7· ·choice and they can do it.

·8· · · · · · But also, we have concerns that this

·9· ·motion and perhaps others may require the use of

10· ·flame retardants to meet any new criteria.· We are

11· ·concerned about the possible exposure of any

12· ·patient or firefighter or EMS personnel in the back

13· ·of these ambulances as to these products without

14· ·data showing effectiveness in these current

15· ·settings.

16· · · · · · The increased rate of cancer in the fire

17· ·service is of great concern to us.· We feel the

18· ·need to move cautiously with any new requirement

19· ·that may call for their use, and we urge the body

20· ·here to vote no on this motion.· Thank you.

21· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· I will move to

22· ·Microphone Number 4.

23· · · ·MR. HOPPER:· Howard Hopper, UL, and on this

24· ·issue, I'm speaking neither for nor against the



·1· ·motion but providing information.

·2· · · · · · I would like to point out that our

·3· ·NFPA 1917 Technical Committee member supported the

·4· ·committee action on this item.· However, as a

·5· ·member of the Technical Committee on Hazard and

·6· ·Risk of Contents and Furnishings, UL supported the

·7· ·commentary added to NFPA 556 on the limitations

·8· ·associated with FMVSS 302.· On that committee, we

·9· ·also supported the guidance in NFPA 556 proposed by

10· ·Mr. Hirschler for several alternate fire response

11· ·test methods that would lead to improved

12· ·flammability requirements for materials used and

13· ·products used in passage or road vehicles.· Thank

14· ·you.

15· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 1.

16· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

17· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA in support of

18· ·the motion.

19· · · · · · I'm going to read the text because

20· ·apparently the committee and the gentleman who

21· ·spoke in opposition didn't understand that this

22· ·provides information and does not change the

23· ·requirements.· This explains what 61 -- what

24· ·FMVSS 302 does.· "613.1, FMVSS 302 is a US federal



·1· ·standard that specifies flammability requirements

·2· ·for materials used in the occupant compartments of

·3· ·motor vehicles.· Its purpose is to reduce deaths

·4· ·and injuries to motor vehicle occupants caused by

·5· ·vehicle fires, especially those originating in the

·6· ·interior of the vehicle from sources such as

·7· ·matches or cigarettes.

·8· · · · · · "Any portion of a single or composite

·9· ·material which is within half an inch of the

10· ·occupant compartment air space is required to meet

11· ·one of the following requirements:

12· · · · · · "The material shall not burn, nor transmit

13· ·a flame front across its surface, at a rate of more

14· ·than 4 inches per minute, or

15· · · · · · "If the material stops burning before it

16· ·burned for 60 seconds", then it shall be considered

17· ·to have been met.

18· · · · · · And then there's an annex note that says

19· ·that "FMVSS 302 is a mandatory test for the

20· ·flammability of some of the materials contained",

21· ·and then it says further that NFPA 556 indicates

22· ·it's worthless.· That's information in the annex.

23· · · · · · What it says in the body is what 302 does.

24· ·This document refers you to 302 and says 302 is a



·1· ·test for fire resistance.· It is not a test for

·2· ·fire resistance.· It is a test for what the federal

·3· ·government says it is which is a test to determine

·4· ·the flammability, the flame spread rate.

·5· · · · · · If you want to have this test in, which I

·6· ·understand is a requirement, then explain what it

·7· ·is in the text so people can know what it is in the

·8· ·text.· Thank you.

·9· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· I will move to Microphone

10· ·Number 3.

11· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· Roger Lackore with Oshkosh

12· ·Corporation.· I'm representing myself and I'm

13· ·against the motion.

14· · · · · · I just want to point out a couple things.

15· ·One is that if indeed there are no -- these don't

16· ·represent a requirement, then they belong in the

17· ·annex.· So all this material I believe that we've

18· ·just added -- suggesting it be added does not

19· ·belong in the body of the text if it indeed does

20· ·not create a requirement.

21· · · · · · The other thing that I wanted to point out

22· ·was that the way ambulances are manufactured today

23· ·is you have a commercial vehicle that then the

24· ·patient compartment is added to it.· So the



·1· ·commercial vehicles are all manufactured in high

·2· ·volume by Ford, by GM, et cetera, and the only

·3· ·requirement that they have is FMVSS 302.

·4· · · · · · So if we are going to add requirements,

·5· ·which I think the next motions are going to talk

·6· ·about, we have that dilemma to deal with.· Thank

·7· ·you.

·8· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

·9· ·Number 6, please.

10· · · ·MR. CHOLIN:· Yes.· My name is John Cholin from

11· ·J.M. Cholin Consultants.· I'm a fire protection

12· ·engineer, and I'm not representing any client with

13· ·my comments.· As I read the --

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Can you please indicate

15· ·whether you're speaking in favor --

16· · · ·MR. CHOLIN:· I'm speaking against the motion.

17· ·As I read the text of the motion, it is

18· ·informational material.· There are no requirements.

19· ·And just on the basis of the Manual of Style, all

20· ·of this information, if it is going to be adopted

21· ·by the TC, it should be in the annex, not in the

22· ·body of the document.

23· · · · · · So I urge the membership to vote against

24· ·the motion and allow the Technical Committee to put



·1· ·the information where it belongs.

·2· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 1,

·3· ·please.

·4· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·5· ·GBH International, for NAFRA in support.

·6· · · · · · Nowhere in 1917 does it say that you shall

·7· ·meet FMVSS 302.· It needs to say so.· That's what

·8· ·this does.

·9· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Okay.· Is there any further

10· ·discussion on Motion 1917-1 to accept Public

11· ·Comment Number 17?· I'm coming over to you.

12· · · · · · So any final comments, please, Mr. Chair?

13· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· Thank you.· Thank you for all

14· ·the comments you made.· It's interesting to note in

15· ·the proposed amendment which indicates that

16· ·NFPA 556 should be used and that's entitled a Guide

17· ·on Methods.· A guide I believe under the NFPA

18· ·process cannot be used as a requirement.· So that

19· ·would be inappropriate.

20· · · · · · Therefore, the committee looks and urges

21· ·the body to reject this motion.

22· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· I'm sorry, Microphone 1.  I

23· ·have already shut off for final comment.· I'm going

24· ·to move --



·1· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Point the order.· The gentlemen

·2· ·said something incorrect.

·3· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· You're welcome to raise a

·4· ·point of order.· I will pause for just a second.

·5· ·I'm going to find it in order for you to make a

·6· ·comment.· Microphone Number 1.

·7· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·8· ·GBH International, for NAFRA.· This comment does

·9· ·not require the use of 556.· 556 is in the annex in

10· ·the comment.

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Chair,

12· ·do you have any final comment on that?

13· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· No.

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Before we move to the vote,

15· ·let me restate the motion.· The motion on the floor

16· ·is to accept Public Comment Number 17.· To vote,

17· ·touch the vote button.· If you wish to vote in

18· ·favor of the motion and the recommended text on

19· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

20· ·the motion and the recommended text on screen two,

21· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· Five seconds.

22· ·The voting is closed.

23· · · · · · Based on results, the motion has failed.

24· ·(205 to 58).



·1· · · · · · And we will now proceed to the discussion

·2· ·on the Certifying Amending Motion 1917.2.

·3· ·Microphone 1, please.

·4· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·5· ·GBH International, for NAFRA.

·6· · · · · · What this -- this and the next two do

·7· ·change the requirements.· What they do is say that

·8· ·you shall test the carpets or floor covering

·9· ·materials in the ambulance the same way that you

10· ·test the carpets everywhere else, that you meet the

11· ·carpet test with the lowest common denominator

12· ·which is Class 2.· I'm not going to go much

13· ·further.· Every carpet that is used in any

14· ·commercial environment meets this kind of

15· ·requirement.· Thank you.

16· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· There is a motion

17· ·on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 18.

18· ·Is there a second?

19· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

20· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· We do have a second.· Please

21· ·proceed with the discussion on the motion.

22· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· In this standard, I think it was

23· ·related that the standard that the federal

24· ·government applies to the testing is FMVSS 302.



·1· ·Manufacturers are obligated to meet that standard.

·2· ·If we do any other testing and deliver an ambulance

·3· ·that is not tested to 302, FMVSS standard, then

·4· ·we're delivering a noncompliant 1917 ambulance,

·5· ·again, remembering that we are a minimum consensus

·6· ·standard and that the federal government has

·7· ·created the standard for that testing.· If that

·8· ·needs to be changed, it needs to be changed within

·9· ·the federal system and changed at the federal level

10· ·under the Code of Federal Regulations.

11· · · · · · In addition, it's referred to NFPA 253;

12· ·and, in the NFPA 253 document scope, on the annex

13· ·part, 1.1.2, the imposed radiant flux simulates the

14· ·thermal radiation levels likely to impinge on the

15· ·floors of a building whose upper surfaces are

16· ·heated by flames, hot gases or both from a fully

17· ·developed fire in an adjacent room or compartment.

18· ·So it is the standard that applies to building

19· ·construction, not to motor vehicles.

20· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Fischler.· With

21· ·that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

22· ·Please provide your name and affiliation and

23· ·whether you're speaking in support or against the

24· ·motion.· I'm going to go to Microphone 2 first.



·1· · · ·MR. VINCI:· Good morning.· My name is

·2· ·Matt Vinci.· I'm representing the International

·3· ·Association of Firefighters, and I rise against the

·4· ·motion.

·5· · · · · · As you heard in the discussion earlier,

·6· ·this is an opportunity to introduce flame

·7· ·retardants into the back of a mobile health vehicle

·8· ·where our members provide emergency care to

·9· ·patients throughout the United States and Canada,

10· ·and we are at an issue -- we have an issue within

11· ·our profession of exposure to carcinogens.· We feel

12· ·that this just continues to add to the potential of

13· ·flame retardants that our members are in the

14· ·environment of.

15· · · · · · Most recently, and I know it's a little

16· ·bit differently, Kaiser Permanente decided they

17· ·were not going to buy upholstered furniture with

18· ·flame retardants and want to remove them from the

19· ·health care centers.

20· · · · · · Our members operate in the back of these

21· ·ambulances.· This is an opportunity for FRs to

22· ·again be applied and be in the environment where

23· ·our members are.· We urge you to not support this

24· ·motion.



·1· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 1.

·2· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·3· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA in favor of

·4· ·the motion.

·5· · · · · · I want to point out that the issue that we

·6· ·need to meet FMVSS 302 has been resolved by the

·7· ·previous motion.· This is an added test.· This is

·8· ·what we need to improve fire performance.· We've

·9· ·been talking about the fact that we want to make

10· ·sure that fewer fatalities occur in automobiles.  I

11· ·have just been involved and am working right now in

12· ·a case where a fire that came from underneath the

13· ·car.· There was a arc.· The first thing that

14· ·started, caught fire was the carpet.· That was the

15· ·first thing that caught fire.· It met 302.· It then

16· ·burned like hell and five people died in that car.

17· ·This is not -- that was not an ambulance, but

18· ·that's the issue.

19· · · · · · We are off the subject of 302.· 302 is a

20· ·requirement.· The point is you need more than just

21· ·302.· You should also comply with requirements that

22· ·are consistent with the problems with fire safety

23· ·in motor vehicles.· Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 3,



·1· ·please.

·2· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· Roger Lackore again with Oshkosh

·3· ·Corporation.· I'm speaking against the motion and

·4· ·would point out I am a member of the 1917

·5· ·Committee.· So I know that we specifically took the

·6· ·FMVSS standard requirements out of the documents

·7· ·simply because they are regulation.· In addition to

·8· ·302, there's a whole raft of FMVSS standards that

·9· ·as a motor vehicle manufacturer you have to comply

10· ·with.

11· · · · · · Just to be clear, 302 states that the

12· ·regulation applies to passenger cars, multi-purpose

13· ·passenger vehicles, trucks, and buses.· So it

14· ·applies to all ambulances anyway.

15· · · · · · My second point is that I don't know of an

16· ·ambulance that has carpet in it.· Typically we're

17· ·talking about a hard surface inside there.

18· · · · · · And I just echo our Chair's discussion

19· ·about NFPA 253 which specifically says that it's

20· ·for building areas other than -- I'm sorry, not

21· ·intended for routine use in estimating flame spread

22· ·behavior of floor covering in building areas other

23· ·than corridors or exit enclosures.· An ambulance is

24· ·neither a building, a corridor nor an exit.· Thank



·1· ·you.

·2· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

·3· ·Number 4, please.

·4· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates

·5· ·speaking for myself, and as of October, 50 years in

·6· ·the fire service.· I'm not speaking for or against.

·7· ·I just want to clarify something.

·8· · · · · · The Chairman kind of clarified it,

·9· ·although he was speaking against it.· This does

10· ·only apply to the floor coverings.· Somebody

11· ·mentioned earlier about upholstery.· This only

12· ·applies to floor covering.· And in my 50 years in

13· ·the fire service, I've never seen a carpet in the

14· ·back of an ambulance.· So I don't think it's going

15· ·to an issue either way.

16· · · · · · So I'm not speaking for or against it.· It

17· ·does only apply to floor covering.· And if you read

18· ·the annex notes in the Life Safety Code, the type

19· ·of floor covering that we do find in the back of an

20· ·ambulance would automatically meet this anyhow.· So

21· ·it's almost a nonissue.

22· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Seeing no one else

23· ·at the microphone, Mr. Chair, do you have any final

24· ·comment?



·1· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· No further comment.

·2· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Before we vote,

·3· ·let me restate the motion.· The motion on the floor

·4· ·is to accept Public Comment Number 18.· To vote,

·5· ·touch the vote button.· If you wish to vote in

·6· ·favor of the motion and recommend the text on the

·7· ·screen, on screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to

·8· ·vote against the motion and recommend the text on

·9· ·screen two, touch no.· Please record your vote.

10· ·Balloting will close in five seconds.· The

11· ·balloting is closed.· Thank you.

12· · · · · · The results of the vote are 20 for the

13· ·motion and recommended text on screen one, and

14· ·234 against the motion and recommended text on

15· ·screen two.· The motion has failed.

16· · · · · · Let's now proceed to discussion on

17· ·Certified Amending Motion 1917-3.· Microphone 1,

18· ·please.

19· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

20· ·GBH International, speaking on behalf of NAFRA and

21· ·for the motion.

22· · · · · · And, again, it would be nice if the actual

23· ·text were shown rather than requiring people to go

24· ·back.· What the text shows right -- I'm sorry.  I



·1· ·move my Motion 1917-3.

·2· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

·3· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· The motion on the

·4· ·floor is to accept Public Comment Number 19.· Is

·5· ·there a second?

·6· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· We do have a second.· Please

·8· ·proceed with the discussion on the motion.· Thank

·9· ·you.

10· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Thank you.· Again, I wish the

11· ·text were there so you can see.

12· · · · · · Right now about insulation, the only thing

13· ·this says is that the insulation shall be

14· ·nonsettling type, verminproof, mildewproof,

15· ·nontoxic, et cetera, and it shall meet FMVSS 302.

16· ·In fact, it doesn't meet FMVSS 302 because

17· ·FMVSS 302 covers the stuff that is in the passenger

18· ·compartment and not insulation which is behind the

19· ·wall.· So it's not -- by the federal standard, it

20· ·is not required to meet 302.

21· · · · · · Let me repeat.· The federal standard

22· ·requires 302 for those things that are in contact

23· ·with the passenger compartment.· Insulation is not

24· ·in contact with the passenger -- in the passenger



·1· ·compartment.· So it's not required to meet that.

·2· · · · · · The speaker before said that we eliminated

·3· ·all the references to 302 in the standard.· Well,

·4· ·obviously you didn't.· It's still there.· So what

·5· ·we should do is if we're going to put insulation

·6· ·behind the wall which is the stuff where we're

·7· ·talking about, put the insulation between the wall

·8· ·and the passenger compartment, it should meet the

·9· ·same requirement of insulation anywhere in the

10· ·United States by code has to meet.· All insulation

11· ·that you buy in any store in the United States will

12· ·meet these requirements.· It's a standard type of

13· ·requirement for insulation.· They don't have to

14· ·meet 302.· They would meet it because anything

15· ·meets 302.· Tissue paper probably does, too.

16· ·Everything meets 302.· This is not required by the

17· ·federal government to meet 302.· So put something

18· ·in that is appropriate.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Mr. Fischler,

20· ·would you like to offer the Committee's position?

21· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· Yes.· The Committee urges that

22· ·this amendment be rejected.· We believe the

23· ·amendment calls for the removal of a comment in

24· ·there that says that meets the requirements of



·1· ·49 CFR 571, FMVSS 302.· That's what the amendment

·2· ·calls, to remove those words.· We believe that does

·3· ·fall under 302.· The committee looked at it and

·4· ·gave it due consideration and said it should be

·5· ·included.

·6· · · · · · In addition, the Amending Motion refers as

·7· ·NFPA 275, Standard Method of Tests for Evaluation

·8· ·of Thermal Barriers.· What does the NFPA 275

·9· ·address?· According to NFPA, this test applies to

10· ·building construction, materials, products,

11· ·assemblies intended to be used to protect foam,

12· ·plastic, insulation or metal composite materials,

13· ·MCM, from direct fire exposure.· The team looked at

14· ·that.· The amending motion would now include 275

15· ·which would be for building materials.· We feel

16· ·that's totally inappropriate, and the committee

17· ·voted to reject that input in those comments

18· ·involving this motion.

19· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Fischler.· With

20· ·that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

21· ·Please provide your name and affiliation and

22· ·whether you are speaking in support or against the

23· ·motion.· Microphone 6, please.

24· · · ·MR. MARTELL:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· My name



·1· ·is John Martell.· I am representing the

·2· ·International Association of Firefighters, and I

·3· ·rise in opposition to the motion.

·4· · · · · · As you can see in Section 6.15.1, as we go

·5· ·down through, The patient compartment shall be

·6· ·insulated with nonsettling type, verminproof,

·7· ·mildewproof, nontoxic, and nonhygroscopic material.

·8· ·And, again, that raised the issue for all of us to

·9· ·be concerned about, the environment that's in back

10· ·of an ambulance which is a mobile health care

11· ·facility.

12· · · · · · We're not seeing any data that would

13· ·require the motion to be put forward.· We totally

14· ·agree with the Chair and the committee on their

15· ·concerns about this.· The regulations that are in

16· ·place already are effective, and we urge the body

17· ·to reject the motion.· Thank you, sir.

18· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

19· ·Number 1, please.

20· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

21· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA.· Let me

22· ·clarify one more time.· 302 refers to the materials

23· ·are exposed to the environment.· In no ambulance

24· ·will there be exposed insulation.· So 302 does not



·1· ·apply to the materials that are behind the wall.

·2· ·It does not apply.

·3· · · · · · If you're going to try to buy insulation,

·4· ·which I'm sure that manufacturers of ambulances do,

·5· ·I'm sure they buy insulation when they put it in,

·6· ·it will meet these requirements because these are

·7· ·the typical requirements that you need when you go

·8· ·into any store and buy insulation.

·9· · · · · · Let me point out, discuss the issue that

10· ·the Chairman raised about NFPA 275.· What it says

11· ·if you actually read the text is that if you choose

12· ·to use foam, plastic insulation, and I'm not saying

13· ·you need to or you should or anything like that,

14· ·but if you choose to use foam plastic insulation,

15· ·it was decided by the Federal Trade Commission back

16· ·in 1974 that you shall cover it with a thermal

17· ·barrier.· That's what -- that's what 275 is.· If

18· ·you choose to use foam plastic insulation, make

19· ·sure that you use a thermal barrier.· NFPA 275

20· ·guarantees what the thermal barrier is what it says

21· ·it is.· You don't have to use NFPA 275.· You don't

22· ·have to use foam plastic, but you have to have the

23· ·appropriate requirements.

24· · · · · · 302 does not apply according to the law of



·1· ·the land to insulation that is not exposed.· And I

·2· ·hope you don't have exposed insulation in an

·3· ·ambulance because that would be very severe for the

·4· ·people who ride in it.

·5· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Mr. Hirschler, for the record,

·6· ·could you please state whether you are speaking in

·7· ·support or against the motion?

·8· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· I'm speaking in support of the

·9· ·motion.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Is there any

11· ·further discussion on Motion 1917-3 to accept

12· ·Public Comment Number 19?· Mr. Chair, would you

13· ·have any final comments?

14· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· No final comments.

15· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Before we vote, let me restate

16· ·the motion.· The motion on the floor is to accept

17· ·Public Comment Number 19.· To vote, touch the vote

18· ·button.· If you wish to vote in favor of the motion

19· ·and the recommended text on screen one, touch yes.

20· ·If you wish to vote against the motion and

21· ·recommended text on screen two, touch no.· Please

22· ·record your vote.· The balloting will close in five

23· ·seconds.· The balloting is closed.· Thank you.

24· · · · · · The results of the vote are 44 for the



·1· ·motion and recommended text on screen one, and

·2· ·218 against the motion and recommended text on

·3· ·screen two.· The motion has failed.

·4· · · · · · Now let's proceed with the discussion on

·5· ·Certified Amending Motion 1917-4.· Microphone 1,

·6· ·please.

·7· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·8· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA, and I move

·9· ·Motion 1917-4.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· There's a motion

11· ·on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 20.

12· ·Is there a second?

13· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· We do have a second.· Please

15· ·proceed with the discussion on the motion.

16· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Again, this again discusses

17· ·that needs -- look at .3.· It says, Interior

18· ·surface shall be fire resistant in compliance with

19· ·302.· Again, I'll point out that it was discussed

20· ·before this that all the information about 302 was

21· ·eliminated.· Obviously not.

22· · · · · · Second, 302 does not measure fire

23· ·resistance.· Fire resistance has nothing to do with

24· ·what 302 does.· What this does is it includes the



·1· ·requirements for interior surface materials, and it

·2· ·says they shall meet -- again, I wish you would

·3· ·actually put the text on -- Interior surface

·4· ·materials shall meet the flammability requirements

·5· ·of 302 as well as the requirements that you have in

·6· ·things like mobile homes or things like that.

·7· · · · · · I'm not going to go through in great

·8· ·detail, but this is copied identical from what you

·9· ·have in NFPA 501 for mobile homes which is very

10· ·similar, a type of environment to this.· I urge you

11· ·to support the motion.· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· I would like to

13· ·remind everyone that the text is in your agenda if

14· ·you need to read the text.· It's just more than we

15· ·can put on the screen.· You do have access to it if

16· ·you need to read that.

17· · · · · · So, Mr. Chairman, would you like to offer

18· ·the committee's position?

19· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· The committee again urges you to

20· ·reject this amendment.· It removes and we believe

21· ·that it's correct as we have written it that FMVSS

22· ·should be included.

23· · · · · · And in terms of the fire resistance, that

24· ·should not be removed which is what the amending



·1· ·motion does.· We need to ensure that manufacturers

·2· ·when they deliver an ambulance deliver a NFPA 1917

·3· ·compliant ambulance.· If we start putting other --

·4· ·removing the federal standards, we have no control

·5· ·over that.· They have to meet the federal

·6· ·standards.· That is not our option that the change

·7· ·needs to be made on any of the testing, any of the

·8· ·requirements to FMVSS.· It needs to be made at the

·9· ·federal level.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Fischler.· With

11· ·that, we will open the debate on the motion.

12· ·Please provide your name and affiliation and

13· ·whether you are speaking in support or against the

14· ·motion.· Microphone 2, please.

15· · · ·MR. VINCI:· Good morning.· Matt Vinci,

16· ·International Association of Firefighters.· We rise

17· ·against the motion.

18· · · · · · As we have continued to state, these are

19· ·mobile health care environments.· These are not

20· ·mobile homes.· There's a clear difference between

21· ·the interior finish and the need for flammability

22· ·standards in a mobile home versus a mobile health

23· ·care environment.· We do not want to potentially

24· ·add additional carcinogenic flame retardants into



·1· ·the environment where we treat patients where our

·2· ·members are exposed.

·3· · · · · · We again join you -- ask you to join us in

·4· ·urging you to reject this motion.· Thank you.

·5· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 4,

·6· ·please.

·7· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates,

·8· ·speaking for myself.

·9· · · · · · First of all, the Chair's comments are

10· ·inaccurate because the referenced 302 is still

11· ·there.· It's just a proper reference because in the

12· ·current document it talks about fire resistance in

13· ·accordance with 302.· As Marcelo has pointed out,

14· ·302 doesn't measure fire resistance.· So let's make

15· ·the document accurate.· It still says it.· It says,

16· ·Interior finishes shall meet the flammability

17· ·requirements of 302, which is an accurate

18· ·statement.· So you're not losing the reference to

19· ·302.

20· · · · · · The second part with regard to

21· ·carcinogenics, I don't know where that comes up

22· ·because all this says is it doesn't have to exceed

23· ·a flame spread index of 200.· 90 percent of the

24· ·stuff in the back of the ambulance are Phenolics



·1· ·such as formica, Wilsonart, those types of things,

·2· ·and they'll meet this with no problem.

·3· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Mr. Lathrop, before you step

·4· ·away, were you speaking in favor or against the

·5· ·motion?

·6· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· For it.

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

·8· ·Number 3, please.

·9· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· Roger Lackore with Oshkosh

10· ·Corporation.· First thing, I would like to thank --

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Can you please --

12· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· I'm sorry.· I'm speaking against

13· ·the motion.

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.

15· · · ·MR. LACKORE:· I wanted to thank Mr. Hirschler

16· ·for continuing to point out my poor memory.· Yes,

17· ·we do have 302 scattered throughout the document.

18· ·Generally speaking, in both 1901 and 1917, we've

19· ·removed FMVSS requirements, but I apologize for

20· ·that inaccuracy.

21· · · · · · That being said, I just want to point out

22· ·two things on this.· One is to remind people that

23· ·again we're talking about the patient compartment,

24· ·but the front of the ambulance which is typically



·1· ·open between the two is going to meet 302.· It's

·2· ·not going to meet this higher standard.· If you buy

·3· ·a Ford product off the lot or GM product off the

·4· ·lot, it might, but there's nothing to say that it

·5· ·would.

·6· · · · · · The other thing, in the 1917 Committee

·7· ·when we reviewed this public comment to begin with

·8· ·was there's no demonstration of need.· And several

·9· ·of the other things we talked about today, we

10· ·looked at the NIOSH reports, we looked at the

11· ·firefighting reports where people had gone out and

12· ·done studies and came with the need.· In all of

13· ·these we don't see a demonstrated need based on

14· ·data.

15· · · · · · And I would encourage Mr. Hirschler to

16· ·join our committee and bring his expertise in so

17· ·that we can spend that time where it's appropriate

18· ·to discuss these details.· Again, I urge a no vote.

19· ·Thank you.

20· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Microphone Number 1, please.

21· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

22· ·GBH International, for NAFRA in favor of the

23· ·motion.

24· · · · · · I just want to read definition of fire



·1· ·resistance just since obviously there is some

·2· ·confusion.· "Fire resistance, that property of

·3· ·materials or their assemblies that prevents or

·4· ·retards the passage of excessive heat, hot gases,

·5· ·or flames under conditions of use."· Prevents the

·6· ·passage.· Fire resistance, what you put in one

·7· ·compartment to prevent a fire from penetrating to

·8· ·another compartment.

·9· · · · · · For those of you who have ever run the

10· ·fire test, ASTM E119 is the test for fire

11· ·resistance.· This has nothing to do with fire

12· ·resistance, FMVSS 302.

13· · · · · · Again, as Jim Lathrop pointed out, the

14· ·motion does not eliminate 302 from the text.· It

15· ·doesn't matter whether it would eliminate or not

16· ·because, as was pointed out time and time again,

17· ·302 is the law of the land.· So whether we put it

18· ·in the document or not, it doesn't matter.· You

19· ·still have to meet it.· But the point is what do

20· ·other -- what else you have to meet for interior

21· ·surfaces in the compartment.· You need to meet

22· ·something to make sure that there's a little bit of

23· ·fire safety.

24· · · · · · Again, I want to repeat what Jim Pauley



·1· ·said on Monday, we need to try to strive for zero

·2· ·fire fatalities.· We know that automotive is one of

·3· ·the largest sources of fire fatalities in this

·4· ·country.· Thank you.

·5· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Is there any

·6· ·further discussion on Motion 1917-4 to accept

·7· ·Public Comment Number 20?· Mr. Chair, do you have

·8· ·any final comments?

·9· · · ·MR. FISCHLER:· Not at this time, no.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Before we vote,

11· ·let me restate the motion.· The motion on the floor

12· ·is to accept Public Comment Number 20.· To vote,

13· ·touch the vote button.· If you wish to vote in

14· ·favor of the motion and recommend the text on

15· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

16· ·the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

17· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

18· ·will be closed in five seconds.· Balloting is

19· ·closed.· Thank you.

20· · · · · · The results of the vote are 70 for the

21· ·motion and the recommended text on screen one, and

22· ·204 (205) against the motion and recommended text

23· ·on screen two.· The motion has failed.

24· · · · · · Is there any further discussion on



·1· ·NFPA 1917?· Seeing none, we will move to the next

·2· ·document, but we are going to take a 15-minute

·3· ·recess.· So we'll be back in 15 minutes.· Thank

·4· ·you.

·5· · · · · · · · · · · · (Off the record at 10:05 a.m.)

·6· · · · · · · · · · · · (On the record at 10:20 a.m.)

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· I ask you to return to your

·8· ·seats.· If I could get your attention, please.  I

·9· ·will get it.

10· · · · · · Before we resume on the motions, I have a

11· ·question for you that staff needs to know an

12· ·opinion on.· How many of those by show of hands

13· ·will be using the bus shuttle service at the end of

14· ·this session to return to the hotel?· Just a raise

15· ·of hands of those who intend to use the bus shuttle

16· ·service to the hotel.· Thank you very much.· Now

17· ·that was an easy vote.

18· · · · · · The next report under consideration this

19· ·morning is that of the Committee on Combustible

20· ·Dusts.· Here to present the committee report is the

21· ·Correlating Committee Chair Kevin Kreitman of

22· ·Redding Fire Department, Redding, California.· The

23· ·committee report, that is, the First and Second

24· ·Draft Reports are located on the document



·1· ·information pages for NFPA 652 on the NFPA website.

·2· ·The Certified Amending Motions are contained in the

·3· ·NFPA Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will

·4· ·be displayed behind me on the screen.

·5· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

·6· ·sequence number presented.· Mr. Kreitman.

·7· · · ·MR. KREITMAN:· Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

·8· ·the report of the Technical Committee on the

·9· ·Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts is presented for

10· ·adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

11· ·and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual

12· ·Meeting Revision Cycle.· The Technical and

13· ·Correlating Committee has published a First and

14· ·Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

15· ·NFPA 652, Standard on Combustible Dusts.· These

16· ·reports were submitted to letter ballot of the

17· ·responsible Technical and Correlating Committee.

18· ·The reports and ballot results can be found on the

19· ·next edition tablet of the document information

20· ·page for NFPA 652 at www.nfpa.org/652next.

21· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, Mr. Kreitman.

22· ·Motions 652-1, 652-2, 652-3, and 652-4 on NFPA 652

23· ·appeared on our agenda.· However, the authorized

24· ·maker of the motion has notified NFPA they no
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·1· ·longer wish to pursue these motions.· Therefore, in

·2· ·accordance with the NFPA rules, Convention Rules at

·3· ·2.7, the motions may not be considered by the

·4· ·assembly and are removed from the agenda.

·5· · · · · · We will now move on to the next motion.

·6· ·Let's now proceed with the discussion on Certified

·7· ·Amending Motion 652-5.· Microphone 4, please.

·8· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Good morning.· My name is

·9· ·Art Sapper.· I'm speaking this morning in favor of

10· ·the motions.

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Excuse me, you need to get the

12· ·motion on the floor.

13· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· All right.· I move that Chapter 7

14· ·not be included in the 2006 edition of NFPA 652.

15· ·I'm speaking in favor of the motion.

16· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Before you start on that, I'm

17· ·going to restate the motion in I think the

18· ·appropriate language and I will look for a second.

19· · · · · · There's a motion on the floor to reject

20· ·the Second Revisions Number 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,

21· ·46, 47, 143, 49, 66, and 203 including First

22· ·Revisions Numbers 67, 68, 69, 72, 70, 71, 74, 75,

23· ·76, 77, 73, 78, and 99.· Is there a second?

24· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.



·1· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· We do have a second.· Please

·2· ·proceed with the discussion on the motion.

·3· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Thank you, sir.· My name is

·4· ·Art Sapper.· I'm speaking this morning on behalf of

·5· ·the United States Beet Sugar Association which very

·6· ·keenly recognizes --

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Please state whether you're

·8· ·for or against the motion.

·9· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· I thought I had.· I'm speaking in

10· ·favor of the motion.

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· The Beet Sugar Association very

13· ·keenly recognizes the hazards of combustible dusts.

14· ·We are -- the association has participated in the

15· ·formation of NFPA 652 since its inception and has

16· ·been supportive of NFPA Standards on Combustible

17· ·Dusts.

18· · · · · · However, Chapter 7 is an unnecessary and

19· ·inappropriate addition to NFPA 652 and should not

20· ·be included within it.· It's unfortunate that the

21· ·print of Chapter 7 does not include the definition

22· ·of a dust hazards analysis, but it essentially is

23· ·in -- well, it's stated in Chapter 3 and it

24· ·requires a systematic analysis of every workplace,



·1· ·every facility that has dust -- I'm sorry,

·2· ·combustible dusts.

·3· · · · · · By the way, we're not talking here about

·4· ·the requirement in Chapter 5 to determine if dust

·5· ·is combustible.· We're talking about here the

·6· ·requirement to systematically, and I'm quoting

·7· ·there, analyze your facility for every possible

·8· ·combustible dust hazard after it's been determined

·9· ·to be combustible and then to write it down in a

10· ·systematic fashion and to make sure that you've

11· ·covered everything.

12· · · · · · The question is, is that an appropriate

13· ·requirement?· I submit that it's not.· It's unduly

14· ·onerous and here's why.· The process hazards or the

15· ·dust hazards analysis originated in the chemical

16· ·industry.· In the chemical industry, you have

17· ·complex chemicals with complex processes and novel

18· ·and unknown processes.· Chemicals can interact in

19· ·unexpected ways.

20· · · · · · With combustible dust, the vast, vast

21· ·majority, in fact, I would say almost every single

22· ·combustible dust outside the chemical industry, its

23· ·properties have long been known.

24· · · · · · To impose this fairly onerous paperwork



·1· ·requirement, engineering requirement is therefore

·2· ·not justified by the need for it.· And as an

·3· ·attorney who practices in the field of health since

·4· ·1974 and safety since '74, I can tell you that its

·5· ·kindred requirement in the OSHA Process Safety

·6· ·Management Standard has been in the chemical

·7· ·industry something of a nightmare if there is a

·8· ·requirement that you have missed.

·9· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Would you please wrap up your

10· ·discussion?

11· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· You are liable and that will be

12· ·multiplied even for nonchemical dusts throughout

13· ·the United States.· I thank the chairman.

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Mr. Chair,

15· ·Mr. Kreitman, would you like to offer the

16· ·Committee's position?

17· · · ·MR. KREITMAN:· Mr. Chair, I will defer to the

18· ·Chair of the Technical Committee on the

19· ·Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts, Mr. Paul Hart

20· ·with the American International Group.

21· · · ·MR. HART:· I would urge everybody here to vote

22· ·no or against this motion.· First, since this

23· ·committee is somewhat new, I mean this is a new

24· ·standard, let me give you a little bit of



·1· ·information on the TC and the development process

·2· ·we had gone through.

·3· · · · · · First, we're comprised of a balance of

·4· ·users representative of the professional community.

·5· ·The 652 Standard Development Process was open

·6· ·allowing both members and guests to actively

·7· ·participate.· The Chairman remained independent

·8· ·within the framework of the NFPA TC rules

·9· ·encouraging all participants to freely share their

10· ·ideas in the desire to develop a better standard.

11· · · · · · Once we got into the standard in the

12· ·development process, probably a year into it, we

13· ·realized it was a lot to cover.· So we ended up

14· ·slipping a cycle in order to assure we had enough

15· ·time to develop a solid document.

16· · · · · · I personally would like to express my

17· ·gratitude to everybody who participated in that

18· ·effort because I really believe they did a good

19· ·job.· It started out in one way I thought it was

20· ·going to go and it went in a different direction,

21· ·and that was the testimony to the members.

22· · · · · · A little bit about the vote on the

23· ·document.· Of 31 members, 26 voted affirmative on

24· ·the document and 2 votes were not returned.· From a



·1· ·TCC perspective, the vote was unanimous to forward

·2· ·the document for adoption.· So the take-away here

·3· ·is this was strongly supported by both the TC and

·4· ·the TCC.

·5· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you, gentlemen.

·6· · · ·MR. HART:· I'm not done.· And I want that time

·7· ·back.· Okay.

·8· · · · · · This motion would delete the requirement

·9· ·to conduct a dust hazards analysis.· The TC felt

10· ·the dust hazards analysis was needed to provide a

11· ·reasonable degree of safety, and to not do so would

12· ·represent an unacceptable degree of risk due to the

13· ·lack of awareness if a dust hazard explosion

14· ·existed -- or dust explosion hazard existed.· If

15· ·the section is removed, essentially the entire

16· ·document would be suspect because it's the linchpin

17· ·of the document, to identify if you have a dust

18· ·explosion hazard.

19· · · · · · The TC and the TCC was established in

20· ·response to the OSHA public rule-making process

21· ·that identified the existing NFPA dust documents

22· ·were inconsistent making implementation difficult.

23· ·In response, the dust TC chairman at the time

24· ·decided collectively that one document was needed



·1· ·to establish the fundamental requirements for

·2· ·combustible dusts.

·3· · · · · · The vision for this document long-term is

·4· ·to have one document with unique requirements for

·5· ·specific materials and processes, and 652 was the

·6· ·first step toward that direction.

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Now you're done?

·8· · · ·MR. HART:· I am done.

·9· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· With that, we will open up the

10· ·debate on the motion.· Please provide your name and

11· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

12· ·or against the motion.· Microphone 4, please.

13· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14· ·Art Sapper again speaking for the motion.· A few

15· ·comments on the remarks that were just made.

16· · · · · · Chapter 7 is not the logical linchpin of

17· ·652.· You can see that from Chapter 5 which already

18· ·requires you to determine if your dust is

19· ·combustible.· If you know your dust is combustible,

20· ·you will be under a duty to do something.· The only

21· ·question is under Chapter 7, do you have to

22· ·systematically go through every nook and cranny of

23· ·your plant and then write down a report about every

24· ·such nook and cranny and every contingency, every



·1· ·possible contingency?

·2· · · · · · You can see that it's not the linchpin

·3· ·because the OSHA combustible grain dust standard

·4· ·has no such requirement, and it has worked very

·5· ·well and very effectively in preventing grain

·6· ·elevator explosions for decades now.· Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 6,

·8· ·please.

·9· · · ·MR. CHOLIN:· Yes.· My name is John Cholin from

10· ·J. M. Cholin Consultants.· I'm a licensed

11· ·professional engineer and I am rising to urge the

12· ·membership to reject the motion on the floor.

13· · · · · · I've been managing combustible dust

14· ·hazards on the behalf of my clients for over

15· ·30 years.· NFPA 652 is the standard we have needed

16· ·but didn't have for those 30 years.· It is

17· ·structured and written in a manner that takes the

18· ·user from the very beginning through the process of

19· ·managing the hazards in a manner consistent with

20· ·the best standards of care that have already been

21· ·demonstrated work well in NFPA 654 and 664.· Both

22· ·of those documents have a process hazards analysis

23· ·requirement, has had them for the past three

24· ·revision cycles, and there hasn't been a hue and



·1· ·cry about the inability to walk through a facility

·2· ·and systematically review whether or not a hazard

·3· ·exists.

·4· · · · · · Indeed, what sense can it make to not

·5· ·require someone to walk through the site to

·6· ·determine if there is a hazard?· How do you manage

·7· ·a hazard if you don't know it exists?

·8· · · · · · Furthermore, removing Chapter 7 would

·9· ·leave Annex B, the example of how to do a dust

10· ·hazard analysis with no portion of the document

11· ·that it relates to.· So that this proposal quite

12· ·literally is incomplete.

13· · · · · · So, consequently, I urge the Technical

14· ·Committee -- the membership, I mean, to reject this

15· ·motion and welcome NFPA 652 into the library of

16· ·standards that we use to manage the hazards that

17· ·our employees are exposed to on a daily basis.

18· ·Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 2,

20· ·please.

21· · · ·MR. HART:· To John's comments, I guess I would

22· ·like to let people know what this document does,

23· ·and sometimes looking at the screen --

24· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Can you please state your name



·1· ·and whether you're for or against the motion,

·2· ·please?

·3· · · ·MR. HART:· My name is Paul Hart.· I'm the

·4· ·Chairman of the Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts,

·5· ·and I'm against the motion.

·6· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. HART:· What this proposed standard does,

·8· ·first it asks you to look at a facility, and if the

·9· ·facility handles or can generate potentially

10· ·combustible dusts, you need to determine if there's

11· ·a hazard present by conducting material testing,

12· ·and that's what we would say that's hazard

13· ·identification.

14· · · · · · If you do determine that it's combustible

15· ·or explosible, then you would move to a dust

16· ·hazards analysis to identify and evaluate the

17· ·hazards associated with the different pieces of

18· ·equipment or the areas within your facility.· Once

19· ·you do that, you would then look to mitigate those

20· ·hazards.

21· · · · · · There has been comment about the DHA and

22· ·the implementation period.· During the Standard

23· ·Development Process, there was a lot of discussion

24· ·on when that should be done and the -- we ended up



·1· ·agreeing upon or the committee ended up agreeing

·2· ·upon a three-year implementation.· So even if this

·3· ·-- assuming the standard goes forward, individuals

·4· ·will have three years or facilities will have three

·5· ·years to conduct their dust hazards analysis.

·6· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. HART:· Thank you.

·8· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Microphone 3, please.

·9· · · ·MR. MEYERS:· Hi.· My name is Tim Meyers with

10· ·Exponent and I am speaking against the motion.

11· · · · · · I'm on the NFPA 652 Committee and a number

12· ·of other committees.· I'm also the chair of the

13· ·NFPA 61 Committee which is a committee that deals

14· ·with agricultural dust and food dust.· We're

15· ·currently in the revision cycle of that document.

16· ·We're having our second revision meeting in early

17· ·July, and the current draft of the document will

18· ·include a chapter on dust hazard analysis.· So this

19· ·is becoming an increasingly common requirement in

20· ·the various NFPA documents.· I would encourage you

21· ·to vote against the motion.

22· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone 4,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Yes, Mr. Chairman.· Art Sapper



·1· ·again speaking in favor of the motion.

·2· · · · · · It's important to emphasize that this is

·3· ·not a requirement to know whether or not your

·4· ·facility has combustible dust.· It's not a

·5· ·requirement on whether or not you are required to

·6· ·do anything about combustible dust hazards if you

·7· ·determine that they are there.· It's a paperwork

·8· ·requirement to write down what you find as well,

·9· ·and that is part of the problem because you will be

10· ·found guilty of a paperwork violation by

11· ·authorities having jurisdiction, by OSHA, by

12· ·others, depending on how well you write your paper.

13· · · · · · I'm an attorney.· I see these cases every

14· ·day.· They are a nightmare.· If you're not

15· ·sufficiently specific, you will get cited and fined

16· ·for not being specific enough, not for failing to

17· ·protect your facility or your workers, but for not

18· ·being good enough in the way you write down a

19· ·document.· That is a lawyer's relief act.· I made a

20· ·lot of money off that in the OSHA PSM standard, and

21· ·I don't deserve it.· Thank you.

22· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

23· ·Number 6.

24· · · ·MR. RUNYON:· Good morning.· I'm Mark Runyon,



·1· ·Marsh Risk Consulting.· I am the Chairman of

·2· ·NFPA 654 on combustible dusts, and I urge a no

·3· ·vote.

·4· · · · · · We are speaking against the motion because

·5· ·there's considerable work that has been done in

·6· ·this arena, extensive review on behalf of NFPA 654,

·7· ·655, the sulfur dust, and 91 who have all aligned

·8· ·all their standards to 652 as a companion document

·9· ·to better manage the safety of the employees, the

10· ·facilities.· We think this is the best direction.

11· ·We fully support 652 and their efforts, and we

12· ·encourage the body to consider a no vote.· Thank

13· ·you.

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· I will move to

15· ·Microphone Number 3, please.

16· · · ·MR. DRAKE:· Mark Drake with Liberty Mutual.

17· ·I'm against the motion.· I'm also the chairman for

18· ·NFPA 484, Combustible Metals.

19· · · · · · I would like to address Art in the fact

20· ·that if he's just got a concern with the

21· ·documentation, why did he eliminate the entire

22· ·chapter which involves much more than just

23· ·documentation of dust hazards analysis?

24· · · · · · Also, in being in the insurance industry,



·1· ·when we utilize the Codes, if we cannot utilize a

·2· ·dust hazards analysis, I do not know how to apply

·3· ·the rest of the Code in applying mitigation and

·4· ·recommendations to the facility.· As he described,

·5· ·if you have combustible dusts, you want me to look

·6· ·at the entire facility as a combustible dust hazard

·7· ·and explosion hazard or do you want me to analyze

·8· ·each piece of equipment and process as we move

·9· ·through and protect those as needed and allow the

10· ·rest of the operations to exist as they are?

11· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

12· ·Number 1, please.

13· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Mr. Chairman, Art Black, Carmel

14· ·Fire Protection.· I call the question.

15· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Okay.· There is a motion to

16· ·call the question which will require a two-thirds

17· ·majority vote.· If you scroll down to the bottom of

18· ·your voting device, you will --

19· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

20· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Oh, I'm sorry.· I need a

21· ·second.

22· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

23· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· If you scroll down

24· ·to the bottom of your voting device, you will find



·1· ·the place to vote for calling the question.· So

·2· ·please record your vote.· Five seconds.· Voting is

·3· ·closed.

·4· · · · · · So it has received the two-thirds

·5· ·majority.· So we will move to vote on the -- vote

·6· ·on the issue.

·7· · · · · · So I will restate the motion.· Motion on

·8· ·the floor is to reject Second Revisions Number 40,

·9· ·41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 143, 49, 66, and 203

10· ·including First Revisions Number 67, 68, 69, 72,

11· ·70, 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 73, 78, and 99.· To vote,

12· ·touch the vote button.· If you wish to vote in

13· ·favor of the motion and the recommended text on

14· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

15· ·the motion and the recommended text on screen two,

16· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· Five seconds.

17· ·The balloting is closed.

18· · · · · · The results of the vote are 24 in favor of

19· ·the motion, 250 against the motion.· The motion

20· ·fails.

21· · · · · · Let's now proceed with the discussion on

22· ·Certified Amending Motion 652-6.· Microphone 4,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· Again, I



·1· ·am Art Sapper speaking on behalf of the United

·2· ·States Beet Sugar Association in favor of the

·3· ·motion to accept Public Comment Number 625.· Public

·4· ·Comment Number 625 would essentially return

·5· ·NFPA 652 to the committee.

·6· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· There's a motion

·7· ·on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 625.

·8· ·Is there a second?

·9· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

10· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· We do have a second.· Please

11· ·proceed with the discussion on the motion.

12· · · ·MR. SAPPER:· Thank you.· NFPA 652 is the

13· ·product of years of labor of a committee that has

14· ·tried to do an excellent job and was struggling to

15· ·do the impossible.· OSHA determined that it was

16· ·impossible when it tried to write a combustible

17· ·dust standard several years ago, and I'm afraid

18· ·that having read 652 in detail and having

19· ·participated on behalf of the U.S. Beet Sugar

20· ·Association for several years in its development,

21· ·this draft, too, has attempted to do the impossible

22· ·and you can't do the impossible.

23· · · · · · The problem with NFPA 652 is that it does

24· ·not do what a standard is supposed to do.· It



·1· ·doesn't tell facility owners what the requirements

·2· ·are that they're supposed to follow.· Instead, it

·3· ·transfers the burden of figuring out what to do to

·4· ·them.· You figure out if something can explode,

·5· ·Chapter 5.· You figure out how it can be exploded

·6· ·-- how it can explode and then write it down and

·7· ·then figure it out.

·8· · · · · · The standard hardly at all goes beyond

·9· ·current standards in telling facility owners what

10· ·they are required to actually do.· Instead, as I

11· ·said, it transfers the burden to them.

12· · · · · · I am -- and, of course, the reason for

13· ·this is, as OSHA found out, is that combustible

14· ·dusts are so varied in their properties, in what

15· ·they do and how to handle them and how to prevent

16· ·their explosion that it is really impossible to

17· ·write it down in a single across-the-board standard

18· ·that covers all of American industry, and that is

19· ·why the standard ended up being written the way it

20· ·was which, as I said, transfers the burden of

21· ·thought from the committee to the facility owner.

22· ·It barely accomplishes what it was intended to do

23· ·and that is no -- and, in fact, has no aspersion

24· ·against the committee.· They tried to do an



·1· ·excellent job and they have tried really hard, but

·2· ·the job is impossible.· I thank you.

·3· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Mr. Kreitman,

·4· ·would you like to offer the Committee's response?

·5· · · ·MR. KREITMAN:· I will defer to the chair.

·6· · · ·MR. HART:· Paul Hart with AIG, Chairman of the

·7· ·NFPA 652 Committee.

·8· · · · · · I fall back on my previous comments that

·9· ·this standard started in response to public input

10· ·through various events indicating that we had

11· ·multiple NFPA Standards on Combustible Dusts.· The

12· ·requirements in many cases were inconsistent and

13· ·working through all the document was somewhat

14· ·difficult.

15· · · · · · NFPA and those chairmen at the time

16· ·decided something needed to be done; and what

17· ·needed to be done was to come up with a document

18· ·that contained the fundamentals and work from

19· ·there.· Would it be great to have that document

20· ·developed -- one document developed eliminating all

21· ·the other four and maybe pulling the special

22· ·requirements of those other documents into one?

23· ·That would be great.· However, it's a tall task;

24· ·and what we did as a committee was establish a



·1· ·document that will create the framework that will

·2· ·allow us to do that.· It just takes time.· And I'm

·3· ·sure the other committee chairmen, the dust

·4· ·committee chairmen would agree.· It will take some

·5· ·time.· I mean, we're looking at an implementation

·6· ·period of probably, you know, five to seven years,

·7· ·something like that with cycles, and Kevin -- well,

·8· ·I don't know if Kevin can just say anything about

·9· ·it, but I'm sure -- I would predict he would agree

10· ·that it will just take time.

11· · · · · · So I would urge all here to vote against

12· ·this motion, vote no, and give us and the other --

13· ·this committee and the other TC chairmen and

14· ·committees time to develop a document that will

15· ·definitely in the long run be useful to the users

16· ·and the community.· Thank you.

17· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· With that, we will

18· ·open the debate on the motion.· Please provide your

19· ·name and affiliation and whether you are speaking

20· ·in support or against the motion.· Microphone 6,

21· ·please.

22· · · ·MR. CHOLIN:· Yes.· My name is John Cholin from

23· ·J. M. Cholin Consultants.· No client is supporting

24· ·my efforts here today, and I'm urging the



·1· ·membership to vote against this motion.

·2· · · · · · As I said earlier, this document is really

·3· ·the document that we've needed for the past

·4· ·30 years.· We started with a clean sheet of paper.

·5· ·We brought experts into a task group, and we

·6· ·structured the document so that the document

·7· ·structure reflects exactly the way we approach the

·8· ·hazards when we walk through the front door.

·9· · · · · · I have clients from coast to coast using

10· ·the methods embodied in NFPA 652 right now to

11· ·manage the hazards at their facilities, and it's

12· ·working.· So that this is a document that we have

13· ·needed.· It's not a perfect document, but as it's

14· ·refined over the future, it will come closer to

15· ·that objective.

16· · · · · · I cannot agree with the proponent of this

17· ·amendment, and I urge the membership to vote

18· ·against this motion.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Microphone Number 3.

20· · · ·MR. MEYERS:· Tim Meyers from Exponent, and I'm

21· ·speaking against the motion.

22· · · · · · I would concur with some of the comments

23· ·of Paul and John.· NFPA 652 is already having an

24· ·effect.· Clients of mine are already looking at how



·1· ·it will impact their facilities in complying with

·2· ·it.· Three combustible dust standards are currently

·3· ·in the revision cycle and have been using 652 as a

·4· ·tool to help them structure and make sure they're

·5· ·including all the critical factors of managing

·6· ·combustible dusts in their documents.

·7· · · · · · So this is a good document that is already

·8· ·being used even at its draft stage; and I would

·9· ·encourage you to reject the motion and let the

10· ·standard go out and continue to use and develop

11· ·over time.· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Is there any

13· ·further discussion on Motion 652-6 to accept Public

14· ·Comment Number 6 -- I'm sorry.· Microphone

15· ·Number 2.

16· · · ·MR. RUNYON:· Good morning.· I am Mark Runyon,

17· ·Marsh Risk Consulting, Chairman of NFPA 654, 655,

18· ·91.· I am urging a no vote.

19· · · · · · What we have with 652 is a process.· All

20· ·of the documents in NFPA is a process.· We urge

21· ·that this get moved forward as a process, not

22· ·waiting for a final perfect, but it will become

23· ·closer to that with each successive year, each

24· ·successive cycle.· We encourage on behalf of our



·1· ·committees to go forward with 652 which is making a

·2· ·positive effect on clients, on locations, on folks

·3· ·that are truly deserving and caring about their own

·4· ·safety.· We urge a no vote.· Thank you.

·5· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Microphone

·6· ·Number 3, please.

·7· · · ·MR. DRAKE:· Mark Drake with Liberty Mutual,

·8· ·chairman of NFPA 484, Combustible Metals.

·9· · · · · · The document as it stands currently is

10· ·pretty much just a pointing document.· It states

11· ·some fundamentals and, yet, you're allowed in each

12· ·one of the individual commodities specific

13· ·document --

14· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Could you please state whether

15· ·you are for or against the motion, please?

16· · · ·MR. DRAKE:· I'm against the motion.· Sorry.

17· ·And so you can continue to use the documents that

18· ·are in existence from that point of view.· So I see

19· ·no reason why this should not continue on and

20· ·develop into the document that it needs to be.

21· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Is there any

22· ·further discussion on Motion 652-6 to accept Public

23· ·Comment Number 625?

24· · · · · · Seeing none, Mr. Kreitman, do you have any



·1· ·final comments?

·2· · · ·MR. KREITMAN:· Not at this time.

·3· · · ·MR. GOLINVEAUX:· Thank you.· Okay.· So before

·4· ·we move to the vote, let me restate the motion.

·5· ·The motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

·6· ·Number 625.· To vote, touch the vote button.· If

·7· ·you wish to vote in favor of the motion and

·8· ·recommend the text on screen one, touch yes.· If

·9· ·you wish to vote against the motion and recommend

10· ·the text on screen two, touch no.· Please record

11· ·your vote.· Balloting will close in five seconds.

12· ·The balloting is closed.

13· · · · · · The results are 16 in favor, 248 against.

14· ·The motion fails.

15· · · · · · Before we begin the next documents, I

16· ·would like to introduce Mike Snyder, member of the

17· ·Standards Council who will be the presiding officer

18· ·for the next four documents.· Mike.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, James.· The next

20· ·document, NFPA 24, appeared on our agenda.

21· ·However, the maker of the motion has notified NFPA

22· ·that they no longer wish to pursue the Certified

23· ·Amending Motion on this standard.· Therefore, in

24· ·accordance with NFPA rules, our Regulations at
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·1· ·4.5.3.7 and Convention Rules at 2.7, NFPA 24 will

·2· ·not be considered at this meeting and, instead,

·3· ·becomes a consensus standard that will be forwarded

·4· ·directly to the Standards Council for issuance or

·5· ·other action.· We would like to thank the committee

·6· ·for their work on this standard.· We will now move

·7· ·on to the next standard.

·8· · · · · · The next report under consideration this

·9· ·morning is that of the Committee on Automatic

10· ·Sprinkler Systems.· Here to present the two parts

11· ·of the committee report is Correlating Committee

12· ·Chair Kenneth Linder of XL Global Asset Protection

13· ·Services, Windsor, Connecticut.· Part one of the

14· ·committee report on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,

15· ·that is, the First and Second Draft Reports, are

16· ·located on the document information page for

17· ·NFPA 13 on the NFPA website.· The certified

18· ·amending motions are contained in the NFPA

19· ·Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will be

20· ·displayed behind me on the screen.

21· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

22· ·sequence number presented.· Mr. Linder.

23· · · ·MR. LINDER:· Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

24· ·the report of the Technical and Correlating
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·1· ·Committees for Automatic Sprinkler Systems is

·2· ·presented for adoption and can be found in the

·3· ·First Draft Report and in the Second Draft Report

·4· ·for the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.· The

·5· ·Technical Committee has published a First and

·6· ·Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

·7· ·NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler

·8· ·Systems.· These reports were submitted to letter

·9· ·ballot of the responsible Technical and Correlating

10· ·Committees.· The reports and ballot results can be

11· ·found on the next edition tab of the document

12· ·information page for NFPA 13 at

13· ·www.nfpa.org/13next.

14· · · · · · The presiding officer will now proceed

15· ·with the Certified Amending Motions.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, Mr. Linder.· Let's

17· ·proceed with the discussion on Certified Amending

18· ·Motion 13.1.· Microphone 4, please.

19· · · ·MR. ASP:· Hi.· My name is Roland Asp, and I am

20· ·speaking on behalf of the National Fire Sprinkler

21· ·Association, and I hereby move to accept

22· ·Motion 13.1 which will reject Second Revision 25

23· ·and the related Second Revision 44.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a group amending motion



·1· ·on the floor to reject Second Revision 25 including

·2· ·any related portions of First Revision 278 and to

·3· ·reject Second Revision 44 including any related

·4· ·portions of Revisions 294 and 280.· Is there a

·5· ·second?

·6· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Hearing a second, please proceed

·8· ·with the discussion on the motion.

·9· · · ·MR. ASP:· Thank you.· Again, my name is

10· ·Roland Asp.· I'm speaking on behalf of the National

11· ·Fire Sprinklers Association and I'm speaking in

12· ·favor of this motion.

13· · · · · · During the development of the 2016 edition

14· ·of NFPA 13, requirements were added to require air

15· ·venting on all wet pipe sprinkler systems that

16· ·utilize metallic pipe.· This motion is going to

17· ·seek to reject the Second Revisions 25 and 44 and

18· ·remove these air venting requirements for wet pipe

19· ·systems using metallic pipe.

20· · · · · · The new language which is included in the

21· ·Second Draft Report in the new Section 7.1.5 and

22· ·Section 8.16.6 is intended to prevent corrosion in

23· ·systems using steel pipe.· However, a blanket

24· ·requirement to provide air vents on all wet pipe



·1· ·systems utilizing metal or metallic pipe is not the

·2· ·answer.

·3· · · · · · The National Fire Sprinkler Association is

·4· ·sensitive to potential corrosion issues, and while

·5· ·these proposed air vents may be appropriate for

·6· ·some systems to help reduce corrosion issues,

·7· ·venting will not improve the conditions on all wet

·8· ·pipe systems.

·9· · · · · · The decision to provide these vents should

10· ·be determined on a site-specific basis by those

11· ·most familiar with the issues and the system

12· ·configuration.· This decision should be made by the

13· ·specifying engineer, the designer, and the building

14· ·owner.

15· · · · · · Removing some air from the wet pipe system

16· ·will not solve all corrosion issues.· It simply

17· ·will move the water/air interface somewhere else on

18· ·the system.· As we cannot offer a solution to the

19· ·potential corrosion issues until we fully

20· ·understand all the problems, at this point, we

21· ·don't, further studies need to be made on these

22· ·corrosion issues; and, once these issues are fully

23· ·understood, we can determine appropriate and

24· ·reasonable responses to this.



·1· · · · · · Another issue with these new air venting

·2· ·requirements is the language.· It's an enforcement

·3· ·issue.· This language will require a vent near a

·4· ·high point in the system.· The wording "near the

·5· ·high point" is subjective and will lead to a

·6· ·conflict between designers and authorities having

·7· ·jurisdiction.· It really has a potential of

·8· ·becoming an enforcement nightmare.· A lot of time

·9· ·and money will be spent arguing compliance with the

10· ·standard on issues that may not actually solve the

11· ·corrosion issues.

12· · · · · · Thank you, and I urge you to vote in favor

13· ·of this motion.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, would you

15· ·like to offer the Committee's position?

16· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I would like to defer to the chair

17· ·of the Installation Criteria Committee, Joe Noble.

18· · · ·MR. NOBLE:· Joe Noble, and as Mr. Linder said,

19· ·I am the chair of the Installation Committee.

20· · · · · · Basically, in short, every year we have

21· ·fire sprinkler systems that are installed that fail

22· ·due to corrosion.· So as a committee, we were left

23· ·with the decision to make, do we move forward with

24· ·providing a potential fix for that in the document?



·1· ·And so we moved forward with the requirement to

·2· ·provide a vent in wet pipe systems such that we

·3· ·would be able to review a portion of the air from

·4· ·the system, and since the oxygen/water interface is

·5· ·what really creates the problem with corrosion,

·6· ·this was our initial solve.

·7· · · · · · As you know, NFPA 13 looks very different

·8· ·than it did 20 years ago because we've continued to

·9· ·work on issues with the systems.· This is the very

10· ·first effort in this arena.· I would really hate to

11· ·see it removed from the standard.· I think it will

12· ·continue to be improved language wise as we move

13· ·forward.· But we're really left with a decision to

14· ·make.· We can begin to address the issue or we can

15· ·simply ignore it and pretend it doesn't exist.· And

16· ·I failed to tell you that I was speaking in

17· ·opposition to the motion.· Thank you.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, any other

19· ·position from the committee?

20· · · ·MR. LINDER:· Not at this time.

21· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· With that, we will open up

22· ·debate on the motion.· For aid of the record, I

23· ·would ask that you provide your name and

24· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support



·1· ·or against the motion.· Microphone Number 2.

·2· · · ·MR. SMITH:· My name is Will Smith.· I'm

·3· ·representing myself and speaking against the

·4· ·motion.

·5· · · · · · As most of us are aware, the fire

·6· ·sprinkler industry has been identifying corrosion

·7· ·in the systems for several years.· Corrosion is a

·8· ·product of oxygen, water, and steel.· Eliminating

·9· ·or reducing one of these will limit or reduce -- or

10· ·eliminate or reduce corrosion in fire protection

11· ·systems.· Since steel pipe and water are used to

12· ·fight a fire, it's not practical to eliminate

13· ·either of those.· Oxygen is the only element we

14· ·have control.

15· · · · · · It has been discussed, white-papered,

16· ·proven, and lectured that reducing corrosion in the

17· ·sprinkler systems will reduce -- or reducing oxygen

18· ·in sprinkler systems will reduce corrosion.· One

19· ·mole of oxygen will react and create one mole of

20· ·corrosion.

21· · · · · · The proposed Code will not eliminate

22· ·corrosion from the sprinkler systems.· However, it

23· ·will reduce and, in some cases, prevent corrosion

24· ·from becoming an issue in the future.· Adding a



·1· ·vent to the sprinkler system is the cheapest means

·2· ·possible to reduce the harmful effects of corrosion

·3· ·in fire protection systems.

·4· · · · · · I've heard rebuttals and arguments:· It's

·5· ·difficult to identify the location of the vent.· It

·6· ·adds cost to the system.· The fire officials will

·7· ·make me move the vent.· The language proposed

·8· ·provides alternates to the sprinkler contractor and

·9· ·the end user as to what type of vent, manual or

10· ·automatic.· The size of the vent proposed is a

11· ·minimum half inch.· Or the inspector's test

12· ·connection at a remote location can be used to vent

13· ·the system after each drain and fill is identified

14· ·in the annex section.

15· · · · · · The cost of the vent is minimal compared

16· ·to those more aggressive means to eliminate

17· ·corrosion which is replacing oxygen with nitrogen

18· ·or adding chemicals to the system.· The existing

19· ·annex language also provides the guidance for the

20· ·location of the vent, adding -- or, additionally,

21· ·if the inspector's test is used as the vent and

22· ·located at the end of the system, there's no

23· ·additional cost.

24· · · · · · The standard tells us that when there is a



·1· ·corrosive environment, we are required to do

·2· ·something about it.· Well, guess what?· There's a

·3· ·corrosive environment.· Adding this language is

·4· ·doing something about it.

·5· · · · · · It should be noted that the Annex Section

·6· ·A.8.16.6 was shown as being additional to the Code

·7· ·in the NITMAM.· This paragraph is existing in the

·8· ·Code and has been since 2007.· The only revision

·9· ·that was made to the annex was that there was a

10· ·reference that was revised from A.8.16.4.2.2 to

11· ·A.8.16.6 to align with the new material.· It's time

12· ·we stop identifying that there's corrosion in the

13· ·fire protection system because there is and start

14· ·reducing or eliminating the issue.

15· · · · · · I'm speaking against the motion.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

17· ·please.

18· · · ·MR. HUGGINS:· Thank you.· My name is

19· ·Roland Huggins with American Fire Sprinkler

20· ·Association, and I'm speaking in support of the

21· ·motion.

22· · · · · · This obviously seems like a very good

23· ·idea, but as has been pointed out already, even by

24· ·those supporting it, this will only address a



·1· ·portion of the system.· This is the only thing that

·2· ·I'm aware of in the standard where we don't fix the

·3· ·whole problem.· We're simply saying, well, it can't

·4· ·hurt or let's do a little something.

·5· · · · · · You know, the Technical Committee really

·6· ·decided if corrosion is an adequate issue that

·7· ·needs to be addressed, and I think it is.· I mean,

·8· ·we definitely need to do something about the issue.

·9· ·But we don't need to do something about a single

10· ·location.· We need to do something about the entire

11· ·system.

12· · · · · · So let's cancel this now and tell the

13· ·committee to decide if we want to address corrosion

14· ·within the whole system and address it that way.

15· ·Fix the whole issue.· Don't fix one location

16· ·because everyone knows that there's multiple,

17· ·multiple locations within a system that will

18· ·contain pockets of air.· So I encourage you to

19· ·support the motion.

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

21· ·please.

22· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

23· ·GBH International, speaking against the motion.

24· · · · · · I mean, the section that's been added is



·1· ·very clear.· Single air venting of air vent with a

·2· ·connection shall be provided on each wet pipe

·3· ·system utilizing metallic pipe.· The point is that

·4· ·there's a difference between using metallic pipe

·5· ·and using plastic pipe.· Metallic pipe has the

·6· ·potential for corrosion and needs to be handled.

·7· ·Plastic pipe would not.· So that's why this is

·8· ·needed.

·9· · · · · · And the gentleman who spoke just before me

10· ·said, well, we can't solve one problem, we need to

11· ·solve all problems at the same time.· We've never

12· ·been able to solve every problem at the same time.

13· ·We have identified the problem.· We have identified

14· ·a potential solution.· This addresses the solution.

15· ·Please vote against the motion.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

17· ·please.

18· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray.· I'm with Cybor

19· ·Fire Protection.· I'm a fire sprinkler contractor

20· ·and I speak in support of this motion.

21· · · · · · You all heard Roland.· He's a smart guy.

22· ·A fire sprinkler system could cover as big as

23· ·52,000 square feet, and if anyone thinks putting

24· ·one single air vent somewhere on that system is



·1· ·going to do a hill of beans, then they haven't been

·2· ·in the sprinkler contracting business very long.

·3· · · · · · What I can tell you that it will do is it

·4· ·will add cost and there will be no negligible -- if

·5· ·any, there will be a negligible benefit, if any.

·6· ·And keep in mind that the biggest cost against

·7· ·getting fire sprinklers installed -- or the biggest

·8· ·argument against getting fire sprinklers installed

·9· ·in buildings is cost.

10· · · · · · The last thing we need to do is get all

11· ·the air out of a fire sprinkler system because then

12· ·we're going to have a bigger problem, and that

13· ·bigger problem is going to be worse and it's called

14· ·water hammer.· That's the last thing our industry

15· ·needs.

16· · · · · · And the other thing that this will do if

17· ·this motion fails is it will add more maintenance

18· ·and testing requirements for an owner, and we're

19· ·having a hard enough time getting NFPA 25 enforced

20· ·in this country.

21· · · · · · So I would urge everyone to please vote in

22· ·favor of the motion.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 6,

24· ·please.



·1· · · ·MR. HOPKINS:· Hi.· Mark Hopkins with

·2· ·Jensen Hughes.· I was a member of the Venting Task

·3· ·Group, and I think a lot of these issues --

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Can you please state, are you for

·5· ·or against the motion?

·6· · · ·MR. HOPKINS:· I'm against the motion.· I think

·7· ·the impact of cost was considered, and that was why

·8· ·a single vent was included.· And it's not intended

·9· ·to get all of the air out necessarily, to sort of

10· ·fold in what Rich was saying regarding water

11· ·hammer, it's more intended to allow the majority of

12· ·the air to be purged from the system so it will

13· ·minimize corrosion potential and ultimately lead to

14· ·longevity in these systems.· Thank you.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

16· ·please.

17· · · ·MR. TIHEN:· Josh Tihen, Potter Electric Signal

18· ·Company.· I'm speaking against the motion.

19· · · · · · Reading the motion about adding air vents,

20· ·it's a corrosion question that we're trying to

21· ·address here.· And the thing about corrosion and

22· ·corrosion mitigation is adding something that gives

23· ·long-term benefits for a little bit of cost.

24· · · · · · Dealing with fire protection systems, what



·1· ·we have is a problem of excess air in those

·2· ·systems.· It is a proven fact that the more oxygen

·3· ·you have in fire protection systems, the more

·4· ·corrosion you're going to have.· Now what does

·5· ·corrosion do?· It adds significant cost to that

·6· ·fire protection system over the long-term,

·7· ·maintenance, replacements, things like that.· We're

·8· ·dealing with millions of dollars spent every year

·9· ·fixing pipe that is corroded that could be

10· ·alleviated by getting that oxygen out of that

11· ·system.· It's again a well-established principle

12· ·that oxygen causes corrosion.

13· · · · · · FM Global has a great technical report

14· ·about corrosion and fire protection systems.· One

15· ·thing that they highlight on wet system corrosion

16· ·mitigation is alleviating that oxygen in that

17· ·system.

18· · · · · · Again, I would urge everybody to vote

19· ·against this motion so that we can move forward and

20· ·protect these systems and actually reduce costs

21· ·over the long-term.· Thank you.

22· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. ASP:· I am Roland Asp speaking for the



·1· ·National Fire Sprinkler Association.· Again, I'm

·2· ·speaking in favor of this motion.

·3· · · · · · The point of this is that a single air

·4· ·vent is not going to prevent corrosion issues on a

·5· ·system, and it will cause a lot of problems with

·6· ·the wording of the system.· Having a system near a

·7· ·high point in the system is unenforceable language.

·8· ·We're going to have problems between the designers,

·9· ·the installers, and the enforcers for something

10· ·that is not going to fix a problem.· There will

11· ·still be oxygen in the system as the other speakers

12· ·have said.· And if we're going to deal with the

13· ·corrosion issue, this is not the way to do it.· We

14· ·should deal with the entire issue.· Thank you.  I

15· ·vote that you vote for this motion.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further

17· ·discussion on Motion 13-1 to reject Second Revision

18· ·Number 25 including any related portions of First

19· ·Revision 278 and to reject Section 44 including any

20· ·related portions of First Revision Numbers 294 and

21· ·280?

22· · · · · · Seeing none, Mr. Linder, are there any

23· ·final comments you have on the committee's behalf?

24· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I guess the only comment I would



·1· ·make is that the committee understands it's not

·2· ·going to eliminate all corrosion.· We do know

·3· ·oxygen is one of the biggest initiators of the

·4· ·corrosion.· This is a cheap economical method to

·5· ·get rid of some that to reduce the corrosion.· It's

·6· ·environmentally friendly, unlike adding chemicals

·7· ·to your system to eliminate corrosion, and it's

·8· ·much less expensive than some of the other

·9· ·alternatives.

10· · · · · · So we think it's an excellent first step

11· ·and is very economical for the benefits we think

12· ·we're going to get from it, and we encourage

13· ·everybody to vote against the motion.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.· We will now

15· ·move to a vote.· Before we vote, let me restate the

16· ·motion.· The motion on the floor is to reject

17· ·Second Revision Number 25 including any related

18· ·portions of First Revision 278 and reject Second

19· ·Revision 44 including any related portions of First

20· ·Revision Numbers 294 and 280.· To vote, touch the

21· ·vote button.· If you wish to vote in favor of the

22· ·motion and recommend the text shown on screen one,

23· ·touch yes.· If you wish to vote against the motion

24· ·and recommend the text shown on screen two, touch



·1· ·no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting will

·2· ·close in five seconds.· The balloting is now

·3· ·closed.

·4· · · · · · The results of the vote are 82 in favor,

·5· ·194 against.· Motion fails.

·6· · · · · · Let's now proceed with the discussion on

·7· ·Certified Amending Motion 13-2.· Microphone

·8· ·Number 4, please.

·9· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai.

10· ·I'm a fire protection engineer with the

11· ·San Francisco Fire Department, and I speak -- I'm

12· ·speaking in favor of the motion, and I move to

13· ·accept Public Comment 132.

14· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· So there is a motion

16· ·on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 132,

17· ·and I have heard a second.· Please proceed.

18· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· I'm speaking for the motion,

19· ·and as you can see, it's a long section and it's

20· ·not on the screen, but you can see it on your

21· ·agenda and it basically has three parts.

22· · · · · · The first part of the motion is

23· ·eliminating sprinklers in the hydraulic elevator's

24· ·pits.· That's the first part.



·1· · · · · · The second part of the motion is cleaning

·2· ·the current language in Section 8.15.5 because it's

·3· ·inconsistent and doesn't include the many cases

·4· ·that are problematic for an AHJ to enforce.

·5· · · · · · And the third part of the motion addresses

·6· ·issues related to a machine room elevator which the

·7· ·current section only speaks about the steel-coated

·8· ·belts which triggers potentially sprinklers in the

·9· ·bottom and the top of the pits, but it doesn't say

10· ·anything about the driving machine and the motors

11· ·and the controllers that may be in the hoistways

12· ·and are combustible as well.

13· · · · · · Regarding issue number one, I submitted

14· ·Public Input 153 and I was urged by the committee

15· ·to submit more information, which I did, and the

16· ·additional information was submitted under Public

17· ·Comment 132.· The committee action for my Public

18· ·Comment 132 was the committee has reviewed the

19· ·requirement and agrees that there is a potential

20· ·basis for elimination.· The current language

21· ·provides multiple allowances for eliminating

22· ·sprinkler in pits where the hazard is mitigated.

23· ·Existing buildings with older elevator systems that

24· ·were not installed to the modern elevator



·1· ·requirement require a greater level of protection

·2· ·and should be protected with sprinklers in the pit.

·3· · · · · · Further, there are concerns that the

·4· ·elevators aren't (phonetic) accessible egress route

·5· ·for physically impaired and, as such, additional

·6· ·protection is warranted.

·7· · · · · · My response to the committee is that

·8· ·current NFPA 13 language, the sprinkler are

·9· ·required for all hydraulic elevators.· This

10· ·sprinkler triggers a lot of added cost to building

11· ·owners, and it creates a lot of problems for

12· ·maintenance and access, and the main important

13· ·thing that this sprinkler is supposed to protect

14· ·against fluids in the pit and there is no record of

15· ·fires for hydraulic fluid in pits.

16· · · · · · Adding detection devices in pits to create

17· ·recoil upon this creates additional costs,

18· ·maintenance problems, and this sprinkler is not

19· ·required because it doesn't do anything.· Even if

20· ·it operates under extreme condition, what would it

21· ·do to suppress class 3B fluids, oil basically, what

22· ·it would do.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Excuse me, sir.· Can you please

24· ·wrap up your comment?



·1· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Yes.· The last portion of my

·2· ·motion is just clarifying the language, speaking

·3· ·about all elevator associated spaces and elevator

·4· ·machines and controllers located in our elevator

·5· ·hoistway.· Thank you.· I urge you to vote for the

·6· ·motion.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, would you

·8· ·like to offer the committee's position?

·9· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I'll defer to the Technical

10· ·Committee Chair, Joe Noble.

11· · · ·MR. NOBLE:· Joe Noble.· I'm the Committee Chair

12· ·of the Installation portion of NFPA 13 and I'm

13· ·speaking in opposition to the motion.

14· · · · · · Firstly, I want to compliment the

15· ·proponent on the detail that he provided in his

16· ·submission.· I wish that everything that we

17· ·received was that well written.· So I thought he

18· ·did a great job with that.

19· · · · · · Ultimately, however, the committee

20· ·reviewed the information and after much discussion

21· ·relative to the issue determined that we were

22· ·uncomfortable with leaving elevator pits

23· ·unprotected, not simply as it relates to the

24· ·potential for combustible fluids but the potential



·1· ·for debris to be found in the bottom of the pit;

·2· ·and, as such, the committee determined to keep fire

·3· ·sprinklers in the bottom of the pits.· Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· With that,

·5· ·we will open up debate on this motion.· To help

·6· ·again with the record, please provide your name and

·7· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

·8· ·or against the motion.· Microphone 4, please.

·9· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire

10· ·protection engineer with the San Francisco Fire

11· ·Department, speaking for the motion.

12· · · · · · The Chairman just indicated that the

13· ·reason that the committee is uncomfortable of

14· ·moving the sprinkler from the pit is because we

15· ·have potential fire caused by debris.· And this is

16· ·incorrect because what happens is that NFPA 13

17· ·removed the requirement for traction elevators, to

18· ·put sprinkler in the pit for traction elevators.

19· ·So there is no issue with the bridge.

20· · · · · · The main issue is hydraulic fluid.

21· ·Hydraulic fluids are considered per NFPA 13

22· ·Class 3B combustible fluids, and when I have done

23· ·research on all the oils that are used, the

24· ·hydraulic fluids, they have a flash point



·1· ·temperature between 400 to 600 degrees, there is no

·2· ·ignition source that can ignite this fluid.

·3· · · · · · Now I don't care about one sprinkler in

·4· ·the location, but this sprinkler trigger a lot.· It

·5· ·makes the elevator system like a monster.· What

·6· ·happens, ASME, the elevator code, upon the

·7· ·sprinkler, the sprinkler become the risk.· Upon the

·8· ·sprinkler, the elevator code requires initiating

·9· ·devices, initiating devices in the pit to generate

10· ·recall.· And also the elevator code requires all

11· ·the electrical equipment in the pit to be protected

12· ·by NEMA 4 enclosure.· Now for what?· For fires that

13· ·do not occur.

14· · · · · · I'm speaking with elevator people.· I am

15· ·serving on the National Elevator ASME 17, two

16· ·committees.· There are no known fires for hydraulic

17· ·fires in pits, and this sprinkler does not do

18· ·anything, just create -- also the elevator

19· ·mechanics working in the pit, they draw up -- some

20· ·of them told me they draw up (indistinguishable)

21· ·long sprinkler creates flooding.· It just creates a

22· ·big nightmare for a lot of people.· Thank you.· I'm

23· ·speaking for the motion.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Is there any



·1· ·further discussion on Motion 13-2 to accept Public

·2· ·Comment Number 132?

·3· · · · · · Mr. Linder, any final committee comments?

·4· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I think the committee is certainly

·5· ·well aware of the concerns of sprinklers in

·6· ·elevators.· Over the years, there have been a lot

·7· ·of change to this section of the standard.· I think

·8· ·we're in the best harmony with the elevator

·9· ·requirements that we've ever been, and the

10· ·committee still feels that where there are

11· ·combustible materials, in this case, hydraulic

12· ·fluids, we need to have the area sprinklered, and

13· ·we encourage you to vote against the motion.· Thank

14· ·you.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16· ·Microphone Number 4.

17· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· I wanted to add to the

18· ·edition, NFPA 13 in the same section has allowances

19· ·for exempt locations from sprinkler.· So the

20· ·committee eliminated sprinklers in traction

21· ·elevator pits because they were unnecessary.· Even

22· ·though there may be combustible debris there, you

23· ·did remove the sprinkler from there.· You removed

24· ·the sprinkler from all traction elevator machine



·1· ·rooms and hoistway.· So the committee can remove

·2· ·sprinklers.

·3· · · · · · This one little sprinkler in the pit

·4· ·creates big problems and cost, and I just wanted to

·5· ·add, this motion is not only about the sprinkler.

·6· ·There is two more parts for this motion which are

·7· ·talking about other associated space for elevator

·8· ·like control rooms, control spaces, machinery

·9· ·spaces which the current Code language does not

10· ·address, and it also does not address location of

11· ·hoisting machine and controllers in the hoistway.

12· ·Thank you.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, do you

14· ·have any additional comments?

15· · · ·MR. LINDER:· No additional comments at this

16· ·time.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· We will

18· ·now move to a vote.· Before we vote, let me restate

19· ·the motion.· The motion on the floor is to accept

20· ·Public Comment Number 132.· To touch -- to vote,

21· ·please touch the vote button.· If you wish to vote

22· ·in favor of the motion and recommend the text shown

23· ·on screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote

24· ·against the motion and recommend the text on screen



·1· ·two, touch no.· Please record your vote.· The

·2· ·balloting will be closed in five seconds.· The

·3· ·balloting is now closed.

·4· · · · · · There are 99 votes in favor of the motion

·5· ·and 172 votes against the motion.· The motion has

·6· ·failed.

·7· · · · · · Before moving to Certified Amending Motion

·8· ·13-3 and in respect of your time, I just want

·9· ·everyone to be aware that we will not take a formal

10· ·break for lunch.· I am just reminding folks that

11· ·there are concession stands located near A3, as you

12· ·exit the ballroom to your left, and they are open

13· ·until 1 o'clock this afternoon.

14· · · · · · We will now proceed on the discussion on

15· ·Certified Amending Motion 13-3.· Microphone

16· ·Number 4, please.

17· · · ·MR. KELLY:· My name is Kevin Kelly with

18· ·Victaulic, and I will not be pursuing this motion.

19· ·Thank you.

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· So Motion 13-3 which

21· ·appeared on our agenda, however, as just stated,

22· ·the authorized maker of this motion has notified

23· ·NFPA that they are no longer willing or no longer

24· ·interested in pursuing the motion.· Therefore, in



·1· ·accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

·2· ·Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

·3· ·the assembly and is removed from the agenda.

·4· · · · · · We will now move to the next item.· We

·5· ·will now proceed with the discussion on Certified

·6· ·Amending Motion 13-4.· Microphone 4, please.

·7· · · ·MS. VALENTINE:· My name is Victoria Valentine

·8· ·with the National Fire Sprinkler Association.  I

·9· ·move to accept Public Comment Number 244.

10· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

11· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· There is a group

12· ·amending motion on the floor to accept Public

13· ·Comment 244, and we have had several seconds.

14· ·Please proceed with your discussion.

15· · · ·MS. VALENTINE:· This comment will delete the

16· ·new requirement for hanger rods to be -- to meet

17· ·ASTM A307, their specifications for grade A and

18· ·grade B 60,000 psi tensile strength.· Quality

19· ·components are important for the system in

20· ·long-term performance of all of our sprinkler

21· ·systems, however, the requirement for hanger rods

22· ·to comply with ASTM A307 will be an act of

23· ·paperwork and a burden on enforcement by the AHJs.

24· ·Material specs are common throughout NFPA 13, but



·1· ·rods have been part of the hanger components since

·2· ·the beginning and they have performed well.· Unlike

·3· ·other materials such as piping, there is no

·4· ·practical way to mark the rods, especially ATRs, to

·5· ·know that the installed product actually complies

·6· ·with the standard and matches the paperwork that

·7· ·the AHJ has approved.

·8· · · · · · The committee was split on the subject as

·9· ·common materials used were not intended to be

10· ·eliminated by adding the requirement, yet

11· ·confirming compliance could prove more than

12· ·difficult for both the contractor and the AHJ.

13· · · · · · I encourage you all to support the motion

14· ·and accept Public Comment 244.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, do you

16· ·have the committee's comments?

17· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I'll defer to the technical chair

18· ·for the Hanging and Bracing Committee, Jim Biggins.

19· · · ·MR. BIGGINS:· I'm Jim Biggins with Global Risk

20· ·Consultants and Chair of the Technical Committee on

21· ·Hanging and Bracing.

22· · · · · · This section went into the document in the

23· ·first draft stage along with other requirements for

24· ·hangers.· It was put in because there was no real



·1· ·requirements for hanger rods with the exception

·2· ·that they be ferrous.· It passed the first draft.

·3· ·In the second draft, there were two committee --

·4· ·there were two comments submitted to remove the

·5· ·section.· It was debated.· It was -- one of the

·6· ·considerations was that enforcing it would be

·7· ·difficult; but after much discussion, the two

·8· ·comments to remove it were rejected and, as was

·9· ·noted, there were close votes.· However, the

10· ·majority felt that the ability to look at purchase

11· ·orders and other documentation to verify the

12· ·material was adequate and left the requirements in.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· With that, we will

14· ·open up debate on the motion.· Again to please

15· ·assist with the record, I ask that you state your

16· ·name and affiliation and whether you are speaking

17· ·in support of or against the motion.· Microphone 4,

18· ·please.

19· · · ·MR. HIGGINS:· Thank you, sir.· My name is

20· ·Roland Higgins with American Fire Sprinkler

21· ·Association speaking in support of the motion.

22· · · · · · This is another thing that seems like a

23· ·good idea, and we all have -- many of us are on

24· ·many technical committees.· We have the propensity



·1· ·to add and add and add; but, you know, as stated

·2· ·earlier on one of the issues, we're not having

·3· ·failures of these.· So there's no demonstrated

·4· ·need.

·5· · · · · · Hanger components, for instance, on a

·6· ·2 inch pipe, the pipe itself weighs like 22 pounds.

·7· ·We base the sizing of the components on five times

·8· ·the weight plus 250.· So it's up in the 300 pounds

·9· ·as the assigned weight when we're dealing with

10· ·these components.· So simply saying ferrous has

11· ·worked very well.· This is really just a solution

12· ·looking for a problem.· There's been no history of

13· ·failures of our hangers.· And, granted, it's nice

14· ·to specify specific things.· The ability to have a

15· ·hanger rod in your hand or in the field and to be

16· ·able to identify whether or not it meets a specific

17· ·ASTM standard is just not there.· On pipe and so

18· ·forth, we require markings every 2 feet, and those

19· ·type of components we can readily identify.

20· · · · · · But, you know, other than what's in the

21· ·initial cut sheet, out in the field, there's no

22· ·means to really identify whether or not this

23· ·standard is being met; but the bottom line is we

24· ·don't need to meet an additional standard.· These



·1· ·things are so oversized already that anything else

·2· ·we add to it is really just meaningless.· So why

·3· ·add the additional requirements and text?

·4· · · · · · So with that, I urge you to support the

·5· ·motion.

·6· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone 3, please.

·7· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·8· ·GBH International.· I was struggling with it to

·9· ·come up -- this seems a very innocuous statement.

10· ·It doesn't say you have to meet A307.· It says A307

11· ·or equivalent.

12· · · · · · I think it's important when we put -- the

13· ·gentleman who just spoke talked about the weight of

14· ·the sprinkler systems and they are quite heavy.· So

15· ·we need to make sure that the hangers are of

16· ·sufficient strength, and they give you a number of

17· ·equivalents.· So it seems a very reasonable thing

18· ·to add.· We want to make sure that the systems

19· ·don't fail just by falling down.· Thank you.· I'm

20· ·against the motion.· Sorry.

21· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

22· ·Number 4, please.

23· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray with Cybor Fire

24· ·Protection, and I speak in support of the motion.



·1· · · · · · I heard the chair of the Hanging and

·2· ·Bracing Committee saying enforcing will be

·3· ·difficult.· It will be a disaster.· How do you mark

·4· ·a piece of rod that's threaded along its whole

·5· ·length?· How do you mark that?

·6· · · · · · We have been installing sprinkler systems

·7· ·for -- I haven't -- but the industry has for a

·8· ·hundred years?· 125 years?· I don't hear about fire

·9· ·sprinkler system hangers failing.· I hear about

10· ·valves that fail or a pipe that fails.· Corrosion

11· ·was just an issue.· I hear about sprinkler heads

12· ·with old rings.· We've lived all these things.· We

13· ·don't see, as an industry, hangers failing.

14· · · · · · So you're trying to put a solution or a

15· ·fix on a problem that doesn't exist.· So I would

16· ·ask everyone to please support the motion.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3.

18· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

19· ·GBH International --

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, for or against the motion?

21· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Against the motion.· The

22· ·gentleman just spoke it's impossible to mark these

23· ·hanger rods.· In the cable industry, all cable ties

24· ·have to be listed and they are.· There's been no



·1· ·problem with enforcing that.· Why is this

·2· ·different?· Please vote against.

·3· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

·4· ·please.

·5· · · ·MR. HUGGINS:· Roland Huggins, American Fire

·6· ·Sprinkler Association.· Not to belabor the point --

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, for or against?

·8· · · ·MR. HUGGINS:· I'm speaking for the motion.· Not

·9· ·to belabor the point, I'm assuming the majority of

10· ·you understood what I said and Marcelo just

11· ·misunderstood it.· A 2 inch section of pipe weighs

12· ·22 pounds.· We basically assign a 348 pound weight

13· ·to that when determining the size of the

14· ·components.· It's not what it's actually exposed

15· ·to.· It's what we assign to it in determining sizes

16· ·of components, including the rods.· So it's much,

17· ·much, much lighter than the value that's assigned

18· ·to it.· So I just want to ensure that no one

19· ·misunderstood that aspect.· Thank you very much.

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 6,

21· ·please.

22· · · ·MR. EASTER:· Les Easter, Atkore International

23· ·speaking for myself and manufacturer of threaded

24· ·rods.· They're used in all sorts of applications --



·1· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, will you please specify, are

·2· ·you for or against the motion?

·3· · · ·MR. EASTER:· For the motion -- manufacture all

·4· ·sorts of threaded rods in all sorts of

·5· ·applications, and someone talked about earlier

·6· ·about specifications met as far as purchase

·7· ·requirements and stuff, and that adequately

·8· ·suffices for what the fire protection folks are

·9· ·talking about.· So I speak in favor of the motion.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

11· ·Number 5, please.

12· · · ·MR. SHAPIRO:· Jeff Shapiro, National

13· ·Multifamily Housing Council speaking for the

14· ·motion.

15· · · · · · In my time as an authority having

16· ·jurisdiction, there was a point at which I

17· ·questioned the installation of a system based on

18· ·the hanger spacing exceeding the hanger distances.

19· ·Understanding that the basis of the hanger design

20· ·is an individual hanging on the pipe, as Roland

21· ·said, way in excess of what the normal weight of

22· ·the system is, we're trying to carry an individual

23· ·who might be hanging on the pipe.

24· · · · · · When I questioned it, I had a contractor



·1· ·there who weighed about 300 pounds who climbed up a

·2· ·10 foot ladder, hung from the pipe, and said, how's

·3· ·this, Mr. Inspector.· I wanted to put an UL label

·4· ·on him, but I didn't have one handy, but I said I

·5· ·would pass it.

·6· · · · · · The design of the hangers on these systems

·7· ·far exceeds what it normally needs to be.· This

·8· ·requirement is excessive.· I urge you to support

·9· ·the motion on the floor.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further

11· ·discussion on Certified Amending Motion 13-4 to

12· ·accept Public Comment Number 244?

13· · · · · · Mr. Linder, do you have any final

14· ·committee comments?

15· · · ·MR. LINDER:· Not at this time, no.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· We will now move to a

17· ·vote.· Before we vote, let me restate the motion.

18· ·The Certified Amending Motion on the floor is

19· ·accept Public Comment Number 244.· We will ask you

20· ·to touch the vote button on your voting screen.· If

21· ·you wish to vote in favor of the vote and recommend

22· ·the text on screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to

23· ·vote against the motion and recommend the text on

24· ·screen two, touch no.· Please record your vote.



·1· ·The balloting will close in five seconds.· The

·2· ·balloting is now closed.

·3· · · · · · The results of the vote are 191 in favor,

·4· ·62 against the motion.· The motion passes.

·5· · · · · · The next motion on NFPA 13 appeared on our

·6· ·agenda.· However, the maker of the motion has

·7· ·notified NFPA that they are no longer -- they no

·8· ·longer wish to pursue this motion.· Therefore, in

·9· ·accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

10· ·Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

11· ·the assembly as a Certified Amending Motion and is

12· ·removed from the agenda.· Is there any further

13· ·discussion on NFPA 13?

14· · · · · · Seeing none, we will move on to the next

15· ·document.· Part 2 of the committee report on

16· ·Automatic Sprinkler Systems, that is, the First and

17· ·Second Draft Reports, are located on the document

18· ·information page for NFPA 13R on the NFPA website.

19· ·The Certified Amending Motions are contained in the

20· ·NFPA Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will

21· ·be displayed behind me on the screen.

22· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

23· ·sequence number presented.· Mr. Linder?

24· · · ·MR. LINDER:· Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

mmaynard
Highlight



·1· ·the report of the Technical Committee on

·2· ·Residential Sprinkler Systems is presented for

·3· ·adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

·4· ·and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual

·5· ·Meeting Revision Cycle.· The Technical and

·6· ·Correlating Committees have published a First and

·7· ·Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

·8· ·NFPA 13R, Standard for the Installation of

·9· ·Sprinkler Systems in Low-Rise Residential

10· ·Occupancies.· These reports were submitted to

11· ·letter ballot of the responsible Technical and

12· ·Correlating Committees.· The reports and ballot

13· ·results can be found on the next edition tab of the

14· ·documents information page for NFPA 13R at

15· ·www.nfpa.org/13Rnext.

16· · · · · · The presiding officer will now proceed

17· ·with the Certified Amending Motions.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· Let's proceed with the

19· ·discussion on Certified Amending Motions on

20· ·NFPA 13R.· Microphone 4, please.

21· · · ·MR. ASP:· My name is Roland Asp, and I'm

22· ·speaking on behalf of the National Fire Sprinkler

23· ·Association, and I move to accept Motion 13R-1 that

24· ·would reject Second Revision 21.



·1· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· The motion on the

·3· ·floor is to reject Second Revision Number 21, and I

·4· ·have heard several seconds.· Please proceed.

·5· · · ·MR. ASP:· Thank you.· I'm speaking in favor of

·6· ·this motion.· During the development of the 2016

·7· ·edition of NFPA 13R, requirements were added to

·8· ·bring the auxiliary drain requirements from NFPA 13

·9· ·to NFPA 13R.· These are dealing with draining

10· ·trapped pipes and wet pipe systems and dry systems

11· ·that are not subject to freezing.

12· · · · · · I seek to -- this CAM seeks to reject the

13· ·Second Revision 21 and to remove these sections and

14· ·revert to the previous language.· Putting auxiliary

15· ·drains on all systems, all 13R systems with trapped

16· ·piping that -- mostly the ones with more than

17· ·5 gallons, it's simply going to assist in draining

18· ·the system.· However, it's really impractical for

19· ·these residential occupancies that are the subject

20· ·of NFPA 13R.

21· · · · · · One of the goals of NFPA 13R is to keep

22· ·the sprinkler systems affordable and to encourage

23· ·the owners to actually install them in these

24· ·low-rise residential occupancies.· In these types



·1· ·of installations, in these kind of low-rise

·2· ·residential occupancies, it's typically a lot of

·3· ·Gypsum board, Sheetrock ceilings and walls; and for

·4· ·every low point auxiliary drain we put in, we're

·5· ·going to have to put in an access panel.· This is

·6· ·going to significantly increase the costs.

·7· · · · · · The majority of service companies out

·8· ·there already use industrial vacuums that eliminate

·9· ·the needs for these drains.· We can still drain the

10· ·systems with the vacuums without putting these

11· ·auxiliary drains and their access panels.

12· · · · · · Additionally, 13R occupancy don't

13· ·traditionally, you know, have as much retrofit --

14· ·much retrofit activities as do the commercial

15· ·occupancies.· And even if it does, these industrial

16· ·vacuums I'm just talking about can either hold back

17· ·or remove the water for a sprinkler replacement

18· ·job.· In order to keep these systems affordable and

19· ·to keep the owners in favor of installing them,

20· ·NFPA 13R should be silent on the auxiliary drain

21· ·requirements for trapped wet pipe systems and dry

22· ·systems not subject to freezing.

23· · · · · · I just want to note 13R already includes

24· ·language that requires system drains that are



·1· ·sufficient to drain the majority of water, and the

·2· ·methods I just talked about can handle -- are

·3· ·sufficient to deal with any trapped piping in the

·4· ·water and that.· We should not require the owners

·5· ·to bear an additional cost to install drains and

·6· ·the associated access panels to deal with a problem

·7· ·that really doesn't exist.

·8· · · · · · So I urge you to support CAM 13R-1 and

·9· ·reject Second Revision 21.· Thank you.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Linder, would you

11· ·like to offer the committee's position?

12· · · ·MR. LINDER:· I would like to defer to the chair

13· ·of the residential committee, Maurice Pilette.

14· · · ·MR. PILETTE:· Maurice Pilette, Chair of the

15· ·Residential Sprinkler Committee.· I'm against this

16· ·motion.

17· · · · · · The committee reviewed this and felt that

18· ·the standard needed some provisions to provide

19· ·guidance for draining of trapped piping.· It

20· ·engaged and put together some language for various

21· ·options, and this is based on a -- the committee

22· ·accepted this on 23 in favor versus 6, and I would

23· ·urge the membership to vote against the motion.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· We will now



·1· ·open up debate on the motion.· Again to assist with

·2· ·the record, please provide your name and

·3· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

·4· ·of or against the motion.· Microphone 5, please.

·5· · · ·MR. DeVORE:· Mike DeVore, State Farm, and I'm

·6· ·speaking in support of the motion.· I have no idea

·7· ·whether the drain should be in there or not, but

·8· ·this was a second revision and it's been put in the

·9· ·document without any public review which is against

10· ·the rules on Technical Committee action.· So they

11· ·put new material in at the second revision.· So I

12· ·encourage the body to accept the motion on that

13· ·basis.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

15· ·please.

16· · · ·MR. HUGGINS:· Thank you, sir.· Roland Huggins,

17· ·American Fire Sprinkler Association, speaking in

18· ·support of the motion.

19· · · · · · There's really two reasons we need drains,

20· ·auxiliary drains in our systems, and they're

21· ·obviously highly desirable and needed in 413

22· ·systems, and those two reasons being, one, is you

23· ·need to get the water out, particularly in dry pipe

24· ·systems to avoid excessive corrosion to the systems



·1· ·because it makes a very wet, moist internal

·2· ·environment.· Well, that's a metallic pipe issue.

·3· ·You know, if this section for the dry pipe section

·4· ·said metallic pipe, this would have been a very

·5· ·good idea.

·6· · · · · · The overwhelm majority of 13R systems I

·7· ·believe are CBDCs.· So we don't have a corrosion

·8· ·issue.· So imposing the same requirement that's an

·9· ·issue for metallic dry pipe systems onto the CBDC

10· ·side just really makes no sense.

11· · · · · · The second reason that we want (phonetic)

12· ·those auxiliary drains is we have been doing

13· ·maintenance and changes in the system which is

14· ·fairly prevalent and common in 413R systems.

15· ·Again, in a 13R system, this is not a very

16· ·prevalent requirement, and as was already pointed

17· ·out, you know, there are means to get the water out

18· ·of the system so when the changes or maintenance

19· ·are performed on it, so we open up the pipe, you

20· ·know, we don't have the problem of, you know, water

21· ·damage to the surrounding area.

22· · · · · · So going back also to the point regarding

23· ·the CBDC systems, now we're going to have to --

24· ·well, A, the sprinkler systems -- the option to



·1· ·remove the sprinkler is really not an applicable

·2· ·option since most auxiliary drains are not going to

·3· ·be in locations with a sprinkler head.· So that

·4· ·doesn't really help us a lot.· Again, we have a

·5· ·plastic system, so installing a flexible coupling

·6· ·so that it can easily fall apart to drain that

·7· ·section of pipe is problematic with a plastic

·8· ·system.· So now we're having to install a component

·9· ·that we really don't need that is just one more

10· ·potential source of failure into a system.

11· · · · · · So I encourage you to support this motion

12· ·and remove this text.· Thank you very much.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 5,

14· ·please.

15· · · ·MR. SHAPIRO:· Jeff Shapiro, National

16· ·Multifamily Housing Council speaking in support of

17· ·the motion.

18· · · · · · One other issue with this is that it

19· ·encourages the use of removing a single pendent

20· ·sprinkler as a means of draining the system, but

21· ·5.1.1.1 in 13R only allows the installation of new

22· ·sprinklers.· So if you remove a sprinkler to drain

23· ·that part of the system, now you have to find the

24· ·new sprinkler that's equivalent to reinstall.· How



·1· ·many times are you going to have to start searching

·2· ·for a new sprinkler that matches those criteria and

·3· ·may no longer be available?· Now you're having to

·4· ·make judgments on what's the appropriate sprinkler

·5· ·to use to replace it.

·6· · · · · · I will point out 13R is not as clear as

·7· ·the latest edition of 13 which specifically says

·8· ·that once you remove a sprinkler, you cannot

·9· ·replace it, but I'm assuming that that's going to

10· ·go into 13R as a clarification of 5.1.1.1 at some

11· ·point in the future, and certainly I think based on

12· ·the new text in 13, that's how people are going to

13· ·be reading 13R.

14· · · · · · This is a bad requirement.· It increases

15· ·the cost of a system unnecessarily.· It increases

16· ·the complexity.· It introduces a place for failure,

17· ·and we don't need it in the standard.· I encourage

18· ·you to vote in favor of the motion.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

20· ·please.

21· · · ·MR. MERTENS:· Matthew Mertens, North Shore Fire

22· ·speaking on behalf of myself.· Just to address --

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, can you state for or against

24· ·the motion?



·1· · · ·MR. MERTENS:· I'm urging -- standing against

·2· ·the motion.

·3· · · · · · One of the comments earlier that this is

·4· ·really only regarding corrosion in the pipe and it

·5· ·doesn't apply to plastics is, in my opinion, okay,

·6· ·that's a valid point.· But there are issues with

·7· ·the plastic pipe, and it's something that we're

·8· ·moving towards a solution for.

·9· · · · · · One of the biggest problems that we're

10· ·seeing is AHJs in the field right now with the

11· ·plastic pipes is the installation of purge cage

12· ·systems in these low-rise buildings.· One of the

13· ·manufacturer's requirements and recommendations

14· ·based on the listings, you can't use air to

15· ·pressurize these systems.· Well, if you can't --

16· ·and I understand that a drain is not intended for

17· ·release of the air, but it's one of the things that

18· ·we're doing locally that allows them to get the

19· ·majority of the air out so when we're putting these

20· ·systems under pressure for 200 psi, they're

21· ·actually able to relieve some of that air out of

22· ·there and reducing the risk by accessing pressures

23· ·into these buildings.

24· · · · · · Hopefully, my hope, is down the road this



·1· ·is just one step towards attaining a reasonable

·2· ·solution for getting air out of these plastic

·3· ·systems before hydro testing.· Granted, it's not

·4· ·perfect, but it's something in the right direction.

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·6· ·Number 4, please.

·7· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray.· I'm with Cybor

·8· ·Fire Protection Company and I'm speaking in support

·9· ·of the motion.

10· · · · · · Keep in mind what NFPA 13R is about.· It's

11· ·about getting fire sprinklers installed in mid-rise

12· ·multifamily type occupancies.· United States has a

13· ·real problem with fire deaths and injuries in these

14· ·type of facilities.· So the key is to get the

15· ·sprinklers installed.· The biggest argument against

16· ·what we do is cost.

17· · · · · · What you're going to do if we require

18· ·drains on these 13R systems, it's been said before

19· ·but I'll repeat it quickly, you're going to add the

20· ·cost of installing the drains and then a cost of

21· ·all these access panels all over the place.

22· · · · · · So I would urge everyone please to support

23· ·this motion and let's get this passed.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone



·1· ·Number 5.

·2· · · ·MR. SHAPIRO:· Jeff Shapiro, National

·3· ·Multifamily Housing Council, and in rebuttal to the

·4· ·previous comment, if the best reason we can come up

·5· ·with to add this requirement is that we're going to

·6· ·use it for something that wasn't intended, that's

·7· ·not a very good reason.

·8· · · · · · I urge you to support this motion.

·9· ·NFPA 13R has been around for 25 years and we've

10· ·been draining systems just fine.· I speak in favor

11· ·of the motion, vote in favor of the motion.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Is there any

13· ·further discussion on Motion 13R-1 to reject Second

14· ·Revision Number 21?

15· · · · · · Mr. Linder, any final comments on behalf

16· ·of the committee?

17· · · ·MR. LINDER:· No.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· We will move to a vote.

19· ·Before we vote, let me restate the motion.· The

20· ·motion on the floor is to reject Second Revision

21· ·Number 21.· To vote, please touch the vote button

22· ·on your iPad.· If you wish to vote in favor of the

23· ·motion and recommend the text on screen one, touch

24· ·yes.· If you wish to vote against the motion and



·1· ·recommend the text on screen two, touch no.· Please

·2· ·record your vote.· The balloting will be closed in

·3· ·five seconds.· The balloting is now closed.

·4· · · · · · The results of the vote are 192 in favor,

·5· ·51 votes against.· The motion passes.

·6· · · · · · Is there any further discussion on

·7· ·NFPA 13R?· Seeing none, we will move on to the next

·8· ·document.· Thank you, Mr. Linder.

·9· · · · · · Okay.· As we get people on the stage for

10· ·the next report, again, I want to remind everybody

11· ·we will not be taking a break for lunch and there

12· ·are lunch and concessions available outside to the

13· ·left and will remain open until 1 o'clock.

14· · · · · · The next report under consideration this

15· ·morning is that of the Committee on Signaling

16· ·Systems for the Protection of Life and Property.

17· ·Here to present the committee report is Correlating

18· ·Committee Chair, Robert Schifiliti of

19· ·R. P. Schifiliti & Associates, Reading,

20· ·Massachusetts.· The committee report, that is, the

21· ·First and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

22· ·document information page for NFPA 72 on the NFPA

23· ·website.· The Certified Amending Motions are

24· ·contained in the NFPA Technical Committee Tech
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·1· ·Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

·2· ·the screen.

·3· · · · · · We will proceed in the order of the motion

·4· ·sequence number presented.· Mr. Schifiliti.

·5· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· Thank you.· Mr. Chair, ladies

·6· ·and gentlemen, the report of the Technical

·7· ·Committee and Correlating Committee on Signaling

·8· ·Systems for the Protection of Life and Property is

·9· ·presented for adoption and can be found in the

10· ·First Draft Report and the Second Draft Report for

11· ·the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.

12· · · · · · The Technical and Correlating Committee

13· ·has published the First and Second Draft consisting

14· ·of revisions of NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and

15· ·Signaling Code.· These reports were submitted to

16· ·letter ballot of the responsible Technical and

17· ·Correlating Committees.· The reports and ballots

18· ·results can be found on the next edition tab of the

19· ·document information page for NFPA 72 located at

20· ·nfpa.org/72next.

21· · · · · · The presiding officer will now proceed

22· ·with the Certified Amending Motions.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, Mr. Schifiliti.· Let's

24· ·now proceed with the discussion on the Certified



·1· ·Amending Motions on NFPA 72.· Microphone 4, please.

·2· · · ·MR. PETERKIN:· My name is Jim Peterkin with

·3· ·Heery International speaking on behalf of myself.

·4· ·I move to accept Certified Amending Motion 72-1.

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Will that be to accept Public

·6· ·Comment Number 172 or 174 -- excuse me, to accept

·7· ·Public Comment Number 172 or 124?· I apologize.

·8· · · · · · Okay.· So the motion on the floor is to --

·9· ·we've received multiple notices on a single motion

10· ·to accept Public Comment Number 172 and 124.· Do we

11· ·have a second?

12· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· We have a second.· Please proceed.

14· · · ·MR. PETERKIN:· Thank you.· The current language

15· ·as modified in Table 14.4.3.2 would change the

16· ·frequency of bad tampers which is from annual to

17· ·semi-annual.· It would appear that this change was

18· ·a typographical error given the substantiation from

19· ·the committee indicates that the "statistical

20· ·failure rate of electrical supervising mechanical

21· ·switches are extremely small and that there is no

22· ·evidence to suggest that more than an annual

23· ·frequency was necessary."· This applied to Items

24· ·17J 2 through 5 and there was no justification to



·1· ·separate Item Number 1.· So there's really no

·2· ·technical justification to pull out control valves

·3· ·separate from the other items in 17J.· Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Mr. Schifiliti, would you like to

·5· ·offer the committee's position?

·6· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· No.· I would defer to the

·7· ·chair of the Technical Committee, Jeff Moore at

·8· ·Microphone Number 5.

·9· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.

10· · · ·MR. MOORE:· My name is Jeff Moore, Jensen

11· ·Hughes.· I'm the chair of Inspection Testing and

12· ·Maintenance Technical Committee.

13· · · · · · I just wanted to explain how we got to

14· ·this point.· There's no real position of the

15· ·committee here.· In 2010, the frequency for testing

16· ·valve supervisors which was semi-annual, and in the

17· ·2013 edition, there was extensive changes to

18· ·combine a number of the tables and simplify things,

19· ·but in that change, somehow the frequency was

20· ·changed from semi-annual to annual.· We later found

21· ·out we could not find specific actions which did

22· ·that.· So in the 2016, we returned it back to

23· ·semi-annual just on a procedural issue because we

24· ·hadn't had an action that specifically said to



·1· ·change it for the 2010 -- excuse me, 2013.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· We will now open up

·3· ·debate on this motion.· Again, to please aid for

·4· ·the record, I will ask you to provide your name and

·5· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

·6· ·of or against the motion.· Microphone Number 5,

·7· ·please.

·8· · · ·MR. DAGENAIS:· My name is Dave Dagenais, and

·9· ·I'm speaking on behalf of the Health Care Section,

10· ·and we rise and speak in support of this motion.

11· · · · · · At the Health Care Section meeting

12· ·yesterday, the Health Care Section voted to support

13· ·this motion.· We believe this is truly an oversight

14· ·as we just heard from the committee chair that

15· ·there is a series of events that have occurred to

16· ·create this inconsistency in the document.· We

17· ·believe by supporting this motion, we will provide

18· ·consistency within the document, make the document

19· ·more user friendly, and clear up issues that have

20· ·occurred in the past.· We urge you to support this

21· ·motion and thank you for your time.

22· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. HAMMERBERG:· Thank you.· My name is



·1· ·Tom Hammerberg representing the Automatic Fire

·2· ·Alarm Association speaking against the motion.

·3· · · · · · The Automatic Fire Alarm Association

·4· ·agrees that the change from semi-annual to annual

·5· ·testing was done inadvertently when the tables were

·6· ·updated in the 2013 edition.· There was no

·7· ·technical justification offered to change that

·8· ·frequency, and we support the committee's decision

·9· ·to return the frequency to semi-annual testing.

10· · · · · · Many of our members do test and inspection

11· ·on fire alarm systems, and from speaking with many

12· ·of them, they have reported that they have found

13· ·numerous problems with testing of these control

14· ·valves.· And we feel that annual testing could lead

15· ·to systems not working when they're required with

16· ·no notification of the failure for too long of a

17· ·period of time.· And we urge the members to vote

18· ·against this motion.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

20· ·please.

21· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.

22· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

23· ·the motion.

24· · · · · · We're a large regional company in



·1· ·California.· We have 14 branches.· I have 55 system

·2· ·inspectors that work underneath me.· We're

·3· ·inspecting approximately about 35,000 systems a

·4· ·year.· I myself get out in the field occasionally

·5· ·when I'm with my inspectors; and, on a given week

·6· ·when I'm with them, we may see between one to four

·7· ·tamper switches which have come out of adjustment

·8· ·which fail to transmit a supervisory signal or to

·9· ·activate the alarm system of a supervisory

10· ·condition when the valve is closed, primarily on

11· ·OS&Y, but it does occasionally happen on PIVs or

12· ·butterfly valves.

13· · · · · · From a reliability point of view, I want

14· ·to do everything I can to make certain that if a

15· ·valve is closed that we'll get the proper signals

16· ·so we can notify the owner and, in some cases, the

17· ·authority having jurisdiction; and these systems,

18· ·you know, need to be tested at a minimum on a

19· ·semi-annual basis.

20· · · · · · Also, there will be a conflict now if we

21· ·proceed with this, if the motion passes, in that

22· ·we'll have a conflict with NFPA 25 because NFPA 25

23· ·requires that the supervisory be tested on a

24· ·semi-annual basis.· Thank you.



·1· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

·2· ·please.

·3· · · ·MR. LARIMER:· Hello.· My name is Pete Larimer.

·4· ·I'm with the Department of Veteran Affairs.  I

·5· ·speak in motion -- or in favor of the motion.· I'm

·6· ·also a member of the NFPA 72 Technical Committee on

·7· ·Testing and Maintenance.

·8· · · · · · These issues were discussed at the second

·9· ·revision, and the committee decided that the

10· ·activation of the switch for supervisory device if

11· ·it were tested annually would be sufficient for

12· ·each of the supervisory switches.· If we want to

13· ·make sure that the sprinkler system valves are

14· ·open, there is still a requirement both in NFPA 25

15· ·as well as NFPA 72 that an inspection of the valve

16· ·to ensure that the valve is open is performed on a

17· ·quarterly basis.

18· · · · · · What this test does is test the electrical

19· ·characteristics from the supervisory switchback to

20· ·the fire alarm control unit.· That switch operates

21· ·and it operates reliably.· We don't have to test it

22· ·twice a year.· Once a year is adequate to determine

23· ·whether or not the circuitry from the supervisory

24· ·switch whether it's a low temperature switch or a



·1· ·control valve switch is operational.· If we're

·2· ·concerned about the valve being open, the stem on

·3· ·the OS&Y being open, we can inspect that valve

·4· ·without even touching the switch.· Thank you.

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 6,

·6· ·please.

·7· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray.· I'm with Cybor

·8· ·Fire Protection Company.· I speak in opposition to

·9· ·this motion.

10· · · · · · We've all heard the statistic and keep it

11· ·in mind when you vote.· Two-thirds of sprinkler

12· ·system failures are due to closed valves.· The last

13· ·thing we need to do is have a rogue document out

14· ·there that conflicts with the current edition of

15· ·NFPA 25 to cut the frequency of testing tamper

16· ·switches in half.· Thank you.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

18· ·please.

19· · · ·MR. KOFFEL:· Bill Koffel, Koffel Associates.

20· ·I'm not speaking for or against but offering a

21· ·point of information.

22· · · · · · The NFPA 25 document is currently in its

23· ·revision cycle.· The First Draft Report of that

24· ·document indicates that this frequency should be



·1· ·changed from semi-annual to annual.· That frequency

·2· ·change is not based upon any specific technical

·3· ·information other than coordination with NFPA 72.

·4· · · · · · So I would merely ask that the membership

·5· ·make this decision not on what is in the NFPA 25

·6· ·requirement, but rather what you feel should be the

·7· ·appropriate test frequency.· During the second

·8· ·revision committee meeting in September, we can

·9· ·coordinate this with NFPA 2 -- with NFPA 72.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

11· ·please.

12· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· Again,

13· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

14· ·the motion.

15· · · · · · And in deference to my good friend, Pete,

16· ·from the Department of Veteran Affairs that, yes,

17· ·there is requirements within 25 for the visual

18· ·inspection of the valves, but the only way you know

19· ·if that tamper switch is going to work is to test

20· ·it.· Looking at it will not tell you if it's going

21· ·to work or not.· Thank you very much.

22· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further

23· ·discussion on Motion 72-1 to accept Public Comments

24· ·Number 172 and 124?



·1· · · · · · Mr. Schifiliti, any final comments on

·2· ·behalf of the committee?

·3· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· No.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· We will now proceed to

·5· ·a vote.· Before we vote, let me restate the motion.

·6· ·The motion on the floor is to accept Public

·7· ·Comments Number 172 and 124.· To vote, touch the

·8· ·vote button on your iPad.· If you wish to vote in

·9· ·favor of the motion and recommend the text on

10· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

11· ·the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

12· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

13· ·will be closed in five seconds.· The balloting is

14· ·now closed.

15· · · · · · The result of the vote are 57 for the

16· ·motion and 190 against the motion.· The motion has

17· ·failed.

18· · · · · · Let's now proceed with the discussion on

19· ·Certified Amending Motion 72-2.· Microphone

20· ·Number 4, please.

21· · · ·MR. HUMM:· My name is Vic Humm.· I'm the

22· ·submitter of this, Vic Humm & Associates.· I also

23· ·serve on the UL Standard Technical Task Force

24· ·addressing this issue to create a better standard,



·1· ·and in order to do so, I had to verify to the UL

·2· ·that I have no affiliation with any of the

·3· ·manufacturers.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, would you start by moving the

·5· ·motion, please?

·6· · · ·MR. HUMM:· I'm sorry.· I move acceptance of

·7· ·Motion 72-2.

·8· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· We have a motion to proceed

·9· ·with Motion 72-2 which is involving multiple

10· ·notices for a single motion to reject Second

11· ·Provision Number 71.· Is there a second?

12· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· I hear a second.· Please proceed.

14· · · ·MR. HUMM:· Okay.· As I was explaining, there is

15· ·an Underwriters Laboratory Standards Technical

16· ·Panel working to create criteria so that it will be

17· ·technology neutral, and whichever technology is

18· ·required, any adjustments will result in same

19· ·spacing in the field.

20· · · · · · So we also have a report that's available

21· ·for the public from the National Research Council

22· ·of Canada that says that the information developed

23· ·thus far is not warranted to make this without the

24· ·proper decision in the Human Factors Study.· Thank



·1· ·you.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Schifiliti, do you

·3· ·have any comments on behalf of the committee?

·4· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· I defer to Dave Lowery, the

·5· ·chairman of the Notification Appliances Committee

·6· ·at Microphone Number 3.

·7· · · ·MR. LOWREY:· Thank you, sir.· Dave Lowrey, City

·8· ·of Boulder Fire Rescue, current Technical Chair of

·9· ·this committee.· I'm not going to give a position

10· ·from the committee officially.· I just want to tell

11· ·you how the committee got here.

12· · · · · · Upon the first revision, a proposal was

13· ·submitted to change it from currently the

14· ·200 milliseconds to 20 milliseconds.· The committee

15· ·rejected that based on the fact that the Fire

16· ·Protection Research Foundation was currently

17· ·researching this and the report was not available

18· ·at that time.

19· · · · · · Upon the second revision, there were three

20· ·proposals submitted on this particular issue, two

21· ·of them to change it from 200 milliseconds to

22· ·20 milliseconds, and one of them to change it from

23· ·200 milliseconds to 100 milliseconds.· The

24· ·committee voted 18 to 6 to change it to the



·1· ·20 milliseconds.· Thank you.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· We will now

·3· ·open debate on the motion.· Again to assist with

·4· ·the record, please provide your name and

·5· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

·6· ·of or against the motion.· Microphone Number 4,

·7· ·please.

·8· · · ·MR. EISNER:· Hello.· My name is Laurie Eisner.

·9· ·I work for Mircom Technologies and I'm for the

10· ·motion.

11· · · · · · I wanted to make a comment that we took --

12· ·we actually sponsored the NRC study that you --

13· ·that is available to the public, and to claim that

14· ·the pulse width should be changed from a maximum of

15· ·200 milliseconds to a maximum of 20 milliseconds

16· ·requires additional evidence that simply is not

17· ·present in the cited studies.

18· · · · · · In short, there is a proposed change to

19· ·the NFPA 72, Chapter 18 that changes the maximum

20· ·flash pulse duration from 200 milliseconds to

21· ·20 milliseconds.· I offer the following ten reasons

22· ·why I think you should vote yes for this motion.

23· · · · · · The proposed value of 20 milliseconds

24· ·which now forms the core of the proposed 2016



·1· ·standard does not appear a single time in the cited

·2· ·studies.· You can scan the studies to check for

·3· ·yourself.· The reference to 40 percent duty cycle

·4· ·is mathematically incorrect if the maximum pulse is

·5· ·changed to 20 milliseconds.· It will reflect badly

·6· ·on us if we have such mathematical errors in the

·7· ·standard.

·8· · · · · · The change from 200 to 20 milliseconds

·9· ·will have unintended consequences.· The change will

10· ·probably have an effect on LED technologies coming

11· ·into the life safety industry and LED technology

12· ·will have benefits -- great benefits over time.

13· · · · · · NFPA 72 Spacing and Application Guidelines

14· ·are based upon direct viewing.· Adding reference to

15· ·indirect viewing conflicts with parts of the

16· ·standard.· The independent NRC study concludes

17· ·there is no justification for the change based on

18· ·the current data.· Neither the NRC study nor the

19· ·RPI study supports the change.· No basis for this

20· ·change has been provided.

21· · · · · · NFPA 72 is an installation standard, not

22· ·an equipment standard.· This requirement belongs in

23· ·an equipment standard.· If the proposed change is

24· ·implemented, the text in this section becomes



·1· ·inconsistent with the text in 18.5.3.· If the

·2· ·proposed NFPA 72 for 2016 is allowed to stand, it

·3· ·will be very difficult for field personnel and AHJs

·4· ·to verify whether devices meet this requirement or

·5· ·not.· Indirect and direct viewing have not been

·6· ·clearly identified or quantified.

·7· · · · · · Voting yes to this CAM would overturn the

·8· ·proposed change to the 2016 version and return it

·9· ·to its original text found in the 2013 version

10· ·while allowing the existing UL Task Group to

11· ·address all requirements comprehensively.· I urge

12· ·you to vote yes for this motion.· Thank you.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

14· ·Number 3, please.

15· · · ·MR. PAPIER:· My name is Isaac Papier.· I work

16· ·for Honeywell Fire Safety, but I am against the

17· ·motion and I speak for myself.

18· · · · · · The original signaling appliance strobe

19· ·research was conducted at UL while I was an

20· ·employee there.· The research was done under my

21· ·direction, and it resulted in UL 1971 which is the

22· ·product standard and is the basis for the

23· ·specifications in Chapter 18.

24· · · · · · The 200 millisecond pulse duration was an



·1· ·artifact of the way the original testing was done

·2· ·more than 20 years ago.· Based on all published

·3· ·research to date, the 200 millisecond devices when

·4· ·compared with 100, 50, 25 milliseconds was the

·5· ·worst actually functioning device.· The Xenon

·6· ·device that is out there today which was the

·7· ·original basis for all of this research operates at

·8· ·.3 milliseconds.· The key to all of this is the

·9· ·actual intensity of the pulse.· What works for

10· ·indirect is the difference in power and light

11· ·intensity between the signaling device and the

12· ·actual background that is in the room that is

13· ·illuminated.

14· · · · · · UL 1971 talks about signaling for the

15· ·hearing impaired.· That makes the assumption that

16· ·the occupants of the room are not looking at the

17· ·signaling device.· That means that we are talking

18· ·specifically about indirect signaling.

19· · · · · · It's very unfortunate that a factor that

20· ·has absolutely nothing to do with the ability of

21· ·the device to function for its intended purpose is

22· ·being used here to try to bring a technology that

23· ·is not ready for prime time.· We need to be

24· ·concerned with safety and the ability to alert



·1· ·people to be able to vacate the premises when there

·2· ·is an emergency.· Trying to make an accommodation

·3· ·for a technology that isn't ready is unfortunate

·4· ·and counter to the intent of a life safety

·5· ·function.· Thank you.

·6· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·7· ·Number 2, please.

·8· · · ·MR. KLEIN:· My name is Jeff Klein, and I work

·9· ·for Honeywell, and I am also a principal member of

10· ·Chapter 18 Technical Committee.· I am making a

11· ·statement against the motion because this motion

12· ·endorses and reinstates a pulse width of

13· ·200 milliseconds for visual light notification

14· ·appliances.· Research has shown that

15· ·200 millisecond pulse widths may not be effective

16· ·for indirect viewing.

17· · · · · · I'm against the motion based on two

18· ·aspects.· One is public safety and the second is

19· ·research and data.· In terms of public safety,

20· ·consideration of a worst case scenario should be

21· ·made as it relates to visual notification of the

22· ·public during an emergency especially the hearing

23· ·impaired which, in this case, means indirect

24· ·viewing.· Indirect viewing means that the person is



·1· ·not looking directly at the visual notification, is

·2· ·concentrating on a task, and the visual

·3· ·notification appliance is behind the person.· This

·4· ·is the worst case scenario.· This Code

·5· ·specification should deliver equal or better

·6· ·performance than achieved by the current technology

·7· ·in the worst case scenario.

·8· · · · · · Four research studies have been conducted

·9· ·that included 100 human test subjects and indirect

10· ·viewing.· The studies all used varying pulse widths

11· ·of newer technology and compared detection by the

12· ·human subjects versus the short fixed pulse width

13· ·of current technology at the same effective light

14· ·intensity.

15· · · · · · Two studies sponsored by the Fire

16· ·Protection Research Foundation were conducted by

17· ·the Lighting Research Center at RPI.· The findings

18· ·from this research suggest a pulse width of

19· ·25 milliseconds would provide human detection on

20· ·par with current technology in the worst case

21· ·indirect viewing scenario.· Two studies conducted

22· ·by Tyco Fire Protection Products, these studies

23· ·also tested the worst case scenario.

24· · · · · · The conclusion and recommendation from



·1· ·this research is a pulse width less than

·2· ·20 milliseconds to achieve detection on par with

·3· ·current technology.· Therefore, after four

·4· ·published research studies of pulse widths

·5· ·conducted with 100 human test subjects in worst

·6· ·case indirect viewing scenarios, pulse widths of

·7· ·25 and 20 milliseconds were recommended consistent

·8· ·with the new Code language and new technologies can

·9· ·meet these requirements.

10· · · · · · It is therefore reasonable to suggest that

11· ·a 200 millisecond pulse width might not be

12· ·effective with indirect viewing and, therefore,

13· ·this motion should not be passed.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

15· ·Number 5, please.

16· · · ·MR. BLEDSOE:· Hi.· My name is Brian Bledsoe

17· ·(phonetic).· I'm speaking on behalf of Mircom

18· ·Technologies, and we support this motion.

19· · · · · · I noticed that the last speaker had

20· ·mentioned they had a recommendation from these

21· ·research studies mentioning that there was a

22· ·recommendation of 20 and 25 milliseconds.· I would

23· ·challenge him to show where he finds that in those

24· ·research studies.· I have these studies here,



·1· ·printed in front of me.· I can at least read one

·2· ·conclusion from them, all right.

·3· · · · · · Using a constant value -- sorry, wrong

·4· ·one.· Here.· Okay.· The proposed change in pulse

·5· ·duration for visible notification appliances is

·6· ·based on a misapprehension.· Parties supporting

·7· ·this change have stated that data exists to show

·8· ·that flash detection improves when the pulse

·9· ·duration is lower.· A thorough scientific

10· ·assessment of the study cited in support of the

11· ·statement shows that the statement is not true.

12· · · · · · So, you know, we also looked at the data

13· ·in the National Research Council report and they

14· ·found curves where 50 milliseconds may have been

15· ·more, you know, detectable, but they don't come to

16· ·a conclusion on that.· And there is no conclusion

17· ·in any report that says 20 or 25 milliseconds is a

18· ·good number.· There's also no conclusion that says

19· ·200 is bad.

20· · · · · · As a matter of fact, if you go to Page 8

21· ·on the RPI report, you'll see that the hundred

22· ·millisecond pulse with a 2 percent luminous

23· ·increment was detected 90 percent of the time and

24· ·shorter pulses were detected much less with the



·1· ·1 percent being detected -- with the 1 millisecond

·2· ·being detected so low that they dropped it from the

·3· ·research study.· RPI also reported as a conclusion

·4· ·that nor effective intensity nor illuminance on

·5· ·their own were particularly good predictors of

·6· ·indirect viewing.· That is actually what was said.

·7· ·There was no recommendations under 20, 25, and also

·8· ·there wasn't really four studies that I'm aware of

·9· ·that were cited.· I know of two.· The two salvage

10· ·reports are essentially the same.· There was a BRE

11· ·that was released recently with no date on it and a

12· ·unanimous supporter.

13· · · · · · So I think people should consider that on

14· ·the hard data.· Read the real reports.· We made

15· ·them public.· They're there for everybody to read.

16· ·The conclusions are clear on both RPI and NRC and

17· ·the review of everything that there are no

18· ·recommendations.· The only recommendation is that

19· ·further research needs to be done and it should be

20· ·done with the UL Task Force which we came back and

21· ·recommended back in last October.· Thank you.

22· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

23· ·Number 3, please.

24· · · ·MR. REISWIG:· Thank you.· Rodger Reiswig with



·1· ·Tyco Fire Protection Products speaking against the

·2· ·motion.

·3· · · · · · We have known there is a problem with long

·4· ·pulse duration and LED strobes since 2009.· The

·5· ·first proposals were submitted for the 2013 Code

·6· ·Cycle of NFPA 72.· The Mircom report also

·7· ·acknowledges that there is a problem, and I quote,

·8· ·"Perhaps more importantly, the research does

·9· ·identify problems with the current specifications

10· ·for visual signal appliances.· Peak luminous

11· ·intensity matters particularly in contrast to room

12· ·light levels."

13· · · · · · The proposed changes submitted for the

14· ·2013 cycle of NFPA 72 were rejected.· The TC said

15· ·more data was needed.· Based on that proposal and

16· ·the projection by the TC and because more data was

17· ·needed, the Fire Protection Research Foundation

18· ·commissioned a study and confirmed the issue that

19· ·was identified.

20· · · · · · The testing verifies that nothing in the

21· ·Mircom report contradicts that strobes with long

22· ·pulse durations are less noticeable than Xenon

23· ·strobes at the same Candela rating.· There is no

24· ·one who has presented any data that indicates



·1· ·otherwise.· The reason that long pulse widths are

·2· ·used is that an LED strobe design is easier with a

·3· ·longer pulse width, not because of any positive

·4· ·characteristics in the notification capabilities of

·5· ·the strobe.

·6· · · · · · Delaying the implementation of a shorter

·7· ·pulse width with another Code Cycle so we can

·8· ·collect more information just means that more

·9· ·strobes will be put in the buildings with

10· ·effectivity that is provably lower than Xenon

11· ·strobes.· Remember that the standard for spacing

12· ·and room size were based on testing done with Xenon

13· ·strobes.

14· · · · · · I am speaking against the motion on the

15· ·floor and ask the membership to vote against the

16· ·motion.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone 1, please.

18· · · ·MR. FALBO:· My name is Jason Falbo.· I'm with

19· ·Mircom Group of Companies and I am for the motion.

20· · · · · · I like to first discuss our main issue

21· ·with the cherry-picking of the pulse duration.· We

22· ·know when you talk about signaling appliances,

23· ·there are multiple characteristics that factor into

24· ·their efficacy.· Flash duration is one of them as



·1· ·is flash frequency, the duty cycle, and the

·2· ·effective intensity and the color of that flash.

·3· · · · · · The fact that the Technical Committee has

·4· ·focused on only one parameter has lead to

·5· ·unintended consequences.· Some of these unintended

·6· ·consequences include the stifling of innovation in

·7· ·this area which allows LED technology to be used to

·8· ·provide more effective signaling in life safety

·9· ·applications.

10· · · · · · The 20 millisecond number in itself, the

11· ·language as proposed, is in conflict between the

12· ·two sentences in the proposed changes.· If you take

13· ·the math and look at it, the 20 milliseconds pulse

14· ·with the maximum duty cycle at 40 percent would

15· ·imply a maximum period of 50 milliseconds.

16· · · · · · The rule for frequency is you take the one

17· ·divided by the frequency and what effectively

18· ·you've decided within NFPA is that we are

19· ·supporting a 20 hertz flash frequency for these

20· ·appliances now.· At 20 hertz, we know the problems

21· ·that that can cause for epileptic seizures and

22· ·issues with people seeing things flashing at that

23· ·rate.

24· · · · · · This is just one example of the haste



·1· ·which we believe the decision has been made and the

·2· ·effort to push something through before the proper

·3· ·due diligence and research has been done to make

·4· ·sure that we're making the changes for the right

·5· ·reasons accurately and correctly.

·6· · · · · · I want to speak to the firefighting

·7· ·community that's here in the room today again with

·8· ·respect to the intended consequences that we see.

·9· ·With less competition in this industry due to the

10· ·pattern protection of existing firms who are

11· ·proponents of Xenon devices, we will see continued

12· ·high prices for consumers of these NAC appliances

13· ·which will reduce the adoption of life safety

14· ·protection equipment in buildings around the world.

15· · · · · · We will also have slower updates of

16· ·buildings with respect to the costs.· The testing

17· ·done always used a bright lit room ignoring the

18· ·actual real-world fire conditions where buildings

19· ·are often filled with smoke in the corridors or

20· ·emergency lighting is in play which has a reduced

21· ·brightness level compared to where the tests were

22· ·done.· This does not cover all applications.

23· ·Again, the study cherry-picks specific parts of the

24· ·application and parameters to meet their own



·1· ·objectives.

·2· · · · · · I want to talk a little bit about the

·3· ·benefits of LEDs.· They're used quite extensively

·4· ·and approved by the FAA for avionics applications.

·5· ·Police, fire, paramedics and emergency services are

·6· ·using them within their vehicles to help manage

·7· ·traffic conditions.· They're used in traffic lights

·8· ·and digital sign displays which are known to be a

·9· ·great effective way to promote messaging during an

10· ·emergency.· We are adopting LED displays in wide

11· ·spread areas of the globe and LEDs are the power

12· ·behind these technologies.

13· · · · · · We do have a plan in place.· That plan is

14· ·to return the question of the research back to the

15· ·UL Task Force who was adopted to provide this

16· ·research in the first place before it was

17· ·snowballed by first and second revision

18· ·modifications to the Code.· We suggest not to make

19· ·multiple changes in three consecutive Code Cycles

20· ·2013, 2016, and 2019 due to the fact that the

21· ·Technical Committee has identified that this is a

22· ·stop gap and not the end result.· Let's not make

23· ·changes unnecessarily and with haste.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,



·1· ·please.

·2· · · ·MR. PAPIER:· My name is Isaac Papier.· I am

·3· ·speaking on behalf of myself as the head of the

·4· ·research group that did the original work.· The

·5· ·original work --

·6· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, for or against the motion?

·7· · · ·MR. PAPIER:· I speak against the motion.· The

·8· ·original work that was done to develop the

·9· ·requirements were done at Gallaudet University with

10· ·over one hundred hearing-impaired individuals.· The

11· ·only variable that was in play to determine whether

12· ·these devices worked or not was the actual

13· ·intensity of the flashes.

14· · · · · · At the time, Xenon tubes were the only

15· ·things that was available, but the point was that

16· ·what is critical is the amount of energy that the

17· ·flash has versus the amount of energy in the

18· ·background lighting.· The actual duration of the

19· ·pulse has nothing to do with it.· It is all in the

20· ·intensity.· The effective intensity that is being

21· ·used is simply an excuse for the intensity on the

22· ·power output of the signaling device.

23· · · · · · The committee did the right thing by

24· ·choosing 20 milliseconds which forces the actual



·1· ·minimum intensity of the signaling device.· You

·2· ·should not be confused.· The pulse duration has

·3· ·nothing, absolutely nothing to do with it.· It is

·4· ·the amount of energy that comes out of the

·5· ·signaling device.

·6· · · · · · There are now LEDs -- I was informed

·7· ·yesterday during a show that there are actually

·8· ·LEDs that can do the 20 milliseconds.· So we

·9· ·shouldn't be changing the requirements to

10· ·accommodate a technology or a particular device

11· ·that cannot do it.· We are in the business of

12· ·saving lives and we should not compromise

13· ·requirements to accommodate a technology that can't

14· ·do the minimum amount of power to signal people in

15· ·an emergency situation.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

17· ·Number 4, please.

18· · · ·A VOICE:· Call for the question.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion to call the

20· ·question and that motion is nondebatable.· For the

21· ·record, I will note that there is one person

22· ·remaining at the microphones waiting to speak, but

23· ·we will proceed with the vote on the call for the

24· ·question.· Do we have a second?



·1· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· We do have a second.· In order to

·3· ·vote on this motion, please scroll to the bottom of

·4· ·your tablet to vote.· If you wish to vote in favor

·5· ·of the motion to call the question, touch yes.· If

·6· ·you wish to vote against the motion, that is, to

·7· ·not call the question, touch no.· Please record

·8· ·your vote.· The balloting will be closed in five

·9· ·seconds.· The balloting is now closed.

10· · · · · · On the motion of calling the question,

11· ·there are 208 in favor.· There are 31 against.· The

12· ·motion to call the question is approved.

13· · · · · · So we will immediately go to the vote on

14· ·Motion 72-2 which is to reject the Second Revision

15· ·Number 71.· Again, if you wish to vote in favor of

16· ·the motion and recommend the text shown on the

17· ·screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

18· ·the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

19· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

20· ·will be closed in five seconds.· The balloting is

21· ·now closed.

22· · · · · · The results of the vote are 69 in favor of

23· ·the motion, and 177 against the motion.· The motion

24· ·has failed.



·1· · · · · · Let's now proceed with the discussion on

·2· ·Certified Amending Motion 72-3.· Microphone

·3· ·Number 4, please.

·4· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

·5· ·fire protection engineer with the San Francisco

·6· ·Fire Department speaking in favor of the motion.  I

·7· ·move to reject Second Revision Number 11.

·8· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion on the floor to

·9· ·reject Second Revision Number 11.· Is there a

10· ·second?

11· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· We do have a second.· Please

13· ·proceed.

14· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· This should be a pretty

15· ·simple and logical change to the Code, additional

16· ·to the Code which passed the first revision with

17· ·the committee statements.· So 29 votes on the first

18· ·revision, on First Revision Number 138,

19· ·24 affirmative votes and 2 negative.· And this was

20· ·the committee statement.

21· · · · · · In California, the elevator safety order

22· ·has the requirement that all hoistway fire alarm

23· ·initiating devices must be accessible from outside

24· ·of the hoistway.· However, this requirement only



·1· ·applies in the State of California, but it is not a

·2· ·national code requirement.· This will significantly

·3· ·reduce the life safety risk for fire alarm

·4· ·installers and service personnel and costs to

·5· ·owners due to the great deal of required

·6· ·coordination.

·7· · · · · · So that was after a long discussion during

·8· ·the committee.· What happened during the second

·9· ·revision, the Correlating Committee put a note and

10· ·basically said under Public Comment 61 that they

11· ·want to reconsider this committee decision because,

12· ·and I'm quoting it, it says, "Since the proposed

13· ·change requires an access from outside the

14· ·hoistway, it could create -- could create conflict

15· ·with other codes and standards."

16· · · · · · So that was the -- that was the

17· ·Correlating Committee after a long discussion that

18· ·we had and everybody agreed on it.· And what I'm

19· ·saying is the Correlating Committee never specified

20· ·what are these potential conflicts.

21· · · · · · So all I'm saying is that this is a safety

22· ·requirement, accessing devices from outside the

23· ·hoistway, it's a safety requirement for fire alarm

24· ·personnel.· We don't want fire alarm installer



·1· ·riding on top of elevator cars servicing these

·2· ·devices.· It's a simple thing to do.· You can do it

·3· ·with an access hatch at the top of the hoistway or

·4· ·you can do it with the operating device.· That's

·5· ·the device that they -- outside the hoistway and it

·6· ·can greatly reduce risk for fire alarm personnel,

·7· ·servicing and installer.

·8· · · · · · I urge you to vote for this motion.· Thank

·9· ·you.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Schifiliti, would

11· ·you like to offer the committee's position?

12· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· From the Correlating

13· ·Committee, and then I would ask that the chair of

14· ·the committee speak.

15· · · · · · For the Correlating Committee in the first

16· ·revision, the Technical Committee added a

17· ·requirement for devices and hoistways to be

18· ·accessible from outside the hoistway.· They

19· ·basically passed this text.· The Correlating

20· ·Committee directed the SIG-PRO Technical Committee

21· ·to reconsider their actions on that First Revision

22· ·Number 138 because the change required access from

23· ·outside the hoistway -- requiring access from

24· ·outside the hoistway could create a conflict with



·1· ·other codes and standards as it would require

·2· ·changes to building construction.

·3· · · · · · It was suggested that the requirement be

·4· ·deleted or modified to prevent this potential

·5· ·conflict.· In other words, we felt that it was the

·6· ·jurisdiction of a building code.

·7· · · · · · The Technical Committee chose to remove

·8· ·the requirement that this CAM is trying to

·9· ·reinstate.

10· · · · · · Chairman Merton Bunker at Microphone 3

11· ·might have a comment from the committee.

12· · · ·MR. BUNKER:· Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

13· ·State, chair of the Technical Committee on

14· ·Protected Premises Signaling System.

15· · · · · · Mr. Schifiliti has stolen my thunder.

16· ·He's absolutely correct.· This was debated for a

17· ·considerable period of time; and, after we received

18· ·direction from the Correlating Committee, the

19· ·position of the committee was that this was needed

20· ·-- that this needed to be removed from the

21· ·document.· Thank you.

22· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· We will now

23· ·open debate on the motion.· Please, again for the

24· ·benefit of the record, provide your name and



·1· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

·2· ·of or against the motion.· Microphone Number 4,

·3· ·please.

·4· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire

·5· ·protection engineer with the San Francisco Fire

·6· ·Department speaking for the motion.

·7· · · · · · So we just heard that the committee

·8· ·basically on the second revision, they basically

·9· ·said that they may be in conflict with other codes

10· ·and standards.· Nobody specified what are the

11· ·conflicts with other codes and standards.

12· · · · · · Now when you look at NFPA 72, NFPA 72

13· ·under Definition Number 334, it has the definition.

14· ·It says, Accessible spaces as applied to detection

15· ·coverage, spaces or concealed area that can be

16· ·entered via openable panel, door hitches or other

17· ·readily moveable elements.· So that's in NFPA 72.

18· ·If you look at NFPA 72, Section 17.4, it says,

19· ·Initiating devices shall be installed in a manner

20· ·that provides accessibility for periodic

21· ·inspection, testing, and maintenance.· That's

22· ·required by NFPA 72.

23· · · · · · If you look at NFPA 72,

24· ·Section 17.7.5.5.3, it requires access doors for



·1· ·duct detectors.· So why don't we require the same

·2· ·thing for initiating devices purely for safety

·3· ·reasons so fire alarm installers and fire alarm

·4· ·technicians will not be required to ride on the

·5· ·elevator car?· It's a state law in California.

·6· ·It's done on 10,000 elevators, MLM elevators with

·7· ·initiating devices.· Pretty simple to do and

·8· ·greatly reduces the risk -- the life risk for fire

·9· ·alarm personnel.· I'm speaking for the motion.

10· ·Thanks.

11· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

12· ·Number 3, please.

13· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Yes.· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

15· ·the motion.· I'm also a member of SIG-PRO, but here

16· ·I'm speaking as myself for Bay Alarm Company.

17· · · · · · I agree with my good friend from

18· ·San Francisco.· It is in the California code.· And

19· ·I have no issue with it being in a building code or

20· ·a fire code.· I do have concerns with this

21· ·requirement being in NFPA 72 because I, as a fire

22· ·alarm contractor, at the end, they could come back

23· ·to me and say, wait a second, this is in your code,

24· ·therefore, you're responsible for doing this as



·1· ·opposed to the building owner or the contractor,

·2· ·elevator contractor whenever the building is being

·3· ·built.

·4· · · · · · So I feel that this should not be within

·5· ·NFPA 72.· Leave it in the building code.· Put it in

·6· ·the fire code, but keep it out of 72.· Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·8· ·Number 1, please.

·9· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

10· ·GBH International, speaking for NAFRA and in

11· ·support of the motion.

12· · · · · · It says here in the proposed text,

13· ·Required by other sections of this Code or by other

14· ·Code and Standards.· How can they be in conflict

15· ·with Code and Standards if it's required by another

16· ·Code and Standard?

17· · · · · · Correlation between 72 and the building

18· ·code and the fire code is an important way to move

19· ·forward.· I urge you to support this because it's a

20· ·lot better to try to get access from outside the

21· ·elevator hoistway instead of having to get inside.

22· ·It's a safer approach.· Please support the motion.

23· ·Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone



·1· ·Number 6.

·2· · · ·MR. DAGENAIS:· Yes.· My name is Dave Dagenais.

·3· ·I am speaking on behalf of the Health Care Section

·4· ·and speaking against the motion.

·5· · · · · · At the Health Care Section meeting

·6· ·yesterday, the Health Care Section voted to oppose

·7· ·this motion.· We believe this was substantially

·8· ·debated at the committee level.· If you look at the

·9· ·final committee vote in the second revision, it was

10· ·22 to 3.· We have to rely on the committee's

11· ·thought process as they went through this and

12· ·support the committee as they stand.· We urge you

13· ·to vote against this motion.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

15· ·Number 4.

16· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· I'm Jim Lathrop, Koffel

17· ·Associates speaking for myself neither for nor

18· ·against but a procedural question, because looking

19· ·at the agenda and the two screens, it gives the

20· ·implication that if we vote in favor of this, we're

21· ·going to lose a bunch of other material, and I

22· ·don't think that's what's going on here.· I think

23· ·this is a -- this paragraph either goes in or

24· ·doesn't go in, but this gives the implication that



·1· ·if we pass 21.3.5 that 21.3.4 and 21.3.5 currently

·2· ·along with a lot of other paragraphs here are going

·3· ·to disappear.

·4· · · · · · This is the first time in the last two

·5· ·days that this -- the way it's done on the screen

·6· ·is giving I think a false implication of what's

·7· ·going to go on here.· Am I not correct that this is

·8· ·-- really we're voting on this paragraph or not on

·9· ·this paragraph and not on the whole section?

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· I would refer you to the full

11· ·agenda which will give you the indication if the

12· ·motion passes or fails.

13· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· That's what I'm looking at.

14· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· Excuse me, I think I can clear

15· ·it up.· Essentially if the motion passes, this will

16· ·be inserted in between those two paragraphs,

17· ·existing 3.4 and 3.5.

18· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· So we're voting just on that one

19· ·paragraph?

20· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· That's right.

21· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· That's what I think is important

22· ·to understand because when I first looked at this,

23· ·I said, can't vote for it because I don't want all

24· ·this other stuff to disappear.· But it won't?



·1· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· No.· It's just to be an

·2· ·insertion between those two.· So if it fails, what

·3· ·you see is the two paragraphs without anything in

·4· ·between them.

·5· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· That's exactly what I was looking

·6· ·for because it implies looking at the agenda that

·7· ·we're going to lose like five paragraphs.

·8· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you for the clarification.

·9· ·Microphone Number 4, please.

10· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· I wanted -- my name is

11· ·Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire protection engineer with

12· ·the San Francisco Fire Department in favor for the

13· ·motion.

14· · · · · · I wanted to reply to my dear friend

15· ·Shane Clary from Bay Alarm regarding his comment

16· ·that it shouldn't be in NFPA 72.· I'm reading

17· ·NFPA 72, Section 17.7.5.5.3, "Detectors shall be

18· ·mounted in accordance with the manufacturer

19· ·published instructions and shall be accessible for

20· ·cleaning by providing access doors or control unit

21· ·in accordance with NFPA 90."· This is for duct

22· ·detectors.

23· · · · · · NFPA 72 require access hatch door for duct

24· ·detectors.· This is the jurisdiction of NFPA 72



·1· ·that the initiating devices will be accessible for

·2· ·cleaning, for repair, for maintenance and will not

·3· ·require fire alarm personnel to be at risk.· Thank

·4· ·you.

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·6· ·Number 1, please.

·7· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

·8· ·GBH International, for NAFRA in support of the

·9· ·motion.

10· · · · · · I think the clarification that was done by

11· ·Bob Schifiliti is very important.· We're not -- by

12· ·adding this, we're not eliminating any of the text.

13· ·All we're doing is just adding an additional safety

14· ·requirement, safety, so that it's accessible for

15· ·repair and it's easier for the people who are going

16· ·to do the repair, service, testing, and maintenance

17· ·to do it in a safe manner.· Thank you.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

19· ·please.

20· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· Again,

21· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company.· I thank the

22· ·comments from my good friend from San Francisco.

23· ·The --

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, speaking for or against the



·1· ·motion?

·2· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Oh, my God.· I forgot to do that.

·3· ·And I used to be up there asking these people to do

·4· ·the same thing.· I'm against the motion.· You got

·5· ·me.

·6· · · · · · Anyway, there's a difference between an

·7· ·elevator shaft that has two fire resistant

·8· ·construction and duct work which does not.· And on

·9· ·that comment, though, he is correct.· It is within

10· ·72 and there have been occasions when we've been on

11· ·installations that, at the end, the owner or others

12· ·have come to us and says that you, the fire alarm

13· ·contractor, are responsible for providing that

14· ·access as opposed to the HVAC contractor or other

15· ·entities that may be involved with that.

16· · · · · · So, again, speaking against the motion.

17· ·Thank you.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

19· ·please.

20· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

21· ·San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

22· ·engineer speaking in favor of the motion.

23· · · · · · There is another section in NFPA 72.· It's

24· ·Section 17.4.4 which says, "Initiating devices



·1· ·shall be installed in a manner that provides

·2· ·accessibility for periodic inspection, testing, and

·3· ·maintenance."

·4· · · · · · I have a report from the elevator industry

·5· ·about death and injuries involving elevators and

·6· ·escalators.· Many people are injured and die in

·7· ·elevator hoistway.· We don't want to have

·8· ·noncertified people like fire alarm guys riding on

·9· ·top of the elevator car.

10· · · · · · I also want to emphasize the point that in

11· ·California, this is a state law.· You don't have to

12· ·open a drywall, a shaft.· If you want, you can put

13· ·a device with a little hole in the center.· It's

14· ·done on 10,000 elevators.· It's easy.· It's not a

15· ·big deal.· It's easy.· A lot of people do it, and

16· ·it saves a lot of lives.· Thank you.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

18· ·Number 3, please.

19· · · ·MR. BUNKER:· Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

20· ·State.· To address a couple of the issues --

21· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, for or against the motion?

22· · · ·MR. BUNKER:· I'm sorry.· I am against the

23· ·motion.· A couple of issues.· We have spent the

24· ·last two decades trying to coordinate NFPA 72 with



·1· ·ASME A17 and other codes and standards.· And this

·2· ·proposal, this change to the Code would simply

·3· ·start to unravel some of the progress that was made

·4· ·by requiring things that shouldn't be in the Fire

·5· ·Alarm Code.

·6· · · · · · Additionally, riding the cab to the top of

·7· ·the hoistway is becoming less and less necessary as

·8· ·most hoistways are now not required to be

·9· ·sprinklered and, therefore, would have less fire

10· ·detection or smoke detection equipment installed in

11· ·them.· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 5,

13· ·please.

14· · · ·MR. DeVORE:· Make DeVore, State Farm.· I call

15· ·the question.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion to call the

17· ·question, and that motion is not debatable.· I'll

18· ·note for the record that we have one person

19· ·remaining at the microphone waiting to speak, but

20· ·we will proceed to the vote on calling the

21· ·question.· Do we have a second?

22· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There are seconds.· In order to

24· ·vote on the motion, you will need to scroll down on



·1· ·bottom of your tablet to vote.· If you wish to vote

·2· ·in favor of the motion, that is, to call the

·3· ·question, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

·4· ·the motion, that is, to not call the question,

·5· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

·6· ·will be closed in five seconds.· The balloting is

·7· ·now closed.

·8· · · · · · The results of the vote are 215 in favor

·9· ·of calling the question, 18 against calling the

10· ·question.· The motion to call the question has

11· ·passed and we will immediately go to voting on the

12· ·motion.

13· · · · · · Before we vote, let me restate this

14· ·motion.· The motion on the floor is to reject

15· ·Second Revision Number 11.· To vote, touch the vote

16· ·button on your iPad.· If you wish to vote in favor

17· ·of the motion and recommend the text on screen

18· ·number one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

19· ·the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

20· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

21· ·will close in five seconds.· The balloting is now

22· ·closed.

23· · · · · · The results of the vote are 56 in favor of

24· ·the motion and 180 against the motion.· The motion



·1· ·has failed.

·2· · · · · · We will proceed to the next motion.· The

·3· ·maker of Motions 72-4 and 72-5 has requested that

·4· ·he be allowed to move Motion 72-5 first.· Based

·5· ·upon this request and the reasons presented for the

·6· ·request, we will amend the agenda to proceed with

·7· ·Motion 72-5 at this time.

·8· · · · · · Having said this, let's now proceed with

·9· ·the discussion on Certified Amending Motion 72-5.

10· ·Microphone Number 1, please.

11· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Yes.· Thank you, Mr. Chair.

12· ·Shane M. Clary.· First of all, I thank the

13· ·Standards Council for allowing the change in the

14· ·agenda, and I move to accept Comment Number 209.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion on the floor to

16· ·accept Public Comment Number 209.· Is there a

17· ·second?

18· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a second.· Please

20· ·proceed.

21· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

22· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking in

23· ·favor of the motion.

24· · · · · · In the 2013 edition of NFPA 72, we added



·1· ·the requirements which you see on the number one

·2· ·screen which is to -- for an SLC, if you have more

·3· ·than 50 devices, you need to add isolation modules.

·4· ·And the standard has only been out there for three

·5· ·years.· A number of states have yet to even adopt

·6· ·that particular edition of the standard.· But in

·7· ·the 2016 edition, the committee has done what I

·8· ·feel is one step beyond is now to require an

·9· ·isolation module any time you go between floors.

10· · · · · · And for a high-rise structure or other

11· ·critical building, the fire protection engineer and

12· ·designers should be doing a risk analysis, and

13· ·based upon that risk analysis, that they may want

14· ·to add isolation modules when they go between

15· ·floors or the zones or stuff like that.· But if you

16· ·have a one or two -- a two- or three-story building

17· ·that may not have that many devices, in our

18· ·business, at Bay Alarm Company, we have a very

19· ·large number of two-story buildings where on the

20· ·second floor, at best, you may have just a

21· ·waterflow switch, a tamper valve, maybe a couple of

22· ·detection devices.· The need to add an isolation

23· ·module because we've gone from the floors where we

24· ·had an expense, and I do not see where there's



·1· ·going to be any significant advantage.

·2· · · · · · I have not seen any documented evidence or

·3· ·reports where we're still having failures on the

·4· ·existing 23.6.1 and why we need the new 23.6.1

·5· ·which requires this additional requirement.

·6· · · · · · Also, within the SFPE engineering

·7· ·handbook, there's a chapter on failures of devices,

·8· ·and the more devices you add to a particular piece

·9· ·of equipment, you're going to have the possibility

10· ·of increased failures.· Isolation modules

11· ·themselves do fail.· So if we had additional

12· ·isolation modules, we had a higher percentage of

13· ·failures.

14· · · · · · So I would just urge the members here to

15· ·support the motion and let's keep just the language

16· ·that's in the 2013 edition, and I thank you for

17· ·your time.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Mr. Schifiliti, would

19· ·you like to offer the committee's position?

20· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· The Correlating Committee has

21· ·no comment.· I would defer to the chair of the

22· ·SIG-PRO committee, Merton Bunker at Microphone 3.

23· · · ·MR. BUNKER:· Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

24· ·State, Chair of the Technical Committee on



·1· ·Protective Premises Signaling Systems.

·2· · · · · · The committee appointed -- I appointed a

·3· ·task group to explore this material and come back

·4· ·with a suitable solution.· They spent a great deal

·5· ·of time coming up with the recommended text.· We

·6· ·have a good level of support.· In fact, I believe

·7· ·there was only one negative ballot, one negative

·8· ·vote on the ballot.

·9· · · · · · This was debated extensively, and I'll let

10· ·the committee members speak to the subjects since

11· ·they're standing behind me.· Thank you.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· We will now

13· ·open up debate on the motion.· Again, to aid in the

14· ·record, please provide your name and affiliation

15· ·and whether you are speaking in support of or

16· ·against the motion.· Microphone Number 4, please.

17· · · ·MR. GRILL:· Ray Grill with Arup, and I'm

18· ·speaking in favor of the motion.

19· · · · · · My biggest concern with the language that

20· ·is currently in the second revision is that "zone"

21· ·can be very ambiguous, and the clarification that's

22· ·put forth in this amendment will avoid that

23· ·ambiguity.· Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone



·1· ·Number 3, please.

·2· · · ·MR. WILLMS:· Carl Willms, Fire Safety

·3· ·Consultants, speaking against the motion and for

·4· ·myself.

·5· · · · · · One of the main NFPA 72 goals is to

·6· ·provide a minimum level of reliability for

·7· ·protection of lives and property.· With the advent

·8· ·of the SLC technology, an unacceptable situation

·9· ·has developed where a single wiring fault can cause

10· ·a catastrophic failure and total loss of the fire

11· ·alarm system.

12· · · · · · In the 2013 Cycle, several proposals were

13· ·submitted to address this issue, and after hours

14· ·and hours of discussion and task groups, we came up

15· ·with a semi kind of a placeholder of the

16· ·50 addressable devices.· Basically no more could be

17· ·lost.

18· · · · · · In the 2016 Code Cycle, many proposals

19· ·again were refined, discussed, debated; and after

20· ·numerous hours, an acceptable solution was come up

21· ·with by the committee.· The intent is to provide

22· ·the same minimum level of performance of SLCs that

23· ·are currently required for NACs, IDCs.

24· · · · · · Zoning is not a new concept.· We, in fact,



·1· ·use a lot of the language in the existing Code to

·2· ·develop our zoning for the SLCs.· We believe it

·3· ·developed realistic cost-effective requirements for

·4· ·the protection of life and property.· When

·5· ·comparing the SLCs to the IDCs, IDCs themselves are

·6· ·fail-safe.· When they short, they create the alarm

·7· ·and evacuate the premises.· On NACs, a single short

·8· ·on a zone or circuit cannot affect any other zone,

·9· ·but still the SLC that drives all the notification

10· ·appliances can take out every notification

11· ·appliance within the building on a single wiring

12· ·short -- single wiring fault.

13· · · · · · In terms of cost, the substitution of a

14· ·standard detector base for an isolation base from

15· ·one manufacturer is an additional cost of $22.· So,

16· ·therefore, isolating a two-story SLC, even though

17· ·the wiring as such would be totally identical, it

18· ·would be a $22 cost for the manufacturer for that

19· ·one part.

20· · · · · · If there is an issue where the SLC becomes

21· ·burdensome trying to isolate the zones, there is

22· ·the section where we can perform a risk analysis

23· ·and therefore can extend the SLC zoning.

24· · · · · · One thing that we do know is that SLCs do



·1· ·fail.· As a owner of a fire protection company for

·2· ·27 years, I see many in my experiences from

·3· ·renovation projects to roofing projects and even

·4· ·rodents.· And yes, SLCs do fail in fires.· I've

·5· ·seen fires where the SLCs circuit has failed and

·6· ·has disabled the fire alarm system prior to the

·7· ·activation of the fire alarm.· In these situations,

·8· ·massive losses have occurred from motor damage and

·9· ·other causes that could have been easily prevented

10· ·by isolating those zones.

11· · · · · · So my proposal -- or my recommendation is

12· ·please reject the proposal to provide a

13· ·commensurate level of system reliability that's

14· ·currently mandated for IDCs and NACs.· Thank you.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

16· ·Number 1, please.

17· · · ·MR. HAMMERBERG:· Thank you.· I'm Tom Hammerberg

18· ·representing the Automatic Fire Alarm Association

19· ·speaking for the motion.

20· · · · · · We had submitted a public comment to

21· ·return the language from this one zone to the --

22· ·back to the 50 addressable devices and that did not

23· ·make it through there.· While the language in the

24· ·2013 edition of the Code is not perfect, our



·1· ·members feel that that language is better than the

·2· ·proposed 2016 language.

·3· · · · · · And we agree also and I agree with Carl

·4· ·that the primary intent here is to limit the number

·5· ·of devices that are connected to a single signaling

·6· ·line circuit in an effort to improve life safety.

·7· ·However, we feel that the proposed language is too

·8· ·restrictive for smaller- and medium-sized

·9· ·facilities and would increase the cost

10· ·unnecessarily.

11· · · · · · So we feel that, you know, it's still a

12· ·work in process, but it's probably better to leave

13· ·the 50 devices for now as opposed to having the

14· ·single zone.· So we ask the group to vote for the

15· ·motion.· Thank you.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

17· ·Number 1, please.

18· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Yes.· Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm

19· ·Company, speaking for the motion.

20· · · · · · Just one comment on the previous speaker.

21· ·There actually is a difference of wiring when you

22· ·have isolation modules versus when you do not,

23· ·Daisy chain isolation modules.· So there is an

24· ·increase of wiring to make sure all the isolation



·1· ·modules are installed correctly.· Thank you.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3,

·3· ·please.

·4· · · ·MR. WILLIAMS:· Good morning.

·5· ·Christopher Williams speaking on behalf of the Fire

·6· ·Bureau, Bureau of New Jersey, against the motion.

·7· · · · · · As this motion may adequately labor to a

·8· ·project, I feel that this Code is a baseline for

·9· ·how engineers and designers build their systems.

10· ·As a zone is clearly defined within this code, if

11· ·the engineer/designer of record wants to provide a

12· ·greater protection for their system, they have the

13· ·ability to do so.· This is a minimum Code

14· ·requirement.· If you wanted to design your system

15· ·to more stringent requirements, that should be

16· ·something that should be addressed between the

17· ·customers and the designers/engineers.

18· · · · · · With the acceptance of a defined zone out

19· ·of service, we can direct occupants of different

20· ·areas, prohibit certain activities, require fire

21· ·watch until the problem is corrected.· With the

22· ·50-device limit, those 50 devices could spread

23· ·across different zones or fire areas, the limit

24· ·what we can do as fire officials.· These defined



·1· ·zones should be worked out in conjunction with the

·2· ·fire officials and fire bureaus along with the

·3· ·engineers/designers at the time of design prior to

·4· ·acceptance.

·5· · · · · · Remember, this is a minimum Code standard,

·6· ·and it should be up to the engineer/designer,

·7· ·customer, and fire-approving agencies to determine

·8· ·whether they could provide a system under stricter

·9· ·compliance.· Thank you.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further

11· ·discussion on Motion 72-5 to accept Public Comment

12· ·Number 209?

13· · · · · · Mr. Schifiliti, are there any final

14· ·comments on behalf of the committee?

15· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· The Correlating Committee has

16· ·none.· Does the SIG-PRO chair have any?· None.

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· So we will proceed to a vote.

18· ·Again before we vote, let me restate the motion.

19· ·The motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

20· ·Number 209.· And to vote, you will touch the vote

21· ·button on your iPad.· If you wish to vote in favor

22· ·of the motion and recommend the text on screen one,

23· ·touch yes.· If you wish to vote against the motion

24· ·and recommend the text on screen two, touch no.



·1· ·Please record your vote.· The balloting will be

·2· ·closed in five seconds.· The balloting is now

·3· ·closed.

·4· · · · · · The results of the vote are 95 for the

·5· ·motion and 132 against the motion.· The motion has

·6· ·failed.

·7· · · · · · Let's now proceed with discussion on

·8· ·Certified Amending Motion 72-4.· Microphone

·9· ·Number 1, please.

10· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.

11· ·Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company.· Based upon the

12· ·results of 72-5, I will not be pursuing 72-4.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· So Motion 72-4

14· ·has appeared on our agenda, but as the authorized

15· ·maker of the motion has notified NFPA that they are

16· ·no longer wishing to pursue the motion, therefore,

17· ·in accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

18· ·Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

19· ·the assembly and is removed from the agenda.

20· · · · · · We will now move to the next motion.· The

21· ·maker of Motion 72-6 and 72-7 has requested that he

22· ·be allowed to move 72-7 first.· Based upon the

23· ·request and reasons presented for this request, we

24· ·will amend the agenda to proceed with Motion 72-7



·1· ·at this time.

·2· · · · · · So let's now proceed with the discussion

·3· ·on Certified Amending Motion 72-7.· Microphone

·4· ·Number 4, please.

·5· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai.

·6· ·I'm with the San Francisco Fire Department, fire

·7· ·protection engineer, and I move to accept Public

·8· ·Comment Number 119.

·9· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion on the floor to

10· ·accept Public Comment Number 119.· Is there a

11· ·second?

12· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Having a second, please proceed.

14· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Thank you.· So this is

15· ·supposed to be an addition and a simple addition to

16· ·a Code section describing an area of refuge two-way

17· ·communication system.

18· · · · · · The IBC requires to have two-way

19· ·communication system when you have areas of refuge.

20· ·However, most buildings being built today are

21· ·exempt from areas of refuge because they're fully

22· ·sprinklered.· For fully sprinklered building, we

23· ·don't have areas of refuge anymore.· However, the

24· ·IBC in Section 1007.9, 1007.8 has a requirement for



·1· ·an elevator landing emergency communication,

·2· ·elevator landing two-way communication center.

·3· ·That's required by the IBC.

·4· · · · · · The committee response to Public Comment

·5· ·119 was the IBC does not define elevator landing

·6· ·communication system and NFPA 72 cannot reclassify

·7· ·any system other than area of refuge.· This is

·8· ·incorrect because there is a requirement in the IBC

·9· ·specifically for elevator landing two-way

10· ·communication system, and all this proposal does,

11· ·it just adds the same requirement.· If we lead into

12· ·other areas of refuge but we have elevator landing,

13· ·every building more than four story required to

14· ·have accessible floor, so we need to have this

15· ·two-way communication system in every elevator

16· ·landing, and basically the motion says the same

17· ·requirement would apply.· I urge you to vote for

18· ·the motion.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Mr. Schifiliti,

20· ·would you like to offer the Committee's position?

21· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· The Correlating Committee has

22· ·no comment.· Does the chair of the ECS committee?

23· ·You weren't ready.

24· · · ·MR. MOORE:· My name is Wayne Moore with Jensen



·1· ·Hughes.· I'm chair of the ECS committee.· We

·2· ·believe that we should keep the section as is

·3· ·written on the right side, screen two.· The

·4· ·committee voted in favor of doing that, and I would

·5· ·urge you to vote against this motion.

·6· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· We will now

·7· ·open up debate on this motion.· As you have all day

·8· ·and we just ask for the benefit of the record to

·9· ·please provide your name and affiliation and

10· ·whether you are speaking in support of or against

11· ·the motion.· Microphone Number 6, please.

12· · · ·MR. AMES:· Yes.· My name is Blair Ames.· I am

13· ·with the company Montgomery Ames, independent

14· ·representative for 45 years.· My father was in the

15· ·fire business as a professional engineer for 25

16· ·years before me.· I proposed the area --

17· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Are you speaking for or against

18· ·the motion?

19· · · ·MR. AMES:· I'm against the motion, and when I

20· ·proposed this to the committee, I pointed out that

21· ·it's under the federal laws for ADA, against

22· ·discrimination of the handicapped people.· It now

23· ·is federal law which goes beyond the province of

24· ·NFPA code-writing, just like the strobe



·1· ·requirements for the hearing impairment were

·2· ·implemented under federal law.· So this falls under

·3· ·federal law.· It is not under the province of

·4· ·whether a local authority wants to allow it or not.

·5· ·It's federal law.

·6· · · · · · With that being said, the committee then

·7· ·perfected the Code to comply with the federal law.

·8· ·Going further on that, the IBC struck down the

·9· ·exception rule for sprinklers.· And now, because

10· ·it's federal law, it has to be in all buildings

11· ·because it's a discrimination against the

12· ·handicapped if you do not put an area of refuge

13· ·system in.· So please vote against this.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

15· ·Number 4, please.

16· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

17· ·San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

18· ·engineer, speaking in favor of the motion.

19· · · · · · I have the IBC in my hand.· This is the

20· ·International Building Code, Section 1007.8.

21· ·"Two-way communication.· A two-way communication

22· ·system shall be provided at the elevator landing on

23· ·each accessible floor that is one or more stories

24· ·above or below the story of exit discharge.



·1· ·Exceptions, two-way communication systems are not

·2· ·required at the elevator landing where the two-way

·3· ·communication system is provided with areas of

·4· ·refuge".

·5· · · · · · So this is required by the International

·6· ·Building Code.· Many buildings don't have areas of

·7· ·refuge, but the entire floor is an accessible

·8· ·floor.· That's why a system is required.

·9· · · · · · So I don't understand the argument.· We

10· ·are requiring the system.· The system is required,

11· ·and all I'm saying, there is no standard, there is

12· ·nothing in NFPA 72, Chapter 24 that says elevator

13· ·landing.· It's in the IBC.

14· · · · · · All I'm saying, if you have an elevator

15· ·landing, it should have the same requirement, the

16· ·communication system as it was for areas of refuge.

17· ·Thank you.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

19· ·Number 3, please.

20· · · ·MR. DeVORE:· Mike DeVore, State Farm, and I'm

21· ·speaking against the motion.

22· · · · · · Based solely on the fact that it's poor

23· ·English, if you read it, it says that where

24· ·required by applicable building codes, but it



·1· ·actually refers to the entire following sentence.

·2· ·So it appears that you would not have to comply

·3· ·with NFPA 72 unless the building code specifically

·4· ·said you had to.

·5· · · · · · I believe what the proponent wanted to say

·6· ·was where the area of refuge in the elevator

·7· ·landings are required to have communication

·8· ·systems, then they have to comply with 72, and

·9· ·that's not what it says it's written.· So I

10· ·encourage the body to vote against the motion.

11· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 1,

12· ·please.

13· · · ·MR. FRABLE:· Dave Frable, U.S. General Service

14· ·Administration.· I almost did it again.

15· · · · · · My opinion, this is a no-brainer.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Are you for or against the motion?

17· · · ·MR. FRABLE:· For the motion.· Right now, the

18· ·NFPA -- not only does the IBC require -- have

19· ·requirements for two-way communications at the

20· ·elevator landing, so does NFPA 1 and NFPA 5000.

21· ·This proposal will allow for consistency between

22· ·the two documents -- there were three documents or

23· ·four documents depending on which jurisdiction you

24· ·follow.· I urge the membership to approve this



·1· ·change.· Thank you.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·3· ·Number 4, please.

·4· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates,

·5· ·speaking for myself, and Dave just took a little

·6· ·bit of my talk, but I'll add a little bit more.

·7· · · · · · We keep hearing about ADA.· NFPA 72 is

·8· ·used in a lot more than the United States.· So we

·9· ·don't want to rely on ADA for this stuff.· This

10· ·does not conflict with ADA and it would apply to

11· ·stuff in areas that don't use ADA.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Sir, can you please

13· ·just clarify?· It was an item of information, not

14· ·for or against?

15· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· I was speaking in favor.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· In favor of the motion.· Thank

17· ·you.· Microphone 3, please.

18· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

19· ·GBH International, speaking for myself and opposed

20· ·to the motion.

21· · · · · · I think I must agree with what Mike DeVore

22· ·just said.· It is poorly written.· Also it talks

23· ·about where required by applicable building codes.

24· ·So if it's required by the Fire Code or by the Life



·1· ·Safety Code, it doesn't matter.· So this needs a

·2· ·reworking.· Thank you.

·3· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further

·4· ·discussion on Motion 72-7 to accept Public Comment

·5· ·Number 119?

·6· · · · · · Hearing none, Mr. Schifiliti, is there any

·7· ·final comments on behalf of the committee?

·8· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· None from Correlating

·9· ·Committee, none from the Committee Chair.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Before we vote, let me restate the

11· ·motion.· The motion on the floor is to accept

12· ·Public Comment Number 119.· And to vote, we will

13· ·touch the vote button on the iPad.· If you wish to

14· ·vote in favor of the motion and recommend the text

15· ·on screen one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote

16· ·against the motion and recommend the text on screen

17· ·two, touch no.· Please record your vote.· The

18· ·balloting will be closed in five seconds.· The

19· ·balloting is now closed.

20· · · · · · The results of the vote are 57 in favor of

21· ·the motion, 167 against.· The motion has failed.

22· · · · · · We will now proceed with the discussion on

23· ·Certified Amending Motion 72-6.· Microphone

24· ·Number 4, please.



·1· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

·2· ·San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

·3· ·engineer.· I move to accept Public Comment 120.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion on the floor to

·5· ·accept Public Comment Number 120.· Is there a

·6· ·second?

·7· · · ·A VOICE:· Second.

·8· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a second.· Please

·9· ·proceed.

10· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· This is a new section to the

11· ·code.· Basically NFPA 72 specifies one-way

12· ·communication system and two-way communications.

13· ·As you can see, the recommended text, if the motion

14· ·fails under Item Number 5, Stairway Communication

15· ·System.· However, they didn't want to add the

16· ·elevator landing.

17· · · · · · This is the same system, same

18· ·communication system which is way more common in

19· ·elevator landings.· Stairway communication systems

20· ·are only required in high-rise buildings when the

21· ·doors are locked from the stair sides on every

22· ·fifth floor.· That's the same requirement in the

23· ·IBC for elevator landing.

24· · · · · · So the committee is not consistent.· They



·1· ·included the stairway communication system, but

·2· ·they didn't include the elevator landing which both

·3· ·of them originated in the IBC code and both of them

·4· ·serve the same purpose and they could be the same

·5· ·system.· So if we have a high-rise building, and we

·6· ·have 32 high-rises right now being built in

·7· ·San Francisco, they have communication system in

·8· ·the stairs and communication system on every

·9· ·elevator lobby, and it's the same system.· You

10· ·don't have to have two separate systems.

11· · · · · · So I don't understand why the committee

12· ·decided to get the stairway but not the elevator

13· ·landing.· That's basically the one issue here.

14· · · · · · The other issue, if you look at the

15· ·existing language, Item Number 4, Elevator

16· ·Emergency Communication System, see 24.11, if you

17· ·look at Number 4 and you go to 24.11, 24.11 is

18· ·basically the communication system that's inside

19· ·the elevator car itself.· It's regulated by the

20· ·ASME code.· So there is no room for this system in

21· ·NFPA 72.· It's governed completely by the elevator

22· ·code.· However, the elevator landing, it's in a

23· ·building code which is not governed by the elevator

24· ·code and, therefore, it needs to be specified in



·1· ·NFPA 72.· So there is (indistinguishable) to

·2· ·install the system which is required by IBC.· I'm

·3· ·speaking in favor of the motion.· Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Mr. Schifiliti,

·5· ·would you like to offer the committee's position?

·6· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· No comments from the

·7· ·Correlating Committee.· I defer to the ECS chair,

·8· ·Wayne Moore, Microphone 1.

·9· · · ·MR. MOORE:· Wayne Moore with Jensen Hughes

10· ·Associates, Chair of the ECS Committee, and I urge

11· ·you to vote against the motion.

12· · · · · · There are a number of reasons.· The first

13· ·one is the way the wording is presented in the

14· ·first section, it's going to require all of these

15· ·systems when that would be rather foolish if

16· ·they're not required by the other codes.· So we

17· ·would reference the 24.3.7.2 as it stands in screen

18· ·two and urge you to vote against the motion.· Thank

19· ·you.

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, gentlemen.· With that,

21· ·we will open up debate on the motion.· Again to

22· ·support the record, please provide your name and

23· ·affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

24· ·of or against the motion.· Microphone Number 6,



·1· ·please.

·2· · · ·MR. DAGENAIS:· Yes.· My name is Dave Dagenais,

·3· ·and I'm speaking on behalf of the Health Care

·4· ·Section and we're speaking against the motion.

·5· · · · · · At the Health Care Section meeting

·6· ·yesterday, we voted as a section to oppose this

·7· ·motion.· We believe it will create unnecessary and

·8· ·unjustified change.· The recommended text as you

·9· ·see on screen one strikes out the term "one or more

10· ·of" which then implies that in order to achieve

11· ·this you have to accomplish all.· I do not think

12· ·that was the intention that you would have to do

13· ·all to achieve it.· So based on that alone, we need

14· ·to reject this text.

15· · · · · · We urge you to vote against this motion,

16· ·otherwise, we would be required to achieve all of

17· ·the elements 1 through 6 to achieve this.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

19· ·please.

20· · · ·MR. WEISS-ISHAI:· The intent --

21· ·Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, San Francisco Fire Department,

22· ·speaking for the motion.

23· · · · · · The intent wasn't to include all this

24· ·emergency communication system, all of them.· That



·1· ·wasn't the intent.· The intent was to specify the

·2· ·different types -- it's a new section to the

·3· ·Code -- just to specify the different types of

·4· ·two-way communication system and send them to the

·5· ·appropriate section in the Code.

·6· · · · · · The only missing portion was the elevator

·7· ·landing.· So now it sends you to Section 24.11, and

·8· ·there is no intent on this to have all this system

·9· ·together.· Just each one of them is a two-way

10· ·emergency communication system.· Thank you.

11· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

12· ·Number 6, please.

13· · · ·MR. DAGENAIS:· Dave Dagenais speaking on behalf

14· ·of the Health Care Section.· Understanding that may

15· ·not --

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· For or against?

17· · · ·MR. DAGENAIS:· Thank you, against the motion.

18· · · · · · That may have not been the intent, but the

19· ·verbiage as it appears on the screen and as the

20· ·text that would show up in the document truly

21· ·implies that you have to have all of them.· So

22· ·whether it was the intent or not, we have to reject

23· ·this just based on the way it's written.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there any further



·1· ·discussion on Motion 72-6 to accept Public Comment

·2· ·Number 120?

·3· · · · · · Hearing none, Mr. Schifiliti, any final

·4· ·comments?

·5· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· No final comments from myself

·6· ·or the Chair.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· We will now move to a vote.

·8· ·Before we vote, let me restate the motion.· The

·9· ·motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

10· ·Number 120, and we'll vote again using the touch

11· ·buttons on the iPad.· If you wish to vote in favor

12· ·of the motion and recommend the text on the screen

13· ·one, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against the

14· ·motion and recommend the text on screen two, touch

15· ·no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting will

16· ·be closed in five seconds.· The balloting is now

17· ·closed.

18· · · · · · The results of the vote are 17 in favor of

19· ·the motion, 211 against the motion.· The motion has

20· ·failed.

21· · · · · · Let's now proceed with the discussion on

22· ·Certified Amending Motion 72-8.· Microphone 1,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Thank you, Mr. Presiding Officer.



·1· ·Art Black, Carmel Fire Protection.· I move

·2· ·acceptance of Public Comment 140.

·3· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion on the floor to

·5· ·accept Public Comment Number 140, and I have heard

·6· ·several seconds.· I would like to inform the

·7· ·membership that Motion 72-8 seeks to delete

·8· ·Section 26.5.3.13.· If Motion 72-8 passes, Motion

·9· ·Number 72.9 will not be entertained as Motion 72.9

10· ·seeks to modify Section 26.5.3.13.

11· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Just the opposite.· 72-8 modifies.

12· ·72-9 deletes.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· And it's dot free.· Let me try

14· ·this one more time.· Motion 72-8 seeks to modify

15· ·Section 26.5.3.13.· If Motion 72 -- one moment,

16· ·please.· One minute, Mr. Black.

17· · · ·MR. BLACK:· No problem.· The Cubs' umpires

18· ·didn't have this much trouble.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· The phone lines were a

20· ·little slow to New York.· What we will do is the

21· ·intent of Motion 72-8, and you are correct, is to

22· ·modify Section 26.5.3.13.

23· · · ·MR. BLACK:· No, 1.3.· It's on your slide.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· Mr. Black, I would like to



·1· ·ask on behalf of the presiding officer's position

·2· ·if we might entertain 72-9 first which would be the

·3· ·motion to delete, and then if that would come into

·4· ·place, that would have -- already positioned to a

·5· ·modification to that section.

·6· · · ·MR. BLACK:· As a life member of NFPA, I try to

·7· ·accommodate the Standards Council any time I can.

·8· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

·9· ·Mr. Chairman, point of order.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Yes, sir.· Microphone Number 6.

11· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you.· Shane Clary, Bay Alarm

12· ·Company.· We would oppose the suggestion.· We would

13· ·like to take 72-8 prior to 72-9.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· One moment, please.· After

15· ·conferring, we will begin in the order as the

16· ·agenda has published beginning with 72-8.

17· ·Mr. Black, thank you for your patience.

18· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Shall I make the motion again?

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· If you would, please.

20· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Rewind.· Start over again.· My name

21· ·is Art Black, Carmel Fire Protection.· I move

22· ·acceptance of Public Comment 140.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Okay.· There was a motion on the

24· ·floor --



·1· · · ·VOICES:· Second.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· -- to accept public Comment 140,

·3· ·and I hear several seconds.· Please proceed.

·4· · · ·MR. BLACK:· Okay.· I have heard from a lot of

·5· ·people.· I teach NFPA 72 for a lot of

·6· ·organizations, including NFPA, and I have heard

·7· ·that Chapter 26 is relatively incomprehensible.· So

·8· ·I'm going to give a little bit of history and let

·9· ·others do the arguing because I think there are

10· ·people who will be speaking on this on both sides.

11· · · · · · But in 1960, a pivotal year in the history

12· ·of the United States, JFK was elected.· You know,

13· ·one of the top songs was Itsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny

14· ·Polka Dot Bikini; Kerry Bell celebrated his sixth

15· ·birthday; and the NFPA Standards Council adopted

16· ·NFPA 72C which was the remote station standard.

17· ·The remote station standard basically designated

18· ·the public sector, in those days, the fire station

19· ·or other public sector, as the location where the

20· ·transmission of signals from a fire alarm system

21· ·were to be monitored.

22· · · · · · After the second edition of NFPA 72C, an

23· ·exception was put into that document that said that

24· ·even though signals had to be monitored at the



·1· ·public sector, where the public sector was unable

·2· ·or unwilling to monitor, they could approve an

·3· ·alternate location.· That exception was the way

·4· ·that remote stations have been running ever since

·5· ·up until several cycles ago in 2002, we changed

·6· ·from the exception to making an AB switch.· Remote

·7· ·station monitoring was either at the public sector

·8· ·or, where approved by the authority having

·9· ·jurisdiction, at a location other than the public

10· ·sector.

11· · · · · · This motion purports and is to keep the

12· ·tradition of remote station being under the control

13· ·of the authority having jurisdiction.· Thank you.

14· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Mr. Schifiliti,

15· ·would you like to offer the committee's position?

16· · · ·MR. SCHIFILITI:· The Correlating Committee has

17· ·no position, and Rodger Reiswig has been designated

18· ·by the Chair of the Supervising Station Committee

19· ·to present the committee's position at

20· ·Microphone 3.

21· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Proceed.

22· · · ·MR. REISWIG:· Rodger Reiswig with Tyco Fire

23· ·Protection Products.· It should be noted that even

24· ·though I'm standing at an against motion



·1· ·microphone, I am neither for nor against.· I am

·2· ·merely bringing the committee statement.

·3· · · · · · The committee voted in the first draft to

·4· ·include or create 26.5.3.1.3 as shown on screen

·5· ·number two.· The committee added the paragraph to

·6· ·clarify that a listed central supervising station

·7· ·can provide remote station service, but also be

·8· ·noted that the TC ballot for the first draft

·9· ·meeting -- first draft meeting ballot indicates

10· ·that 21 members were an affirmative vote and 4 were

11· ·negative vote.

12· · · · · · At the second draft meeting, a task group

13· ·was formed to review 26.5.3.1.3, and after debate

14· ·and committee discussion, it was -- and the vote,

15· ·the straw vote that was taken, there were to be no

16· ·changes done at the first draft -- from the first

17· ·draft.· That is all.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· We will now open up

19· ·debate on the motion.· For the record, we will need

20· ·you to provide your name and affiliation and

21· ·whether you are speaking in support of or against

22· ·the motion.· Microsoft -- Microphone Number 6,

23· ·please.

24· · · ·MR. BONIFAS:· I like Microsoft, too.· My name



·1· ·is Ed Bonifas, and I'm a past president of the

·2· ·Central Station Alarm Association, and I'm speaking

·3· ·on their behalf as well as my company, Alarm

·4· ·Detection Systems.· The problem here --

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, for or against the motion?

·6· · · ·MR. BONIFAS:· I am against the motion.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.

·8· · · ·MR. BONIFAS:· The problem here is that some

·9· ·AHJs here in Illinois have figured out how to

10· ·leverage Chapter 26 for financial gain.· Literally,

11· ·there are AHJs that have become revenue-seeking

12· ·service providers of alarm monitoring.· They sign

13· ·contracts with customers.· They send out marketing

14· ·materials, and they project profits.· They show up

15· ·for a building inspection and attempt to get

16· ·contracts signed at the time they're enforcing the

17· ·Code.· They're both market participants and they're

18· ·regulators.

19· · · · · · These AHJs simply refuse to acknowledge

20· ·all private alarm monitoring regardless of the

21· ·merits of the facility.· They anoint their own

22· ·monitoring station as the only approved supervising

23· ·station and reject all others.

24· · · · · · The conflict of interest is blatant.· The



·1· ·AHJ is both the market participant and the arbiter

·2· ·of the Code.· They're using the Code to maximize

·3· ·profits and restrict competition.· The Code never

·4· ·contemplated that the AHJ would cross this line,

·5· ·and now that it has happened, the integrity of the

·6· ·Code is at risk.

·7· · · · · · One federal court has recently found a

·8· ·fire department to have created an illegal

·9· ·monopoly, to have acted arbitrarily by denying

10· ·private supervising stations.· The judge

11· ·characterized their system as less safe; and,

12· ·despite this court ruling, it continues.

13· · · · · · NFPA should not allow discretion where the

14· ·AHJ has a direct financial interest in its

15· ·decision.· Section 1.5.3 of the Code says, "The

16· ·system's methods, devices or appliances that are

17· ·found equivalent shall be approved."· Our ETL, UL

18· ·or FM listing certifies our compliance with this

19· ·Code.· This motion should be rejected.

20· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

21· ·Number 4, please.

22· · · ·MR. AMES:· Hello.· My name is Blair Ames.  I

23· ·have a company, Montgomery Ames.· I have been in

24· ·the business for 45 years selling detection



·1· ·systems, doing several hundred high-rise systems,

·2· ·upgrading the original World Trade Center in New

·3· ·York, and my father before me did the John Hancock,

·4· ·the Prudential Building, the two largest buildings

·5· ·in Massachusetts.· As a matter of fact,

·6· ·John Hancock was the largest high-rise in the

·7· ·country outside of New York City.

·8· · · · · · I have been -- we've been working with

·9· ·fire authorities for 60 years.

10· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, are you speaking for or

11· ·against?

12· · · ·MR. AMES:· I'm speaking for the motion.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.

14· · · ·MR. AMES:· And I am representing today the fire

15· ·communication officers of Rhode Island.· That's

16· ·50 members that enforce the Code in Rhode Island.

17· · · · · · In the 1970s when we didn't bring in

18· ·trouble and supervisory, I had several buildings

19· ·where the fire alarm didn't work, and I found that

20· ·the -- it went to the state fire marshal, and we

21· ·found there's an arson group within the fire

22· ·authority, and eventually we prosecuted the state

23· ·fire marshal for arson homicide.· State fire

24· ·marshals in Connecticut and authorities in New York



·1· ·were the joint force that the insurance companies

·2· ·funded.· Once the insurance companies got involved,

·3· ·prosecutions occurred within six months.

·4· · · · · · Since that time, trouble and supervisory

·5· ·have been implemented by the dynamic state fire

·6· ·marshal in Massachusetts.· It's been an overhaul.

·7· ·In the last 45 years, if I bring out the good book

·8· ·like the gentleman from San Francisco and the state

·9· ·code and show the requirements, there's no

10· ·argument.· They go by Code.· It's the bible for us.

11· · · · · · So therefore, since that time, Code

12· ·Standards have improved, and with NFPA, all we have

13· ·to do is call, get a decision of what the Code is,

14· ·and it's a fair and equal format.

15· · · · · · Recently, trying to overcome the local

16· ·authority having jurisdiction, I had a fatality in

17· ·a fire in a town where the fire department was

18· ·overridden to put in a central station that did not

19· ·comply to anything.· The system didn't work.· I had

20· ·a fatality; and if it had been adhered to and put a

21· ·radio system in, there would have been no loss of

22· ·life and they would have responded.

23· · · · · · I do not -- I'm going for the motion

24· ·because the authority having jurisdiction is the



·1· ·final say.· And today, with NFPA, they are

·2· ·thoroughly professional and reasonable in all the

·3· ·proposals.· Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·5· ·Number 2, please.

·6· · · ·MR. CALBY:· Good afternoon.· My name is

·7· ·Dennis Calby (phonetic), and I'm speaking as an

·8· ·individual member and speaking in opposition to the

·9· ·motion.

10· · · · · · Some here have argued that the language

11· ·included in the revision draft may unreasonably

12· ·restrict the purview of an authority having

13· ·jurisdiction.· The term "authority having

14· ·jurisdiction" is mentioned over 300 times in

15· ·NFPA 72, including 44 times in Chapter 26.· The

16· ·concept of having an authority, a local authority

17· ·to mediate the Code language with conditions in the

18· ·field is widely recognized, accepted, and is in

19· ·fact needed.· I'm not advocating changing this.

20· · · · · · However, if the authority having

21· ·jurisdiction is providing alarm monitoring service

22· ·for money and then eliminating other qualified,

23· ·recognized, and accepted alternate methods, an

24· ·equivalent service may be denied without



·1· ·demonstrated benefit.· I am advocating eliminating

·2· ·an inherent conflict of interest.· Thank you for

·3· ·your time.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·5· ·Number 1.

·6· · · ·MR. BUNKER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

·7· ·Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of State

·8· ·representing the NFPA Electrical Section speaking

·9· ·in favor of the motion.

10· · · · · · On Tuesday, the Electrical Section voted

11· ·to support this Certified Amending Motion.· Thank

12· ·you.

13· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

14· ·Number 6.

15· · · ·MR. BISH:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· My name is

16· ·George Bish representing the Electronic Security

17· ·Industry and speaking in opposition to the motion.

18· · · · · · The industry voted to support opposition

19· ·to this motion since, as previously stated, it's

20· ·the AHJs, it's the hen watching -- the fox watching

21· ·the hen house.· When the AHJ is in competition with

22· ·industry, they should not have the ability to be

23· ·the AHJ.· Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone 5,



·1· ·please.

·2· · · ·MR. LOWREY:· Thank you, sir.· My name is

·3· ·David Lowrey, City of Boulder Fire Rescue,

·4· ·Colorado, also representing the International

·5· ·Association of Fire Chiefs, Fire and Life Safety

·6· ·Division as well as the Fire Marshals Association

·7· ·of Colorado, and we speak in support of this

·8· ·motion.

·9· · · · · · The change that was voted on by the

10· ·Technical Committee and approved here basically

11· ·eliminates the AHJ or the fire service from

12· ·approving remote supervising station systems.· If

13· ·this is allowed to remain in the Code, the AHJ will

14· ·no longer have the authority to approve remote

15· ·supervising stations.

16· · · · · · And let's be honest about this, guys.

17· ·This isn't a national issue out there.· This is a

18· ·very localized edition that we're talking about

19· ·here that they have put or tried to put in to our

20· ·national standard here to enhance the local debate

21· ·of this.

22· · · · · · On behalf of the International Association

23· ·of Fire Chiefs, Fire and Life Safety Division as

24· ·well as the Fire Marshals Association of Colorado,



·1· ·I strongly support both motions -- or this motion,

·2· ·Motion 8 here, which keeps the authority having

·3· ·jurisdiction in the fire service in the approval

·4· ·process.

·5· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·6· ·Number 4, please.

·7· · · ·MR. TOIKA:· Hello.· My name is Mike Toika.· I'm

·8· ·president of the Illinois Fire Inspectors, and I am

·9· ·here to speak on behalf -- and approve the motion

10· ·as stated.

11· · · · · · The committee's proposed Code change

12· ·created two very significant issues.· First was the

13· ·ability of a central supervising station to provide

14· ·remote monitoring and, second, remove the

15· ·requirement for approval from the authority having

16· ·jurisdiction.· This motion restores the language

17· ·within NFPA 72 with regards to when authority

18· ·having jurisdiction's ability to review and

19· ·determine where fire alarms are received within

20· ·their community.

21· · · · · · AHJs, whether mayors, village presidents

22· ·or board members across the country are charged

23· ·with protecting their community against all types

24· ·of issues, fire included.· Removal of their



·1· ·authority clearly reduces their ability to

·2· ·accomplish this goal.

·3· · · · · · Since 1896, NFPA's mission has been to,

·4· ·and I quote from the Mission Statement, "Reduce the

·5· ·worldwide burden of fire and other hazards on the

·6· ·quality of life."· As a leading advocate on fire

·7· ·prevention and life safety, NFPA has developed and

·8· ·published more than 300 codes and standards

·9· ·intended to minimize the possibility and effects of

10· ·fire and other risks.

11· · · · · · The NFPA Code change process has been a

12· ·long-standing process that addresses issues to

13· ·increase public safety.· All changes heard or

14· ·evaluated and substantiating documents on how

15· ·changes will significantly protect the public and

16· ·first responders.· This proposed change takes some

17· ·of this into consideration.

18· · · · · · Central Station Alarm Association

19· ·indicated in their white paper that the proposed

20· ·Code change improves their profits and CAM 72-8 and

21· ·72-9 must be defeated to continue to make that

22· ·happen.· They made it quite clear that this is

23· ·about profit, not public safety.

24· · · · · · For the record, the business model that



·1· ·was stated earlier on by the first gentleman was

·2· ·actually introduced by his company to the fire

·3· ·service back in the mid '80s as a way for them to

·4· ·help increase their funding and the newer

·5· ·technologies that were out there and now he is

·6· ·stating it as a problem.

·7· · · · · · Approval of CAM 72-8 as written

·8· ·significantly addresses the two issues created by

·9· ·the proposed Code change.· It leaves language

10· ·indicating that lists of central supervising

11· ·stations can provide remote station monitoring, but

12· ·it restores the necessary approval of the AHJ; and,

13· ·most importantly, I believe it meets the objectives

14· ·as stated in NFPA's Mission Statement.· Thank you.

15· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

16· ·Number 6.

17· · · ·MR. DONATI:· Yes, sir.· Chet Donati.· I'm

18· ·president of DMC Security and also president of the

19· ·Illinois Electronic Security Association and my

20· ·position is no.

21· · · · · · I operate a UL-listed central station for

22· ·the past 25 years.· The way the remote station

23· ·section of the Code is being abused in this area is

24· ·awful and needs to be fixed.· The Code is supposed



·1· ·to set a bar.· Technology and practices that meet

·2· ·or exceed the Code are supposed to be approved.

·3· · · · · · What is happening here in Illinois is no

·4· ·matter.· How fast our supervisory central stations

·5· ·can respond to alarms; how safe we can make our

·6· ·monitoring facilities; how many redundant systems

·7· ·we have in place or how much cutting-edge

·8· ·technology we implement.· We are being banned from

·9· ·providing remote station monitoring in the name of

10· ·profitability.· I'm being excluded from the market

11· ·in the name of NFPA 72 without any assessment of my

12· ·merit.· If there is -- were about technical

13· ·deficiencies, we could rise to the occasion and fix

14· ·it.· My competitors would also rise to the

15· ·challenge.· We would meet the technology hurdles.

16· ·We are not competitive in this issue.

17· · · · · · And if it starts here, it's also going to

18· ·start in other states because the manufacturer of

19· ·these products is pushing this issue.· But there

20· ·isn't a technical issue.· No matter what we do or

21· ·how great we make our systems, we cannot get

22· ·approved as remote stations in some jurisdictions.

23· · · · · · NFPA 72 or no other code for that matter

24· ·should vest authority in a market participant.· The



·1· ·Code should describe what you need to do to gain

·2· ·approval.· The Code should not be allowed to

·3· ·arbitrarily make a decision to exclude participants

·4· ·solely because they create competition.· This needs

·5· ·to get fixed.· So please vote no to this motion.

·6· ·Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·8· ·Number 1, please.

·9· · · ·MR. HAMMERBERG:· Thank you.· Tom Hammerberg

10· ·representing the Automatic Fire Alarm Association,

11· ·and we feel very strongly that the AHJ needs to be

12· ·kept in the loop on this.· They have been in the

13· ·loop for many, many years, and they need to have

14· ·the oversight on it.

15· · · · · · In addition, if this CAM is accepted,

16· ·there is a compromise in the language where it used

17· ·to say that, you know, where permitted by the AHJ,

18· ·it can go to any other location other than the

19· ·public sector.· Now it's going to allow the use of

20· ·central station things.

21· · · · · · More than anything, this is a local

22· ·Chicagoland issue and should not be addressed in

23· ·the national codes.· They can deal with it locally.

24· ·It doesn't affect anywhere else in the country, and



·1· ·it shouldn't be brought up and put into a national

·2· ·code to try to fix.· Thank you.

·3· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

·4· ·Number 5.

·5· · · ·MR. PAISS:· My name is Matt Paiss.· I'm a

·6· ·firefighter with San Jose Fire Department and I'm

·7· ·here representing the International Association of

·8· ·Firefighters.· Additionally, I am the primary rep

·9· ·on NFPA 70 for IFF.· I'm here speaking in favor --

10· ·or to speak in favor of this motion.

11· · · · · · The proposed change will reduce the

12· ·ability for fire departments or AHJs to have the

13· ·knowledge of the status of alarms within their

14· ·jurisdiction.· Further, it could slow the

15· ·dispatching of fire apparatus by sending signals

16· ·through a third party or listed central station.

17· · · · · · We do not support changing a national

18· ·standard based on the practices and preferences of

19· ·a small segment of the country with no data to

20· ·suggest an increase in public safety, rather, one

21· ·that appears to only support a financial gain by

22· ·the central station monitoring industry.

23· · · · · · Voting no on this motion does not add in

24· ·any way an increase of safety to our communities.



·1· ·In fact, it may detract from it.· The IFF

·2· ·recommends a yes vote on this motion.· Thank you

·3· ·very much.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 6.

·5· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Thank you.· Shane M. Clary, Bay

·6· ·Alarm Company.· We are not -- we don't do business

·7· ·within the Chicagoland area.· We are based in

·8· ·California, but we have been operating a central

·9· ·station for over 70 years, close to 70 years.· I'm

10· ·for the motion -- or against the motion, against

11· ·the motion, before you ask me what my position is.

12· · · · · · I would just again support what the

13· ·Technical Committee has done which is on the screen

14· ·on the right-hand side.· I mean, this is a

15· ·committee of consensus.· It is not a hundred

16· ·percent dominated by the central station industry.

17· ·There are others on the committee; and, at the end,

18· ·their vote, consensus based, was to have the

19· ·language which you see on the right-hand side.

20· · · · · · The central station industry, by the

21· ·way -- I mean, we operate Bay Alarm, a central

22· ·station.· The requirements in 72 require that we

23· ·have at least -- any central station have two

24· ·people on duty.· We have more, but they're



·1· ·dedicated strictly to be monitoring the alarm and

·2· ·dispatching.· They do a great job at the PSAPs and

·3· ·the 9-1-1 centers, but there could be instances

·4· ·where they are dealing with an emergency within

·5· ·their community and the fire alarm signal could

·6· ·come in and that signal could be delayed upon.

·7· · · · · · There's been some comments about the delay

·8· ·between a third-party station to get it to the

·9· ·dispatch center.· The industry working with the

10· ·9-1-1 centers, we have what's called ASAP to the

11· ·PSAP for those jurisdictions that would wish to

12· ·adopt it and, in that case, as soon as the signal

13· ·is received at a central station monitoring

14· ·station, we can immediately get that information

15· ·into their CAD system, Computer A to Dispatch, and

16· ·that would then give them information as to what's

17· ·happening at the premise right to the responding

18· ·units.

19· · · · · · So, again, I would urge to vote against

20· ·the motion on the floor.· Thank you.

21· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4.

22· · · ·MR. MORRIS:· Robert Morris, Executive Director

23· ·of the Illinois Fire Inspectors Association, fire

24· ·marshal with the Village of Roselle and in support



·1· ·of the motion.

·2· · · · · · I would like to clarify that remote

·3· ·station monitoring has nothing to do with the fire

·4· ·department's desire to be or compete with alarm

·5· ·companies.· If alarm companies feel that, that's an

·6· ·individual decision they need to take on with the

·7· ·municipality, not within NFPA 72.· It has to do

·8· ·with the remote station monitoring by the fire

·9· ·department which currently is in the Code.· This

10· ·monitoring has been done by many departments in the

11· ·Chicagoland area for over 50 years without any

12· ·problem.· In fact, central station companies own

13· ·that equipment the fire department used.

14· · · · · · This is not broken now and does not need

15· ·to be fixed.· Your AHJs have the responsibility to

16· ·protect their community.· They need the ability to

17· ·do what they feel is best for them.· There's no way

18· ·I can nor should tell a department what they should

19· ·be doing.· The new Code would remove the ability of

20· ·the AHJ to make decisions that they feel best in

21· ·their own community.

22· · · · · · This amendment would still allow the Code

23· ·-- for control of central station monitoring which

24· ·is a viable option should the AHJ feel it is in



·1· ·their best interest.· Thank you.

·2· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 1.

·3· · · ·MR. FINNEGAN:· Good afternoon, fire service

·4· ·leadership.· I stand in support of CAM 72-8.· My

·5· ·name is Dan Finnegan, and I'm the manager of Codes

·6· ·and Standards for Siemens Building Technologies.  I

·7· ·have 40 years of experience in the fire service

·8· ·industry or the fire life safety industry, 10 years

·9· ·of that which was served in the fire service as a

10· ·fire prevention officer, and 30 years as a fire

11· ·alarm manufacturer.

12· · · · · · We see this proposed Code change as being

13· ·harmful to the fire service and does not improve

14· ·fire life safety.· The fire service deserves our

15· ·respect and support from the alarm industry.· Their

16· ·support has driven the fire alarm, smoke alarm,

17· ·fire sprinkler activities into our Codes.· Those

18· ·Codes have saved lives daily and continue so forth.

19· ·We know that since 1970, over 90,000 lives have

20· ·been saved by the advancements in these activities

21· ·that the fire service has helped to drive.

22· · · · · · As previously mentioned, this proposed

23· ·Code change is not a national issue.· It is not a

24· ·fire life safety issue, and there's no real



·1· ·technical justification to make the change.

·2· · · · · · Siemens, my organization, does own and

·3· ·operate a UL-listed central supervising station.

·4· ·It operates on a national basis.· The proponents

·5· ·for this change have stated in many published

·6· ·documents that people should support the proposed

·7· ·Code action because it would be good for business.

·8· ·When we take a look in making decisions on Code

·9· ·change activity, it's based on fire life safety,

10· ·it's based on the safety of our first responders,

11· ·and it's based on technical merits and technical

12· ·issues.· It's not based on commercial gain.

13· · · · · · But with all that said, it's important, as

14· ·Mr. Hammerberg pointed out, that if both parties

15· ·take a step back and look at this, that there is a

16· ·compromise sitting here.· The Technical Committee

17· ·has worked very hard to create the language

18· ·concerning the words you see on the right-hand

19· ·side.· The compromise here is by taking that

20· ·language that the Technical Committee worked hard

21· ·on and just including AHJ here, the fire service,

22· ·into the process.· I think we can all walk out of

23· ·here with a very positive, proactive step going

24· ·forward that will continue to aid life safety and



·1· ·keep the most important people, the fire service,

·2· ·in the loop with this activity.· I ask everyone to

·3· ·please vote yes on CAM 8, 72-8.· Thank you.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 3.

·5· · · ·MR. DeVORE:· Mike DeVore, State Farm, and we do

·6· ·operate a central station UL-listed and are a

·7· ·member of the Central Station Alarm Association.

·8· · · · · · I just want to point out that I find it

·9· ·odd that the NFPA Codes keep sticking in as

10· ·permitted by the authority having jurisdiction when

11· ·the authority having jurisdiction doesn't get their

12· ·authority from NFPA.· They get it from their

13· ·governing body.· And so if they want to approve

14· ·central stations or remote stations, then they need

15· ·to run that through their government body and enact

16· ·a law, and NFPA has no business being in the idea

17· ·of giving authority.· The authority is in the

18· ·enactment of the standard.· Thank you.

19· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 5.

20· · · ·MR. SHAPIRO:· Jeff Shapiro, fire protection

21· ·engineer, and I'm speaking on my own behalf on this

22· ·issue.· There's one thing that really --

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Sir, in favor or against the

24· ·motion?



·1· · · ·MR. SHAPIRO:· I'm speaking in favor.· You got

·2· ·me.· Thanks, Mike.

·3· · · · · · There's one thing that's been entirely

·4· ·absent from this discussion that I think is very

·5· ·important.· Authority having jurisdiction includes

·6· ·the fire department, but it's not only the fire

·7· ·department.· There are other agencies, if you read

·8· ·the definition of AHJ, that could be the AHJ, not

·9· ·the least of which might be an insurance company

10· ·who would want to require the alarm for a building

11· ·that they insure to go to the fire department and

12· ·not allow it to go to somebody else.· The current

13· ·text permits that.· This is not only about the fire

14· ·department as the AHJ.· There are other AHJs that

15· ·are impacted in this decision.

16· · · · · · The other thing which I really think needs

17· ·to be made clear, if you vote for this motion, you

18· ·are keeping the standard the same as it currently

19· ·is.· To vote against this motion is making a change

20· ·to the standard.· So if you're not sure, keep the

21· ·standard the way it is.· It's been that way for

22· ·decades, and there's no compelling reason that's

23· ·been offered to change it other than the AHJ issue

24· ·which, by the way, is not just the fire department.



·1· · · · · · The right thing to do is to support this

·2· ·motion to keep the standard the same, and I urge

·3· ·you to do that.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 6,

·5· ·please.

·6· · · ·MR. EGAN:· Yes.· Good afternoon.· Thank you.

·7· ·My name is Patrick Egan.· I am a retired fire chief

·8· ·from Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Lancaster Township.

·9· ·I'm also the past president and founder of the

10· ·Pennsylvania Burglar and Fire Alarm Association and

11· ·currently known as the ESA, the former National

12· ·Burglar and Fire Alarm Association.· I operate four

13· ·central stations.· We're licensed in 37 states, and

14· ·I'm speaking against the motion.

15· · · · · · With all deference to all my fellow

16· ·firefighters and everyone who has spoken on their

17· ·behalf, I think it's very important that when you

18· ·think about the technical benefits of central

19· ·station service versus remote station service,

20· ·you'll realize that the 30-, 40-, 50-year-old

21· ·remote station service is archaic.· It's dead.· It

22· ·does not have the technology.· The municipalities

23· ·are not supporting technology upgrades.· It doesn't

24· ·have redundancy, and it doesn't have the manpower



·1· ·standards that a certified central station has.

·2· · · · · · So I'm voting against the motion and

·3· ·asking you for your support in that direction.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

·5· ·please.

·6· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates

·7· ·speaking for myself.· As I mentioned earlier today,

·8· ·in October of this year --

·9· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Speaking for or against the

10· ·motion?

11· · · ·MR. LATHROP:· Speaking for the motion.· I had

12· ·that all prepared and forgot.

13· · · · · · As I mentioned earlier today, this October

14· ·will be 50 years in the fire service for myself,

15· ·and we've gone through ups and downs with fire

16· ·alarm systems in my hometown.· We used to have

17· ·municipal fire alarm boxes.· And speak about

18· ·competition, we offered that for free to everybody;

19· ·but anyhow, one of the problems I see with this,

20· ·and I'll tell you right now, I hate to tell you how

21· ·many times when we get the call from central

22· ·station, we get a bad address.· I hate to tell you

23· ·how many times we pull up, there is no 22 West Main

24· ·Street.· Okay?· Call central station back, find out



·1· ·if you can get a better address.· We didn't have

·2· ·that problem when we had our municipal fire alarm

·3· ·boxes.

·4· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 5,

·5· ·please.

·6· · · ·MR. MARSHALL:· Good afternoon.

·7· ·Robert Marshall, Contra Costa County Fire

·8· ·representing the California Fire Chiefs

·9· ·Association, Fire Prevention Officer Section, in

10· ·support of the motion.

11· · · · · · You've heard the opponents say that this

12· ·is a legal fight.· That's where this needs to be.

13· ·If that's what the issue is, fight it in the courts

14· ·because they're going to have more authority than

15· ·what a standard is going to have.

16· · · · · · I think it's a dangerous precedent to

17· ·start removing things from the authority having

18· ·jurisdiction.· If we start that here in NFPA 72, is

19· ·that going to be next in NFPA 13?· Is it going to

20· ·be next in NFPA 1?· Where is that going to stop?

21· · · · · · I urge you to support the motion.· Thank

22· ·you.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Is there someone at

24· ·Microphone Number 6?· No.· Okay, sorry.· Microphone



·1· ·Number 4, please.

·2· · · ·MR. McLEAN:· Shawn McLean with the Cleveland

·3· ·Fire Department, also representing the

·4· ·International Association of Firefighters, and I'm

·5· ·for the motion.

·6· · · · · · As we heard in our discussions with 1710,

·7· ·timing is of the essence for the division of fire

·8· ·to respond especially in the current modern fire

·9· ·environment.· I agree there are many quality

10· ·providers out there, but that's what the AHJ is

11· ·there for, to ensure that quality is there and it's

12· ·consistent.

13· · · · · · Removing the AHJ out of there removes that

14· ·supervisory that can sit there and make sure that

15· ·there's consistency and quality in the service with

16· ·these central supervising stations.· I urge your

17· ·approval of this motion.

18· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

19· ·Number 5, please.

20· · · ·MR. WALKER:· Dean Walker with the Grays Lake

21· ·Fire Protection District, Grays Lake, Illinois,

22· ·certified safety professional, certified fire

23· ·claims examiner through NFPA, a

24· ·firefighter/paramedic, most recently for the last



·1· ·ten years assigned as a fire inspector in the Fire

·2· ·Prevention Bureau, here on behalf of my chief, the

·3· ·Grays Lake Fire Protection District and the

·4· ·Northern Illinois Fire Inspectors Association.  I

·5· ·just want to say that we are in support of this

·6· ·motion.

·7· · · · · · Let's keep this as a life safety issue,

·8· ·not a money issue.· We are a fire district involved

·9· ·with about seven municipalities.· I'm living this,

10· ·I can tell you.· In the last -- about six months

11· ·ago, we lost our direct connect.· Basically because

12· ·of all the legal actions and things that were going

13· ·on, had to go to central stations.· I can tell you

14· ·before six months ago, at least once a day I would

15· ·be dealing with a trouble alarm following up on

16· ·something dealing with a building owner trying to

17· ·get it resolved.· In the past six months, I can

18· ·guarantee you I've heard about a trouble alarm

19· ·once, twice a week, at most, more like -- I'd say

20· ·it's more like once or twice a month which is

21· ·ridiculous.

22· · · · · · Last week, we were dispatched to the wrong

23· ·address of a school by the listed central station.

24· ·Also last week -- so we're not talking ancient



·1· ·history here, we're talking last week -- was told

·2· ·-- or checked on the fire alarm panel, saw that we

·3· ·had a trouble alarm and the key-holder had not been

·4· ·notified.· And it only lasted about ten minutes.

·5· ·The central station said, well, we didn't want to

·6· ·bother anybody.· So I said, What about when it went

·7· ·back into alarm or trouble alarm 30 minutes later

·8· ·and you didn't dispatch -- you didn't call the

·9· ·key-holder for 24 -- over 24 hours until it

10· ·restored?· They said, We don't have an answer for

11· ·that.

12· · · · · · I can't see how this is any safer than us

13· ·watching it ourselves.· Central stations always --

14· ·already have the ability to do this as listed

15· ·central station service.· The remote station needs

16· ·to be there as an option.· We're allowing it.

17· ·We're actually not even the AHJ in our fire

18· ·district.· It's the Village of Grays Lake that has

19· ·approved the listed central stations.

20· · · · · · So, again, there's others that are

21· ·involved, and I see that we just need to keep this

22· ·as an option and that, again, we're in support of

23· ·this motion.· Thank you.

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone



·1· ·Number 6.

·2· · · ·MR. CLARY:· Yes, thank you.· Shane M. Clary,

·3· ·Bay Alarm Company, speaking against the motion.

·4· · · · · · You know, again, we're not in the

·5· ·Chicagoland area, but we've been operating a

·6· ·central station for many years.· I can't speak for

·7· ·what may be happening here, but we're not

·8· ·dispatching to the wrong address.· We are calling

·9· ·the key-holders.· We're dispatching on the

10· ·troubles.· We're getting out there to respond to

11· ·trouble and supervisory alarms.

12· · · · · · From what I'm hearing here, if this

13· ·situation is that bad, then why don't we just ban

14· ·central stations and just have every signal go into

15· ·a fire department and be done with it?· Thank you.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Microphone Number 4,

17· ·please.

18· · · ·MR. RAY:· My name is Rich Ray.· I am with Cybor

19· ·Fire.· I'm a fire sprinkler contractor.· I said

20· ·earlier today I'm not a member of the fire service.

21· ·I'm a fire protection engineer, but I'm a big

22· ·proponent and supporter of the fire service.· I'll

23· ·try to make my points brief.· Keep in mind that --

24· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· For or against the motion?



·1· · · ·MR. RAY:· I'm for the motion.· I apologize.

·2· · · · · · Keep in mind, the fire service doesn't

·3· ·want anything new here.· NFPA 72 has been written

·4· ·with them having a voice in this decision for the

·5· ·past 30 plus years.· All the fire service wants is

·6· ·to maintain their voice in this decision.· They

·7· ·don't want anything new.

·8· · · · · · The fire service didn't drive this change.

·9· ·This change was driven by the alarm monitoring

10· ·association.· You want to talk about people having

11· ·monetary-based motives?· I'll stop with that.

12· · · · · · Someone else just mentioned this.· If

13· ·we're going down this road of cutting out the AHJ,

14· ·we're going down a bad road in the world of NFPA.

15· ·Because what's the definition of "approved" in

16· ·NFPA?· Acceptable to the authority having

17· ·jurisdiction.· So if we're going to start whittling

18· ·away at them, what's next?· Sprinkler joints don't

19· ·have to go to authorities having jurisdiction.  I

20· ·do what I want?· I don't think that's a good place

21· ·for good fire protection.

22· · · · · · And the last comment I'll make is I've

23· ·heard this brought up before, if the committee vote

24· ·did this and the committee said that.· Well, if



·1· ·that's what -- if we're going to base everything on

·2· ·what the committee did, then what's the point of

·3· ·the NITMAM process and what's the point of this

·4· ·meeting?

·5· · · · · · So I respect the committee's actions, but

·6· ·there's other people involved in this association

·7· ·than the committee and its members.· And a lot of

·8· ·them are here today, and you guys made a big

·9· ·mistake by trying to get this adopted.

10· · · · · · I recommend everyone, everyone, please

11· ·support this motion.

12· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· Microphone

13· ·Number 3.

14· · · ·MR. HIRSCHLER:· Marcelo Hirschler,

15· ·GBH International, I call the question.

16· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· There is a motion to call the

17· ·question.· That is a nondebatable motion.· At this

18· ·point, I do not see anyone at the

19· ·microphones waiting to speak, and I will now

20· ·proceed with the vote on calling the question.· Do

21· ·I have a second?

22· · · ·VOICE:· Second.

23· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· We do have a second.· In order to

24· ·vote on this motion, you will need to scroll to the



·1· ·bottom of your tablet to vote.· If you wish to vote

·2· ·in favor of the motion, that is, to call the

·3· ·question, touch yes.· If you wish to vote against

·4· ·the motion, that is, to not call the question,

·5· ·touch no.· Please record your vote.· The balloting

·6· ·will be closed in five seconds.· The balloting is

·7· ·now closed.

·8· · · · · · The results of the vote are 205 for

·9· ·closing -- or calling the question and 11 against.

10· ·So we will immediately go to vote.

11· · · · · · So before we vote, let me restate the

12· ·motion.· The motion on the floor is to accept

13· ·Public Comment Number 140.· You will need again to

14· ·touch the buttons on your iPad.· If you wish to

15· ·vote in favor of the motion and recommend the text

16· ·that is contained on screen one, touch yes.· If you

17· ·wish to vote against the motion and recommend the

18· ·text on screen two, touch no.· Please record your

19· ·vote.· The balloting will be closed in five

20· ·seconds.· The balloting is now closed.

21· · · · · · The results of the vote are 142 for the

22· ·motion and 80 against the motion.· The motion has

23· ·passed.

24· · · · · · Okay.· We will now proceed to the



·1· ·discussion on Certifying Amending Motion 72-9.

·2· ·Microphone 4.

·3· · · ·MR. MORRIS:· Robert Morris, Illinois Fire

·4· ·Inspectors Association, submitter of CAM 9.  I

·5· ·would like to withdraw that.

·6· · · ·MR. SNYDER:· Thank you, sir.· So Motion 72-9

·7· ·appeared on our agenda.· However, as you heard, the

·8· ·authorized maker of the motion has notified NFPA

·9· ·that they are no longer wishing to pursue the

10· ·motion.· Therefore, in accordance with NFPA Rules,

11· ·the Convention Rules at Section 2.7, the motion may

12· ·not be considered by the assembly as it's removed

13· ·from the agenda.

14· · · · · · Are there any further discussions on

15· ·NFPA 72?· Okay.

16· · · · · · Hearing none, this officially concludes

17· ·this portion of the 2015 NFPA Technical Meeting.  I

18· ·want to thank you for your participation, interest,

19· ·support, and debate, and I now declare this part of

20· ·the meeting officially closed.

21· · · · · · · · · · · (Off the record at 2:09 p.m.)

22· · · · · · · · · · · (Which were all the proceedings

23· · · · · · · · · · · had in the above cause this date

24· · · · · · · · · · · and time.)



·1· ·STATE OF ILLINOIS· )

·2· · · · · · · · · · · )· SS:

·3· ·COUNTY OF W I L L· )

·4

·5· · · · · · ANNA M. MORALES, as an Officer of the

·6· ·Court, says that she is a shorthand reporter doing

·7· ·business in the State of Illinois; that she

·8· ·reported in shorthand the proceedings of said

·9· ·meeting, and that the foregoing is a true and

10· ·correct transcript of her shorthand notes so taken

11· ·as aforesaid, and contains the proceedings given at

12· ·said meeting.

13· · · · · · IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF:· I have hereunto set

14· ·my verified digital signature this 2nd day of July,

15· ·2015.
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 1                      (Whereupon, the following

 2                      proceedings commenced at

 3                      8 o'clock A.m.)

 4       MR. O'CONNOR:  Good morning, ladies and

 5   gentlemen, and welcome to the 2015 NFPA Technical

 6   Meeting.

 7            Please take a moment to familiarize

 8   yourself with the room noting exits in the event of

 9   the need to evacuate.  Be aware that the nearest

10   exit may be behind you.  The alarm signal at the

11   McCormick Convention Center is an announcement over

12   the building's public address system followed by

13   horns and strobe lights.  In the event of a

14   evacuation situation, do not use the elevators.  If

15   you are a person with disabilities who has not

16   already made arrangements with NFPA staff for

17   emergency evacuation, please see someone at the

18   registration desk.  More details may also be found

19   in More C&E Information in the mobile app or on

20   Page 8 of the Conference Guide.

21            The Regulations governing the development

22   of NFPA Standards referred to as the Regulations

23   govern the NFPA Standards Development Process

24   including processing Certified Amending Motions at
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 1   NFPA Technical Meetings.  The complete Regulations

 2   are available on NFPA's website and are published

 3   in the NFPA 2015 Standards Directory.

 4            During the Technical Meeting, the use of

 5   recording devices of any type is prohibited.  As a

 6   participant in the process and as an attendee, you

 7   should familiarize yourself with the Guide for

 8   Conduct of Participants in the NFPA Codes and

 9   Standards Development Process as the Guide applies

10   to conduct at this meeting.

11            Additionally of importance to be familiar

12   with are the NFPA Convention Rules.  The Convention

13   Rules establish the process for today's session.

14   Both the Convention Rules and the Guide for Conduct

15   documents are included in the 2015 NFPA Standards

16   Directory and are available on NFPA's website.

17            The Certified Amending Motions of today's

18   session were previously reviewed by the Motions

19   Committee and certified for action at this meeting

20   in accordance with the Regulations.  The motions

21   will be taken in the published order of the Motions

22   Committee report and as included in the NFPA

23   Technical Meeting Tech Session, June 24-25, 2015,

24   Agenda.  For viewing, please see the NFPA website
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 1   or NFPA mobile app.

 2            The agenda combines all Certified Amending

 3   Motions from the Fall 2014 and Annual 2015 Motions

 4   Committee Reports and identifies which motions will

 5   be considered each day of the Technical Meeting.

 6   Only Certified Amending Motions and subsequent

 7   allowable follow-up motions as determined by the

 8   presiding officer will be entertained at this

 9   meeting.

10            An authorized person must sign in in

11   accordance with the Convention Rules to indicate

12   his or her presence and intention to pursue their

13   Certified Amending Motion.  Statements for the

14   record or statements concerning Technical Committee

15   actions for which no Certified Amending Motions or

16   allowable follow-up motion is available are not

17   permitted.

18            For Technical Meetings, a quorum is to be

19   established prior to conducting business and

20   consideration of Certified Amending Motions.

21   Should the quorum be challenged and found to have

22   been lost during proceedings, the session would

23   terminate without further action by the membership.

24   Any Certified Amending Motions not acted upon as a
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 1   result would be forwarded directly to the Standards

 2   Council without recommendation of this meeting for

 3   action in accordance with Section 4.7 of the

 4   Regulations.  Any motions to amend or return that

 5   have passed prior to a loss of quorum would be

 6   processed and forwarded to the Standards Council in

 7   accordance with the Regulations 4.5.3, 4.6, and

 8   4.7.

 9            Any appeal based upon Technical Meeting

10   actions must be filed with the Standards Council by

11   July 15, 2015, that is, 20 days following this

12   meeting.  An appeal for any amendment passed at

13   this meeting which fails -- an appeal for any

14   amendment passed at this meeting which fails

15   Technical Committee ballot shall be filed no later

16   than five days after publication of the Technical

17   Committee ballot results in accordance with

18   Section 4.2.6 of the Regulations.

19            Typically, results of amendment ballots

20   are published within 20 days of the Technical

21   Meeting's adjournment.

22            The votes cast at the Technical Meeting in

23   conjunction with the debate prior to voting are an

24   integral and important contribution to NFPA's
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 1   consensus process.  Through motions, debate, and

 2   voting, you, our NFPA membership, make

 3   recommendations to the Standards Council.  The

 4   majority vote results today are for the sole

 5   purpose of providing recommendation to the

 6   Standards Council prior to the issuance of

 7   standards.  The Standards Council decision on

 8   issuance is based upon the entire record before it

 9   including the discussion and resulting votes at the

10   Technical Meeting.  The Standards Council will meet

11   on August 17th through the 20th to make those

12   decisions.

13            In accordance with the Regulations, voting

14   at NFPA Technical Meetings is limited to those

15   voting members of the Association who are

16   physically present.  Voting members are identified

17   by white badges with a red stripe at the top and

18   should be seated in the front areas of the room and

19   only voting members should be seated in those

20   areas.  Presiding officers do not vote on matters

21   before the membership.

22            Voting will be recorded and entered

23   through the electronic devices issued at today's

24   registration.  During this session, no voice or
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 1   hand votes will be counted or recognized.  In the

 2   event of a tie vote, the issue fails.

 3            Once the session begins today, the

 4   presiding officer will recognize each authorized

 5   maker of motion or designee in the published agenda

 6   order.  At that time, to proceed, the maker must

 7   approach a green microphone to present the motion.

 8   Following presentation, the chair of the

 9   responsible Technical Committee will be recognized

10   by the presiding officer and will present the

11   position of the Technical Committee.  The floor is

12   then open for discussion.

13            Anyone in attendance has the privilege of

14   participating, speaking either in support or

15   opposition of the motion.  Please preface all

16   remarks with your name, company or organizational

17   affiliation and whether you are speaking in favor

18   or against the presented motion.  Again, identify

19   yourself by name, company or organizational

20   affiliation and position each time you address the

21   membership.

22            Green signs indicate microphones for

23   supporters of the motion.  Please go to the

24   appropriate -- and red signs indicate microphones
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 1   for opponents of the motion.  Please go to the

 2   appropriate colored microphone in order to be

 3   recognized by the presiding officer today.

 4            In accordance with the Regulations

 5   governing NFPA sections, a section may present its

 6   position on a motion at a Technical Meeting.  The

 7   position of the section does not necessarily

 8   reflect the views of all section members, but,

 9   minimally, must have been established by a majority

10   of members with 25 or more votes cast.  The

11   position of a section is accorded no special status

12   in the NFPA Standards Development Process and may

13   be weighed and assessed as you deem appropriate.

14            In addition, you should be aware no one

15   participating in this meeting is authorized to

16   speak or act on behalf of the NFPA.  Views

17   expressed during the debate including those

18   expressed on behalf of NFPA Technical Committees or

19   others operating within the NFPA system do not

20   necessarily reflect the views of the NFPA.

21            To efficiently conduct this meeting, the

22   presiding officer will allow each speaker three

23   minutes to speak unless it becomes necessary to

24   shorten the time.  With one minute remaining, a
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 1   bell will sound and the timer will appear on the

 2   center screen.  This is your cue that you have one

 3   minute remaining of your allotted speaking time.

 4            Following close of the debate, the

 5   membership will be asked to vote on the motion.

 6   Once the vote is final on all motions for a

 7   document, the presiding officer will announce that

 8   follow-up motions on any successful amending motion

 9   will be entertained.  A follow-up motion requires

10   two seconders to continue on the floor.  The maker

11   of any follow-up motion will explain why the motion

12   is in order before the presiding officer makes a

13   determination as to whether the motion is a proper

14   follow-up motion.  If determined proper, debate on

15   the floor follows the same order as Certified

16   Amending Motions.

17            As presentation and debate of each motion

18   continues, five screens will display the text of

19   the motion.  Screen one will show the recommended

20   text if the motion passes or reference numbers to

21   the electronic agenda should the motion's text be

22   lengthy.  Screen two will show the recommended text

23   of the Technical Committee and if the motion fails.

24   The center screen will show the actual motion and
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 1   what the IMAG camera captures during debate.

 2   Following close of a motion's debate and membership

 3   vote, the center screen will display the total

 4   number of votes in favor and in opposition to the

 5   motion.

 6            As a reminder, you are responsible for

 7   your voting device.  Each device has been linked to

 8   the voting member's name, and if the device is not

 9   returned or broken, you will be held responsible

10   for its replacement.  At no time are you to provide

11   your device to someone else to input your vote.

12   Anyone found with multiple devices will be asked to

13   leave the Technical Meeting.  You should return

14   your devices to the NFPA staff at the table at the

15   back of the room as you leave the meeting today.

16            Together, we will make this NFPA Technical

17   Meeting a success, and we thank you in advance for

18   your participation and welcome any comments you may

19   share and suggested improvements for future events.

20            I would now like to introduce Kerry Bell,

21   chair of the NFPA Standards Council.  Kerry.

22       MR. BELL:  Thank you very much, Dan, and I want

23   to welcome each of you to the session here this

24   morning.  It's my distinct pleasure to serve as
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 1   your Standards Council chair, and I want to thank

 2   you for your support of the NFPA Standards

 3   Development Process.  I wanted to take a moment

 4   here to introduce some individuals on the stage

 5   here with me today.

 6            We have Linda Fuller, who's the Recording

 7   Secretary of the Standards Council.  In the middle

 8   of the table, we have Dawn Michelle Bellis, who is

 9   the Secretary of the Standards Council.  And I

10   believe she was over here, but I guess she left the

11   room, Sally Everett will be up at the table here

12   later on today and she is NFPA's general counsel.

13            Now I think many of you know that NFPA's

14   Standards Development Process is a consensus

15   process that encourages anyone to participate who

16   is interested in improving safety and reducing loss

17   and fire.  Now as a part of that process, we have

18   countless volunteers who freely share their time

19   and expertise to develop standards and maintain

20   these standards that address the safety concerns.

21            It is my pleasure here this morning to

22   recognize some outstanding NFPA participants by

23   presenting some Special Achievement Awards or a

24   Committee Service Award.
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 1            So the Special Achievement Award is given

 2   to a Technical Committee member for their

 3   significant contribution to a single project that

 4   has enhanced the NFPA Standards Development

 5   Process.  Now we have two Special Achievement

 6   Awards to give out here this morning, and the first

 7   award goes to Weston Baker of FM Global.

 8   (Applause.)

 9       MS. BELLIS:  Wes Baker is recognized today for

10   his active role on NFPA 13, Standard for the

11   Installation of Sprinkler Systems Project.  Wes was

12   the leader of the Commodity Classification Task

13   Group which revised all of the commodity

14   classification tables in the annex of NFPA 13.

15   These tables have not been reviewed in detail for

16   decades, and Wes led his team through a

17   line-by-line review of each commodity listed, the

18   testing supporting the classification, and

19   recommended modifications based on more recent,

20   relevant information.  This task group met several

21   times throughout the cycle and delivered a series

22   of second revisions that have improved the Standard

23   and brought the commodity classifications up to

24   date with current information.
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 1       MR. BELL:  Please join me in welcoming

 2   Wes Baker to the stage.  (Applause.)

 3            Now the second Special Achievement Award

 4   goes to Bruce Campbell of Jensen Hughes.

 5       MS. BELLIS:  Bruce is being recognized today

 6   for his role in the Fire Doors and Windows Project.

 7   He has been chair of the Technical Committee on

 8   Fire Doors and Windows since Annual 2009 Revision

 9   Cycle.  Since becoming chair, Bruce has had a great

10   impact on the Technical Committee and the

11   development of both NFPA 80 and NFPA 105.  In

12   preparation for the 2016 editions of NFPA 80 and

13   105, he addressed several important technical

14   issues being debated by the committee and

15   effectively facilitated the committee meetings to

16   ensure that work was completed on time and was of

17   high quality.

18            Throughout his chairmanship, Bruce

19   remained an active committee member by constantly

20   engaging in the work of the committee.  He attended

21   task group meetings and offered his insight and

22   industry knowledge.  Bruce also served as an

23   contributor to NFPA 80 Annotated Edition, both 2009

24   and 2013 editions.  He has dedicated time serving
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 1   on several cross-document task groups representing

 2   the views and work of Fire Doors and Windows

 3   Technical Committee.  Bruce is a great supporter of

 4   the NFPA, the NFPA Standards Development Process,

 5   and the work of his Fire Doors and Windows

 6   Technical Committee.  Due largely in part to his

 7   work, NFPA 80 and NFPA 105 have become essential

 8   documents in the building and life safety community

 9   and are positioned to lead the fire and smoke door

10   industry in the future.

11       MR. BELL:  Please join me in congratulating

12   Bruce.  (Applause.)

13            On behalf of the Standards Council, I just

14   want to thank each of these gentlemen for their

15   support of the NFPA process.  That concludes the

16   Special Achievement Awards.  We're going to move

17   into the Committee Service Awards.

18            The Committee Service Award is given to a

19   committee member for continuous and exemplary

20   service on one or more committees over a

21   substantial period of time in recognition and

22   appreciation of distinguished service in the

23   development of NFPA Codes and Standards.

24            I'm pleased to present this award here
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 1   today to the following very deserving individuals.

 2   The first recipient of the Committee Service Award

 3   here this morning is Michael Aaron.

 4       MS. BELLIS:  Michael Aaron of Jensen Hughes in

 5   Chicago, Illinois, serves on the Technical

 6   Committees on Airport Facilities, 1991 to present;

 7   Helicopter Facilities, 1991 to present; Aircraft

 8   Maintenance Operations, 2004 to present; Fire

 9   Pumps, 2008 to present; and the Automatic Sprinkler

10   System Technical Committee on Foam Water Sprinklers

11   from 1999 to the present.

12       MR. BELL:  Now let's congratulate another

13   deserving Committee Service Award Winner,

14   Henry Febo.  (Applause.)

15       MS. BELLIS:  Henry Febo of FM Global in

16   Norwood, Massachusetts, serves on the Technical

17   Committee on Hazardous Chemicals, 1990 to present;

18   Explosion Protection Systems, 2009 to present; the

19   Technical Correlating Committee on Combustible

20   Dust, 2011 to present; and the Combustible Dust

21   Technical Committee on Handling and Conveying of

22   Dust, Vapors, and Gases, 1996 to present.

23       MR. BELL:  Our next Committee Service Award

24   goes to Joe Noble.  Joe.  (Applause.)
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 1       MS. BELLIS:  Joe Noble of Noble Consulting

 2   Services, LLC, in Las Vegas, Nevada, serves on the

 3   Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic

 4   Sprinkler Systems, 1988 to present; the Automatic

 5   Sprinkler Systems Technical Committee on Sprinkler

 6   System Installation Criteria, 1997 to present,

 7   being chair since 2006; the Technical Committees on

 8   Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011 to

 9   present, and Automatic Sprinklers, 1996 through

10   1997.

11       MR. BELL:  Our next Committee Service Award

12   goes to Robert Schifiliti.  (Applause.)

13       MS. BELLIS:  Robert Schifiliti of RP Schifiliti

14   Associates, Incorporated, in Reading,

15   Massachusetts, serves on the Technical Committee on

16   Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011 to

17   present; the Correlating Committee on Signaling

18   Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

19   1995 to present, being chair since 2006; and the

20   Signaling Systems Technical Committee on

21   Notification Appliances for Fire Alarm and

22   Signaling Systems, 1990 to present, being chair

23   from 1993 to 2003.

24       MR. BELL:  Please welcome our next Committee
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 1   Service Award Winner, Terry Victor.  (Applause.)

 2       MS. BELLIS:  Terry Victor of Tyco

 3   SimplexGrinnell in Linthicum, Maryland, serves on

 4   the Technical Correlating Committee on Building

 5   Code, 2015 to present; the Signaling Systems

 6   Technical Committee on Testing Maintenance of Fire

 7   Alarms and Signaling Systems, 2014 to present; the

 8   Automatic Sprinkler Systems Technical Committees on

 9   Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, 2012 to

10   present; Sprinkler Systems Installation Criteria,

11   2002 until present; Residential Sprinkler Systems,

12   1997 to present; and Foam Water Sprinklers from

13   1989 to present.

14            He also serves on Technical Committees on

15   Marinas and Boatyards from 2013 to present; Record

16   Protections, 2013 to present; Standpipes, 2013 to

17   present; Commissioning and Integrated Testing, 2011

18   to present; Fire Pumps, 2003 to present; Inspection

19   Testing and Maintenance of Water-Based Systems,

20   2001 to present; Water Cooling Towers, 1998 --

21   excuse me, 1989 to present; and Water Spray Fix

22   Systems, 1989 to the present.

23       MR. BELL:  That award was long overdue.

24   (Applause.)
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 1            Now we have one final Committee Service

 2   Award recipient who could not be here with us

 3   today, and we would like to acknowledge and thank

 4   him for his service.

 5       MS. BELLIS:  Harold Hicks of Atlantic Code

 6   Consultants in Murrysville, Pennsylvania, serves on

 7   the Technical Committee on Fire Doors and Windows

 8   from 1994 to present, being chair from 1996 to

 9   2006; and he also received a Special Achievement

10   Award in 2007 for the Fire Doors and Windows

11   project.

12       MR. BELL:  Again, I want to express our

13   appreciation and thanks to each one of these

14   recipients of this award.  (Applause.)

15            Now I'm going to turn the floor back over

16   to the presiding officer, Dan O'Connor, who will

17   proceed with today's order of business.

18       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, Kerry.  I have the

19   distinct pleasure and privilege of being a member

20   of your Standards Council.  As presiding officer, I

21   declare that a quorum is present for purposes of

22   conducting business.

23            Today's session will include Certified

24   Amending Motions related to NFPA 1710, 1901, 1917,
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 1   652, 24, 13, 13R, and 72.

 2            Before we move on to the business of the

 3   day, let's be certain that you confirm your voting

 4   devices are operational.  The sample motion you see

 5   on the screens are ready for your review.  The test

 6   motion on the floor is for NFPA 2015.  It is

 7   Motion 2015-1.  Screen one displays the recommended

 8   text of the motion if it successfully passes.

 9   Screen two displays the text if the motion fails.

10   On the center screen is the motion under

11   consideration.

12            This is what you will see for each motion

13   under consideration at the Technical Meeting.  The

14   motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

15   Number 14.  Is there further discussion on Motion

16   2015-1 to accept Public Comment Number 14?  Seeing

17   none, we will move to vote on Motion 2015-1.  On

18   your tablet, you will see the motion number that is

19   being balloted.  Touch the vote button for that

20   identified motion.  This will initiate the screen

21   where you will vote.  If you wish to vote in favor

22   of the motion, touch yes, green background.  If you

23   wish to vote against the motion, touch no, red

24   background.  Please note you may change your vote
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 1   until my announcement that voting is closed.

 2            Although I'm supposed to be impartial, I

 3   will need to have some deep dish pizza after

 4   reading that introduction.

 5            Please record your vote now.  Voting will

 6   close in five seconds.  Balloting is now closed.

 7   The results of the test vote are for the motion on

 8   screen one.  The motion passes.  Okay.  That means

 9   the membership needs to get out and get some deep

10   dish pizza in Chicago I think.

11            The tablet will automatically return to

12   the home page after recording your vote for each

13   motion.  If for any reason you leave the Tech

14   Session and turn in your tablet today, upon your

15   return, the staff will rescan your badge and assign

16   you another tablet.  Because your voting is linked

17   to your NFPA badge ID, a newly assigned tablet will

18   recall your votes from earlier and record any new

19   votes.

20            Following the conclusion of each day's

21   session, all recorded votes will be purged.  NFPA

22   will not maintain anyone's voting record.  As I

23   said, the tablet is assigned by the NFPA badge ID

24   and you will be responsible for returning them at
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 1   the end of each session.  The help desk is

 2   available at the back of the Tech Session should

 3   you have any questions, concerns or experience

 4   difficulties.

 5            Now that you are comfortable with the

 6   process we will follow during this session, let's

 7   begin.  The first report under consideration this

 8   morning is that of the Technical Committee on Fire

 9   and Emergency Service Organization and Deployment

10   Career.  Here to present the committee report is

11   Committee Chair William Bryson of Pembroke Pines,

12   Florida.  The committee report, that is, the First

13   and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

14   document information page for NFPA 1710 and on the

15   NFPA website.  The Certified Amending Motions are

16   contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

17   Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

18   the screen.

19            We will proceed in the order of the

20   motions sequence number presented.  Mr. Bryson?

21       MR. BRYSON:  Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

22   the report of the Technical Committee on Fire and

23   Emergency Service Organization and Deployment

24   Career is presented for adoption and can be found
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 1   in the First Draft Report and in the Second Draft

 2   Report for the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.

 3   The Technical Committee has published a First and

 4   Second Draft Report consisting of revisions of

 5   1710, the Standard for the Organization and

 6   Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations,

 7   Emergency Medical Operations, and Special

 8   Operations to the Public by Career Fire

 9   Departments.

10            These reports were submitted to letter

11   ballot of the responsible Technical Committee.  The

12   reports and the ballot results can be found on the

13   next edition tab of the document information page

14   for 1710 at www.nfpa.org/1710next.  The presiding

15   officer will now proceed with the Certified

16   Amending Motions.  Let's now proceed with the

17   discussion on the Certified Amending Motions on

18   NFPA 1710.

19            Anybody at the microphones?  Microphone

20   Number 1, please.

21       MR. ROUTLEY:  Good morning.  My name is

22   Gordon Routley.  I am a division chief with the

23   fire department in Montreal, Canada.  However, I'm

24   speaking here as an individual member, not as an
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 1   official representative of the fire department.  I

 2   am here to move Certified Motion 1710-1.

 3       A VOICE:  Second.

 4       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  There is a motion on

 5   the floor to reject an identifiable part of Second

 6   Revision Number 3.  Is there a second?  And I did

 7   hear the second.

 8            We do have the second.  So please proceed

 9   with your discussion on the motion.

10       MR. ROUTLEY:  Thank you.  This motion is

11   related to one very specific figure that's

12   contained in the proposed revision to 1710.  One of

13   the key components of this standard is a section

14   that defines response criteria for fire departments

15   responding to structural fires.  The standard

16   specifies both time criteria and the number of

17   firefighters that must be delivered to the scene of

18   a fire within those times.

19            Since the first edition of 1710 was

20   released in 2001, the standard has been limited to

21   defining specific criteria for response to fires in

22   single-family dwellings.  It sets a 240 second

23   travel time -- that's 4 minutes -- objective for

24   the first arriving unit, and 480 seconds or
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 1   8 minutes for the assembly of a full first alarm

 2   assignment, and it further states that compliance

 3   requires these objectives to be met 90 percent of

 4   the time.

 5            The development of criteria for other

 6   types of buildings has been on the agenda for the

 7   past 14 years.  The current proposal finally

 8   presents criteria for response to fires in shopping

 9   centers, apartment complexes, and high-rise

10   buildings.  A very large and very impressive effort

11   was directed toward the development of the new

12   criteria for high-rise buildings.  A series of

13   full-scale simulation tests was conducted in a

14   vacant office building in Arlington, Virginia, to

15   develop data to support this effort.

16            The project was extremely well-documented

17   and substantiates many of the criteria proposed in

18   the new standard.  It indicates that a total

19   complement of 42 firefighters should respond on the

20   initial force to accomplish the essential tasks.

21   The task analysis determined that these tasks could

22   be accomplished most efficiently if all of the

23   responding engine ladder companies were staffed

24   with six crew members.
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 1            Based on this analysis, the Standard

 2   incorporates a requirement for companies that

 3   respond to high-rise fires to be staffed with six

 4   persons.

 5            That section goes on to introduce a new

 6   time objective.  The full response assignment is

 7   required to reach the scene within a travel time of

 8   610 seconds.  That's 10 minutes and 10 seconds.

 9   When I saw this new figure, I was intrigued first

10   because it is such a precise figure and then

11   because I could find no reference to it within the

12   140-plus page report documenting all of the

13   simulation tests that were conducted.

14            I made several tests -- requests

15   informally to try to determine the origin of this

16   figure, but I was unable to obtain an answer.  My

17   final option was to submit the notice to make a

18   motion essentially to challenge this figure which

19   is the motion that I'm presenting today.  It

20   started off as a question and I'm now just here to

21   challenge the 610 second figure.  That's the nature

22   of the motion.

23       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  Mr. Bryson, do you

24   have comments on the Committee's position?
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 1       MR. BRYSON:  Yes, I do.  The Technical

 2   Committee asks that you vote to reject this motion

 3   for the following reasons.

 4            First, the travel time of 610 seconds was

 5   properly researched and supported by the industry

 6   study.

 7            Second, the revision cycle of NFPA 1710

 8   was requested to be changed to wait for this study

 9   to be completed so that our decisions could be made

10   on valid science, and it was granted.  So we waited

11   one extra year to revise 1710.

12            And, thirdly, the final ballot for this,

13   from all user groups, the vote was 27 to 0 in

14   favor.  That's all user groups, eight different

15   user groups of a 30-person committee with three

16   people going off the committee.

17            Our Technical Committee has asked that you

18   reject this motion and leave the language as

19   written.

20       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, Mr. Bryson.  With

21   that, we will open up debate on the motion.  Please

22   provide your name and affiliation and whether you

23   are speaking in support of or against the motion.

24   Microphone 3, please.
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 1       MR. BLOCK:  Good morning.  My name is

 2   Ken Block.  I am the fire chief at Edmonton,

 3   Alberta, Canada, and have the privilege of being

 4   the president of the Metro Fire Chiefs Association.

 5   I'm here this morning to speak against the motion.

 6            I would like to comment that we have had

 7   Metro Chief representation on this Technical

 8   Committee.  We have been updated regularly over the

 9   last number of months and years and have full

10   confidence in the outcome of the work of the

11   Technical Committee.  Again, I'm speaking against

12   the motion.  Thank you.

13       MR. O'CONNOR:  I believe somebody is at

14   Microphone 6.

15       MR. ROHR:  Good morning.  My name is

16   David Rohr, and I'm currently the fire chief in the

17   City of Fairfax, a retired operations chief from

18   Fairfax County, Virginia, and I had the pleasure of

19   serving as the chair for the High-Rise Subcommittee

20   for 1710.

21            The committee, as was just stated, was

22   made up of representatives from departments that

23   represent metro-sized departments that have urban

24   core high-rise occupancies within them, and they
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 1   represent about --

 2       MR. O'CONNOR:  Are you speaking for or against

 3   the motion?

 4       MR. ROHR:  I'm speaking against.  I'm sorry.

 5       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.

 6       MR. ROHR:  My involvement goes back ten years

 7   with this committee on the testing on residential

 8   and high-rise.  One of the components of the test

 9   was response and travel time for the initial

10   full-alarm assignment to reach a fire at a

11   high-rise building.  We used GIS modeling to obtain

12   and calculate travel times in metro-sized

13   departments that have urban core high-rise

14   occupancies within them.

15            In completing those modeling tests of GIS,

16   we used current staffing levels for those

17   departments.  Travel times resulted in 610 seconds

18   to 770 seconds.  These results were then discussed

19   by our committee with our scientific partners who

20   is NIST, Brewster, Poly Technical Institute, and

21   others.  After review of the risks associated with

22   fires in high-rise buildings, safety of

23   firefighters, and survivability of occupants, a

24   decision was made to recommend a 610 second travel
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 1   time for an initial full alarm assignment for fire

 2   in a high-rise building.

 3            As already has been stated, this

 4   recommendation was approved by our Technical

 5   Committee by a vote of 27 to no.  Thank you.

 6       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Back to

 7   Microphone 1.

 8       MR. ROUTLEY:  Thank you.  Gordon Routley again

 9   representing myself.  I certainly respect the

10   efforts that were made and I wish that that

11   explanation had been provided earlier because I

12   spent more than a year trying to get an explanation

13   of how that figure was derived.

14            However, I would like to challenge the

15   figure.  As Chief Rohr just said, the analysis

16   indicated that the capability was between 610

17   seconds and 770 seconds for the capability.  There

18   is no documentation anywhere of why 610 seconds

19   should be in the standard as opposed to 770 seconds

20   or some other figure.  There is no documentation of

21   the impact of taking a minute longer or a minute

22   and a half longer to assemble that force of

23   42 firefighters.  It was all done theoretically on

24   the basis that if companies were staffed with six
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 1   personnel, they would be capable of responding

 2   within 610 seconds.

 3            The truth is you cannot find very many

 4   fire companies in North America that were staffed

 5   with six people.  Ladder companies in New York City

 6   are staffed with six, engines with five.  In

 7   Chicago, it's five on engines, five on ladders, and

 8   dropping to four.  Four-person companies are the

 9   norm across North America.  But the standard is

10   based on what could be done theoretically if all of

11   those companies that responded to that building in

12   Arlington, Virginia, which was used as the model,

13   if they were all staffed with six firefighters,

14   they could meet that 610 second objective; and, as

15   it was explained to me, the committee then went and

16   said, well, we looked at other cities and that

17   would work in other cities.

18            That's the basis of the standard.  That's

19   the basis that I'm challenging it.  And what I'm

20   hoping is that if this motion is adopted that the

21   committee will go back and rethink that particular

22   figure and possibly come up with a different

23   number.  Whether it's, you know -- whether it's

24   11 minutes or 12 minutes or 13 minutes, I'm not
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 1   sure because I wasn't involved in the conversations

 2   with the committee that were used to develop it,

 3   but I think that particular figure needs to be

 4   reconsidered.

 5       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  I see a number of

 6   people at the mics yet.  I'm going to go back to

 7   Microphone 6 and then I will jump up to

 8   Microphone 2 and then try to go over to 3 here.

 9   Thank you.  Microphone 6, please.

10       DR. MOORE-MERRELL:  Good morning.  I'm

11   Dr. Lori Moore-Merrell.  I'm representing the IAFF

12   and am a principal investigator on the study that

13   has been referenced.

14            In regard to the comments about the GIS

15   assessment that was related to the high-rise study

16   itself, we did do an analysis on a number of

17   metropolitan jurisdictions looking at both the

18   higher crew size as well as their actual crew size

19   that is currently deployed today.  What we have

20   learned from that scientific analysis is that the

21   majority of urban metropolitan cities can, in fact,

22   respond and assemble 43 firefighters, particularly

23   in their urban core where this is necessary because

24   of the concentration of high-rise buildings in that
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 1   area.

 2            It's important for the members to

 3   understand that we are talking about travel time,

 4   not the total assembly time.  This backs out both

 5   call processing, turn-out time, which are

 6   60 seconds and 80 seconds respectively, giving you

 7   a 610 second wheels rolling to wheels stopped time.

 8   This does not include vertical ascent to reach the

 9   fire floor which is an additional time.

10            Given the risk level associated with

11   high-rise fire, it is imperative that we maintain a

12   shorter travel time that has been scientifically

13   validated.  Therefore, I speak against the motion,

14   and I encourage the members to vote the motion

15   down.

16       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  Microphone 2,

17   please.

18       MR. LIMA:  Thank you.  My name is Frank Lima.

19   I'm here to speak against the motion.  I'm an LA --

20       MR. O'CONNOR:  Your affiliation, sir?

21       MR. LIMA:  Yes.  I'm a Los Angeles City active

22   firefighter, more than 23 years where I promoted

23   through the ranks as a firefighter apparatus

24   operator and serve as a truck officer with the
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 1   majority of my career being in the downtown

 2   high-rise district.  I'm also a sitting principal

 3   member of the NFPA 1710 Technical Committee and I

 4   strongly oppose the motion.

 5            The NFPA 1710 Technical Committee voted

 6   unanimously after thoroughly vetting out all the

 7   scientific data.  610 seconds is the correct and

 8   appropriate time for a high-rise first alarm

 9   assignment to assemble the appropriate number of

10   firefighters to address the high hazards faced in

11   high-rise fires.

12            I strongly encourage this body to oppose

13   the motion, and don't undermine the hard work of

14   the NFPA 1710 Technical Committee, a diverse group

15   that voted unanimously.  Please oppose this motion.

16   Thank you.

17       MR. O'CONNOR:  Okay.  Thank you, sir.  Back to

18   Microphone 3.

19       MR. RYAN:  Thank you, sir.  My name is

20   Keith Ryan.  I am the fire chief of Oklahoma City

21   Fire Department, and I'm also the current president

22   of the International Association of Fire Chiefs.

23   On behalf of our 11,000 plus members of the IFC,

24   I'm here to speak against the motion today.
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 1            The IFC was very much involved in this

 2   research that's been conducted to arrive at this

 3   standard.  We obviously have a representative on

 4   the Technical Committee who was part of that

 5   unanimous vote in support of this standard.  And

 6   basically the mission of the IFC is to advocate for

 7   our membership; and, therefore, as that advocate,

 8   we want to provide them with support and resources

 9   and make their jobs easier, not more difficult, and

10   for the betterment of the fire service.

11            Therefore, as we've looked at this and as

12   we have been a part of this, we believe that this

13   standard is achievable and realistic in a variety

14   of deployment models.

15            So, again, I would very much encourage

16   everybody to vote against this motion today.  Thank

17   you, sir.

18       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  Microphone 1.

19       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

20   GBH International, speaking for myself in favor of

21   the motion.

22            I hear the proponents -- sorry, the

23   opponents of the motion say that the study

24   indicated 610 through 770, but they go with the
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 1   lowest number.  They said that the majority of fire

 2   departments should be able to meet this but it says

 3   they "shall" meet this.  This is, in my view, going

 4   to impose an additional burden on the fire

 5   departments, additional effort by firefighters

 6   unnecessarily putting them at risk.

 7            I urge you to remember who Mr. Routley is.

 8   He's the person who talked on Wednesday about the

 9   big fire in Lac-Megantic, massive fire.  He has

10   experience of how long it takes to get to a fire.

11   Please support the motion.  Thank you.

12       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone 2,

13   please.

14       MR. SCHAITBERGER:  Yes.  I am

15   Harold Schaitberger, president of the International

16   Association of Firefighters, and I rise to oppose

17   the motion.

18            I would like to first note that I've had

19   the incredible privilege over many years to be a

20   part of the NFPA Code and Standard-Making Process

21   going back to the late 1970s serving on the

22   Technical Committee.  My point in mentioning that

23   is it's clear that NFPA is the gold standard for

24   code development and standards, and it does so
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 1   because of the consensus process where all the

 2   stakeholders come together to make sure that each

 3   and every point and aspect of a pending standard is

 4   considered.

 5            I point out that this Technical Committee

 6   is represented by command chiefs from across North

 7   America.  We have a league of cities, elected

 8   officials, and city officials represented.  We have

 9   the insurance industry, the United States

10   government from the Department of Homeland

11   Security, the Department of Energy.  We have line

12   firefighters and, yes, we have labor, all the

13   stakeholders coming together to consider the

14   development of these standards and bring their

15   particular aspects to the considerations.

16            I'm not going to speak to the science

17   which I think speaks for itself.  What I would say

18   is that for a committee to vote unanimously

19   represented by such a cross-section of the

20   stakeholders in the industry I think clearly speaks

21   volumes about the validity of the work

22   accomplished; and, therefore, I would ask the

23   delegates assembled here to vote against the

24   motion.
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 1       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  I will move back to

 2   Microphone 6.

 3       MR. REIDY:  Good morning.  My name is

 4   Jim Reidy.  I'm from the San Antonio Fire

 5   Department representing myself.

 6            I heard the comments about different

 7   departments being able to organize.  I'm holding in

 8   my hand our operational SOP for high-rises.

 9   San Antonio --

10       MR. O'CONNOR:  Sir, could you clarify --

11       MR. REIDY:  I'm against the motion.  I'm sorry.

12   I had it written on my note, but --

13       MR. O'CONNOR:  We got it now.

14       MR. REIDY:  -- operational guideline for the

15   initial assignment.  Our initial assignment is

16   43 personnel and 13 vehicles.  That 10-minute

17   travel time, if we can't achieve that, then we

18   should fold up our doors and go away.  If we can

19   get 43 people to that assignment, we can make an

20   impact on both the rescues and the fire itself.

21            I'm 27 years on the job.  I'm a ladder

22   truck officer, and I can tell you that all those

23   jobs in that initial assignment are important to

24   the goal of rescuing and controlling the fire.  We
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 1   recently had a high-rise fire in San Antonio at a

 2   senior living center.  Six fatalities in an

 3   unsprinklered building because, yes, there are

 4   unsprinklered buildings all over the country.

 5            This 610 second, 10-minute response for

 6   just travel time is not unachievable and should be

 7   easy with some planning.

 8            You do a disservice to the firefighters

 9   and citizens of this country if we don't set a

10   minimum standard for this travel time.  Thank you.

11       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  I will move back to

12   Microphone Number 5 at the back of the room.

13       MR. HAGUE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14   David Hague representing Liberty Mutual Insurance,

15   and I call the question.

16       MR. O'CONNOR:  The question has been called.

17   That is nondebatable.  We need a second.

18       VOICES:  Second.

19       MR. O'CONNOR:  I think I heard a second.

20   Again, the motion is not debatable.  It requires a

21   two-thirds vote.

22            You can vote at this time now.  Thank you.

23   I think you need to scroll down to the bottom of

24   your screen.  Little oversight here.  We forgot
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 1   about that.  Our apologies.  Has everybody -- I

 2   want to make sure everybody has had an opportunity

 3   to scroll down and find that on the screen.  Have

 4   you?  It sounds like we have.  Okay.  Five seconds.

 5   Okay.  The vote is done.

 6            Okay.  The question has been called.

 7            So with that, we'll move to a vote.  Let

 8   me restate the final motion.  The motion on the

 9   floor is to reject an identifiable part of Second

10   Revision Number 3.  To vote, touch the vote button.

11   If you wish to vote in favor of the motion and

12   recommend the text on screen one, touch yes.  If

13   you wish to vote against the motion and recommend

14   the text on screen two, touch no.  Please record

15   your vote.  The balloting will be closed in five

16   seconds.  Balloting is closed.  Thank you.

17            The results of the vote are against the

18   motion and the recommended text and recommend the

19   text on screen two.  The motion has failed.

20   (230/30).

21            Is there any further discussion on

22   NFPA 1710?  Thank you, Mr. Bryson.

23            Seeing none, we will move to the next

24   document.  The next report under consideration this
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 1   morning is that of the Technical Committee on Fire

 2   Department Apparatus.  Here to present the

 3   committee report is Committee Chair Donald Frazeur

 4   of the Los Angeles Fire Department, Los Angeles,

 5   California.  The committee report, that is, the

 6   First and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

 7   document information page for NFPA 1901 on the NFPA

 8   website.  The Certified Amending Motions are

 9   contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

10   Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

11   the screen.

12            We will proceed in the order of the motion

13   sequence number presented.  Chief Frazeur.

14       MR. FRAZEUR:  Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

15   the report of the Technical Committee on Fire

16   Department Apparatus is presented for adoption and

17   can be found in the First Draft Report and in the

18   Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual Meeting

19   Revision Cycle.  The Technical Committee has

20   published a First and Second Draft Report

21   consisting of revisions to NFPA 1901, Standard for

22   Automotive Fire Apparatus.  These reports were

23   submitted to letter ballot of the responsible

24   Technical Committee.  The reports and ballot
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 1   results can be found on the next edition tab of the

 2   document information page for NFPA 1901 at

 3   www.nfpa.org/1901next.

 4            The presiding officer will now proceed

 5   with the Certified Amending Motions.

 6       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, Chief Frazeur.  Let's

 7   now proceed with the discussion on the Certified

 8   Amending Motions on NFPA 1901.  Microphone

 9   Number 1, please.

10       MR. ROUTLEY:  Good morning.  My name is

11   Gordon Routley.  I am the division chief with the

12   Montreal Fire Department, but I'm here speaking as

13   an individual member participating in a

14   double-header, it appears.  The motion I'm

15   presenting is 1901-1.

16       MR. O'CONNOR:  There's a motion on the floor to

17   accept Public Comment Number 154.  Is there a

18   second?

19       A VOICE:  Second.

20       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  We do have a second.

21   Please proceed.

22       MR. ROUTLEY:  Thank you.  The background to

23   this motion begins with research that was being

24   conducted for the National Fallen Firefighters
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 1   Foundation and the Safety Health and Survival

 2   Section of the International Association of Fire

 3   Chiefs in 2005 and 2006.  It was directed toward

 4   the question of why firefighters often don't fasten

 5   their seat belts when riding in fire apparatus.

 6            One of the significant problems that we

 7   discovered was that many firefighters cannot fasten

 8   their seat belts because the seating spaces in the

 9   apparatus are so constrained that they cannot sit

10   properly while wearing protective clothing much

11   less manipulate the restraint systems in order to

12   fasten their seat belts.  This was an a-ha moment

13   for many of us because we had all complained about

14   the tight spaces and severely limited spaces, but

15   we had not connected the dots with respect to seat

16   belt use.

17            We determined that the current minimum

18   dimensions for seating spaces which have been in

19   the standards for decades were derived from

20   50-year-old data for military personnel and made no

21   allowance for firefighters wearing protective

22   clothing.  We went on to consult with

23   anthropometric experts who measure the human body

24   and confirmed that each successor generation of
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 1   Americans is larger and heavier than the previous

 2   generation and that firefighters tend to be larger

 3   and heavier than the general population and wear

 4   bulky protective clothing.

 5            We took the problem to NIOSH and succeeded

 6   in having the project approved to conduct a

 7   detailed anthropometric analysis of the U.S.

 8   firefighter population to address this issue and,

 9   at the same time, create a database that can be

10   used for a long list of additional purposes.  The

11   project involved obtaining detailed measurements of

12   almost a thousand firefighters at four different

13   locations across the United States, carefully

14   selected to be represented of the actual

15   firefighter population in terms of race, gender,

16   and every other manageable variable.  The cost of

17   the study was somewhere between 2 and $3 million,

18   and it was timed to develop the data to be

19   submitted for the 2015 Revision Cycle for 1901.

20            At the appropriate time, I submitted a

21   series of public proposals to incorporate the data

22   into the next edition of the standard.  To be

23   polite, I would say that the Technical Committee

24   summarily rejected those proposals on the first
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 1   round with very little discussion.  I then

 2   resubmitted the key proposal as a public comment.

 3   I attended the next Technical Committee meeting

 4   where again it was rejected.  And, basically, the

 5   committee's actions on rejecting it was to say that

 6   it doesn't work with the way we build fire

 7   apparatus today.  So the committee's action was to

 8   hold for further study which said maybe we'll take

 9   another look at it five years down the road.

10            Our final option is to make this motion to

11   move the proposal that we made to change the

12   dimensions for seating areas and fire apparatus.

13       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Chief Frazeur,

14   would you like to comment?

15       MR. FRAZEUR:  Yes.  The committee, by a vote of

16   23 to 0, unanimous, recommends a no vote on this

17   proposal.  The anthropometric study that the

18   submitter referenced was not published until April

19   of 2015, two months ago.  That was not available

20   for the committee's First Draft and Second Draft

21   meetings.

22            Furthermore, this proposal is not

23   straightforward and simple.  To add 6 inches to

24   each seating position where there is no space would
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 1   require that something must give.  Either the

 2   apparatus would become wider, it would become

 3   taller, longer or some combination to make that

 4   space available to firefighters.  Changes to the

 5   apparatus would mean that the apparatus would have

 6   to give up some of the systems that are mission

 7   critical to the fire service.  Things like

 8   maneuverability, turning radius, and the amount of

 9   water-carrying might be things that could be

10   reduced as a result of this proposal.  It could

11   impact the ability to actually park the rigs in the

12   fire station.

13            As a minimum specification, users already

14   have the ability to specify wider seats to seat

15   their population of firefighters or take

16   alternative steps to deal with this issue.

17            The committee is hesitant to prescribe a

18   one-size-fits-all approach when there are so many

19   alternatives available to deal with the issue.

20            The issue of seating space needs to go

21   back to the committee so that it can be fully

22   vetted now that we have the information from the

23   anthropometric study.  The NFPA process allows for

24   this to happen between document cycle through the
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 1   TIA, the Tentative Interim Agreement process.

 2            Again, the committee recommends a no vote

 3   on this issue.

 4       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, Chief Frazeur.  With

 5   that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

 6   Please provide your name, affiliation, and whether

 7   you are speaking in support or against the motion.

 8   Microphone Number 4, please.

 9       MR. REIDY:  Good morning again, my name is

10   Jim Reidy.  I am for the motion.  I am representing

11   the IAFF, and I'm from the San Antonio Fire

12   Department.  I'm a 27-year firefighter and I'm

13   currently a ladder and truck officer.  I also

14   participate in the Apparatus Specification

15   Committee for the San Antonio Fire Department.  I

16   have some experience in this area.

17            To address some of the concerns, I'm kind

18   of dismayed that we're more worried about the

19   apparatus than we are the firefighters.  Our main

20   concern should be the safety of the firefighters.

21   The biggest complaint that firefighters in this

22   country have is the space inside those vehicles.

23   The biggest problem we have getting our guys to

24   wear seat belts is access to those seat belts.
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 1   Widening these seats would make that a lot easier.

 2            I can tell you, I get up and down off that

 3   rig every third day, and I have to pre-position

 4   that seat belt halfway deployed to get it on.  And

 5   I'm not alone.  Every single fire truck is like

 6   that.  Firefighters are the ones that ride on these

 7   fire trucks.  Okay.  And it can't be the apparatus

 8   or the firefighter.  The current seats are not

 9   designed for use with bunker gear, pure and simple;

10   and they need to be designed that way because when

11   we go screaming down the road, we need to have

12   those seat belts on and it needs to be easy.

13            It's not a training issue.  It's an access

14   issue.  And it's just like the general public, it

15   needs to be easy for us to use.  If you increase

16   the use of the seat belts, increase the space,

17   increase the use of the seat belts, increase the

18   safety of the firefighter.

19            And as far as that stuff about too wide

20   for the station and a turning radius, I've been

21   spec'ing apparatuses for years.  It's easy for a

22   large department to spec apparatuses, but

23   80 percent of the fire departments in this country

24   probably buy off the "lot".  They don't have that
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 1   buying power and that ability to spec those

 2   apparatuses the way they want.  I'm for the motion.

 3   Thank you.

 4       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  I will go to

 5   Microphone Number 3, please.

 6       MR. LACKORE:  Thank you.  My name is

 7   Roger Lackore.  I represent the Fire Apparatus

 8   Manufacturers Association, and I'm speaking in

 9   opposition of the motion.

10            When it became clear in 2003 that the

11   industry did not have accurate data on the

12   firefighter size and weight, FAMA measured

13   800 firefighters that led to new seatbelt length

14   standards.  We, at FAMA, are enthusiastic about the

15   new scientific data provided by the NIOSH study and

16   I'm personally proud to be a co-author.

17            With that said, I must urge a no vote on

18   the motion being considered.  I can personally

19   assure you that during my 30 years as a design

20   engineer designing apparatus, we did everything we

21   could to maximize the room for cab occupants.  The

22   industry does not need a mandate for something that

23   is a prime market driver already.

24            Seating width, while the prime driver for
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 1   cab design, is not in itself a safety issue.

 2   Failing to wear your seat belt is a safety issue,

 3   and the current 1901 standard has addressed seat

 4   belt use by mandating high visibility seat belts,

 5   longer seat belts, longer belt length, seat belt

 6   warning devices, and vehicle data recorders to

 7   track seat belt use.

 8            In a perfect world, we would all have

 9   first-class seats for everyone in every vehicle on

10   the road.  The problem is that most practical --

11   the most practical location for a custom apparatus

12   engine is between the driver and the officer.  The

13   physics of this configuration limit the amount of

14   room left over for occupants.

15            The only way to improve seat width in the

16   front of a traditional custom cab is to move the

17   engine back or significantly raise the cab.  The

18   trade-offs of moving the engine or raising the cab

19   cause problems.  Higher cabs with an aerial over

20   the top means fire departments with historic low

21   fire stations or low bridges cannot use them.

22   Moving the engine rearward occupies space that is

23   otherwise used for crew members, water tanks,

24   pumps, hose storage, and other firefighting
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 1   necessities.

 2            Trucks in these configurations are

 3   available but have not been embraced by the vast

 4   majority of U.S. fire departments who continue to

 5   vote with their checkbooks for the traditional

 6   cab-over-engine apparatus.  The impact of the

 7   motion on the floor would be significant.  The

 8   traditional low cab-over-engine apparatus which

 9   represents upwards of 90 percent of the current

10   custom fleet would become noncompliant.  Many

11   configurations currently built on commercial

12   chassis would also become noncompliant.

13            The NCA Apparatus Committee considered all

14   these factors extensively during their

15   deliberations and determined that as a minimum

16   standard the current seating mandates most

17   effectively serve the fire industry.  The necessary

18   trade-offs between ergonomic comfort and

19   firefighting capabilities is currently left to the

20   discretion of the fire department leadership and in

21   deference to regional needs of individual

22   communities.  We believe it should stay that way.

23            For these reasons, I strongly urge the

24   Technical Committee not to adopt this motion.
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 1   Thank you.

 2       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Is there

 3   somebody back there at Microphone 5?  Please.

 4       MR. WILBUR:  My name is Michael Wilbur.  I am

 5   speaking in favor of the motion.  I'm a retired

 6   lieutenant from the New York City Fire Department.

 7            The first thing I would like to do is read

 8   from the Ph.D. -- double Ph.D. who did this study

 9   from NIOSH.  He couldn't be here with us today.  He

10   writes, Safety implications of the study on seat

11   belt and seat accommodations and fire apparatus

12   prepared by Dr. Hongwei Hsiao, National Institutes

13   for Occupational Safety and Health.  This came from

14   NIOSH.  This is a summary of findings from a recent

15   study published in the Scientific Journal of

16   Applied Ergonomics with implications for the design

17   of fire apparatus seats and seat belts.  This

18   summary was prepared by the lead author

19   Dr. Hongwei Hsiao, researcher with the National

20   Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.  As

21   part of the scientific process, the article was

22   reviewed by independent scientists prior to the

23   publication by the journal.  One of the co-authors,

24   J. Roger Lackore, is a member of the NFPA Technical
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 1   Committee on Fire Apparatus.

 2            The study overview.  This study collected

 3   body dimensional data on representative samples of

 4   951 U.S. firefighters and applied the science code

 5   anthropometry to assess how well fire apparatus

 6   seat and seat belt designs accommodate current

 7   firefighters.  An important finding from this study

 8   is that today's firefighters, on average, are much

 9   larger and have much different body dimensions than

10   data from previous generations that were used in

11   the design of fire apparatus as well as the NFPA

12   standard on fire apparatus.

13            Based on the results from this study,

14   there are three primary safety issues which deserve

15   consideration for enhancing firefighter safety

16   while traveling in fire apparatus.  Three key

17   findings impacting firefighter safety:  The seat

18   belt length is too short.  The length of the seat

19   belt is too short to allow a substantial portion of

20   firefighters to buckle up especially when wearing

21   turnout gear.

22            The NFPA Technical Committee on Fire

23   Apparatus has proposed longer seat belt lengths in

24   the pending revisions in the NFPA Standard for Fire
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 1   Apparatus.

 2            Two, seats do not adequately fit

 3   firefighters' turnout gear.  A firefighter would

 4   with turnout gear increases their body mass by a

 5   full 30 percent.  Confining seat spaces makes it

 6   difficult for the driver to reach and operate

 7   controls.  There's an increased potential for

 8   injuries during a crash to the occupants who may be

 9   compressed together impacting each other.

10            The study offers ideas for how these

11   challenges might be addressed.  This issue was not

12   addressed in the pending revisions of the NFPA

13   standard.  Head supports can reduce neck injuries.

14   Head supports have the potential to reduce risk for

15   neck whiplash injuries in rear impact crashes.

16   This study provides data that can be used to design

17   appropriate level head supports.  This issue is not

18   addressed in the pending revisions of the NFPA

19   Standard for Fire Apparatus.

20            Dr. Hsiao would like to convey that it has

21   been a privilege to conduct the research with

22   potential to improve firefighter safety.  On behalf

23   of the research team, he would like to express the

24   appreciation to the NFPA for the opportunity to
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 1   highlight the findings that this study goes to.

 2            And in finality, I agree with the brother,

 3   this is about firefighter safety.

 4       MR. O'CONNOR:  Time is up.

 5       MR. WILBUR:  If the NFPA can accommodate an

 6   NFPA engine, then the NFPA and the apparatus

 7   committee can safely accommodate firefighters.

 8   Thank you.  Please support this motion.

 9       MR. O'CONNOR:  Microphone Number 1, please.

10       MR. ROUTLEY:  Thank you.  Gordon Routley,

11   again, speaking as an individual.

12            I would like to emphasize that the

13   documentation that we provided with this proposal

14   is probably the most complete scientifically

15   validated data that has ever been provided to this

16   committee on any subject.  And I was taken aback

17   when the chairman said that the data only became

18   available three months ago because, over the past

19   five years, we've made numerous presentations,

20   written articles, provided data as it was collected

21   along the way; and when I made the proposal more

22   than a year ago, I provided a complete copy of all

23   of the data.

24            The peered-review paper only became
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 1   available three months ago, but all of the data was

 2   provided to the committee with the original

 3   proposal and with the subsequent comment.

 4            This is a safety issue.  The committee had

 5   plenty of opportunity to look at it.  And I can

 6   tell you that the basic reaction was while this

 7   just doesn't work with the way we built fire

 8   trucks, so let's just put it off for five years.

 9   We can't afford to put off a safety issue for

10   firefighters for five years.  This requires

11   attention now.

12            It is a significant engineering challenge.

13   We're asking for the fire apparatus industry to go

14   back and figure out how it can be done.  We got to

15   the moon.  We figured out a lot of other things.

16   Surely we can figure out how to build seats big

17   enough for firefighters wearing protective clothing

18   in a fire apparatus that works.  Thank you.

19       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  I'll go back to the

20   back of the room, Microphone 5.

21       MR. BRINKLEY:  Good morning.  Jim Brinkley,

22   Director of Health and Safety for the International

23   Association of Firefighters, and I rise to support

24   this motion.
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 1            With all respect to the Technical

 2   Committee, I realize this study was not available

 3   during the first and second revisions.  However, it

 4   is available now.  And while it may seem logical to

 5   return this to the Technical Committee so they can

 6   consider it and come with recommendations to the

 7   full body, I ask the members in this room to

 8   consider that 25 percent of all firefighter line of

 9   duty deaths are attributed to responding to,

10   returning from, and operating at roadway incidents.

11            To return this to the Technical Committee

12   and allow more firefighters to die when seat belt

13   use or a lack thereof has been an identifying cause

14   of line of duty deaths is incomprehensible.  And if

15   there are any manufacturers in this room who claim

16   that they do not have the knowledge, talent, and

17   expertise to design a fire truck that will protect

18   firefighters, please rise and announce that so we

19   can guide our members in the right direction.

20   Thank you.

21       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

22   Number 3.

23       MR. LACKORE:  Roger Lackore from the Fire

24   Apparatus Manufacturers Association again.  And I
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 1   want to make sure that we're really clear.  There

 2   are -- you can buy fire apparatus today that will

 3   meet the test up here, the 28 inches at the

 4   shoulder and the 27 inches at the hip.  The Fire

 5   Apparatus Manufacturers Association in no way wants

 6   to say that wider seats are not good.  If you want

 7   wide seats, there are some apparatus manufacturers,

 8   including my own at Pierce Manufacturing, we have

 9   two models that will meet this.  Our other models

10   will frankly not.

11            If you want to get under a low bridge out

12   East, the two apparatus are the Dash CF and the

13   Quantum.  You can build on either one of those and

14   it will meet the 28 inches today.  But if you want

15   any one of the other models that can get underneath

16   an overpass out East or get into a historic fire

17   district, those apparatus won't work and for the

18   reasons that I explained earlier.

19            So I'm all for wider seats.  The Apparatus

20   Manufacturers Association, we're all for wider

21   seats.  It's just we're working with physics.  So

22   if you decide on a yes vote today, you are limiting

23   yourselves as an industry to a very limited number

24   of apparatus, and that's the trade-offs that you
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 1   have to work with.

 2            I also did want to point out that as a

 3   committee, the 1901 Committee, we did acknowledge

 4   the NIOSH work.  It's in the annex in this next

 5   revision, and I quote, it says, "The NIOSH data

 6   suggests the optimum seating position to

 7   accommodate 95th percentile firefighters would be

 8   31.3 inches at the shoulder and 26.7 inches at the

 9   hip."  And our annex text explains that you should

10   consider firefighter width of your department when

11   you're spec'ing out your trucks.  So thank you and

12   I encourage a no vote.

13       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  Microphone 2,

14   please.

15       MR. COOK:  Steven Cook, Birmingham Fire Rescue

16   Service speaking on behalf of myself and against

17   the motion.

18            Between January 8, 2014, and

19   December 25 -- excuse me, January 8, 2004, and

20   December 25, 2013, 1,047 firefighters died in the

21   line of duty.  Almost 500 of those, 46.6 percent,

22   died from heart attacks.  We do have a problem with

23   overweight firefighters and oversized firefighters

24   in this country.
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 1            A CDC study in 2011 found 70 percent of

 2   firefighters are overweight.  We have a problem

 3   with fat firefighters, not a problem with small

 4   seats.  I measured my crew.  I'm a driver of a

 5   ladder truck.  Our shoulder widths were between 16

 6   and 20 inches, and our seat widths were between

 7   16 and 18 inches.  One of those firefighters, our

 8   captain, weighs almost 300 pounds.  If we keep

 9   making the seats better, we're only giving positive

10   reinforcement to fat firefighters.  Fat

11   firefighters are killing us, not not wearing

12   seatbelts.

13       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  I will go to

14   Microphone Number 4.

15       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray.  I am with Cybor

16   Fire Protection, a fire sprinkler contractor in

17   Chicago.  I'm certainly not a firefighter.  I'm a

18   fire protection engineer and a big supporter of the

19   fire service.  And while I was listening to the

20   debate, I looked on the NFPA website --

21       MR. O'CONNOR:  Sir, are you for?

22       MR. RAY:  I am speaking in favor of the motion.

23   In 2013, over 4,000 firefighter injuries occurred

24   while firefighters were responding to or returning
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 1   from an incident.  That's more than ten a day.

 2   Maybe we could do something together as the body of

 3   NFPA to minimize those injuries by letting them put

 4   their seat belts on, it would be a good idea.

 5   Thank you.

 6       MR. O'CONNOR:  I see one more person at the mic

 7   back at Microphone 5.

 8       MR. ROSS:  Yes.  Good morning.  My name is

 9   Chris Ross.  I'm a lieutenant with the Montreal

10   Fire Department.  I'm speaking on my own behalf and

11   I'm in favor of the motion.

12            As we mentioned before, we might have a

13   problem with fat firefighters.  I would like to

14   point out, at 170 pounds, I'm far from being that

15   problem; however, at 20 years on the job, putting

16   the seat belt on has always been hard even at my

17   size.  Our latest 35 engine companies that we

18   bought in Montreal, I'm very appreciative of the

19   extra long seat belts and not because I need it to

20   get around my stomach, but I'm going to have to be

21   partially standing up when the truck is rolling out

22   of the station in order to find the rest of the

23   seat belt and click it in before I sit down.

24            The problem that arises is I take the
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 1   effort.  A lot of firefighters don't take the

 2   effort.  As the gentleman mentioned, over 4,000

 3   injuries while on the road.  I think it's time that

 4   we do something together.  We've gone forward with

 5   a crew guard, the little buzzer that makes sure the

 6   firefighter is sitting down and belted in.  Our

 7   department has developed a problem with squirrels.

 8   The wires get chewed and the system stopped working

 9   because the guys cannot wear the belts and they're

10   tired of hearing the bells.

11            So I think we need to move forward.  I'm

12   in favor of this motion, and I would ask everyone

13   to support the firefighters and vote for it.

14       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone 4.

15       MR. McLEAN:  Shawn McLean with the Cleveland

16   Fire Department, almost 25 years and 28 weeks, but

17   who's counting.  I'm in favor of the motion.

18            I heard the man -- with all due respect to

19   the manufacturer, I heard him stand up here and

20   rattle a number of upgrades that we can provide to

21   these apparatus in order to meet this requirement.

22   This committee, this process has asked the fire

23   service to bring data to the process.  The fire

24   service has brought data to the process.  We
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 1   brought data to support this motion.  I urge the

 2   group to support the motion and support the data.

 3            As to the notion that fat firefighters are

 4   dying of heart attacks, unfortunately, the brother

 5   didn't bring any data because what we're seeing in

 6   our cardiovascular studies is that many of these

 7   fatalities are due to an electrical conduction

 8   problem within the heart.  It's not necessarily a

 9   fat issue.

10            Don't confuse these issues here.  We're

11   talking about the ergonomic safety of firefighters

12   responding to and returning from alarms.  We

13   provided the data to support the motion.  I urge

14   the committee here, the group to support this

15   motion.

16       MR. O'CONNOR:  Okay.  Is there any further

17   discussion on Motion 1901-1 to accept Public

18   Comment Number 154?

19            Chair, do you have any final comments?

20       MR. FRAZEUR:  I do.  This is an emotional

21   issue, and I would ask the body to recall the words

22   of Harold Schaitberger who talked about the process

23   that we have.  We bring experts from across

24   industry, both users, manufacturers, and subject
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 1   matter experts.  They formed the committee that

 2   fully vetted the issue.

 3            Again, the study that was provided by the

 4   submitter on this was not published fully until

 5   April of this year.  This body should not and the

 6   committee should not use the information where the

 7   full force, in this case, NIOSH, is not behind the

 8   study that is being reviewed.  I encourage you to

 9   vote no on this submission.

10       MR. O'CONNOR:  Thank you.  Before we vote, let

11   me restate the motion.  The motion on the floor is

12   to accept Public Comment Number 154.  To vote,

13   touch the vote button, please.  If you wish to vote

14   in favor of the motion and recommend the text on

15   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

16   the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

17   touch no.  Please record your vote.  Balloting will

18   be closed in five seconds.  Balloting is closed.

19   Thank you.

20            The results of the vote are 186 for the

21   motion and recommend the text on screen one.  The

22   motion has passed.

23            Is there any further discussion on

24   NFPA 1901?
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 1            Okay.  Seeing none, we will move on to the

 2   next document.  Thank you, Chief.  Before we begin

 3   the next document, I would like to introduce

 4   James Golinveaux, member of the Standards Council

 5   who will be the presiding officer for the next two

 6   documents.  James.

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  The next report under

 8   consideration this morning is that of the Technical

 9   Committee on Ambulances.  Here to present the

10   committee report is Committee Chair David Fischler,

11   Pompano Beach, Florida.  The committee report, that

12   is, the First and Second Draft Reports, are located

13   in the document information pages for NFPA 1917 on

14   the NFPA website.  The Certified Amending Motions

15   are contained in the NFPA Technical Meeting Tech

16   Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

17   the screen.

18            We will proceed in the order of the motion

19   sequence number presented.  Mr. Fischler?

20       MR. FISCHLER:  Thank you.  Good morning.

21   Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen, the report of the

22   Technical Committee on Ambulances is presented for

23   adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

24   and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual
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 1   Meeting Revision Cycle.  The Technical Committee

 2   has published a First and Second Draft Report

 3   consisting of revisions to NFPA 1917, Standard for

 4   Automotive Ambulances.  These reports were

 5   submitted to letter ballot of the responsible

 6   Technical Committee.  The reports and ballot

 7   results can be found on the next edition tab of the

 8   document information page for NFPA 1917 at

 9   www.nfpa.org/1917next.  The presiding officer will

10   now proceed with the Certified Amending Motions.

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Fischler.  Now

12   let's proceed with the discussion on the Certified

13   Amending Motions on NFPA 1917.  Microphone 1.

14       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

15   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA, and I move

16   that we accept Motion 1917-1 that accepts

17   Comment 17, 1917-1.

18       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  I will remind you to try to

19   remember to speak into the microphone.

20       MR. HIRSCHLER:  I'm trying to read it.

21       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Understood.  Thank you.  Do I

22   have a second to that motion?

23       A VOICE:  Second.

24       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  There's a motion
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 1   on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 17.

 2   We do have a second.  Please proceed with the

 3   discussion on the motion.

 4       MR. HIRSCHLER:  It's unfortunate that the

 5   actual text is not on the screen.  It's not that

 6   long.  I wish members could see it, and I urge the

 7   members to actually look at the agenda where you

 8   will find it.

 9            What this does is it adds information.  It

10   does not change the requirement.  It's adds

11   information.  1917 states that FMVSS 302 is the

12   standard that is used for measuring fire

13   resistance.  It doesn't measure anything like fire

14   resistance.  But this adds what it actually does

15   and also adds an annex note that explains that NFPA

16   has developed a document in NFPA 556 that says that

17   the safety provided by complying with FMVSS 302 is

18   zero, no safety whatsoever.

19            We report also on that in a paper that was

20   developed by -- written by a number of people

21   including Dick Gann, Rich Lyon, Jim Quintieri, and

22   Archie Tewarson, Human Survivability, Motor Vehicle

23   Fires that demonstrates that this doesn't do

24   anything.  But at the very least, the users of the
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 1   document should know what they are responding to,

 2   what the requirements are.

 3            The other motions I'm going to be making

 4   after this do introduce some requirement changes.

 5   This does not introduce requirement changes,

 6   provides the appropriate information.

 7            On Monday, the chairman of NFPA told us we

 8   have to strive to decrease fire deaths in this

 9   country.  A large number of the fire deaths in this

10   country occur from fires occurring in road

11   vehicles.  That's why NFPA developed 556, a guide

12   for what we can do to improve fire safety of

13   vehicles.  This document ignores everything.

14            The response by the committee to the

15   public comment was, and I will read the response,

16   NFPA -- sorry, I just dropped this.  I apologize.

17   NFPA 1917 currently follows FMVSS 302.  That was

18   their technical response to the public comment.

19   They just ignored it.  This is the second cycle

20   that the committee chooses to ignore additional

21   fire safety.

22            Please follow the guidance that was

23   provided Jim Pauley.  Thank you.

24       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Mr. Fischler, would you like
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 1   to offer the committee's position?

 2       MR. FISCHLER:  Yes.  Thank you.  I would first

 3   like to thank my committee who worked so diligently

 4   reviewing all the public inputs and public comments

 5   that were submitted and giving each one due

 6   consideration even causing us to have additional

 7   meetings so that we adequately addressed all those

 8   issues.  The committee urges that this amendment be

 9   rejected.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.

11       MR. FISCHLER:  FMVSS, which is the Federal

12   Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, 302 is what the

13   federal government has codified in the Code of

14   Federal Regulations as the requirement for the

15   interior of motor vehicles.  That is where our

16   manufacturers are held accountable to.  That is

17   what they must build to that standard.

18            As was indicated three years ago when we

19   addressed this same issue, if the changes are to be

20   made, they need to be made within the Code of

21   Federal Regulations and at the federal level.  We

22   cannot do that within our process in that we do

23   have a Federal Code.  Therefore, the committee

24   urges that this amendment be rejected.
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 1       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Fischler.  With

 2   that, we will open the debate on this motion.

 3   Please provide your name and affiliation and

 4   whether you are speaking in support or against the

 5   motion.  Microphone 6, please.

 6       MR. MARTELL:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  My name

 7   is John Martell.  I am here representing the

 8   International Association of Firefighters.  I have

 9   been 24 years on the job as a firefighter/paramedic

10   with the Portland, Maine, Fire Department and am

11   president of the Professional Firefighters of

12   Maine.  I'm here today to oppose the motion on the

13   floor.

14            In section -- and it is unfortunate that

15   we can't see the motion in its entirety, but in

16   Section 6.13.1, the stated purpose for the motion

17   is to reduce death or injury due to fires in the

18   interior of the ambulance or vehicle from matches

19   or cigarettes.

20            As we may know or most of you may know

21   that in the back of the ambulance, oxygen is in use

22   and a cigarette or an open flame is not allowed and

23   would not be there at all and the source for this

24   ignition would be extremely low.
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 1            As was pointed out by the Chairman, the

 2   ambulances already meet the requirements of

 3   Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.  It's

 4   adequate there.  It's worked well.  It should stay

 5   in place.  If an AHJ wants to exceed that, they can

 6   do so in the request for proposal.  That's their

 7   choice and they can do it.

 8            But also, we have concerns that this

 9   motion and perhaps others may require the use of

10   flame retardants to meet any new criteria.  We are

11   concerned about the possible exposure of any

12   patient or firefighter or EMS personnel in the back

13   of these ambulances as to these products without

14   data showing effectiveness in these current

15   settings.

16            The increased rate of cancer in the fire

17   service is of great concern to us.  We feel the

18   need to move cautiously with any new requirement

19   that may call for their use, and we urge the body

20   here to vote no on this motion.  Thank you.

21       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  I will move to

22   Microphone Number 4.

23       MR. HOPPER:  Howard Hopper, UL, and on this

24   issue, I'm speaking neither for nor against the
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 1   motion but providing information.

 2            I would like to point out that our

 3   NFPA 1917 Technical Committee member supported the

 4   committee action on this item.  However, as a

 5   member of the Technical Committee on Hazard and

 6   Risk of Contents and Furnishings, UL supported the

 7   commentary added to NFPA 556 on the limitations

 8   associated with FMVSS 302.  On that committee, we

 9   also supported the guidance in NFPA 556 proposed by

10   Mr. Hirschler for several alternate fire response

11   test methods that would lead to improved

12   flammability requirements for materials used and

13   products used in passage or road vehicles.  Thank

14   you.

15       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 1.

16       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

17   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA in support of

18   the motion.

19            I'm going to read the text because

20   apparently the committee and the gentleman who

21   spoke in opposition didn't understand that this

22   provides information and does not change the

23   requirements.  This explains what 61 -- what

24   FMVSS 302 does.  "613.1, FMVSS 302 is a US federal
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 1   standard that specifies flammability requirements

 2   for materials used in the occupant compartments of

 3   motor vehicles.  Its purpose is to reduce deaths

 4   and injuries to motor vehicle occupants caused by

 5   vehicle fires, especially those originating in the

 6   interior of the vehicle from sources such as

 7   matches or cigarettes.

 8            "Any portion of a single or composite

 9   material which is within half an inch of the

10   occupant compartment air space is required to meet

11   one of the following requirements:

12            "The material shall not burn, nor transmit

13   a flame front across its surface, at a rate of more

14   than 4 inches per minute, or

15            "If the material stops burning before it

16   burned for 60 seconds", then it shall be considered

17   to have been met.

18            And then there's an annex note that says

19   that "FMVSS 302 is a mandatory test for the

20   flammability of some of the materials contained",

21   and then it says further that NFPA 556 indicates

22   it's worthless.  That's information in the annex.

23            What it says in the body is what 302 does.

24   This document refers you to 302 and says 302 is a
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 1   test for fire resistance.  It is not a test for

 2   fire resistance.  It is a test for what the federal

 3   government says it is which is a test to determine

 4   the flammability, the flame spread rate.

 5            If you want to have this test in, which I

 6   understand is a requirement, then explain what it

 7   is in the text so people can know what it is in the

 8   text.  Thank you.

 9       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  I will move to Microphone

10   Number 3.

11       MR. LACKORE:  Roger Lackore with Oshkosh

12   Corporation.  I'm representing myself and I'm

13   against the motion.

14            I just want to point out a couple things.

15   One is that if indeed there are no -- these don't

16   represent a requirement, then they belong in the

17   annex.  So all this material I believe that we've

18   just added -- suggesting it be added does not

19   belong in the body of the text if it indeed does

20   not create a requirement.

21            The other thing that I wanted to point out

22   was that the way ambulances are manufactured today

23   is you have a commercial vehicle that then the

24   patient compartment is added to it.  So the
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 1   commercial vehicles are all manufactured in high

 2   volume by Ford, by GM, et cetera, and the only

 3   requirement that they have is FMVSS 302.

 4            So if we are going to add requirements,

 5   which I think the next motions are going to talk

 6   about, we have that dilemma to deal with.  Thank

 7   you.

 8       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

 9   Number 6, please.

10       MR. CHOLIN:  Yes.  My name is John Cholin from

11   J.M. Cholin Consultants.  I'm a fire protection

12   engineer, and I'm not representing any client with

13   my comments.  As I read the --

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Can you please indicate

15   whether you're speaking in favor --

16       MR. CHOLIN:  I'm speaking against the motion.

17   As I read the text of the motion, it is

18   informational material.  There are no requirements.

19   And just on the basis of the Manual of Style, all

20   of this information, if it is going to be adopted

21   by the TC, it should be in the annex, not in the

22   body of the document.

23            So I urge the membership to vote against

24   the motion and allow the Technical Committee to put
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 1   the information where it belongs.

 2       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 1,

 3   please.

 4       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 5   GBH International, for NAFRA in support.

 6            Nowhere in 1917 does it say that you shall

 7   meet FMVSS 302.  It needs to say so.  That's what

 8   this does.

 9       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Okay.  Is there any further

10   discussion on Motion 1917-1 to accept Public

11   Comment Number 17?  I'm coming over to you.

12            So any final comments, please, Mr. Chair?

13       MR. FISCHLER:  Thank you.  Thank you for all

14   the comments you made.  It's interesting to note in

15   the proposed amendment which indicates that

16   NFPA 556 should be used and that's entitled a Guide

17   on Methods.  A guide I believe under the NFPA

18   process cannot be used as a requirement.  So that

19   would be inappropriate.

20            Therefore, the committee looks and urges

21   the body to reject this motion.

22       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  I'm sorry, Microphone 1.  I

23   have already shut off for final comment.  I'm going

24   to move --
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 1       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Point the order.  The gentlemen

 2   said something incorrect.

 3       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  You're welcome to raise a

 4   point of order.  I will pause for just a second.

 5   I'm going to find it in order for you to make a

 6   comment.  Microphone Number 1.

 7       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 8   GBH International, for NAFRA.  This comment does

 9   not require the use of 556.  556 is in the annex in

10   the comment.

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Chair,

12   do you have any final comment on that?

13       MR. FISCHLER:  No.

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Before we move to the vote,

15   let me restate the motion.  The motion on the floor

16   is to accept Public Comment Number 17.  To vote,

17   touch the vote button.  If you wish to vote in

18   favor of the motion and the recommended text on

19   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

20   the motion and the recommended text on screen two,

21   touch no.  Please record your vote.  Five seconds.

22   The voting is closed.

23            Based on results, the motion has failed.

24   (205 to 58).
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 1            And we will now proceed to the discussion

 2   on the Certifying Amending Motion 1917.2.

 3   Microphone 1, please.

 4       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 5   GBH International, for NAFRA.

 6            What this -- this and the next two do

 7   change the requirements.  What they do is say that

 8   you shall test the carpets or floor covering

 9   materials in the ambulance the same way that you

10   test the carpets everywhere else, that you meet the

11   carpet test with the lowest common denominator

12   which is Class 2.  I'm not going to go much

13   further.  Every carpet that is used in any

14   commercial environment meets this kind of

15   requirement.  Thank you.

16       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  There is a motion

17   on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 18.

18   Is there a second?

19       A VOICE:  Second.

20       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  We do have a second.  Please

21   proceed with the discussion on the motion.

22       MR. FISCHLER:  In this standard, I think it was

23   related that the standard that the federal

24   government applies to the testing is FMVSS 302.
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 1   Manufacturers are obligated to meet that standard.

 2   If we do any other testing and deliver an ambulance

 3   that is not tested to 302, FMVSS standard, then

 4   we're delivering a noncompliant 1917 ambulance,

 5   again, remembering that we are a minimum consensus

 6   standard and that the federal government has

 7   created the standard for that testing.  If that

 8   needs to be changed, it needs to be changed within

 9   the federal system and changed at the federal level

10   under the Code of Federal Regulations.

11            In addition, it's referred to NFPA 253;

12   and, in the NFPA 253 document scope, on the annex

13   part, 1.1.2, the imposed radiant flux simulates the

14   thermal radiation levels likely to impinge on the

15   floors of a building whose upper surfaces are

16   heated by flames, hot gases or both from a fully

17   developed fire in an adjacent room or compartment.

18   So it is the standard that applies to building

19   construction, not to motor vehicles.

20       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Fischler.  With

21   that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

22   Please provide your name and affiliation and

23   whether you're speaking in support or against the

24   motion.  I'm going to go to Microphone 2 first.
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 1       MR. VINCI:  Good morning.  My name is

 2   Matt Vinci.  I'm representing the International

 3   Association of Firefighters, and I rise against the

 4   motion.

 5            As you heard in the discussion earlier,

 6   this is an opportunity to introduce flame

 7   retardants into the back of a mobile health vehicle

 8   where our members provide emergency care to

 9   patients throughout the United States and Canada,

10   and we are at an issue -- we have an issue within

11   our profession of exposure to carcinogens.  We feel

12   that this just continues to add to the potential of

13   flame retardants that our members are in the

14   environment of.

15            Most recently, and I know it's a little

16   bit differently, Kaiser Permanente decided they

17   were not going to buy upholstered furniture with

18   flame retardants and want to remove them from the

19   health care centers.

20            Our members operate in the back of these

21   ambulances.  This is an opportunity for FRs to

22   again be applied and be in the environment where

23   our members are.  We urge you to not support this

24   motion.
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 1       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 1.

 2       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 3   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA in favor of

 4   the motion.

 5            I want to point out that the issue that we

 6   need to meet FMVSS 302 has been resolved by the

 7   previous motion.  This is an added test.  This is

 8   what we need to improve fire performance.  We've

 9   been talking about the fact that we want to make

10   sure that fewer fatalities occur in automobiles.  I

11   have just been involved and am working right now in

12   a case where a fire that came from underneath the

13   car.  There was a arc.  The first thing that

14   started, caught fire was the carpet.  That was the

15   first thing that caught fire.  It met 302.  It then

16   burned like hell and five people died in that car.

17   This is not -- that was not an ambulance, but

18   that's the issue.

19            We are off the subject of 302.  302 is a

20   requirement.  The point is you need more than just

21   302.  You should also comply with requirements that

22   are consistent with the problems with fire safety

23   in motor vehicles.  Thank you.

24       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 3,
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 1   please.

 2       MR. LACKORE:  Roger Lackore again with Oshkosh

 3   Corporation.  I'm speaking against the motion and

 4   would point out I am a member of the 1917

 5   Committee.  So I know that we specifically took the

 6   FMVSS standard requirements out of the documents

 7   simply because they are regulation.  In addition to

 8   302, there's a whole raft of FMVSS standards that

 9   as a motor vehicle manufacturer you have to comply

10   with.

11            Just to be clear, 302 states that the

12   regulation applies to passenger cars, multi-purpose

13   passenger vehicles, trucks, and buses.  So it

14   applies to all ambulances anyway.

15            My second point is that I don't know of an

16   ambulance that has carpet in it.  Typically we're

17   talking about a hard surface inside there.

18            And I just echo our Chair's discussion

19   about NFPA 253 which specifically says that it's

20   for building areas other than -- I'm sorry, not

21   intended for routine use in estimating flame spread

22   behavior of floor covering in building areas other

23   than corridors or exit enclosures.  An ambulance is

24   neither a building, a corridor nor an exit.  Thank
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 1   you.

 2       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

 3   Number 4, please.

 4       MR. LATHROP:  Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates

 5   speaking for myself, and as of October, 50 years in

 6   the fire service.  I'm not speaking for or against.

 7   I just want to clarify something.

 8            The Chairman kind of clarified it,

 9   although he was speaking against it.  This does

10   only apply to the floor coverings.  Somebody

11   mentioned earlier about upholstery.  This only

12   applies to floor covering.  And in my 50 years in

13   the fire service, I've never seen a carpet in the

14   back of an ambulance.  So I don't think it's going

15   to an issue either way.

16            So I'm not speaking for or against it.  It

17   does only apply to floor covering.  And if you read

18   the annex notes in the Life Safety Code, the type

19   of floor covering that we do find in the back of an

20   ambulance would automatically meet this anyhow.  So

21   it's almost a nonissue.

22       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Seeing no one else

23   at the microphone, Mr. Chair, do you have any final

24   comment?
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 1       MR. FISCHLER:  No further comment.

 2       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Before we vote,

 3   let me restate the motion.  The motion on the floor

 4   is to accept Public Comment Number 18.  To vote,

 5   touch the vote button.  If you wish to vote in

 6   favor of the motion and recommend the text on the

 7   screen, on screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to

 8   vote against the motion and recommend the text on

 9   screen two, touch no.  Please record your vote.

10   Balloting will close in five seconds.  The

11   balloting is closed.  Thank you.

12            The results of the vote are 20 for the

13   motion and recommended text on screen one, and

14   234 against the motion and recommended text on

15   screen two.  The motion has failed.

16            Let's now proceed to discussion on

17   Certified Amending Motion 1917-3.  Microphone 1,

18   please.

19       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

20   GBH International, speaking on behalf of NAFRA and

21   for the motion.

22            And, again, it would be nice if the actual

23   text were shown rather than requiring people to go

24   back.  What the text shows right -- I'm sorry.  I
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 1   move my Motion 1917-3.

 2       A VOICE:  Second.

 3       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  The motion on the

 4   floor is to accept Public Comment Number 19.  Is

 5   there a second?

 6       A VOICE:  Second.

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  We do have a second.  Please

 8   proceed with the discussion on the motion.  Thank

 9   you.

10       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Thank you.  Again, I wish the

11   text were there so you can see.

12            Right now about insulation, the only thing

13   this says is that the insulation shall be

14   nonsettling type, verminproof, mildewproof,

15   nontoxic, et cetera, and it shall meet FMVSS 302.

16   In fact, it doesn't meet FMVSS 302 because

17   FMVSS 302 covers the stuff that is in the passenger

18   compartment and not insulation which is behind the

19   wall.  So it's not -- by the federal standard, it

20   is not required to meet 302.

21            Let me repeat.  The federal standard

22   requires 302 for those things that are in contact

23   with the passenger compartment.  Insulation is not

24   in contact with the passenger -- in the passenger
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 1   compartment.  So it's not required to meet that.

 2            The speaker before said that we eliminated

 3   all the references to 302 in the standard.  Well,

 4   obviously you didn't.  It's still there.  So what

 5   we should do is if we're going to put insulation

 6   behind the wall which is the stuff where we're

 7   talking about, put the insulation between the wall

 8   and the passenger compartment, it should meet the

 9   same requirement of insulation anywhere in the

10   United States by code has to meet.  All insulation

11   that you buy in any store in the United States will

12   meet these requirements.  It's a standard type of

13   requirement for insulation.  They don't have to

14   meet 302.  They would meet it because anything

15   meets 302.  Tissue paper probably does, too.

16   Everything meets 302.  This is not required by the

17   federal government to meet 302.  So put something

18   in that is appropriate.  Thank you.

19       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Mr. Fischler,

20   would you like to offer the Committee's position?

21       MR. FISCHLER:  Yes.  The Committee urges that

22   this amendment be rejected.  We believe the

23   amendment calls for the removal of a comment in

24   there that says that meets the requirements of
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 1   49 CFR 571, FMVSS 302.  That's what the amendment

 2   calls, to remove those words.  We believe that does

 3   fall under 302.  The committee looked at it and

 4   gave it due consideration and said it should be

 5   included.

 6            In addition, the Amending Motion refers as

 7   NFPA 275, Standard Method of Tests for Evaluation

 8   of Thermal Barriers.  What does the NFPA 275

 9   address?  According to NFPA, this test applies to

10   building construction, materials, products,

11   assemblies intended to be used to protect foam,

12   plastic, insulation or metal composite materials,

13   MCM, from direct fire exposure.  The team looked at

14   that.  The amending motion would now include 275

15   which would be for building materials.  We feel

16   that's totally inappropriate, and the committee

17   voted to reject that input in those comments

18   involving this motion.

19       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Fischler.  With

20   that, we will open up the debate on the motion.

21   Please provide your name and affiliation and

22   whether you are speaking in support or against the

23   motion.  Microphone 6, please.

24       MR. MARTELL:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  My name
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 1   is John Martell.  I am representing the

 2   International Association of Firefighters, and I

 3   rise in opposition to the motion.

 4            As you can see in Section 6.15.1, as we go

 5   down through, The patient compartment shall be

 6   insulated with nonsettling type, verminproof,

 7   mildewproof, nontoxic, and nonhygroscopic material.

 8   And, again, that raised the issue for all of us to

 9   be concerned about, the environment that's in back

10   of an ambulance which is a mobile health care

11   facility.

12            We're not seeing any data that would

13   require the motion to be put forward.  We totally

14   agree with the Chair and the committee on their

15   concerns about this.  The regulations that are in

16   place already are effective, and we urge the body

17   to reject the motion.  Thank you, sir.

18       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

19   Number 1, please.

20       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

21   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA.  Let me

22   clarify one more time.  302 refers to the materials

23   are exposed to the environment.  In no ambulance

24   will there be exposed insulation.  So 302 does not
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 1   apply to the materials that are behind the wall.

 2   It does not apply.

 3            If you're going to try to buy insulation,

 4   which I'm sure that manufacturers of ambulances do,

 5   I'm sure they buy insulation when they put it in,

 6   it will meet these requirements because these are

 7   the typical requirements that you need when you go

 8   into any store and buy insulation.

 9            Let me point out, discuss the issue that

10   the Chairman raised about NFPA 275.  What it says

11   if you actually read the text is that if you choose

12   to use foam, plastic insulation, and I'm not saying

13   you need to or you should or anything like that,

14   but if you choose to use foam plastic insulation,

15   it was decided by the Federal Trade Commission back

16   in 1974 that you shall cover it with a thermal

17   barrier.  That's what -- that's what 275 is.  If

18   you choose to use foam plastic insulation, make

19   sure that you use a thermal barrier.  NFPA 275

20   guarantees what the thermal barrier is what it says

21   it is.  You don't have to use NFPA 275.  You don't

22   have to use foam plastic, but you have to have the

23   appropriate requirements.

24            302 does not apply according to the law of
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 1   the land to insulation that is not exposed.  And I

 2   hope you don't have exposed insulation in an

 3   ambulance because that would be very severe for the

 4   people who ride in it.

 5       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Mr. Hirschler, for the record,

 6   could you please state whether you are speaking in

 7   support or against the motion?

 8       MR. HIRSCHLER:  I'm speaking in support of the

 9   motion.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Is there any

11   further discussion on Motion 1917-3 to accept

12   Public Comment Number 19?  Mr. Chair, would you

13   have any final comments?

14       MR. FISCHLER:  No final comments.

15       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Before we vote, let me restate

16   the motion.  The motion on the floor is to accept

17   Public Comment Number 19.  To vote, touch the vote

18   button.  If you wish to vote in favor of the motion

19   and the recommended text on screen one, touch yes.

20   If you wish to vote against the motion and

21   recommended text on screen two, touch no.  Please

22   record your vote.  The balloting will close in five

23   seconds.  The balloting is closed.  Thank you.

24            The results of the vote are 44 for the
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 1   motion and recommended text on screen one, and

 2   218 against the motion and recommended text on

 3   screen two.  The motion has failed.

 4            Now let's proceed with the discussion on

 5   Certified Amending Motion 1917-4.  Microphone 1,

 6   please.

 7       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 8   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA, and I move

 9   Motion 1917-4.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  There's a motion

11   on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 20.

12   Is there a second?

13       A VOICE:  Second.

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  We do have a second.  Please

15   proceed with the discussion on the motion.

16       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Again, this again discusses

17   that needs -- look at .3.  It says, Interior

18   surface shall be fire resistant in compliance with

19   302.  Again, I'll point out that it was discussed

20   before this that all the information about 302 was

21   eliminated.  Obviously not.

22            Second, 302 does not measure fire

23   resistance.  Fire resistance has nothing to do with

24   what 302 does.  What this does is it includes the
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 1   requirements for interior surface materials, and it

 2   says they shall meet -- again, I wish you would

 3   actually put the text on -- Interior surface

 4   materials shall meet the flammability requirements

 5   of 302 as well as the requirements that you have in

 6   things like mobile homes or things like that.

 7            I'm not going to go through in great

 8   detail, but this is copied identical from what you

 9   have in NFPA 501 for mobile homes which is very

10   similar, a type of environment to this.  I urge you

11   to support the motion.  Thank you.

12       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  I would like to

13   remind everyone that the text is in your agenda if

14   you need to read the text.  It's just more than we

15   can put on the screen.  You do have access to it if

16   you need to read that.

17            So, Mr. Chairman, would you like to offer

18   the committee's position?

19       MR. FISCHLER:  The committee again urges you to

20   reject this amendment.  It removes and we believe

21   that it's correct as we have written it that FMVSS

22   should be included.

23            And in terms of the fire resistance, that

24   should not be removed which is what the amending
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 1   motion does.  We need to ensure that manufacturers

 2   when they deliver an ambulance deliver a NFPA 1917

 3   compliant ambulance.  If we start putting other --

 4   removing the federal standards, we have no control

 5   over that.  They have to meet the federal

 6   standards.  That is not our option that the change

 7   needs to be made on any of the testing, any of the

 8   requirements to FMVSS.  It needs to be made at the

 9   federal level.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Fischler.  With

11   that, we will open the debate on the motion.

12   Please provide your name and affiliation and

13   whether you are speaking in support or against the

14   motion.  Microphone 2, please.

15       MR. VINCI:  Good morning.  Matt Vinci,

16   International Association of Firefighters.  We rise

17   against the motion.

18            As we have continued to state, these are

19   mobile health care environments.  These are not

20   mobile homes.  There's a clear difference between

21   the interior finish and the need for flammability

22   standards in a mobile home versus a mobile health

23   care environment.  We do not want to potentially

24   add additional carcinogenic flame retardants into
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 1   the environment where we treat patients where our

 2   members are exposed.

 3            We again join you -- ask you to join us in

 4   urging you to reject this motion.  Thank you.

 5       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 4,

 6   please.

 7       MR. LATHROP:  Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates,

 8   speaking for myself.

 9            First of all, the Chair's comments are

10   inaccurate because the referenced 302 is still

11   there.  It's just a proper reference because in the

12   current document it talks about fire resistance in

13   accordance with 302.  As Marcelo has pointed out,

14   302 doesn't measure fire resistance.  So let's make

15   the document accurate.  It still says it.  It says,

16   Interior finishes shall meet the flammability

17   requirements of 302, which is an accurate

18   statement.  So you're not losing the reference to

19   302.

20            The second part with regard to

21   carcinogenics, I don't know where that comes up

22   because all this says is it doesn't have to exceed

23   a flame spread index of 200.  90 percent of the

24   stuff in the back of the ambulance are Phenolics
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 1   such as formica, Wilsonart, those types of things,

 2   and they'll meet this with no problem.

 3       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Mr. Lathrop, before you step

 4   away, were you speaking in favor or against the

 5   motion?

 6       MR. LATHROP:  For it.

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

 8   Number 3, please.

 9       MR. LACKORE:  Roger Lackore with Oshkosh

10   Corporation.  First thing, I would like to thank --

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Can you please --

12       MR. LACKORE:  I'm sorry.  I'm speaking against

13   the motion.

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.

15       MR. LACKORE:  I wanted to thank Mr. Hirschler

16   for continuing to point out my poor memory.  Yes,

17   we do have 302 scattered throughout the document.

18   Generally speaking, in both 1901 and 1917, we've

19   removed FMVSS requirements, but I apologize for

20   that inaccuracy.

21            That being said, I just want to point out

22   two things on this.  One is to remind people that

23   again we're talking about the patient compartment,

24   but the front of the ambulance which is typically
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 1   open between the two is going to meet 302.  It's

 2   not going to meet this higher standard.  If you buy

 3   a Ford product off the lot or GM product off the

 4   lot, it might, but there's nothing to say that it

 5   would.

 6            The other thing, in the 1917 Committee

 7   when we reviewed this public comment to begin with

 8   was there's no demonstration of need.  And several

 9   of the other things we talked about today, we

10   looked at the NIOSH reports, we looked at the

11   firefighting reports where people had gone out and

12   done studies and came with the need.  In all of

13   these we don't see a demonstrated need based on

14   data.

15            And I would encourage Mr. Hirschler to

16   join our committee and bring his expertise in so

17   that we can spend that time where it's appropriate

18   to discuss these details.  Again, I urge a no vote.

19   Thank you.

20       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Microphone Number 1, please.

21       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

22   GBH International, for NAFRA in favor of the

23   motion.

24            I just want to read definition of fire
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 1   resistance just since obviously there is some

 2   confusion.  "Fire resistance, that property of

 3   materials or their assemblies that prevents or

 4   retards the passage of excessive heat, hot gases,

 5   or flames under conditions of use."  Prevents the

 6   passage.  Fire resistance, what you put in one

 7   compartment to prevent a fire from penetrating to

 8   another compartment.

 9            For those of you who have ever run the

10   fire test, ASTM E119 is the test for fire

11   resistance.  This has nothing to do with fire

12   resistance, FMVSS 302.

13            Again, as Jim Lathrop pointed out, the

14   motion does not eliminate 302 from the text.  It

15   doesn't matter whether it would eliminate or not

16   because, as was pointed out time and time again,

17   302 is the law of the land.  So whether we put it

18   in the document or not, it doesn't matter.  You

19   still have to meet it.  But the point is what do

20   other -- what else you have to meet for interior

21   surfaces in the compartment.  You need to meet

22   something to make sure that there's a little bit of

23   fire safety.

24            Again, I want to repeat what Jim Pauley
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 1   said on Monday, we need to try to strive for zero

 2   fire fatalities.  We know that automotive is one of

 3   the largest sources of fire fatalities in this

 4   country.  Thank you.

 5       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Is there any

 6   further discussion on Motion 1917-4 to accept

 7   Public Comment Number 20?  Mr. Chair, do you have

 8   any final comments?

 9       MR. FISCHLER:  Not at this time, no.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Before we vote,

11   let me restate the motion.  The motion on the floor

12   is to accept Public Comment Number 20.  To vote,

13   touch the vote button.  If you wish to vote in

14   favor of the motion and recommend the text on

15   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

16   the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

17   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

18   will be closed in five seconds.  Balloting is

19   closed.  Thank you.

20            The results of the vote are 70 for the

21   motion and the recommended text on screen one, and

22   204 (205) against the motion and recommended text

23   on screen two.  The motion has failed.

24            Is there any further discussion on
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 1   NFPA 1917?  Seeing none, we will move to the next

 2   document, but we are going to take a 15-minute

 3   recess.  So we'll be back in 15 minutes.  Thank

 4   you.

 5                        (Off the record at 10:05 a.m.)

 6                        (On the record at 10:20 a.m.)

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  I ask you to return to your

 8   seats.  If I could get your attention, please.  I

 9   will get it.

10            Before we resume on the motions, I have a

11   question for you that staff needs to know an

12   opinion on.  How many of those by show of hands

13   will be using the bus shuttle service at the end of

14   this session to return to the hotel?  Just a raise

15   of hands of those who intend to use the bus shuttle

16   service to the hotel.  Thank you very much.  Now

17   that was an easy vote.

18            The next report under consideration this

19   morning is that of the Committee on Combustible

20   Dusts.  Here to present the committee report is the

21   Correlating Committee Chair Kevin Kreitman of

22   Redding Fire Department, Redding, California.  The

23   committee report, that is, the First and Second

24   Draft Reports are located on the document
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 1   information pages for NFPA 652 on the NFPA website.

 2   The Certified Amending Motions are contained in the

 3   NFPA Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will

 4   be displayed behind me on the screen.

 5            We will proceed in the order of the motion

 6   sequence number presented.  Mr. Kreitman.

 7       MR. KREITMAN:  Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

 8   the report of the Technical Committee on the

 9   Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts is presented for

10   adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

11   and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual

12   Meeting Revision Cycle.  The Technical and

13   Correlating Committee has published a First and

14   Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

15   NFPA 652, Standard on Combustible Dusts.  These

16   reports were submitted to letter ballot of the

17   responsible Technical and Correlating Committee.

18   The reports and ballot results can be found on the

19   next edition tablet of the document information

20   page for NFPA 652 at www.nfpa.org/652next.

21       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, Mr. Kreitman.

22   Motions 652-1, 652-2, 652-3, and 652-4 on NFPA 652

23   appeared on our agenda.  However, the authorized

24   maker of the motion has notified NFPA they no
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 1   longer wish to pursue these motions.  Therefore, in

 2   accordance with the NFPA rules, Convention Rules at

 3   2.7, the motions may not be considered by the

 4   assembly and are removed from the agenda.

 5            We will now move on to the next motion.

 6   Let's now proceed with the discussion on Certified

 7   Amending Motion 652-5.  Microphone 4, please.

 8       MR. SAPPER:  Good morning.  My name is

 9   Art Sapper.  I'm speaking this morning in favor of

10   the motions.

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Excuse me, you need to get the

12   motion on the floor.

13       MR. SAPPER:  All right.  I move that Chapter 7

14   not be included in the 2006 edition of NFPA 652.

15   I'm speaking in favor of the motion.

16       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Before you start on that, I'm

17   going to restate the motion in I think the

18   appropriate language and I will look for a second.

19            There's a motion on the floor to reject

20   the Second Revisions Number 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,

21   46, 47, 143, 49, 66, and 203 including First

22   Revisions Numbers 67, 68, 69, 72, 70, 71, 74, 75,

23   76, 77, 73, 78, and 99.  Is there a second?

24       A VOICE:  Second.
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 1       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  We do have a second.  Please

 2   proceed with the discussion on the motion.

 3       MR. SAPPER:  Thank you, sir.  My name is

 4   Art Sapper.  I'm speaking this morning on behalf of

 5   the United States Beet Sugar Association which very

 6   keenly recognizes --

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Please state whether you're

 8   for or against the motion.

 9       MR. SAPPER:  I thought I had.  I'm speaking in

10   favor of the motion.

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.

12       MR. SAPPER:  The Beet Sugar Association very

13   keenly recognizes the hazards of combustible dusts.

14   We are -- the association has participated in the

15   formation of NFPA 652 since its inception and has

16   been supportive of NFPA Standards on Combustible

17   Dusts.

18            However, Chapter 7 is an unnecessary and

19   inappropriate addition to NFPA 652 and should not

20   be included within it.  It's unfortunate that the

21   print of Chapter 7 does not include the definition

22   of a dust hazards analysis, but it essentially is

23   in -- well, it's stated in Chapter 3 and it

24   requires a systematic analysis of every workplace,
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 1   every facility that has dust -- I'm sorry,

 2   combustible dusts.

 3            By the way, we're not talking here about

 4   the requirement in Chapter 5 to determine if dust

 5   is combustible.  We're talking about here the

 6   requirement to systematically, and I'm quoting

 7   there, analyze your facility for every possible

 8   combustible dust hazard after it's been determined

 9   to be combustible and then to write it down in a

10   systematic fashion and to make sure that you've

11   covered everything.

12            The question is, is that an appropriate

13   requirement?  I submit that it's not.  It's unduly

14   onerous and here's why.  The process hazards or the

15   dust hazards analysis originated in the chemical

16   industry.  In the chemical industry, you have

17   complex chemicals with complex processes and novel

18   and unknown processes.  Chemicals can interact in

19   unexpected ways.

20            With combustible dust, the vast, vast

21   majority, in fact, I would say almost every single

22   combustible dust outside the chemical industry, its

23   properties have long been known.

24            To impose this fairly onerous paperwork
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 1   requirement, engineering requirement is therefore

 2   not justified by the need for it.  And as an

 3   attorney who practices in the field of health since

 4   1974 and safety since '74, I can tell you that its

 5   kindred requirement in the OSHA Process Safety

 6   Management Standard has been in the chemical

 7   industry something of a nightmare if there is a

 8   requirement that you have missed.

 9       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Would you please wrap up your

10   discussion?

11       MR. SAPPER:  You are liable and that will be

12   multiplied even for nonchemical dusts throughout

13   the United States.  I thank the chairman.

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Mr. Chair,

15   Mr. Kreitman, would you like to offer the

16   Committee's position?

17       MR. KREITMAN:  Mr. Chair, I will defer to the

18   Chair of the Technical Committee on the

19   Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts, Mr. Paul Hart

20   with the American International Group.

21       MR. HART:  I would urge everybody here to vote

22   no or against this motion.  First, since this

23   committee is somewhat new, I mean this is a new

24   standard, let me give you a little bit of
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 1   information on the TC and the development process

 2   we had gone through.

 3            First, we're comprised of a balance of

 4   users representative of the professional community.

 5   The 652 Standard Development Process was open

 6   allowing both members and guests to actively

 7   participate.  The Chairman remained independent

 8   within the framework of the NFPA TC rules

 9   encouraging all participants to freely share their

10   ideas in the desire to develop a better standard.

11            Once we got into the standard in the

12   development process, probably a year into it, we

13   realized it was a lot to cover.  So we ended up

14   slipping a cycle in order to assure we had enough

15   time to develop a solid document.

16            I personally would like to express my

17   gratitude to everybody who participated in that

18   effort because I really believe they did a good

19   job.  It started out in one way I thought it was

20   going to go and it went in a different direction,

21   and that was the testimony to the members.

22            A little bit about the vote on the

23   document.  Of 31 members, 26 voted affirmative on

24   the document and 2 votes were not returned.  From a
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 1   TCC perspective, the vote was unanimous to forward

 2   the document for adoption.  So the take-away here

 3   is this was strongly supported by both the TC and

 4   the TCC.

 5       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you, gentlemen.

 6       MR. HART:  I'm not done.  And I want that time

 7   back.  Okay.

 8            This motion would delete the requirement

 9   to conduct a dust hazards analysis.  The TC felt

10   the dust hazards analysis was needed to provide a

11   reasonable degree of safety, and to not do so would

12   represent an unacceptable degree of risk due to the

13   lack of awareness if a dust hazard explosion

14   existed -- or dust explosion hazard existed.  If

15   the section is removed, essentially the entire

16   document would be suspect because it's the linchpin

17   of the document, to identify if you have a dust

18   explosion hazard.

19            The TC and the TCC was established in

20   response to the OSHA public rule-making process

21   that identified the existing NFPA dust documents

22   were inconsistent making implementation difficult.

23   In response, the dust TC chairman at the time

24   decided collectively that one document was needed
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 1   to establish the fundamental requirements for

 2   combustible dusts.

 3            The vision for this document long-term is

 4   to have one document with unique requirements for

 5   specific materials and processes, and 652 was the

 6   first step toward that direction.

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Now you're done?

 8       MR. HART:  I am done.

 9       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  With that, we will open up the

10   debate on the motion.  Please provide your name and

11   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

12   or against the motion.  Microphone 4, please.

13       MR. SAPPER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14   Art Sapper again speaking for the motion.  A few

15   comments on the remarks that were just made.

16            Chapter 7 is not the logical linchpin of

17   652.  You can see that from Chapter 5 which already

18   requires you to determine if your dust is

19   combustible.  If you know your dust is combustible,

20   you will be under a duty to do something.  The only

21   question is under Chapter 7, do you have to

22   systematically go through every nook and cranny of

23   your plant and then write down a report about every

24   such nook and cranny and every contingency, every
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 1   possible contingency?

 2            You can see that it's not the linchpin

 3   because the OSHA combustible grain dust standard

 4   has no such requirement, and it has worked very

 5   well and very effectively in preventing grain

 6   elevator explosions for decades now.  Thank you.

 7       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 6,

 8   please.

 9       MR. CHOLIN:  Yes.  My name is John Cholin from

10   J. M. Cholin Consultants.  I'm a licensed

11   professional engineer and I am rising to urge the

12   membership to reject the motion on the floor.

13            I've been managing combustible dust

14   hazards on the behalf of my clients for over

15   30 years.  NFPA 652 is the standard we have needed

16   but didn't have for those 30 years.  It is

17   structured and written in a manner that takes the

18   user from the very beginning through the process of

19   managing the hazards in a manner consistent with

20   the best standards of care that have already been

21   demonstrated work well in NFPA 654 and 664.  Both

22   of those documents have a process hazards analysis

23   requirement, has had them for the past three

24   revision cycles, and there hasn't been a hue and
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 1   cry about the inability to walk through a facility

 2   and systematically review whether or not a hazard

 3   exists.

 4            Indeed, what sense can it make to not

 5   require someone to walk through the site to

 6   determine if there is a hazard?  How do you manage

 7   a hazard if you don't know it exists?

 8            Furthermore, removing Chapter 7 would

 9   leave Annex B, the example of how to do a dust

10   hazard analysis with no portion of the document

11   that it relates to.  So that this proposal quite

12   literally is incomplete.

13            So, consequently, I urge the Technical

14   Committee -- the membership, I mean, to reject this

15   motion and welcome NFPA 652 into the library of

16   standards that we use to manage the hazards that

17   our employees are exposed to on a daily basis.

18   Thank you.

19       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 2,

20   please.

21       MR. HART:  To John's comments, I guess I would

22   like to let people know what this document does,

23   and sometimes looking at the screen --

24       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Can you please state your name
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 1   and whether you're for or against the motion,

 2   please?

 3       MR. HART:  My name is Paul Hart.  I'm the

 4   Chairman of the Fundamentals of Combustible Dusts,

 5   and I'm against the motion.

 6       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.

 7       MR. HART:  What this proposed standard does,

 8   first it asks you to look at a facility, and if the

 9   facility handles or can generate potentially

10   combustible dusts, you need to determine if there's

11   a hazard present by conducting material testing,

12   and that's what we would say that's hazard

13   identification.

14            If you do determine that it's combustible

15   or explosible, then you would move to a dust

16   hazards analysis to identify and evaluate the

17   hazards associated with the different pieces of

18   equipment or the areas within your facility.  Once

19   you do that, you would then look to mitigate those

20   hazards.

21            There has been comment about the DHA and

22   the implementation period.  During the Standard

23   Development Process, there was a lot of discussion

24   on when that should be done and the -- we ended up
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 1   agreeing upon or the committee ended up agreeing

 2   upon a three-year implementation.  So even if this

 3   -- assuming the standard goes forward, individuals

 4   will have three years or facilities will have three

 5   years to conduct their dust hazards analysis.

 6       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.

 7       MR. HART:  Thank you.

 8       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Microphone 3, please.

 9       MR. MEYERS:  Hi.  My name is Tim Meyers with

10   Exponent and I am speaking against the motion.

11            I'm on the NFPA 652 Committee and a number

12   of other committees.  I'm also the chair of the

13   NFPA 61 Committee which is a committee that deals

14   with agricultural dust and food dust.  We're

15   currently in the revision cycle of that document.

16   We're having our second revision meeting in early

17   July, and the current draft of the document will

18   include a chapter on dust hazard analysis.  So this

19   is becoming an increasingly common requirement in

20   the various NFPA documents.  I would encourage you

21   to vote against the motion.

22       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone 4,

23   please.

24       MR. SAPPER:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  Art Sapper
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 1   again speaking in favor of the motion.

 2            It's important to emphasize that this is

 3   not a requirement to know whether or not your

 4   facility has combustible dust.  It's not a

 5   requirement on whether or not you are required to

 6   do anything about combustible dust hazards if you

 7   determine that they are there.  It's a paperwork

 8   requirement to write down what you find as well,

 9   and that is part of the problem because you will be

10   found guilty of a paperwork violation by

11   authorities having jurisdiction, by OSHA, by

12   others, depending on how well you write your paper.

13            I'm an attorney.  I see these cases every

14   day.  They are a nightmare.  If you're not

15   sufficiently specific, you will get cited and fined

16   for not being specific enough, not for failing to

17   protect your facility or your workers, but for not

18   being good enough in the way you write down a

19   document.  That is a lawyer's relief act.  I made a

20   lot of money off that in the OSHA PSM standard, and

21   I don't deserve it.  Thank you.

22       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

23   Number 6.

24       MR. RUNYON:  Good morning.  I'm Mark Runyon,
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 1   Marsh Risk Consulting.  I am the Chairman of

 2   NFPA 654 on combustible dusts, and I urge a no

 3   vote.

 4            We are speaking against the motion because

 5   there's considerable work that has been done in

 6   this arena, extensive review on behalf of NFPA 654,

 7   655, the sulfur dust, and 91 who have all aligned

 8   all their standards to 652 as a companion document

 9   to better manage the safety of the employees, the

10   facilities.  We think this is the best direction.

11   We fully support 652 and their efforts, and we

12   encourage the body to consider a no vote.  Thank

13   you.

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  I will move to

15   Microphone Number 3, please.

16       MR. DRAKE:  Mark Drake with Liberty Mutual.

17   I'm against the motion.  I'm also the chairman for

18   NFPA 484, Combustible Metals.

19            I would like to address Art in the fact

20   that if he's just got a concern with the

21   documentation, why did he eliminate the entire

22   chapter which involves much more than just

23   documentation of dust hazards analysis?

24            Also, in being in the insurance industry,
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 1   when we utilize the Codes, if we cannot utilize a

 2   dust hazards analysis, I do not know how to apply

 3   the rest of the Code in applying mitigation and

 4   recommendations to the facility.  As he described,

 5   if you have combustible dusts, you want me to look

 6   at the entire facility as a combustible dust hazard

 7   and explosion hazard or do you want me to analyze

 8   each piece of equipment and process as we move

 9   through and protect those as needed and allow the

10   rest of the operations to exist as they are?

11       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

12   Number 1, please.

13       MR. BLACK:  Mr. Chairman, Art Black, Carmel

14   Fire Protection.  I call the question.

15       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Okay.  There is a motion to

16   call the question which will require a two-thirds

17   majority vote.  If you scroll down to the bottom of

18   your voting device, you will --

19       A VOICE:  Second.

20       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I need a

21   second.

22       A VOICE:  Second.

23       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  If you scroll down

24   to the bottom of your voting device, you will find
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 1   the place to vote for calling the question.  So

 2   please record your vote.  Five seconds.  Voting is

 3   closed.

 4            So it has received the two-thirds

 5   majority.  So we will move to vote on the -- vote

 6   on the issue.

 7            So I will restate the motion.  Motion on

 8   the floor is to reject Second Revisions Number 40,

 9   41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 143, 49, 66, and 203

10   including First Revisions Number 67, 68, 69, 72,

11   70, 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 73, 78, and 99.  To vote,

12   touch the vote button.  If you wish to vote in

13   favor of the motion and the recommended text on

14   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

15   the motion and the recommended text on screen two,

16   touch no.  Please record your vote.  Five seconds.

17   The balloting is closed.

18            The results of the vote are 24 in favor of

19   the motion, 250 against the motion.  The motion

20   fails.

21            Let's now proceed with the discussion on

22   Certified Amending Motion 652-6.  Microphone 4,

23   please.

24       MR. SAPPER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Again, I
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 1   am Art Sapper speaking on behalf of the United

 2   States Beet Sugar Association in favor of the

 3   motion to accept Public Comment Number 625.  Public

 4   Comment Number 625 would essentially return

 5   NFPA 652 to the committee.

 6       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  There's a motion

 7   on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 625.

 8   Is there a second?

 9       A VOICE:  Second.

10       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  We do have a second.  Please

11   proceed with the discussion on the motion.

12       MR. SAPPER:  Thank you.  NFPA 652 is the

13   product of years of labor of a committee that has

14   tried to do an excellent job and was struggling to

15   do the impossible.  OSHA determined that it was

16   impossible when it tried to write a combustible

17   dust standard several years ago, and I'm afraid

18   that having read 652 in detail and having

19   participated on behalf of the U.S. Beet Sugar

20   Association for several years in its development,

21   this draft, too, has attempted to do the impossible

22   and you can't do the impossible.

23            The problem with NFPA 652 is that it does

24   not do what a standard is supposed to do.  It
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 1   doesn't tell facility owners what the requirements

 2   are that they're supposed to follow.  Instead, it

 3   transfers the burden of figuring out what to do to

 4   them.  You figure out if something can explode,

 5   Chapter 5.  You figure out how it can be exploded

 6   -- how it can explode and then write it down and

 7   then figure it out.

 8            The standard hardly at all goes beyond

 9   current standards in telling facility owners what

10   they are required to actually do.  Instead, as I

11   said, it transfers the burden to them.

12            I am -- and, of course, the reason for

13   this is, as OSHA found out, is that combustible

14   dusts are so varied in their properties, in what

15   they do and how to handle them and how to prevent

16   their explosion that it is really impossible to

17   write it down in a single across-the-board standard

18   that covers all of American industry, and that is

19   why the standard ended up being written the way it

20   was which, as I said, transfers the burden of

21   thought from the committee to the facility owner.

22   It barely accomplishes what it was intended to do

23   and that is no -- and, in fact, has no aspersion

24   against the committee.  They tried to do an
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 1   excellent job and they have tried really hard, but

 2   the job is impossible.  I thank you.

 3       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Mr. Kreitman,

 4   would you like to offer the Committee's response?

 5       MR. KREITMAN:  I will defer to the chair.

 6       MR. HART:  Paul Hart with AIG, Chairman of the

 7   NFPA 652 Committee.

 8            I fall back on my previous comments that

 9   this standard started in response to public input

10   through various events indicating that we had

11   multiple NFPA Standards on Combustible Dusts.  The

12   requirements in many cases were inconsistent and

13   working through all the document was somewhat

14   difficult.

15            NFPA and those chairmen at the time

16   decided something needed to be done; and what

17   needed to be done was to come up with a document

18   that contained the fundamentals and work from

19   there.  Would it be great to have that document

20   developed -- one document developed eliminating all

21   the other four and maybe pulling the special

22   requirements of those other documents into one?

23   That would be great.  However, it's a tall task;

24   and what we did as a committee was establish a
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 1   document that will create the framework that will

 2   allow us to do that.  It just takes time.  And I'm

 3   sure the other committee chairmen, the dust

 4   committee chairmen would agree.  It will take some

 5   time.  I mean, we're looking at an implementation

 6   period of probably, you know, five to seven years,

 7   something like that with cycles, and Kevin -- well,

 8   I don't know if Kevin can just say anything about

 9   it, but I'm sure -- I would predict he would agree

10   that it will just take time.

11            So I would urge all here to vote against

12   this motion, vote no, and give us and the other --

13   this committee and the other TC chairmen and

14   committees time to develop a document that will

15   definitely in the long run be useful to the users

16   and the community.  Thank you.

17       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  With that, we will

18   open the debate on the motion.  Please provide your

19   name and affiliation and whether you are speaking

20   in support or against the motion.  Microphone 6,

21   please.

22       MR. CHOLIN:  Yes.  My name is John Cholin from

23   J. M. Cholin Consultants.  No client is supporting

24   my efforts here today, and I'm urging the
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 1   membership to vote against this motion.

 2            As I said earlier, this document is really

 3   the document that we've needed for the past

 4   30 years.  We started with a clean sheet of paper.

 5   We brought experts into a task group, and we

 6   structured the document so that the document

 7   structure reflects exactly the way we approach the

 8   hazards when we walk through the front door.

 9            I have clients from coast to coast using

10   the methods embodied in NFPA 652 right now to

11   manage the hazards at their facilities, and it's

12   working.  So that this is a document that we have

13   needed.  It's not a perfect document, but as it's

14   refined over the future, it will come closer to

15   that objective.

16            I cannot agree with the proponent of this

17   amendment, and I urge the membership to vote

18   against this motion.  Thank you.

19       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Microphone Number 3.

20       MR. MEYERS:  Tim Meyers from Exponent, and I'm

21   speaking against the motion.

22            I would concur with some of the comments

23   of Paul and John.  NFPA 652 is already having an

24   effect.  Clients of mine are already looking at how
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 1   it will impact their facilities in complying with

 2   it.  Three combustible dust standards are currently

 3   in the revision cycle and have been using 652 as a

 4   tool to help them structure and make sure they're

 5   including all the critical factors of managing

 6   combustible dusts in their documents.

 7            So this is a good document that is already

 8   being used even at its draft stage; and I would

 9   encourage you to reject the motion and let the

10   standard go out and continue to use and develop

11   over time.  Thank you.

12       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Is there any

13   further discussion on Motion 652-6 to accept Public

14   Comment Number 6 -- I'm sorry.  Microphone

15   Number 2.

16       MR. RUNYON:  Good morning.  I am Mark Runyon,

17   Marsh Risk Consulting, Chairman of NFPA 654, 655,

18   91.  I am urging a no vote.

19            What we have with 652 is a process.  All

20   of the documents in NFPA is a process.  We urge

21   that this get moved forward as a process, not

22   waiting for a final perfect, but it will become

23   closer to that with each successive year, each

24   successive cycle.  We encourage on behalf of our
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 1   committees to go forward with 652 which is making a

 2   positive effect on clients, on locations, on folks

 3   that are truly deserving and caring about their own

 4   safety.  We urge a no vote.  Thank you.

 5       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Microphone

 6   Number 3, please.

 7       MR. DRAKE:  Mark Drake with Liberty Mutual,

 8   chairman of NFPA 484, Combustible Metals.

 9            The document as it stands currently is

10   pretty much just a pointing document.  It states

11   some fundamentals and, yet, you're allowed in each

12   one of the individual commodities specific

13   document --

14       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Could you please state whether

15   you are for or against the motion, please?

16       MR. DRAKE:  I'm against the motion.  Sorry.

17   And so you can continue to use the documents that

18   are in existence from that point of view.  So I see

19   no reason why this should not continue on and

20   develop into the document that it needs to be.

21       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Is there any

22   further discussion on Motion 652-6 to accept Public

23   Comment Number 625?

24            Seeing none, Mr. Kreitman, do you have any
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 1   final comments?

 2       MR. KREITMAN:  Not at this time.

 3       MR. GOLINVEAUX:  Thank you.  Okay.  So before

 4   we move to the vote, let me restate the motion.

 5   The motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

 6   Number 625.  To vote, touch the vote button.  If

 7   you wish to vote in favor of the motion and

 8   recommend the text on screen one, touch yes.  If

 9   you wish to vote against the motion and recommend

10   the text on screen two, touch no.  Please record

11   your vote.  Balloting will close in five seconds.

12   The balloting is closed.

13            The results are 16 in favor, 248 against.

14   The motion fails.

15            Before we begin the next documents, I

16   would like to introduce Mike Snyder, member of the

17   Standards Council who will be the presiding officer

18   for the next four documents.  Mike.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, James.  The next

20   document, NFPA 24, appeared on our agenda.

21   However, the maker of the motion has notified NFPA

22   that they no longer wish to pursue the Certified

23   Amending Motion on this standard.  Therefore, in

24   accordance with NFPA rules, our Regulations at
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 1   4.5.3.7 and Convention Rules at 2.7, NFPA 24 will

 2   not be considered at this meeting and, instead,

 3   becomes a consensus standard that will be forwarded

 4   directly to the Standards Council for issuance or

 5   other action.  We would like to thank the committee

 6   for their work on this standard.  We will now move

 7   on to the next standard.

 8            The next report under consideration this

 9   morning is that of the Committee on Automatic

10   Sprinkler Systems.  Here to present the two parts

11   of the committee report is Correlating Committee

12   Chair Kenneth Linder of XL Global Asset Protection

13   Services, Windsor, Connecticut.  Part one of the

14   committee report on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,

15   that is, the First and Second Draft Reports, are

16   located on the document information page for

17   NFPA 13 on the NFPA website.  The certified

18   amending motions are contained in the NFPA

19   Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will be

20   displayed behind me on the screen.

21            We will proceed in the order of the motion

22   sequence number presented.  Mr. Linder.

23       MR. LINDER:  Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

24   the report of the Technical and Correlating
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 1   Committees for Automatic Sprinkler Systems is

 2   presented for adoption and can be found in the

 3   First Draft Report and in the Second Draft Report

 4   for the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.  The

 5   Technical Committee has published a First and

 6   Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

 7   NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler

 8   Systems.  These reports were submitted to letter

 9   ballot of the responsible Technical and Correlating

10   Committees.  The reports and ballot results can be

11   found on the next edition tab of the document

12   information page for NFPA 13 at

13   www.nfpa.org/13next.

14            The presiding officer will now proceed

15   with the Certified Amending Motions.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, Mr. Linder.  Let's

17   proceed with the discussion on Certified Amending

18   Motion 13.1.  Microphone 4, please.

19       MR. ASP:  Hi.  My name is Roland Asp, and I am

20   speaking on behalf of the National Fire Sprinkler

21   Association, and I hereby move to accept

22   Motion 13.1 which will reject Second Revision 25

23   and the related Second Revision 44.

24       MR. SNYDER:  There is a group amending motion
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 1   on the floor to reject Second Revision 25 including

 2   any related portions of First Revision 278 and to

 3   reject Second Revision 44 including any related

 4   portions of Revisions 294 and 280.  Is there a

 5   second?

 6       A VOICE:  Second.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Hearing a second, please proceed

 8   with the discussion on the motion.

 9       MR. ASP:  Thank you.  Again, my name is

10   Roland Asp.  I'm speaking on behalf of the National

11   Fire Sprinklers Association and I'm speaking in

12   favor of this motion.

13            During the development of the 2016 edition

14   of NFPA 13, requirements were added to require air

15   venting on all wet pipe sprinkler systems that

16   utilize metallic pipe.  This motion is going to

17   seek to reject the Second Revisions 25 and 44 and

18   remove these air venting requirements for wet pipe

19   systems using metallic pipe.

20            The new language which is included in the

21   Second Draft Report in the new Section 7.1.5 and

22   Section 8.16.6 is intended to prevent corrosion in

23   systems using steel pipe.  However, a blanket

24   requirement to provide air vents on all wet pipe
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 1   systems utilizing metal or metallic pipe is not the

 2   answer.

 3            The National Fire Sprinkler Association is

 4   sensitive to potential corrosion issues, and while

 5   these proposed air vents may be appropriate for

 6   some systems to help reduce corrosion issues,

 7   venting will not improve the conditions on all wet

 8   pipe systems.

 9            The decision to provide these vents should

10   be determined on a site-specific basis by those

11   most familiar with the issues and the system

12   configuration.  This decision should be made by the

13   specifying engineer, the designer, and the building

14   owner.

15            Removing some air from the wet pipe system

16   will not solve all corrosion issues.  It simply

17   will move the water/air interface somewhere else on

18   the system.  As we cannot offer a solution to the

19   potential corrosion issues until we fully

20   understand all the problems, at this point, we

21   don't, further studies need to be made on these

22   corrosion issues; and, once these issues are fully

23   understood, we can determine appropriate and

24   reasonable responses to this.
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 1            Another issue with these new air venting

 2   requirements is the language.  It's an enforcement

 3   issue.  This language will require a vent near a

 4   high point in the system.  The wording "near the

 5   high point" is subjective and will lead to a

 6   conflict between designers and authorities having

 7   jurisdiction.  It really has a potential of

 8   becoming an enforcement nightmare.  A lot of time

 9   and money will be spent arguing compliance with the

10   standard on issues that may not actually solve the

11   corrosion issues.

12            Thank you, and I urge you to vote in favor

13   of this motion.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, would you

15   like to offer the Committee's position?

16       MR. LINDER:  I would like to defer to the chair

17   of the Installation Criteria Committee, Joe Noble.

18       MR. NOBLE:  Joe Noble, and as Mr. Linder said,

19   I am the chair of the Installation Committee.

20            Basically, in short, every year we have

21   fire sprinkler systems that are installed that fail

22   due to corrosion.  So as a committee, we were left

23   with the decision to make, do we move forward with

24   providing a potential fix for that in the document?
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 1   And so we moved forward with the requirement to

 2   provide a vent in wet pipe systems such that we

 3   would be able to review a portion of the air from

 4   the system, and since the oxygen/water interface is

 5   what really creates the problem with corrosion,

 6   this was our initial solve.

 7            As you know, NFPA 13 looks very different

 8   than it did 20 years ago because we've continued to

 9   work on issues with the systems.  This is the very

10   first effort in this arena.  I would really hate to

11   see it removed from the standard.  I think it will

12   continue to be improved language wise as we move

13   forward.  But we're really left with a decision to

14   make.  We can begin to address the issue or we can

15   simply ignore it and pretend it doesn't exist.  And

16   I failed to tell you that I was speaking in

17   opposition to the motion.  Thank you.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, any other

19   position from the committee?

20       MR. LINDER:  Not at this time.

21       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  With that, we will open up

22   debate on the motion.  For aid of the record, I

23   would ask that you provide your name and

24   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support
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 1   or against the motion.  Microphone Number 2.

 2       MR. SMITH:  My name is Will Smith.  I'm

 3   representing myself and speaking against the

 4   motion.

 5            As most of us are aware, the fire

 6   sprinkler industry has been identifying corrosion

 7   in the systems for several years.  Corrosion is a

 8   product of oxygen, water, and steel.  Eliminating

 9   or reducing one of these will limit or reduce -- or

10   eliminate or reduce corrosion in fire protection

11   systems.  Since steel pipe and water are used to

12   fight a fire, it's not practical to eliminate

13   either of those.  Oxygen is the only element we

14   have control.

15            It has been discussed, white-papered,

16   proven, and lectured that reducing corrosion in the

17   sprinkler systems will reduce -- or reducing oxygen

18   in sprinkler systems will reduce corrosion.  One

19   mole of oxygen will react and create one mole of

20   corrosion.

21            The proposed Code will not eliminate

22   corrosion from the sprinkler systems.  However, it

23   will reduce and, in some cases, prevent corrosion

24   from becoming an issue in the future.  Adding a
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 1   vent to the sprinkler system is the cheapest means

 2   possible to reduce the harmful effects of corrosion

 3   in fire protection systems.

 4            I've heard rebuttals and arguments:  It's

 5   difficult to identify the location of the vent.  It

 6   adds cost to the system.  The fire officials will

 7   make me move the vent.  The language proposed

 8   provides alternates to the sprinkler contractor and

 9   the end user as to what type of vent, manual or

10   automatic.  The size of the vent proposed is a

11   minimum half inch.  Or the inspector's test

12   connection at a remote location can be used to vent

13   the system after each drain and fill is identified

14   in the annex section.

15            The cost of the vent is minimal compared

16   to those more aggressive means to eliminate

17   corrosion which is replacing oxygen with nitrogen

18   or adding chemicals to the system.  The existing

19   annex language also provides the guidance for the

20   location of the vent, adding -- or, additionally,

21   if the inspector's test is used as the vent and

22   located at the end of the system, there's no

23   additional cost.

24            The standard tells us that when there is a
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 1   corrosive environment, we are required to do

 2   something about it.  Well, guess what?  There's a

 3   corrosive environment.  Adding this language is

 4   doing something about it.

 5            It should be noted that the Annex Section

 6   A.8.16.6 was shown as being additional to the Code

 7   in the NITMAM.  This paragraph is existing in the

 8   Code and has been since 2007.  The only revision

 9   that was made to the annex was that there was a

10   reference that was revised from A.8.16.4.2.2 to

11   A.8.16.6 to align with the new material.  It's time

12   we stop identifying that there's corrosion in the

13   fire protection system because there is and start

14   reducing or eliminating the issue.

15            I'm speaking against the motion.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

17   please.

18       MR. HUGGINS:  Thank you.  My name is

19   Roland Huggins with American Fire Sprinkler

20   Association, and I'm speaking in support of the

21   motion.

22            This obviously seems like a very good

23   idea, but as has been pointed out already, even by

24   those supporting it, this will only address a
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 1   portion of the system.  This is the only thing that

 2   I'm aware of in the standard where we don't fix the

 3   whole problem.  We're simply saying, well, it can't

 4   hurt or let's do a little something.

 5            You know, the Technical Committee really

 6   decided if corrosion is an adequate issue that

 7   needs to be addressed, and I think it is.  I mean,

 8   we definitely need to do something about the issue.

 9   But we don't need to do something about a single

10   location.  We need to do something about the entire

11   system.

12            So let's cancel this now and tell the

13   committee to decide if we want to address corrosion

14   within the whole system and address it that way.

15   Fix the whole issue.  Don't fix one location

16   because everyone knows that there's multiple,

17   multiple locations within a system that will

18   contain pockets of air.  So I encourage you to

19   support the motion.

20       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

21   please.

22       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

23   GBH International, speaking against the motion.

24            I mean, the section that's been added is
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 1   very clear.  Single air venting of air vent with a

 2   connection shall be provided on each wet pipe

 3   system utilizing metallic pipe.  The point is that

 4   there's a difference between using metallic pipe

 5   and using plastic pipe.  Metallic pipe has the

 6   potential for corrosion and needs to be handled.

 7   Plastic pipe would not.  So that's why this is

 8   needed.

 9            And the gentleman who spoke just before me

10   said, well, we can't solve one problem, we need to

11   solve all problems at the same time.  We've never

12   been able to solve every problem at the same time.

13   We have identified the problem.  We have identified

14   a potential solution.  This addresses the solution.

15   Please vote against the motion.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

17   please.

18       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray.  I'm with Cybor

19   Fire Protection.  I'm a fire sprinkler contractor

20   and I speak in support of this motion.

21            You all heard Roland.  He's a smart guy.

22   A fire sprinkler system could cover as big as

23   52,000 square feet, and if anyone thinks putting

24   one single air vent somewhere on that system is
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 1   going to do a hill of beans, then they haven't been

 2   in the sprinkler contracting business very long.

 3            What I can tell you that it will do is it

 4   will add cost and there will be no negligible -- if

 5   any, there will be a negligible benefit, if any.

 6   And keep in mind that the biggest cost against

 7   getting fire sprinklers installed -- or the biggest

 8   argument against getting fire sprinklers installed

 9   in buildings is cost.

10            The last thing we need to do is get all

11   the air out of a fire sprinkler system because then

12   we're going to have a bigger problem, and that

13   bigger problem is going to be worse and it's called

14   water hammer.  That's the last thing our industry

15   needs.

16            And the other thing that this will do if

17   this motion fails is it will add more maintenance

18   and testing requirements for an owner, and we're

19   having a hard enough time getting NFPA 25 enforced

20   in this country.

21            So I would urge everyone to please vote in

22   favor of the motion.

23       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 6,

24   please.
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 1       MR. HOPKINS:  Hi.  Mark Hopkins with

 2   Jensen Hughes.  I was a member of the Venting Task

 3   Group, and I think a lot of these issues --

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Can you please state, are you for

 5   or against the motion?

 6       MR. HOPKINS:  I'm against the motion.  I think

 7   the impact of cost was considered, and that was why

 8   a single vent was included.  And it's not intended

 9   to get all of the air out necessarily, to sort of

10   fold in what Rich was saying regarding water

11   hammer, it's more intended to allow the majority of

12   the air to be purged from the system so it will

13   minimize corrosion potential and ultimately lead to

14   longevity in these systems.  Thank you.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

16   please.

17       MR. TIHEN:  Josh Tihen, Potter Electric Signal

18   Company.  I'm speaking against the motion.

19            Reading the motion about adding air vents,

20   it's a corrosion question that we're trying to

21   address here.  And the thing about corrosion and

22   corrosion mitigation is adding something that gives

23   long-term benefits for a little bit of cost.

24            Dealing with fire protection systems, what
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 1   we have is a problem of excess air in those

 2   systems.  It is a proven fact that the more oxygen

 3   you have in fire protection systems, the more

 4   corrosion you're going to have.  Now what does

 5   corrosion do?  It adds significant cost to that

 6   fire protection system over the long-term,

 7   maintenance, replacements, things like that.  We're

 8   dealing with millions of dollars spent every year

 9   fixing pipe that is corroded that could be

10   alleviated by getting that oxygen out of that

11   system.  It's again a well-established principle

12   that oxygen causes corrosion.

13            FM Global has a great technical report

14   about corrosion and fire protection systems.  One

15   thing that they highlight on wet system corrosion

16   mitigation is alleviating that oxygen in that

17   system.

18            Again, I would urge everybody to vote

19   against this motion so that we can move forward and

20   protect these systems and actually reduce costs

21   over the long-term.  Thank you.

22       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

23   please.

24       MR. ASP:  I am Roland Asp speaking for the
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 1   National Fire Sprinkler Association.  Again, I'm

 2   speaking in favor of this motion.

 3            The point of this is that a single air

 4   vent is not going to prevent corrosion issues on a

 5   system, and it will cause a lot of problems with

 6   the wording of the system.  Having a system near a

 7   high point in the system is unenforceable language.

 8   We're going to have problems between the designers,

 9   the installers, and the enforcers for something

10   that is not going to fix a problem.  There will

11   still be oxygen in the system as the other speakers

12   have said.  And if we're going to deal with the

13   corrosion issue, this is not the way to do it.  We

14   should deal with the entire issue.  Thank you.  I

15   vote that you vote for this motion.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further

17   discussion on Motion 13-1 to reject Second Revision

18   Number 25 including any related portions of First

19   Revision 278 and to reject Section 44 including any

20   related portions of First Revision Numbers 294 and

21   280?

22            Seeing none, Mr. Linder, are there any

23   final comments you have on the committee's behalf?

24       MR. LINDER:  I guess the only comment I would
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 1   make is that the committee understands it's not

 2   going to eliminate all corrosion.  We do know

 3   oxygen is one of the biggest initiators of the

 4   corrosion.  This is a cheap economical method to

 5   get rid of some that to reduce the corrosion.  It's

 6   environmentally friendly, unlike adding chemicals

 7   to your system to eliminate corrosion, and it's

 8   much less expensive than some of the other

 9   alternatives.

10            So we think it's an excellent first step

11   and is very economical for the benefits we think

12   we're going to get from it, and we encourage

13   everybody to vote against the motion.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  We will now

15   move to a vote.  Before we vote, let me restate the

16   motion.  The motion on the floor is to reject

17   Second Revision Number 25 including any related

18   portions of First Revision 278 and reject Second

19   Revision 44 including any related portions of First

20   Revision Numbers 294 and 280.  To vote, touch the

21   vote button.  If you wish to vote in favor of the

22   motion and recommend the text shown on screen one,

23   touch yes.  If you wish to vote against the motion

24   and recommend the text shown on screen two, touch
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 1   no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting will

 2   close in five seconds.  The balloting is now

 3   closed.

 4            The results of the vote are 82 in favor,

 5   194 against.  Motion fails.

 6            Let's now proceed with the discussion on

 7   Certified Amending Motion 13-2.  Microphone

 8   Number 4, please.

 9       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai.

10   I'm a fire protection engineer with the

11   San Francisco Fire Department, and I speak -- I'm

12   speaking in favor of the motion, and I move to

13   accept Public Comment 132.

14       A VOICE:  Second.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  So there is a motion

16   on the floor to accept Public Comment Number 132,

17   and I have heard a second.  Please proceed.

18       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  I'm speaking for the motion,

19   and as you can see, it's a long section and it's

20   not on the screen, but you can see it on your

21   agenda and it basically has three parts.

22            The first part of the motion is

23   eliminating sprinklers in the hydraulic elevator's

24   pits.  That's the first part.
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 1            The second part of the motion is cleaning

 2   the current language in Section 8.15.5 because it's

 3   inconsistent and doesn't include the many cases

 4   that are problematic for an AHJ to enforce.

 5            And the third part of the motion addresses

 6   issues related to a machine room elevator which the

 7   current section only speaks about the steel-coated

 8   belts which triggers potentially sprinklers in the

 9   bottom and the top of the pits, but it doesn't say

10   anything about the driving machine and the motors

11   and the controllers that may be in the hoistways

12   and are combustible as well.

13            Regarding issue number one, I submitted

14   Public Input 153 and I was urged by the committee

15   to submit more information, which I did, and the

16   additional information was submitted under Public

17   Comment 132.  The committee action for my Public

18   Comment 132 was the committee has reviewed the

19   requirement and agrees that there is a potential

20   basis for elimination.  The current language

21   provides multiple allowances for eliminating

22   sprinkler in pits where the hazard is mitigated.

23   Existing buildings with older elevator systems that

24   were not installed to the modern elevator
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 1   requirement require a greater level of protection

 2   and should be protected with sprinklers in the pit.

 3            Further, there are concerns that the

 4   elevators aren't (phonetic) accessible egress route

 5   for physically impaired and, as such, additional

 6   protection is warranted.

 7            My response to the committee is that

 8   current NFPA 13 language, the sprinkler are

 9   required for all hydraulic elevators.  This

10   sprinkler triggers a lot of added cost to building

11   owners, and it creates a lot of problems for

12   maintenance and access, and the main important

13   thing that this sprinkler is supposed to protect

14   against fluids in the pit and there is no record of

15   fires for hydraulic fluid in pits.

16            Adding detection devices in pits to create

17   recoil upon this creates additional costs,

18   maintenance problems, and this sprinkler is not

19   required because it doesn't do anything.  Even if

20   it operates under extreme condition, what would it

21   do to suppress class 3B fluids, oil basically, what

22   it would do.

23       MR. SNYDER:  Excuse me, sir.  Can you please

24   wrap up your comment?
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 1       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Yes.  The last portion of my

 2   motion is just clarifying the language, speaking

 3   about all elevator associated spaces and elevator

 4   machines and controllers located in our elevator

 5   hoistway.  Thank you.  I urge you to vote for the

 6   motion.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, would you

 8   like to offer the committee's position?

 9       MR. LINDER:  I'll defer to the Technical

10   Committee Chair, Joe Noble.

11       MR. NOBLE:  Joe Noble.  I'm the Committee Chair

12   of the Installation portion of NFPA 13 and I'm

13   speaking in opposition to the motion.

14            Firstly, I want to compliment the

15   proponent on the detail that he provided in his

16   submission.  I wish that everything that we

17   received was that well written.  So I thought he

18   did a great job with that.

19            Ultimately, however, the committee

20   reviewed the information and after much discussion

21   relative to the issue determined that we were

22   uncomfortable with leaving elevator pits

23   unprotected, not simply as it relates to the

24   potential for combustible fluids but the potential
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 1   for debris to be found in the bottom of the pit;

 2   and, as such, the committee determined to keep fire

 3   sprinklers in the bottom of the pits.  Thank you.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  With that,

 5   we will open up debate on this motion.  To help

 6   again with the record, please provide your name and

 7   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

 8   or against the motion.  Microphone 4, please.

 9       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire

10   protection engineer with the San Francisco Fire

11   Department, speaking for the motion.

12            The Chairman just indicated that the

13   reason that the committee is uncomfortable of

14   moving the sprinkler from the pit is because we

15   have potential fire caused by debris.  And this is

16   incorrect because what happens is that NFPA 13

17   removed the requirement for traction elevators, to

18   put sprinkler in the pit for traction elevators.

19   So there is no issue with the bridge.

20            The main issue is hydraulic fluid.

21   Hydraulic fluids are considered per NFPA 13

22   Class 3B combustible fluids, and when I have done

23   research on all the oils that are used, the

24   hydraulic fluids, they have a flash point
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 1   temperature between 400 to 600 degrees, there is no

 2   ignition source that can ignite this fluid.

 3            Now I don't care about one sprinkler in

 4   the location, but this sprinkler trigger a lot.  It

 5   makes the elevator system like a monster.  What

 6   happens, ASME, the elevator code, upon the

 7   sprinkler, the sprinkler become the risk.  Upon the

 8   sprinkler, the elevator code requires initiating

 9   devices, initiating devices in the pit to generate

10   recall.  And also the elevator code requires all

11   the electrical equipment in the pit to be protected

12   by NEMA 4 enclosure.  Now for what?  For fires that

13   do not occur.

14            I'm speaking with elevator people.  I am

15   serving on the National Elevator ASME 17, two

16   committees.  There are no known fires for hydraulic

17   fires in pits, and this sprinkler does not do

18   anything, just create -- also the elevator

19   mechanics working in the pit, they draw up -- some

20   of them told me they draw up (indistinguishable)

21   long sprinkler creates flooding.  It just creates a

22   big nightmare for a lot of people.  Thank you.  I'm

23   speaking for the motion.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Is there any
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 1   further discussion on Motion 13-2 to accept Public

 2   Comment Number 132?

 3            Mr. Linder, any final committee comments?

 4       MR. LINDER:  I think the committee is certainly

 5   well aware of the concerns of sprinklers in

 6   elevators.  Over the years, there have been a lot

 7   of change to this section of the standard.  I think

 8   we're in the best harmony with the elevator

 9   requirements that we've ever been, and the

10   committee still feels that where there are

11   combustible materials, in this case, hydraulic

12   fluids, we need to have the area sprinklered, and

13   we encourage you to vote against the motion.  Thank

14   you.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16   Microphone Number 4.

17       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  I wanted to add to the

18   edition, NFPA 13 in the same section has allowances

19   for exempt locations from sprinkler.  So the

20   committee eliminated sprinklers in traction

21   elevator pits because they were unnecessary.  Even

22   though there may be combustible debris there, you

23   did remove the sprinkler from there.  You removed

24   the sprinkler from all traction elevator machine
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 1   rooms and hoistway.  So the committee can remove

 2   sprinklers.

 3            This one little sprinkler in the pit

 4   creates big problems and cost, and I just wanted to

 5   add, this motion is not only about the sprinkler.

 6   There is two more parts for this motion which are

 7   talking about other associated space for elevator

 8   like control rooms, control spaces, machinery

 9   spaces which the current Code language does not

10   address, and it also does not address location of

11   hoisting machine and controllers in the hoistway.

12   Thank you.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, do you

14   have any additional comments?

15       MR. LINDER:  No additional comments at this

16   time.

17       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  We will

18   now move to a vote.  Before we vote, let me restate

19   the motion.  The motion on the floor is to accept

20   Public Comment Number 132.  To touch -- to vote,

21   please touch the vote button.  If you wish to vote

22   in favor of the motion and recommend the text shown

23   on screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote

24   against the motion and recommend the text on screen
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 1   two, touch no.  Please record your vote.  The

 2   balloting will be closed in five seconds.  The

 3   balloting is now closed.

 4            There are 99 votes in favor of the motion

 5   and 172 votes against the motion.  The motion has

 6   failed.

 7            Before moving to Certified Amending Motion

 8   13-3 and in respect of your time, I just want

 9   everyone to be aware that we will not take a formal

10   break for lunch.  I am just reminding folks that

11   there are concession stands located near A3, as you

12   exit the ballroom to your left, and they are open

13   until 1 o'clock this afternoon.

14            We will now proceed on the discussion on

15   Certified Amending Motion 13-3.  Microphone

16   Number 4, please.

17       MR. KELLY:  My name is Kevin Kelly with

18   Victaulic, and I will not be pursuing this motion.

19   Thank you.

20       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  So Motion 13-3 which

21   appeared on our agenda, however, as just stated,

22   the authorized maker of this motion has notified

23   NFPA that they are no longer willing or no longer

24   interested in pursuing the motion.  Therefore, in
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 1   accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

 2   Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

 3   the assembly and is removed from the agenda.

 4            We will now move to the next item.  We

 5   will now proceed with the discussion on Certified

 6   Amending Motion 13-4.  Microphone 4, please.

 7       MS. VALENTINE:  My name is Victoria Valentine

 8   with the National Fire Sprinkler Association.  I

 9   move to accept Public Comment Number 244.

10       VOICES:  Second.

11       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  There is a group

12   amending motion on the floor to accept Public

13   Comment 244, and we have had several seconds.

14   Please proceed with your discussion.

15       MS. VALENTINE:  This comment will delete the

16   new requirement for hanger rods to be -- to meet

17   ASTM A307, their specifications for grade A and

18   grade B 60,000 psi tensile strength.  Quality

19   components are important for the system in

20   long-term performance of all of our sprinkler

21   systems, however, the requirement for hanger rods

22   to comply with ASTM A307 will be an act of

23   paperwork and a burden on enforcement by the AHJs.

24   Material specs are common throughout NFPA 13, but
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 1   rods have been part of the hanger components since

 2   the beginning and they have performed well.  Unlike

 3   other materials such as piping, there is no

 4   practical way to mark the rods, especially ATRs, to

 5   know that the installed product actually complies

 6   with the standard and matches the paperwork that

 7   the AHJ has approved.

 8            The committee was split on the subject as

 9   common materials used were not intended to be

10   eliminated by adding the requirement, yet

11   confirming compliance could prove more than

12   difficult for both the contractor and the AHJ.

13            I encourage you all to support the motion

14   and accept Public Comment 244.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, do you

16   have the committee's comments?

17       MR. LINDER:  I'll defer to the technical chair

18   for the Hanging and Bracing Committee, Jim Biggins.

19       MR. BIGGINS:  I'm Jim Biggins with Global Risk

20   Consultants and Chair of the Technical Committee on

21   Hanging and Bracing.

22            This section went into the document in the

23   first draft stage along with other requirements for

24   hangers.  It was put in because there was no real
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 1   requirements for hanger rods with the exception

 2   that they be ferrous.  It passed the first draft.

 3   In the second draft, there were two committee --

 4   there were two comments submitted to remove the

 5   section.  It was debated.  It was -- one of the

 6   considerations was that enforcing it would be

 7   difficult; but after much discussion, the two

 8   comments to remove it were rejected and, as was

 9   noted, there were close votes.  However, the

10   majority felt that the ability to look at purchase

11   orders and other documentation to verify the

12   material was adequate and left the requirements in.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  With that, we will

14   open up debate on the motion.  Again to please

15   assist with the record, I ask that you state your

16   name and affiliation and whether you are speaking

17   in support of or against the motion.  Microphone 4,

18   please.

19       MR. HIGGINS:  Thank you, sir.  My name is

20   Roland Higgins with American Fire Sprinkler

21   Association speaking in support of the motion.

22            This is another thing that seems like a

23   good idea, and we all have -- many of us are on

24   many technical committees.  We have the propensity
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 1   to add and add and add; but, you know, as stated

 2   earlier on one of the issues, we're not having

 3   failures of these.  So there's no demonstrated

 4   need.

 5            Hanger components, for instance, on a

 6   2 inch pipe, the pipe itself weighs like 22 pounds.

 7   We base the sizing of the components on five times

 8   the weight plus 250.  So it's up in the 300 pounds

 9   as the assigned weight when we're dealing with

10   these components.  So simply saying ferrous has

11   worked very well.  This is really just a solution

12   looking for a problem.  There's been no history of

13   failures of our hangers.  And, granted, it's nice

14   to specify specific things.  The ability to have a

15   hanger rod in your hand or in the field and to be

16   able to identify whether or not it meets a specific

17   ASTM standard is just not there.  On pipe and so

18   forth, we require markings every 2 feet, and those

19   type of components we can readily identify.

20            But, you know, other than what's in the

21   initial cut sheet, out in the field, there's no

22   means to really identify whether or not this

23   standard is being met; but the bottom line is we

24   don't need to meet an additional standard.  These
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 1   things are so oversized already that anything else

 2   we add to it is really just meaningless.  So why

 3   add the additional requirements and text?

 4            So with that, I urge you to support the

 5   motion.

 6       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone 3, please.

 7       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 8   GBH International.  I was struggling with it to

 9   come up -- this seems a very innocuous statement.

10   It doesn't say you have to meet A307.  It says A307

11   or equivalent.

12            I think it's important when we put -- the

13   gentleman who just spoke talked about the weight of

14   the sprinkler systems and they are quite heavy.  So

15   we need to make sure that the hangers are of

16   sufficient strength, and they give you a number of

17   equivalents.  So it seems a very reasonable thing

18   to add.  We want to make sure that the systems

19   don't fail just by falling down.  Thank you.  I'm

20   against the motion.  Sorry.

21       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

22   Number 4, please.

23       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray with Cybor Fire

24   Protection, and I speak in support of the motion.
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 1            I heard the chair of the Hanging and

 2   Bracing Committee saying enforcing will be

 3   difficult.  It will be a disaster.  How do you mark

 4   a piece of rod that's threaded along its whole

 5   length?  How do you mark that?

 6            We have been installing sprinkler systems

 7   for -- I haven't -- but the industry has for a

 8   hundred years?  125 years?  I don't hear about fire

 9   sprinkler system hangers failing.  I hear about

10   valves that fail or a pipe that fails.  Corrosion

11   was just an issue.  I hear about sprinkler heads

12   with old rings.  We've lived all these things.  We

13   don't see, as an industry, hangers failing.

14            So you're trying to put a solution or a

15   fix on a problem that doesn't exist.  So I would

16   ask everyone to please support the motion.

17       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3.

18       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

19   GBH International --

20       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, for or against the motion?

21       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Against the motion.  The

22   gentleman just spoke it's impossible to mark these

23   hanger rods.  In the cable industry, all cable ties

24   have to be listed and they are.  There's been no
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 1   problem with enforcing that.  Why is this

 2   different?  Please vote against.

 3       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

 4   please.

 5       MR. HUGGINS:  Roland Huggins, American Fire

 6   Sprinkler Association.  Not to belabor the point --

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, for or against?

 8       MR. HUGGINS:  I'm speaking for the motion.  Not

 9   to belabor the point, I'm assuming the majority of

10   you understood what I said and Marcelo just

11   misunderstood it.  A 2 inch section of pipe weighs

12   22 pounds.  We basically assign a 348 pound weight

13   to that when determining the size of the

14   components.  It's not what it's actually exposed

15   to.  It's what we assign to it in determining sizes

16   of components, including the rods.  So it's much,

17   much, much lighter than the value that's assigned

18   to it.  So I just want to ensure that no one

19   misunderstood that aspect.  Thank you very much.

20       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 6,

21   please.

22       MR. EASTER:  Les Easter, Atkore International

23   speaking for myself and manufacturer of threaded

24   rods.  They're used in all sorts of applications --
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 1       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, will you please specify, are

 2   you for or against the motion?

 3       MR. EASTER:  For the motion -- manufacture all

 4   sorts of threaded rods in all sorts of

 5   applications, and someone talked about earlier

 6   about specifications met as far as purchase

 7   requirements and stuff, and that adequately

 8   suffices for what the fire protection folks are

 9   talking about.  So I speak in favor of the motion.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

11   Number 5, please.

12       MR. SHAPIRO:  Jeff Shapiro, National

13   Multifamily Housing Council speaking for the

14   motion.

15            In my time as an authority having

16   jurisdiction, there was a point at which I

17   questioned the installation of a system based on

18   the hanger spacing exceeding the hanger distances.

19   Understanding that the basis of the hanger design

20   is an individual hanging on the pipe, as Roland

21   said, way in excess of what the normal weight of

22   the system is, we're trying to carry an individual

23   who might be hanging on the pipe.

24            When I questioned it, I had a contractor
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 1   there who weighed about 300 pounds who climbed up a

 2   10 foot ladder, hung from the pipe, and said, how's

 3   this, Mr. Inspector.  I wanted to put an UL label

 4   on him, but I didn't have one handy, but I said I

 5   would pass it.

 6            The design of the hangers on these systems

 7   far exceeds what it normally needs to be.  This

 8   requirement is excessive.  I urge you to support

 9   the motion on the floor.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further

11   discussion on Certified Amending Motion 13-4 to

12   accept Public Comment Number 244?

13            Mr. Linder, do you have any final

14   committee comments?

15       MR. LINDER:  Not at this time, no.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  We will now move to a

17   vote.  Before we vote, let me restate the motion.

18   The Certified Amending Motion on the floor is

19   accept Public Comment Number 244.  We will ask you

20   to touch the vote button on your voting screen.  If

21   you wish to vote in favor of the vote and recommend

22   the text on screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to

23   vote against the motion and recommend the text on

24   screen two, touch no.  Please record your vote.
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 1   The balloting will close in five seconds.  The

 2   balloting is now closed.

 3            The results of the vote are 191 in favor,

 4   62 against the motion.  The motion passes.

 5            The next motion on NFPA 13 appeared on our

 6   agenda.  However, the maker of the motion has

 7   notified NFPA that they are no longer -- they no

 8   longer wish to pursue this motion.  Therefore, in

 9   accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

10   Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

11   the assembly as a Certified Amending Motion and is

12   removed from the agenda.  Is there any further

13   discussion on NFPA 13?

14            Seeing none, we will move on to the next

15   document.  Part 2 of the committee report on

16   Automatic Sprinkler Systems, that is, the First and

17   Second Draft Reports, are located on the document

18   information page for NFPA 13R on the NFPA website.

19   The Certified Amending Motions are contained in the

20   NFPA Technical Meeting Tech Session Agenda and will

21   be displayed behind me on the screen.

22            We will proceed in the order of the motion

23   sequence number presented.  Mr. Linder?

24       MR. LINDER:  Mr. Chair, ladies and gentlemen,
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 1   the report of the Technical Committee on

 2   Residential Sprinkler Systems is presented for

 3   adoption and can be found in the First Draft Report

 4   and in the Second Draft Report for the 2015 Annual

 5   Meeting Revision Cycle.  The Technical and

 6   Correlating Committees have published a First and

 7   Second Draft Report consisting of revisions to

 8   NFPA 13R, Standard for the Installation of

 9   Sprinkler Systems in Low-Rise Residential

10   Occupancies.  These reports were submitted to

11   letter ballot of the responsible Technical and

12   Correlating Committees.  The reports and ballot

13   results can be found on the next edition tab of the

14   documents information page for NFPA 13R at

15   www.nfpa.org/13Rnext.

16            The presiding officer will now proceed

17   with the Certified Amending Motions.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  Let's proceed with the

19   discussion on Certified Amending Motions on

20   NFPA 13R.  Microphone 4, please.

21       MR. ASP:  My name is Roland Asp, and I'm

22   speaking on behalf of the National Fire Sprinkler

23   Association, and I move to accept Motion 13R-1 that

24   would reject Second Revision 21.
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 1       VOICES:  Second.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  The motion on the

 3   floor is to reject Second Revision Number 21, and I

 4   have heard several seconds.  Please proceed.

 5       MR. ASP:  Thank you.  I'm speaking in favor of

 6   this motion.  During the development of the 2016

 7   edition of NFPA 13R, requirements were added to

 8   bring the auxiliary drain requirements from NFPA 13

 9   to NFPA 13R.  These are dealing with draining

10   trapped pipes and wet pipe systems and dry systems

11   that are not subject to freezing.

12            I seek to -- this CAM seeks to reject the

13   Second Revision 21 and to remove these sections and

14   revert to the previous language.  Putting auxiliary

15   drains on all systems, all 13R systems with trapped

16   piping that -- mostly the ones with more than

17   5 gallons, it's simply going to assist in draining

18   the system.  However, it's really impractical for

19   these residential occupancies that are the subject

20   of NFPA 13R.

21            One of the goals of NFPA 13R is to keep

22   the sprinkler systems affordable and to encourage

23   the owners to actually install them in these

24   low-rise residential occupancies.  In these types
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 1   of installations, in these kind of low-rise

 2   residential occupancies, it's typically a lot of

 3   Gypsum board, Sheetrock ceilings and walls; and for

 4   every low point auxiliary drain we put in, we're

 5   going to have to put in an access panel.  This is

 6   going to significantly increase the costs.

 7            The majority of service companies out

 8   there already use industrial vacuums that eliminate

 9   the needs for these drains.  We can still drain the

10   systems with the vacuums without putting these

11   auxiliary drains and their access panels.

12            Additionally, 13R occupancy don't

13   traditionally, you know, have as much retrofit --

14   much retrofit activities as do the commercial

15   occupancies.  And even if it does, these industrial

16   vacuums I'm just talking about can either hold back

17   or remove the water for a sprinkler replacement

18   job.  In order to keep these systems affordable and

19   to keep the owners in favor of installing them,

20   NFPA 13R should be silent on the auxiliary drain

21   requirements for trapped wet pipe systems and dry

22   systems not subject to freezing.

23            I just want to note 13R already includes

24   language that requires system drains that are
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 1   sufficient to drain the majority of water, and the

 2   methods I just talked about can handle -- are

 3   sufficient to deal with any trapped piping in the

 4   water and that.  We should not require the owners

 5   to bear an additional cost to install drains and

 6   the associated access panels to deal with a problem

 7   that really doesn't exist.

 8            So I urge you to support CAM 13R-1 and

 9   reject Second Revision 21.  Thank you.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Linder, would you

11   like to offer the committee's position?

12       MR. LINDER:  I would like to defer to the chair

13   of the residential committee, Maurice Pilette.

14       MR. PILETTE:  Maurice Pilette, Chair of the

15   Residential Sprinkler Committee.  I'm against this

16   motion.

17            The committee reviewed this and felt that

18   the standard needed some provisions to provide

19   guidance for draining of trapped piping.  It

20   engaged and put together some language for various

21   options, and this is based on a -- the committee

22   accepted this on 23 in favor versus 6, and I would

23   urge the membership to vote against the motion.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  We will now
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 1   open up debate on the motion.  Again to assist with

 2   the record, please provide your name and

 3   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

 4   of or against the motion.  Microphone 5, please.

 5       MR. DeVORE:  Mike DeVore, State Farm, and I'm

 6   speaking in support of the motion.  I have no idea

 7   whether the drain should be in there or not, but

 8   this was a second revision and it's been put in the

 9   document without any public review which is against

10   the rules on Technical Committee action.  So they

11   put new material in at the second revision.  So I

12   encourage the body to accept the motion on that

13   basis.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

15   please.

16       MR. HUGGINS:  Thank you, sir.  Roland Huggins,

17   American Fire Sprinkler Association, speaking in

18   support of the motion.

19            There's really two reasons we need drains,

20   auxiliary drains in our systems, and they're

21   obviously highly desirable and needed in 413

22   systems, and those two reasons being, one, is you

23   need to get the water out, particularly in dry pipe

24   systems to avoid excessive corrosion to the systems
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 1   because it makes a very wet, moist internal

 2   environment.  Well, that's a metallic pipe issue.

 3   You know, if this section for the dry pipe section

 4   said metallic pipe, this would have been a very

 5   good idea.

 6            The overwhelm majority of 13R systems I

 7   believe are CBDCs.  So we don't have a corrosion

 8   issue.  So imposing the same requirement that's an

 9   issue for metallic dry pipe systems onto the CBDC

10   side just really makes no sense.

11            The second reason that we want (phonetic)

12   those auxiliary drains is we have been doing

13   maintenance and changes in the system which is

14   fairly prevalent and common in 413R systems.

15   Again, in a 13R system, this is not a very

16   prevalent requirement, and as was already pointed

17   out, you know, there are means to get the water out

18   of the system so when the changes or maintenance

19   are performed on it, so we open up the pipe, you

20   know, we don't have the problem of, you know, water

21   damage to the surrounding area.

22            So going back also to the point regarding

23   the CBDC systems, now we're going to have to --

24   well, A, the sprinkler systems -- the option to
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 1   remove the sprinkler is really not an applicable

 2   option since most auxiliary drains are not going to

 3   be in locations with a sprinkler head.  So that

 4   doesn't really help us a lot.  Again, we have a

 5   plastic system, so installing a flexible coupling

 6   so that it can easily fall apart to drain that

 7   section of pipe is problematic with a plastic

 8   system.  So now we're having to install a component

 9   that we really don't need that is just one more

10   potential source of failure into a system.

11            So I encourage you to support this motion

12   and remove this text.  Thank you very much.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 5,

14   please.

15       MR. SHAPIRO:  Jeff Shapiro, National

16   Multifamily Housing Council speaking in support of

17   the motion.

18            One other issue with this is that it

19   encourages the use of removing a single pendent

20   sprinkler as a means of draining the system, but

21   5.1.1.1 in 13R only allows the installation of new

22   sprinklers.  So if you remove a sprinkler to drain

23   that part of the system, now you have to find the

24   new sprinkler that's equivalent to reinstall.  How
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 1   many times are you going to have to start searching

 2   for a new sprinkler that matches those criteria and

 3   may no longer be available?  Now you're having to

 4   make judgments on what's the appropriate sprinkler

 5   to use to replace it.

 6            I will point out 13R is not as clear as

 7   the latest edition of 13 which specifically says

 8   that once you remove a sprinkler, you cannot

 9   replace it, but I'm assuming that that's going to

10   go into 13R as a clarification of 5.1.1.1 at some

11   point in the future, and certainly I think based on

12   the new text in 13, that's how people are going to

13   be reading 13R.

14            This is a bad requirement.  It increases

15   the cost of a system unnecessarily.  It increases

16   the complexity.  It introduces a place for failure,

17   and we don't need it in the standard.  I encourage

18   you to vote in favor of the motion.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

20   please.

21       MR. MERTENS:  Matthew Mertens, North Shore Fire

22   speaking on behalf of myself.  Just to address --

23       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, can you state for or against

24   the motion?
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 1       MR. MERTENS:  I'm urging -- standing against

 2   the motion.

 3            One of the comments earlier that this is

 4   really only regarding corrosion in the pipe and it

 5   doesn't apply to plastics is, in my opinion, okay,

 6   that's a valid point.  But there are issues with

 7   the plastic pipe, and it's something that we're

 8   moving towards a solution for.

 9            One of the biggest problems that we're

10   seeing is AHJs in the field right now with the

11   plastic pipes is the installation of purge cage

12   systems in these low-rise buildings.  One of the

13   manufacturer's requirements and recommendations

14   based on the listings, you can't use air to

15   pressurize these systems.  Well, if you can't --

16   and I understand that a drain is not intended for

17   release of the air, but it's one of the things that

18   we're doing locally that allows them to get the

19   majority of the air out so when we're putting these

20   systems under pressure for 200 psi, they're

21   actually able to relieve some of that air out of

22   there and reducing the risk by accessing pressures

23   into these buildings.

24            Hopefully, my hope, is down the road this
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 1   is just one step towards attaining a reasonable

 2   solution for getting air out of these plastic

 3   systems before hydro testing.  Granted, it's not

 4   perfect, but it's something in the right direction.

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 6   Number 4, please.

 7       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray.  I'm with Cybor

 8   Fire Protection Company and I'm speaking in support

 9   of the motion.

10            Keep in mind what NFPA 13R is about.  It's

11   about getting fire sprinklers installed in mid-rise

12   multifamily type occupancies.  United States has a

13   real problem with fire deaths and injuries in these

14   type of facilities.  So the key is to get the

15   sprinklers installed.  The biggest argument against

16   what we do is cost.

17            What you're going to do if we require

18   drains on these 13R systems, it's been said before

19   but I'll repeat it quickly, you're going to add the

20   cost of installing the drains and then a cost of

21   all these access panels all over the place.

22            So I would urge everyone please to support

23   this motion and let's get this passed.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone
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 1   Number 5.

 2       MR. SHAPIRO:  Jeff Shapiro, National

 3   Multifamily Housing Council, and in rebuttal to the

 4   previous comment, if the best reason we can come up

 5   with to add this requirement is that we're going to

 6   use it for something that wasn't intended, that's

 7   not a very good reason.

 8            I urge you to support this motion.

 9   NFPA 13R has been around for 25 years and we've

10   been draining systems just fine.  I speak in favor

11   of the motion, vote in favor of the motion.

12       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Is there any

13   further discussion on Motion 13R-1 to reject Second

14   Revision Number 21?

15            Mr. Linder, any final comments on behalf

16   of the committee?

17       MR. LINDER:  No.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  We will move to a vote.

19   Before we vote, let me restate the motion.  The

20   motion on the floor is to reject Second Revision

21   Number 21.  To vote, please touch the vote button

22   on your iPad.  If you wish to vote in favor of the

23   motion and recommend the text on screen one, touch

24   yes.  If you wish to vote against the motion and
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 1   recommend the text on screen two, touch no.  Please

 2   record your vote.  The balloting will be closed in

 3   five seconds.  The balloting is now closed.

 4            The results of the vote are 192 in favor,

 5   51 votes against.  The motion passes.

 6            Is there any further discussion on

 7   NFPA 13R?  Seeing none, we will move on to the next

 8   document.  Thank you, Mr. Linder.

 9            Okay.  As we get people on the stage for

10   the next report, again, I want to remind everybody

11   we will not be taking a break for lunch and there

12   are lunch and concessions available outside to the

13   left and will remain open until 1 o'clock.

14            The next report under consideration this

15   morning is that of the Committee on Signaling

16   Systems for the Protection of Life and Property.

17   Here to present the committee report is Correlating

18   Committee Chair, Robert Schifiliti of

19   R. P. Schifiliti & Associates, Reading,

20   Massachusetts.  The committee report, that is, the

21   First and Second Draft Reports, are located on the

22   document information page for NFPA 72 on the NFPA

23   website.  The Certified Amending Motions are

24   contained in the NFPA Technical Committee Tech
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 1   Session Agenda and will be displayed behind me on

 2   the screen.

 3            We will proceed in the order of the motion

 4   sequence number presented.  Mr. Schifiliti.

 5       MR. SCHIFILITI:  Thank you.  Mr. Chair, ladies

 6   and gentlemen, the report of the Technical

 7   Committee and Correlating Committee on Signaling

 8   Systems for the Protection of Life and Property is

 9   presented for adoption and can be found in the

10   First Draft Report and the Second Draft Report for

11   the 2015 Annual Meeting Revision Cycle.

12            The Technical and Correlating Committee

13   has published the First and Second Draft consisting

14   of revisions of NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and

15   Signaling Code.  These reports were submitted to

16   letter ballot of the responsible Technical and

17   Correlating Committees.  The reports and ballots

18   results can be found on the next edition tab of the

19   document information page for NFPA 72 located at

20   nfpa.org/72next.

21            The presiding officer will now proceed

22   with the Certified Amending Motions.

23       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, Mr. Schifiliti.  Let's

24   now proceed with the discussion on the Certified
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 1   Amending Motions on NFPA 72.  Microphone 4, please.

 2       MR. PETERKIN:  My name is Jim Peterkin with

 3   Heery International speaking on behalf of myself.

 4   I move to accept Certified Amending Motion 72-1.

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Will that be to accept Public

 6   Comment Number 172 or 174 -- excuse me, to accept

 7   Public Comment Number 172 or 124?  I apologize.

 8            Okay.  So the motion on the floor is to --

 9   we've received multiple notices on a single motion

10   to accept Public Comment Number 172 and 124.  Do we

11   have a second?

12       VOICES:  Second.

13       MR. SNYDER:  We have a second.  Please proceed.

14       MR. PETERKIN:  Thank you.  The current language

15   as modified in Table 14.4.3.2 would change the

16   frequency of bad tampers which is from annual to

17   semi-annual.  It would appear that this change was

18   a typographical error given the substantiation from

19   the committee indicates that the "statistical

20   failure rate of electrical supervising mechanical

21   switches are extremely small and that there is no

22   evidence to suggest that more than an annual

23   frequency was necessary."  This applied to Items

24   17J 2 through 5 and there was no justification to
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 1   separate Item Number 1.  So there's really no

 2   technical justification to pull out control valves

 3   separate from the other items in 17J.  Thank you.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Mr. Schifiliti, would you like to

 5   offer the committee's position?

 6       MR. SCHIFILITI:  No.  I would defer to the

 7   chair of the Technical Committee, Jeff Moore at

 8   Microphone Number 5.

 9       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.

10       MR. MOORE:  My name is Jeff Moore, Jensen

11   Hughes.  I'm the chair of Inspection Testing and

12   Maintenance Technical Committee.

13            I just wanted to explain how we got to

14   this point.  There's no real position of the

15   committee here.  In 2010, the frequency for testing

16   valve supervisors which was semi-annual, and in the

17   2013 edition, there was extensive changes to

18   combine a number of the tables and simplify things,

19   but in that change, somehow the frequency was

20   changed from semi-annual to annual.  We later found

21   out we could not find specific actions which did

22   that.  So in the 2016, we returned it back to

23   semi-annual just on a procedural issue because we

24   hadn't had an action that specifically said to
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 1   change it for the 2010 -- excuse me, 2013.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  We will now open up

 3   debate on this motion.  Again, to please aid for

 4   the record, I will ask you to provide your name and

 5   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

 6   of or against the motion.  Microphone Number 5,

 7   please.

 8       MR. DAGENAIS:  My name is Dave Dagenais, and

 9   I'm speaking on behalf of the Health Care Section,

10   and we rise and speak in support of this motion.

11            At the Health Care Section meeting

12   yesterday, the Health Care Section voted to support

13   this motion.  We believe this is truly an oversight

14   as we just heard from the committee chair that

15   there is a series of events that have occurred to

16   create this inconsistency in the document.  We

17   believe by supporting this motion, we will provide

18   consistency within the document, make the document

19   more user friendly, and clear up issues that have

20   occurred in the past.  We urge you to support this

21   motion and thank you for your time.

22       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

23   please.

24       MR. HAMMERBERG:  Thank you.  My name is
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 1   Tom Hammerberg representing the Automatic Fire

 2   Alarm Association speaking against the motion.

 3            The Automatic Fire Alarm Association

 4   agrees that the change from semi-annual to annual

 5   testing was done inadvertently when the tables were

 6   updated in the 2013 edition.  There was no

 7   technical justification offered to change that

 8   frequency, and we support the committee's decision

 9   to return the frequency to semi-annual testing.

10            Many of our members do test and inspection

11   on fire alarm systems, and from speaking with many

12   of them, they have reported that they have found

13   numerous problems with testing of these control

14   valves.  And we feel that annual testing could lead

15   to systems not working when they're required with

16   no notification of the failure for too long of a

17   period of time.  And we urge the members to vote

18   against this motion.  Thank you.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

20   please.

21       MR. CLARY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

22   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

23   the motion.

24            We're a large regional company in
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 1   California.  We have 14 branches.  I have 55 system

 2   inspectors that work underneath me.  We're

 3   inspecting approximately about 35,000 systems a

 4   year.  I myself get out in the field occasionally

 5   when I'm with my inspectors; and, on a given week

 6   when I'm with them, we may see between one to four

 7   tamper switches which have come out of adjustment

 8   which fail to transmit a supervisory signal or to

 9   activate the alarm system of a supervisory

10   condition when the valve is closed, primarily on

11   OS&Y, but it does occasionally happen on PIVs or

12   butterfly valves.

13            From a reliability point of view, I want

14   to do everything I can to make certain that if a

15   valve is closed that we'll get the proper signals

16   so we can notify the owner and, in some cases, the

17   authority having jurisdiction; and these systems,

18   you know, need to be tested at a minimum on a

19   semi-annual basis.

20            Also, there will be a conflict now if we

21   proceed with this, if the motion passes, in that

22   we'll have a conflict with NFPA 25 because NFPA 25

23   requires that the supervisory be tested on a

24   semi-annual basis.  Thank you.
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 1       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

 2   please.

 3       MR. LARIMER:  Hello.  My name is Pete Larimer.

 4   I'm with the Department of Veteran Affairs.  I

 5   speak in motion -- or in favor of the motion.  I'm

 6   also a member of the NFPA 72 Technical Committee on

 7   Testing and Maintenance.

 8            These issues were discussed at the second

 9   revision, and the committee decided that the

10   activation of the switch for supervisory device if

11   it were tested annually would be sufficient for

12   each of the supervisory switches.  If we want to

13   make sure that the sprinkler system valves are

14   open, there is still a requirement both in NFPA 25

15   as well as NFPA 72 that an inspection of the valve

16   to ensure that the valve is open is performed on a

17   quarterly basis.

18            What this test does is test the electrical

19   characteristics from the supervisory switchback to

20   the fire alarm control unit.  That switch operates

21   and it operates reliably.  We don't have to test it

22   twice a year.  Once a year is adequate to determine

23   whether or not the circuitry from the supervisory

24   switch whether it's a low temperature switch or a
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 1   control valve switch is operational.  If we're

 2   concerned about the valve being open, the stem on

 3   the OS&Y being open, we can inspect that valve

 4   without even touching the switch.  Thank you.

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 6,

 6   please.

 7       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray.  I'm with Cybor

 8   Fire Protection Company.  I speak in opposition to

 9   this motion.

10            We've all heard the statistic and keep it

11   in mind when you vote.  Two-thirds of sprinkler

12   system failures are due to closed valves.  The last

13   thing we need to do is have a rogue document out

14   there that conflicts with the current edition of

15   NFPA 25 to cut the frequency of testing tamper

16   switches in half.  Thank you.

17       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

18   please.

19       MR. KOFFEL:  Bill Koffel, Koffel Associates.

20   I'm not speaking for or against but offering a

21   point of information.

22            The NFPA 25 document is currently in its

23   revision cycle.  The First Draft Report of that

24   document indicates that this frequency should be
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 1   changed from semi-annual to annual.  That frequency

 2   change is not based upon any specific technical

 3   information other than coordination with NFPA 72.

 4            So I would merely ask that the membership

 5   make this decision not on what is in the NFPA 25

 6   requirement, but rather what you feel should be the

 7   appropriate test frequency.  During the second

 8   revision committee meeting in September, we can

 9   coordinate this with NFPA 2 -- with NFPA 72.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

11   please.

12       MR. CLARY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Again,

13   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

14   the motion.

15            And in deference to my good friend, Pete,

16   from the Department of Veteran Affairs that, yes,

17   there is requirements within 25 for the visual

18   inspection of the valves, but the only way you know

19   if that tamper switch is going to work is to test

20   it.  Looking at it will not tell you if it's going

21   to work or not.  Thank you very much.

22       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further

23   discussion on Motion 72-1 to accept Public Comments

24   Number 172 and 124?
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 1            Mr. Schifiliti, any final comments on

 2   behalf of the committee?

 3       MR. SCHIFILITI:  No.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  We will now proceed to

 5   a vote.  Before we vote, let me restate the motion.

 6   The motion on the floor is to accept Public

 7   Comments Number 172 and 124.  To vote, touch the

 8   vote button on your iPad.  If you wish to vote in

 9   favor of the motion and recommend the text on

10   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

11   the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

12   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

13   will be closed in five seconds.  The balloting is

14   now closed.

15            The result of the vote are 57 for the

16   motion and 190 against the motion.  The motion has

17   failed.

18            Let's now proceed with the discussion on

19   Certified Amending Motion 72-2.  Microphone

20   Number 4, please.

21       MR. HUMM:  My name is Vic Humm.  I'm the

22   submitter of this, Vic Humm & Associates.  I also

23   serve on the UL Standard Technical Task Force

24   addressing this issue to create a better standard,
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 1   and in order to do so, I had to verify to the UL

 2   that I have no affiliation with any of the

 3   manufacturers.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, would you start by moving the

 5   motion, please?

 6       MR. HUMM:  I'm sorry.  I move acceptance of

 7   Motion 72-2.

 8       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  We have a motion to proceed

 9   with Motion 72-2 which is involving multiple

10   notices for a single motion to reject Second

11   Provision Number 71.  Is there a second?

12       A VOICE:  Second.

13       MR. SNYDER:  I hear a second.  Please proceed.

14       MR. HUMM:  Okay.  As I was explaining, there is

15   an Underwriters Laboratory Standards Technical

16   Panel working to create criteria so that it will be

17   technology neutral, and whichever technology is

18   required, any adjustments will result in same

19   spacing in the field.

20            So we also have a report that's available

21   for the public from the National Research Council

22   of Canada that says that the information developed

23   thus far is not warranted to make this without the

24   proper decision in the Human Factors Study.  Thank
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 1   you.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Schifiliti, do you

 3   have any comments on behalf of the committee?

 4       MR. SCHIFILITI:  I defer to Dave Lowery, the

 5   chairman of the Notification Appliances Committee

 6   at Microphone Number 3.

 7       MR. LOWREY:  Thank you, sir.  Dave Lowrey, City

 8   of Boulder Fire Rescue, current Technical Chair of

 9   this committee.  I'm not going to give a position

10   from the committee officially.  I just want to tell

11   you how the committee got here.

12            Upon the first revision, a proposal was

13   submitted to change it from currently the

14   200 milliseconds to 20 milliseconds.  The committee

15   rejected that based on the fact that the Fire

16   Protection Research Foundation was currently

17   researching this and the report was not available

18   at that time.

19            Upon the second revision, there were three

20   proposals submitted on this particular issue, two

21   of them to change it from 200 milliseconds to

22   20 milliseconds, and one of them to change it from

23   200 milliseconds to 100 milliseconds.  The

24   committee voted 18 to 6 to change it to the
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 1   20 milliseconds.  Thank you.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  We will now

 3   open debate on the motion.  Again to assist with

 4   the record, please provide your name and

 5   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

 6   of or against the motion.  Microphone Number 4,

 7   please.

 8       MR. EISNER:  Hello.  My name is Laurie Eisner.

 9   I work for Mircom Technologies and I'm for the

10   motion.

11            I wanted to make a comment that we took --

12   we actually sponsored the NRC study that you --

13   that is available to the public, and to claim that

14   the pulse width should be changed from a maximum of

15   200 milliseconds to a maximum of 20 milliseconds

16   requires additional evidence that simply is not

17   present in the cited studies.

18            In short, there is a proposed change to

19   the NFPA 72, Chapter 18 that changes the maximum

20   flash pulse duration from 200 milliseconds to

21   20 milliseconds.  I offer the following ten reasons

22   why I think you should vote yes for this motion.

23            The proposed value of 20 milliseconds

24   which now forms the core of the proposed 2016
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 1   standard does not appear a single time in the cited

 2   studies.  You can scan the studies to check for

 3   yourself.  The reference to 40 percent duty cycle

 4   is mathematically incorrect if the maximum pulse is

 5   changed to 20 milliseconds.  It will reflect badly

 6   on us if we have such mathematical errors in the

 7   standard.

 8            The change from 200 to 20 milliseconds

 9   will have unintended consequences.  The change will

10   probably have an effect on LED technologies coming

11   into the life safety industry and LED technology

12   will have benefits -- great benefits over time.

13            NFPA 72 Spacing and Application Guidelines

14   are based upon direct viewing.  Adding reference to

15   indirect viewing conflicts with parts of the

16   standard.  The independent NRC study concludes

17   there is no justification for the change based on

18   the current data.  Neither the NRC study nor the

19   RPI study supports the change.  No basis for this

20   change has been provided.

21            NFPA 72 is an installation standard, not

22   an equipment standard.  This requirement belongs in

23   an equipment standard.  If the proposed change is

24   implemented, the text in this section becomes
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 1   inconsistent with the text in 18.5.3.  If the

 2   proposed NFPA 72 for 2016 is allowed to stand, it

 3   will be very difficult for field personnel and AHJs

 4   to verify whether devices meet this requirement or

 5   not.  Indirect and direct viewing have not been

 6   clearly identified or quantified.

 7            Voting yes to this CAM would overturn the

 8   proposed change to the 2016 version and return it

 9   to its original text found in the 2013 version

10   while allowing the existing UL Task Group to

11   address all requirements comprehensively.  I urge

12   you to vote yes for this motion.  Thank you.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

14   Number 3, please.

15       MR. PAPIER:  My name is Isaac Papier.  I work

16   for Honeywell Fire Safety, but I am against the

17   motion and I speak for myself.

18            The original signaling appliance strobe

19   research was conducted at UL while I was an

20   employee there.  The research was done under my

21   direction, and it resulted in UL 1971 which is the

22   product standard and is the basis for the

23   specifications in Chapter 18.

24            The 200 millisecond pulse duration was an
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 1   artifact of the way the original testing was done

 2   more than 20 years ago.  Based on all published

 3   research to date, the 200 millisecond devices when

 4   compared with 100, 50, 25 milliseconds was the

 5   worst actually functioning device.  The Xenon

 6   device that is out there today which was the

 7   original basis for all of this research operates at

 8   .3 milliseconds.  The key to all of this is the

 9   actual intensity of the pulse.  What works for

10   indirect is the difference in power and light

11   intensity between the signaling device and the

12   actual background that is in the room that is

13   illuminated.

14            UL 1971 talks about signaling for the

15   hearing impaired.  That makes the assumption that

16   the occupants of the room are not looking at the

17   signaling device.  That means that we are talking

18   specifically about indirect signaling.

19            It's very unfortunate that a factor that

20   has absolutely nothing to do with the ability of

21   the device to function for its intended purpose is

22   being used here to try to bring a technology that

23   is not ready for prime time.  We need to be

24   concerned with safety and the ability to alert
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 1   people to be able to vacate the premises when there

 2   is an emergency.  Trying to make an accommodation

 3   for a technology that isn't ready is unfortunate

 4   and counter to the intent of a life safety

 5   function.  Thank you.

 6       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 7   Number 2, please.

 8       MR. KLEIN:  My name is Jeff Klein, and I work

 9   for Honeywell, and I am also a principal member of

10   Chapter 18 Technical Committee.  I am making a

11   statement against the motion because this motion

12   endorses and reinstates a pulse width of

13   200 milliseconds for visual light notification

14   appliances.  Research has shown that

15   200 millisecond pulse widths may not be effective

16   for indirect viewing.

17            I'm against the motion based on two

18   aspects.  One is public safety and the second is

19   research and data.  In terms of public safety,

20   consideration of a worst case scenario should be

21   made as it relates to visual notification of the

22   public during an emergency especially the hearing

23   impaired which, in this case, means indirect

24   viewing.  Indirect viewing means that the person is
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 1   not looking directly at the visual notification, is

 2   concentrating on a task, and the visual

 3   notification appliance is behind the person.  This

 4   is the worst case scenario.  This Code

 5   specification should deliver equal or better

 6   performance than achieved by the current technology

 7   in the worst case scenario.

 8            Four research studies have been conducted

 9   that included 100 human test subjects and indirect

10   viewing.  The studies all used varying pulse widths

11   of newer technology and compared detection by the

12   human subjects versus the short fixed pulse width

13   of current technology at the same effective light

14   intensity.

15            Two studies sponsored by the Fire

16   Protection Research Foundation were conducted by

17   the Lighting Research Center at RPI.  The findings

18   from this research suggest a pulse width of

19   25 milliseconds would provide human detection on

20   par with current technology in the worst case

21   indirect viewing scenario.  Two studies conducted

22   by Tyco Fire Protection Products, these studies

23   also tested the worst case scenario.

24            The conclusion and recommendation from
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 1   this research is a pulse width less than

 2   20 milliseconds to achieve detection on par with

 3   current technology.  Therefore, after four

 4   published research studies of pulse widths

 5   conducted with 100 human test subjects in worst

 6   case indirect viewing scenarios, pulse widths of

 7   25 and 20 milliseconds were recommended consistent

 8   with the new Code language and new technologies can

 9   meet these requirements.

10            It is therefore reasonable to suggest that

11   a 200 millisecond pulse width might not be

12   effective with indirect viewing and, therefore,

13   this motion should not be passed.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

15   Number 5, please.

16       MR. BLEDSOE:  Hi.  My name is Brian Bledsoe

17   (phonetic).  I'm speaking on behalf of Mircom

18   Technologies, and we support this motion.

19            I noticed that the last speaker had

20   mentioned they had a recommendation from these

21   research studies mentioning that there was a

22   recommendation of 20 and 25 milliseconds.  I would

23   challenge him to show where he finds that in those

24   research studies.  I have these studies here,
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 1   printed in front of me.  I can at least read one

 2   conclusion from them, all right.

 3            Using a constant value -- sorry, wrong

 4   one.  Here.  Okay.  The proposed change in pulse

 5   duration for visible notification appliances is

 6   based on a misapprehension.  Parties supporting

 7   this change have stated that data exists to show

 8   that flash detection improves when the pulse

 9   duration is lower.  A thorough scientific

10   assessment of the study cited in support of the

11   statement shows that the statement is not true.

12            So, you know, we also looked at the data

13   in the National Research Council report and they

14   found curves where 50 milliseconds may have been

15   more, you know, detectable, but they don't come to

16   a conclusion on that.  And there is no conclusion

17   in any report that says 20 or 25 milliseconds is a

18   good number.  There's also no conclusion that says

19   200 is bad.

20            As a matter of fact, if you go to Page 8

21   on the RPI report, you'll see that the hundred

22   millisecond pulse with a 2 percent luminous

23   increment was detected 90 percent of the time and

24   shorter pulses were detected much less with the
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 1   1 percent being detected -- with the 1 millisecond

 2   being detected so low that they dropped it from the

 3   research study.  RPI also reported as a conclusion

 4   that nor effective intensity nor illuminance on

 5   their own were particularly good predictors of

 6   indirect viewing.  That is actually what was said.

 7   There was no recommendations under 20, 25, and also

 8   there wasn't really four studies that I'm aware of

 9   that were cited.  I know of two.  The two salvage

10   reports are essentially the same.  There was a BRE

11   that was released recently with no date on it and a

12   unanimous supporter.

13            So I think people should consider that on

14   the hard data.  Read the real reports.  We made

15   them public.  They're there for everybody to read.

16   The conclusions are clear on both RPI and NRC and

17   the review of everything that there are no

18   recommendations.  The only recommendation is that

19   further research needs to be done and it should be

20   done with the UL Task Force which we came back and

21   recommended back in last October.  Thank you.

22       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

23   Number 3, please.

24       MR. REISWIG:  Thank you.  Rodger Reiswig with
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 1   Tyco Fire Protection Products speaking against the

 2   motion.

 3            We have known there is a problem with long

 4   pulse duration and LED strobes since 2009.  The

 5   first proposals were submitted for the 2013 Code

 6   Cycle of NFPA 72.  The Mircom report also

 7   acknowledges that there is a problem, and I quote,

 8   "Perhaps more importantly, the research does

 9   identify problems with the current specifications

10   for visual signal appliances.  Peak luminous

11   intensity matters particularly in contrast to room

12   light levels."

13            The proposed changes submitted for the

14   2013 cycle of NFPA 72 were rejected.  The TC said

15   more data was needed.  Based on that proposal and

16   the projection by the TC and because more data was

17   needed, the Fire Protection Research Foundation

18   commissioned a study and confirmed the issue that

19   was identified.

20            The testing verifies that nothing in the

21   Mircom report contradicts that strobes with long

22   pulse durations are less noticeable than Xenon

23   strobes at the same Candela rating.  There is no

24   one who has presented any data that indicates
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 1   otherwise.  The reason that long pulse widths are

 2   used is that an LED strobe design is easier with a

 3   longer pulse width, not because of any positive

 4   characteristics in the notification capabilities of

 5   the strobe.

 6            Delaying the implementation of a shorter

 7   pulse width with another Code Cycle so we can

 8   collect more information just means that more

 9   strobes will be put in the buildings with

10   effectivity that is provably lower than Xenon

11   strobes.  Remember that the standard for spacing

12   and room size were based on testing done with Xenon

13   strobes.

14            I am speaking against the motion on the

15   floor and ask the membership to vote against the

16   motion.

17       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone 1, please.

18       MR. FALBO:  My name is Jason Falbo.  I'm with

19   Mircom Group of Companies and I am for the motion.

20            I like to first discuss our main issue

21   with the cherry-picking of the pulse duration.  We

22   know when you talk about signaling appliances,

23   there are multiple characteristics that factor into

24   their efficacy.  Flash duration is one of them as
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 1   is flash frequency, the duty cycle, and the

 2   effective intensity and the color of that flash.

 3            The fact that the Technical Committee has

 4   focused on only one parameter has lead to

 5   unintended consequences.  Some of these unintended

 6   consequences include the stifling of innovation in

 7   this area which allows LED technology to be used to

 8   provide more effective signaling in life safety

 9   applications.

10            The 20 millisecond number in itself, the

11   language as proposed, is in conflict between the

12   two sentences in the proposed changes.  If you take

13   the math and look at it, the 20 milliseconds pulse

14   with the maximum duty cycle at 40 percent would

15   imply a maximum period of 50 milliseconds.

16            The rule for frequency is you take the one

17   divided by the frequency and what effectively

18   you've decided within NFPA is that we are

19   supporting a 20 hertz flash frequency for these

20   appliances now.  At 20 hertz, we know the problems

21   that that can cause for epileptic seizures and

22   issues with people seeing things flashing at that

23   rate.

24            This is just one example of the haste
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 1   which we believe the decision has been made and the

 2   effort to push something through before the proper

 3   due diligence and research has been done to make

 4   sure that we're making the changes for the right

 5   reasons accurately and correctly.

 6            I want to speak to the firefighting

 7   community that's here in the room today again with

 8   respect to the intended consequences that we see.

 9   With less competition in this industry due to the

10   pattern protection of existing firms who are

11   proponents of Xenon devices, we will see continued

12   high prices for consumers of these NAC appliances

13   which will reduce the adoption of life safety

14   protection equipment in buildings around the world.

15            We will also have slower updates of

16   buildings with respect to the costs.  The testing

17   done always used a bright lit room ignoring the

18   actual real-world fire conditions where buildings

19   are often filled with smoke in the corridors or

20   emergency lighting is in play which has a reduced

21   brightness level compared to where the tests were

22   done.  This does not cover all applications.

23   Again, the study cherry-picks specific parts of the

24   application and parameters to meet their own
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 1   objectives.

 2            I want to talk a little bit about the

 3   benefits of LEDs.  They're used quite extensively

 4   and approved by the FAA for avionics applications.

 5   Police, fire, paramedics and emergency services are

 6   using them within their vehicles to help manage

 7   traffic conditions.  They're used in traffic lights

 8   and digital sign displays which are known to be a

 9   great effective way to promote messaging during an

10   emergency.  We are adopting LED displays in wide

11   spread areas of the globe and LEDs are the power

12   behind these technologies.

13            We do have a plan in place.  That plan is

14   to return the question of the research back to the

15   UL Task Force who was adopted to provide this

16   research in the first place before it was

17   snowballed by first and second revision

18   modifications to the Code.  We suggest not to make

19   multiple changes in three consecutive Code Cycles

20   2013, 2016, and 2019 due to the fact that the

21   Technical Committee has identified that this is a

22   stop gap and not the end result.  Let's not make

23   changes unnecessarily and with haste.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,
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 1   please.

 2       MR. PAPIER:  My name is Isaac Papier.  I am

 3   speaking on behalf of myself as the head of the

 4   research group that did the original work.  The

 5   original work --

 6       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, for or against the motion?

 7       MR. PAPIER:  I speak against the motion.  The

 8   original work that was done to develop the

 9   requirements were done at Gallaudet University with

10   over one hundred hearing-impaired individuals.  The

11   only variable that was in play to determine whether

12   these devices worked or not was the actual

13   intensity of the flashes.

14            At the time, Xenon tubes were the only

15   things that was available, but the point was that

16   what is critical is the amount of energy that the

17   flash has versus the amount of energy in the

18   background lighting.  The actual duration of the

19   pulse has nothing to do with it.  It is all in the

20   intensity.  The effective intensity that is being

21   used is simply an excuse for the intensity on the

22   power output of the signaling device.

23            The committee did the right thing by

24   choosing 20 milliseconds which forces the actual
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 1   minimum intensity of the signaling device.  You

 2   should not be confused.  The pulse duration has

 3   nothing, absolutely nothing to do with it.  It is

 4   the amount of energy that comes out of the

 5   signaling device.

 6            There are now LEDs -- I was informed

 7   yesterday during a show that there are actually

 8   LEDs that can do the 20 milliseconds.  So we

 9   shouldn't be changing the requirements to

10   accommodate a technology or a particular device

11   that cannot do it.  We are in the business of

12   saving lives and we should not compromise

13   requirements to accommodate a technology that can't

14   do the minimum amount of power to signal people in

15   an emergency situation.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

17   Number 4, please.

18       A VOICE:  Call for the question.

19       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion to call the

20   question and that motion is nondebatable.  For the

21   record, I will note that there is one person

22   remaining at the microphones waiting to speak, but

23   we will proceed with the vote on the call for the

24   question.  Do we have a second?
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 1       VOICES:  Second.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  We do have a second.  In order to

 3   vote on this motion, please scroll to the bottom of

 4   your tablet to vote.  If you wish to vote in favor

 5   of the motion to call the question, touch yes.  If

 6   you wish to vote against the motion, that is, to

 7   not call the question, touch no.  Please record

 8   your vote.  The balloting will be closed in five

 9   seconds.  The balloting is now closed.

10            On the motion of calling the question,

11   there are 208 in favor.  There are 31 against.  The

12   motion to call the question is approved.

13            So we will immediately go to the vote on

14   Motion 72-2 which is to reject the Second Revision

15   Number 71.  Again, if you wish to vote in favor of

16   the motion and recommend the text shown on the

17   screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

18   the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

19   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

20   will be closed in five seconds.  The balloting is

21   now closed.

22            The results of the vote are 69 in favor of

23   the motion, and 177 against the motion.  The motion

24   has failed.
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 1            Let's now proceed with the discussion on

 2   Certified Amending Motion 72-3.  Microphone

 3   Number 4, please.

 4       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

 5   fire protection engineer with the San Francisco

 6   Fire Department speaking in favor of the motion.  I

 7   move to reject Second Revision Number 11.

 8       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion on the floor to

 9   reject Second Revision Number 11.  Is there a

10   second?

11       A VOICE:  Second.

12       MR. SNYDER:  We do have a second.  Please

13   proceed.

14       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  This should be a pretty

15   simple and logical change to the Code, additional

16   to the Code which passed the first revision with

17   the committee statements.  So 29 votes on the first

18   revision, on First Revision Number 138,

19   24 affirmative votes and 2 negative.  And this was

20   the committee statement.

21            In California, the elevator safety order

22   has the requirement that all hoistway fire alarm

23   initiating devices must be accessible from outside

24   of the hoistway.  However, this requirement only
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 1   applies in the State of California, but it is not a

 2   national code requirement.  This will significantly

 3   reduce the life safety risk for fire alarm

 4   installers and service personnel and costs to

 5   owners due to the great deal of required

 6   coordination.

 7            So that was after a long discussion during

 8   the committee.  What happened during the second

 9   revision, the Correlating Committee put a note and

10   basically said under Public Comment 61 that they

11   want to reconsider this committee decision because,

12   and I'm quoting it, it says, "Since the proposed

13   change requires an access from outside the

14   hoistway, it could create -- could create conflict

15   with other codes and standards."

16            So that was the -- that was the

17   Correlating Committee after a long discussion that

18   we had and everybody agreed on it.  And what I'm

19   saying is the Correlating Committee never specified

20   what are these potential conflicts.

21            So all I'm saying is that this is a safety

22   requirement, accessing devices from outside the

23   hoistway, it's a safety requirement for fire alarm

24   personnel.  We don't want fire alarm installer
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 1   riding on top of elevator cars servicing these

 2   devices.  It's a simple thing to do.  You can do it

 3   with an access hatch at the top of the hoistway or

 4   you can do it with the operating device.  That's

 5   the device that they -- outside the hoistway and it

 6   can greatly reduce risk for fire alarm personnel,

 7   servicing and installer.

 8            I urge you to vote for this motion.  Thank

 9   you.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Schifiliti, would

11   you like to offer the committee's position?

12       MR. SCHIFILITI:  From the Correlating

13   Committee, and then I would ask that the chair of

14   the committee speak.

15            For the Correlating Committee in the first

16   revision, the Technical Committee added a

17   requirement for devices and hoistways to be

18   accessible from outside the hoistway.  They

19   basically passed this text.  The Correlating

20   Committee directed the SIG-PRO Technical Committee

21   to reconsider their actions on that First Revision

22   Number 138 because the change required access from

23   outside the hoistway -- requiring access from

24   outside the hoistway could create a conflict with
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 1   other codes and standards as it would require

 2   changes to building construction.

 3            It was suggested that the requirement be

 4   deleted or modified to prevent this potential

 5   conflict.  In other words, we felt that it was the

 6   jurisdiction of a building code.

 7            The Technical Committee chose to remove

 8   the requirement that this CAM is trying to

 9   reinstate.

10            Chairman Merton Bunker at Microphone 3

11   might have a comment from the committee.

12       MR. BUNKER:  Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

13   State, chair of the Technical Committee on

14   Protected Premises Signaling System.

15            Mr. Schifiliti has stolen my thunder.

16   He's absolutely correct.  This was debated for a

17   considerable period of time; and, after we received

18   direction from the Correlating Committee, the

19   position of the committee was that this was needed

20   -- that this needed to be removed from the

21   document.  Thank you.

22       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  We will now

23   open debate on the motion.  Please, again for the

24   benefit of the record, provide your name and
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 1   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

 2   of or against the motion.  Microphone Number 4,

 3   please.

 4       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire

 5   protection engineer with the San Francisco Fire

 6   Department speaking for the motion.

 7            So we just heard that the committee

 8   basically on the second revision, they basically

 9   said that they may be in conflict with other codes

10   and standards.  Nobody specified what are the

11   conflicts with other codes and standards.

12            Now when you look at NFPA 72, NFPA 72

13   under Definition Number 334, it has the definition.

14   It says, Accessible spaces as applied to detection

15   coverage, spaces or concealed area that can be

16   entered via openable panel, door hitches or other

17   readily moveable elements.  So that's in NFPA 72.

18   If you look at NFPA 72, Section 17.4, it says,

19   Initiating devices shall be installed in a manner

20   that provides accessibility for periodic

21   inspection, testing, and maintenance.  That's

22   required by NFPA 72.

23            If you look at NFPA 72,

24   Section 17.7.5.5.3, it requires access doors for
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 1   duct detectors.  So why don't we require the same

 2   thing for initiating devices purely for safety

 3   reasons so fire alarm installers and fire alarm

 4   technicians will not be required to ride on the

 5   elevator car?  It's a state law in California.

 6   It's done on 10,000 elevators, MLM elevators with

 7   initiating devices.  Pretty simple to do and

 8   greatly reduces the risk -- the life risk for fire

 9   alarm personnel.  I'm speaking for the motion.

10   Thanks.

11       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

12   Number 3, please.

13       MR. CLARY:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking against

15   the motion.  I'm also a member of SIG-PRO, but here

16   I'm speaking as myself for Bay Alarm Company.

17            I agree with my good friend from

18   San Francisco.  It is in the California code.  And

19   I have no issue with it being in a building code or

20   a fire code.  I do have concerns with this

21   requirement being in NFPA 72 because I, as a fire

22   alarm contractor, at the end, they could come back

23   to me and say, wait a second, this is in your code,

24   therefore, you're responsible for doing this as
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 1   opposed to the building owner or the contractor,

 2   elevator contractor whenever the building is being

 3   built.

 4            So I feel that this should not be within

 5   NFPA 72.  Leave it in the building code.  Put it in

 6   the fire code, but keep it out of 72.  Thank you.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 8   Number 1, please.

 9       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

10   GBH International, speaking for NAFRA and in

11   support of the motion.

12            It says here in the proposed text,

13   Required by other sections of this Code or by other

14   Code and Standards.  How can they be in conflict

15   with Code and Standards if it's required by another

16   Code and Standard?

17            Correlation between 72 and the building

18   code and the fire code is an important way to move

19   forward.  I urge you to support this because it's a

20   lot better to try to get access from outside the

21   elevator hoistway instead of having to get inside.

22   It's a safer approach.  Please support the motion.

23   Thank you.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone
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 1   Number 6.

 2       MR. DAGENAIS:  Yes.  My name is Dave Dagenais.

 3   I am speaking on behalf of the Health Care Section

 4   and speaking against the motion.

 5            At the Health Care Section meeting

 6   yesterday, the Health Care Section voted to oppose

 7   this motion.  We believe this was substantially

 8   debated at the committee level.  If you look at the

 9   final committee vote in the second revision, it was

10   22 to 3.  We have to rely on the committee's

11   thought process as they went through this and

12   support the committee as they stand.  We urge you

13   to vote against this motion.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

15   Number 4.

16       MR. LATHROP:  I'm Jim Lathrop, Koffel

17   Associates speaking for myself neither for nor

18   against but a procedural question, because looking

19   at the agenda and the two screens, it gives the

20   implication that if we vote in favor of this, we're

21   going to lose a bunch of other material, and I

22   don't think that's what's going on here.  I think

23   this is a -- this paragraph either goes in or

24   doesn't go in, but this gives the implication that
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 1   if we pass 21.3.5 that 21.3.4 and 21.3.5 currently

 2   along with a lot of other paragraphs here are going

 3   to disappear.

 4            This is the first time in the last two

 5   days that this -- the way it's done on the screen

 6   is giving I think a false implication of what's

 7   going to go on here.  Am I not correct that this is

 8   -- really we're voting on this paragraph or not on

 9   this paragraph and not on the whole section?

10       MR. SNYDER:  I would refer you to the full

11   agenda which will give you the indication if the

12   motion passes or fails.

13       MR. LATHROP:  That's what I'm looking at.

14       MR. SCHIFILITI:  Excuse me, I think I can clear

15   it up.  Essentially if the motion passes, this will

16   be inserted in between those two paragraphs,

17   existing 3.4 and 3.5.

18       MR. LATHROP:  So we're voting just on that one

19   paragraph?

20       MR. SCHIFILITI:  That's right.

21       MR. LATHROP:  That's what I think is important

22   to understand because when I first looked at this,

23   I said, can't vote for it because I don't want all

24   this other stuff to disappear.  But it won't?
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 1       MR. SCHIFILITI:  No.  It's just to be an

 2   insertion between those two.  So if it fails, what

 3   you see is the two paragraphs without anything in

 4   between them.

 5       MR. LATHROP:  That's exactly what I was looking

 6   for because it implies looking at the agenda that

 7   we're going to lose like five paragraphs.

 8       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you for the clarification.

 9   Microphone Number 4, please.

10       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  I wanted -- my name is

11   Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, fire protection engineer with

12   the San Francisco Fire Department in favor for the

13   motion.

14            I wanted to reply to my dear friend

15   Shane Clary from Bay Alarm regarding his comment

16   that it shouldn't be in NFPA 72.  I'm reading

17   NFPA 72, Section 17.7.5.5.3, "Detectors shall be

18   mounted in accordance with the manufacturer

19   published instructions and shall be accessible for

20   cleaning by providing access doors or control unit

21   in accordance with NFPA 90."  This is for duct

22   detectors.

23            NFPA 72 require access hatch door for duct

24   detectors.  This is the jurisdiction of NFPA 72
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 1   that the initiating devices will be accessible for

 2   cleaning, for repair, for maintenance and will not

 3   require fire alarm personnel to be at risk.  Thank

 4   you.

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 6   Number 1, please.

 7       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

 8   GBH International, for NAFRA in support of the

 9   motion.

10            I think the clarification that was done by

11   Bob Schifiliti is very important.  We're not -- by

12   adding this, we're not eliminating any of the text.

13   All we're doing is just adding an additional safety

14   requirement, safety, so that it's accessible for

15   repair and it's easier for the people who are going

16   to do the repair, service, testing, and maintenance

17   to do it in a safe manner.  Thank you.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

19   please.

20       MR. CLARY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Again,

21   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company.  I thank the

22   comments from my good friend from San Francisco.

23   The --

24       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, speaking for or against the
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 1   motion?

 2       MR. CLARY:  Oh, my God.  I forgot to do that.

 3   And I used to be up there asking these people to do

 4   the same thing.  I'm against the motion.  You got

 5   me.

 6            Anyway, there's a difference between an

 7   elevator shaft that has two fire resistant

 8   construction and duct work which does not.  And on

 9   that comment, though, he is correct.  It is within

10   72 and there have been occasions when we've been on

11   installations that, at the end, the owner or others

12   have come to us and says that you, the fire alarm

13   contractor, are responsible for providing that

14   access as opposed to the HVAC contractor or other

15   entities that may be involved with that.

16            So, again, speaking against the motion.

17   Thank you.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

19   please.

20       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

21   San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

22   engineer speaking in favor of the motion.

23            There is another section in NFPA 72.  It's

24   Section 17.4.4 which says, "Initiating devices
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 1   shall be installed in a manner that provides

 2   accessibility for periodic inspection, testing, and

 3   maintenance."

 4            I have a report from the elevator industry

 5   about death and injuries involving elevators and

 6   escalators.  Many people are injured and die in

 7   elevator hoistway.  We don't want to have

 8   noncertified people like fire alarm guys riding on

 9   top of the elevator car.

10            I also want to emphasize the point that in

11   California, this is a state law.  You don't have to

12   open a drywall, a shaft.  If you want, you can put

13   a device with a little hole in the center.  It's

14   done on 10,000 elevators.  It's easy.  It's not a

15   big deal.  It's easy.  A lot of people do it, and

16   it saves a lot of lives.  Thank you.

17       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

18   Number 3, please.

19       MR. BUNKER:  Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

20   State.  To address a couple of the issues --

21       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, for or against the motion?

22       MR. BUNKER:  I'm sorry.  I am against the

23   motion.  A couple of issues.  We have spent the

24   last two decades trying to coordinate NFPA 72 with
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 1   ASME A17 and other codes and standards.  And this

 2   proposal, this change to the Code would simply

 3   start to unravel some of the progress that was made

 4   by requiring things that shouldn't be in the Fire

 5   Alarm Code.

 6            Additionally, riding the cab to the top of

 7   the hoistway is becoming less and less necessary as

 8   most hoistways are now not required to be

 9   sprinklered and, therefore, would have less fire

10   detection or smoke detection equipment installed in

11   them.  Thank you.

12       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 5,

13   please.

14       MR. DeVORE:  Make DeVore, State Farm.  I call

15   the question.

16       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion to call the

17   question, and that motion is not debatable.  I'll

18   note for the record that we have one person

19   remaining at the microphone waiting to speak, but

20   we will proceed to the vote on calling the

21   question.  Do we have a second?

22       VOICES:  Second.

23       MR. SNYDER:  There are seconds.  In order to

24   vote on the motion, you will need to scroll down on
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 1   bottom of your tablet to vote.  If you wish to vote

 2   in favor of the motion, that is, to call the

 3   question, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

 4   the motion, that is, to not call the question,

 5   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

 6   will be closed in five seconds.  The balloting is

 7   now closed.

 8            The results of the vote are 215 in favor

 9   of calling the question, 18 against calling the

10   question.  The motion to call the question has

11   passed and we will immediately go to voting on the

12   motion.

13            Before we vote, let me restate this

14   motion.  The motion on the floor is to reject

15   Second Revision Number 11.  To vote, touch the vote

16   button on your iPad.  If you wish to vote in favor

17   of the motion and recommend the text on screen

18   number one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

19   the motion and recommend the text on screen two,

20   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

21   will close in five seconds.  The balloting is now

22   closed.

23            The results of the vote are 56 in favor of

24   the motion and 180 against the motion.  The motion
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 1   has failed.

 2            We will proceed to the next motion.  The

 3   maker of Motions 72-4 and 72-5 has requested that

 4   he be allowed to move Motion 72-5 first.  Based

 5   upon this request and the reasons presented for the

 6   request, we will amend the agenda to proceed with

 7   Motion 72-5 at this time.

 8            Having said this, let's now proceed with

 9   the discussion on Certified Amending Motion 72-5.

10   Microphone Number 1, please.

11       MR. CLARY:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

12   Shane M. Clary.  First of all, I thank the

13   Standards Council for allowing the change in the

14   agenda, and I move to accept Comment Number 209.

15       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion on the floor to

16   accept Public Comment Number 209.  Is there a

17   second?

18       A VOICE:  Second.

19       MR. SNYDER:  There is a second.  Please

20   proceed.

21       MR. CLARY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

22   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company, speaking in

23   favor of the motion.

24            In the 2013 edition of NFPA 72, we added
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 1   the requirements which you see on the number one

 2   screen which is to -- for an SLC, if you have more

 3   than 50 devices, you need to add isolation modules.

 4   And the standard has only been out there for three

 5   years.  A number of states have yet to even adopt

 6   that particular edition of the standard.  But in

 7   the 2016 edition, the committee has done what I

 8   feel is one step beyond is now to require an

 9   isolation module any time you go between floors.

10            And for a high-rise structure or other

11   critical building, the fire protection engineer and

12   designers should be doing a risk analysis, and

13   based upon that risk analysis, that they may want

14   to add isolation modules when they go between

15   floors or the zones or stuff like that.  But if you

16   have a one or two -- a two- or three-story building

17   that may not have that many devices, in our

18   business, at Bay Alarm Company, we have a very

19   large number of two-story buildings where on the

20   second floor, at best, you may have just a

21   waterflow switch, a tamper valve, maybe a couple of

22   detection devices.  The need to add an isolation

23   module because we've gone from the floors where we

24   had an expense, and I do not see where there's
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 1   going to be any significant advantage.

 2            I have not seen any documented evidence or

 3   reports where we're still having failures on the

 4   existing 23.6.1 and why we need the new 23.6.1

 5   which requires this additional requirement.

 6            Also, within the SFPE engineering

 7   handbook, there's a chapter on failures of devices,

 8   and the more devices you add to a particular piece

 9   of equipment, you're going to have the possibility

10   of increased failures.  Isolation modules

11   themselves do fail.  So if we had additional

12   isolation modules, we had a higher percentage of

13   failures.

14            So I would just urge the members here to

15   support the motion and let's keep just the language

16   that's in the 2013 edition, and I thank you for

17   your time.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Mr. Schifiliti, would

19   you like to offer the committee's position?

20       MR. SCHIFILITI:  The Correlating Committee has

21   no comment.  I would defer to the chair of the

22   SIG-PRO committee, Merton Bunker at Microphone 3.

23       MR. BUNKER:  Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of

24   State, Chair of the Technical Committee on
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 1   Protective Premises Signaling Systems.

 2            The committee appointed -- I appointed a

 3   task group to explore this material and come back

 4   with a suitable solution.  They spent a great deal

 5   of time coming up with the recommended text.  We

 6   have a good level of support.  In fact, I believe

 7   there was only one negative ballot, one negative

 8   vote on the ballot.

 9            This was debated extensively, and I'll let

10   the committee members speak to the subjects since

11   they're standing behind me.  Thank you.

12       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  We will now

13   open up debate on the motion.  Again, to aid in the

14   record, please provide your name and affiliation

15   and whether you are speaking in support of or

16   against the motion.  Microphone Number 4, please.

17       MR. GRILL:  Ray Grill with Arup, and I'm

18   speaking in favor of the motion.

19            My biggest concern with the language that

20   is currently in the second revision is that "zone"

21   can be very ambiguous, and the clarification that's

22   put forth in this amendment will avoid that

23   ambiguity.  Thank you.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone
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 1   Number 3, please.

 2       MR. WILLMS:  Carl Willms, Fire Safety

 3   Consultants, speaking against the motion and for

 4   myself.

 5            One of the main NFPA 72 goals is to

 6   provide a minimum level of reliability for

 7   protection of lives and property.  With the advent

 8   of the SLC technology, an unacceptable situation

 9   has developed where a single wiring fault can cause

10   a catastrophic failure and total loss of the fire

11   alarm system.

12            In the 2013 Cycle, several proposals were

13   submitted to address this issue, and after hours

14   and hours of discussion and task groups, we came up

15   with a semi kind of a placeholder of the

16   50 addressable devices.  Basically no more could be

17   lost.

18            In the 2016 Code Cycle, many proposals

19   again were refined, discussed, debated; and after

20   numerous hours, an acceptable solution was come up

21   with by the committee.  The intent is to provide

22   the same minimum level of performance of SLCs that

23   are currently required for NACs, IDCs.

24            Zoning is not a new concept.  We, in fact,
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 1   use a lot of the language in the existing Code to

 2   develop our zoning for the SLCs.  We believe it

 3   developed realistic cost-effective requirements for

 4   the protection of life and property.  When

 5   comparing the SLCs to the IDCs, IDCs themselves are

 6   fail-safe.  When they short, they create the alarm

 7   and evacuate the premises.  On NACs, a single short

 8   on a zone or circuit cannot affect any other zone,

 9   but still the SLC that drives all the notification

10   appliances can take out every notification

11   appliance within the building on a single wiring

12   short -- single wiring fault.

13            In terms of cost, the substitution of a

14   standard detector base for an isolation base from

15   one manufacturer is an additional cost of $22.  So,

16   therefore, isolating a two-story SLC, even though

17   the wiring as such would be totally identical, it

18   would be a $22 cost for the manufacturer for that

19   one part.

20            If there is an issue where the SLC becomes

21   burdensome trying to isolate the zones, there is

22   the section where we can perform a risk analysis

23   and therefore can extend the SLC zoning.

24            One thing that we do know is that SLCs do
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 1   fail.  As a owner of a fire protection company for

 2   27 years, I see many in my experiences from

 3   renovation projects to roofing projects and even

 4   rodents.  And yes, SLCs do fail in fires.  I've

 5   seen fires where the SLCs circuit has failed and

 6   has disabled the fire alarm system prior to the

 7   activation of the fire alarm.  In these situations,

 8   massive losses have occurred from motor damage and

 9   other causes that could have been easily prevented

10   by isolating those zones.

11            So my proposal -- or my recommendation is

12   please reject the proposal to provide a

13   commensurate level of system reliability that's

14   currently mandated for IDCs and NACs.  Thank you.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

16   Number 1, please.

17       MR. HAMMERBERG:  Thank you.  I'm Tom Hammerberg

18   representing the Automatic Fire Alarm Association

19   speaking for the motion.

20            We had submitted a public comment to

21   return the language from this one zone to the --

22   back to the 50 addressable devices and that did not

23   make it through there.  While the language in the

24   2013 edition of the Code is not perfect, our
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 1   members feel that that language is better than the

 2   proposed 2016 language.

 3            And we agree also and I agree with Carl

 4   that the primary intent here is to limit the number

 5   of devices that are connected to a single signaling

 6   line circuit in an effort to improve life safety.

 7   However, we feel that the proposed language is too

 8   restrictive for smaller- and medium-sized

 9   facilities and would increase the cost

10   unnecessarily.

11            So we feel that, you know, it's still a

12   work in process, but it's probably better to leave

13   the 50 devices for now as opposed to having the

14   single zone.  So we ask the group to vote for the

15   motion.  Thank you.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

17   Number 1, please.

18       MR. CLARY:  Yes.  Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm

19   Company, speaking for the motion.

20            Just one comment on the previous speaker.

21   There actually is a difference of wiring when you

22   have isolation modules versus when you do not,

23   Daisy chain isolation modules.  So there is an

24   increase of wiring to make sure all the isolation
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 1   modules are installed correctly.  Thank you.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3,

 3   please.

 4       MR. WILLIAMS:  Good morning.

 5   Christopher Williams speaking on behalf of the Fire

 6   Bureau, Bureau of New Jersey, against the motion.

 7            As this motion may adequately labor to a

 8   project, I feel that this Code is a baseline for

 9   how engineers and designers build their systems.

10   As a zone is clearly defined within this code, if

11   the engineer/designer of record wants to provide a

12   greater protection for their system, they have the

13   ability to do so.  This is a minimum Code

14   requirement.  If you wanted to design your system

15   to more stringent requirements, that should be

16   something that should be addressed between the

17   customers and the designers/engineers.

18            With the acceptance of a defined zone out

19   of service, we can direct occupants of different

20   areas, prohibit certain activities, require fire

21   watch until the problem is corrected.  With the

22   50-device limit, those 50 devices could spread

23   across different zones or fire areas, the limit

24   what we can do as fire officials.  These defined
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 1   zones should be worked out in conjunction with the

 2   fire officials and fire bureaus along with the

 3   engineers/designers at the time of design prior to

 4   acceptance.

 5            Remember, this is a minimum Code standard,

 6   and it should be up to the engineer/designer,

 7   customer, and fire-approving agencies to determine

 8   whether they could provide a system under stricter

 9   compliance.  Thank you.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further

11   discussion on Motion 72-5 to accept Public Comment

12   Number 209?

13            Mr. Schifiliti, are there any final

14   comments on behalf of the committee?

15       MR. SCHIFILITI:  The Correlating Committee has

16   none.  Does the SIG-PRO chair have any?  None.

17       MR. SNYDER:  So we will proceed to a vote.

18   Again before we vote, let me restate the motion.

19   The motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

20   Number 209.  And to vote, you will touch the vote

21   button on your iPad.  If you wish to vote in favor

22   of the motion and recommend the text on screen one,

23   touch yes.  If you wish to vote against the motion

24   and recommend the text on screen two, touch no.
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 1   Please record your vote.  The balloting will be

 2   closed in five seconds.  The balloting is now

 3   closed.

 4            The results of the vote are 95 for the

 5   motion and 132 against the motion.  The motion has

 6   failed.

 7            Let's now proceed with discussion on

 8   Certified Amending Motion 72-4.  Microphone

 9   Number 1, please.

10       MR. CLARY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

11   Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Company.  Based upon the

12   results of 72-5, I will not be pursuing 72-4.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  So Motion 72-4

14   has appeared on our agenda, but as the authorized

15   maker of the motion has notified NFPA that they are

16   no longer wishing to pursue the motion, therefore,

17   in accordance with NFPA Rules, Convention Rules at

18   Section 2.7, the motion may not be considered by

19   the assembly and is removed from the agenda.

20            We will now move to the next motion.  The

21   maker of Motion 72-6 and 72-7 has requested that he

22   be allowed to move 72-7 first.  Based upon the

23   request and reasons presented for this request, we

24   will amend the agenda to proceed with Motion 72-7
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 1   at this time.

 2            So let's now proceed with the discussion

 3   on Certified Amending Motion 72-7.  Microphone

 4   Number 4, please.

 5       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  My name is Sagiv Weiss-Ishai.

 6   I'm with the San Francisco Fire Department, fire

 7   protection engineer, and I move to accept Public

 8   Comment Number 119.

 9       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion on the floor to

10   accept Public Comment Number 119.  Is there a

11   second?

12       A VOICE:  Second.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Having a second, please proceed.

14       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Thank you.  So this is

15   supposed to be an addition and a simple addition to

16   a Code section describing an area of refuge two-way

17   communication system.

18            The IBC requires to have two-way

19   communication system when you have areas of refuge.

20   However, most buildings being built today are

21   exempt from areas of refuge because they're fully

22   sprinklered.  For fully sprinklered building, we

23   don't have areas of refuge anymore.  However, the

24   IBC in Section 1007.9, 1007.8 has a requirement for
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 1   an elevator landing emergency communication,

 2   elevator landing two-way communication center.

 3   That's required by the IBC.

 4            The committee response to Public Comment

 5   119 was the IBC does not define elevator landing

 6   communication system and NFPA 72 cannot reclassify

 7   any system other than area of refuge.  This is

 8   incorrect because there is a requirement in the IBC

 9   specifically for elevator landing two-way

10   communication system, and all this proposal does,

11   it just adds the same requirement.  If we lead into

12   other areas of refuge but we have elevator landing,

13   every building more than four story required to

14   have accessible floor, so we need to have this

15   two-way communication system in every elevator

16   landing, and basically the motion says the same

17   requirement would apply.  I urge you to vote for

18   the motion.  Thank you.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Mr. Schifiliti,

20   would you like to offer the Committee's position?

21       MR. SCHIFILITI:  The Correlating Committee has

22   no comment.  Does the chair of the ECS committee?

23   You weren't ready.

24       MR. MOORE:  My name is Wayne Moore with Jensen
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 1   Hughes.  I'm chair of the ECS committee.  We

 2   believe that we should keep the section as is

 3   written on the right side, screen two.  The

 4   committee voted in favor of doing that, and I would

 5   urge you to vote against this motion.

 6       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  We will now

 7   open up debate on this motion.  As you have all day

 8   and we just ask for the benefit of the record to

 9   please provide your name and affiliation and

10   whether you are speaking in support of or against

11   the motion.  Microphone Number 6, please.

12       MR. AMES:  Yes.  My name is Blair Ames.  I am

13   with the company Montgomery Ames, independent

14   representative for 45 years.  My father was in the

15   fire business as a professional engineer for 25

16   years before me.  I proposed the area --

17       MR. SNYDER:  Are you speaking for or against

18   the motion?

19       MR. AMES:  I'm against the motion, and when I

20   proposed this to the committee, I pointed out that

21   it's under the federal laws for ADA, against

22   discrimination of the handicapped people.  It now

23   is federal law which goes beyond the province of

24   NFPA code-writing, just like the strobe
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 1   requirements for the hearing impairment were

 2   implemented under federal law.  So this falls under

 3   federal law.  It is not under the province of

 4   whether a local authority wants to allow it or not.

 5   It's federal law.

 6            With that being said, the committee then

 7   perfected the Code to comply with the federal law.

 8   Going further on that, the IBC struck down the

 9   exception rule for sprinklers.  And now, because

10   it's federal law, it has to be in all buildings

11   because it's a discrimination against the

12   handicapped if you do not put an area of refuge

13   system in.  So please vote against this.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

15   Number 4, please.

16       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

17   San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

18   engineer, speaking in favor of the motion.

19            I have the IBC in my hand.  This is the

20   International Building Code, Section 1007.8.

21   "Two-way communication.  A two-way communication

22   system shall be provided at the elevator landing on

23   each accessible floor that is one or more stories

24   above or below the story of exit discharge.
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 1   Exceptions, two-way communication systems are not

 2   required at the elevator landing where the two-way

 3   communication system is provided with areas of

 4   refuge".

 5            So this is required by the International

 6   Building Code.  Many buildings don't have areas of

 7   refuge, but the entire floor is an accessible

 8   floor.  That's why a system is required.

 9            So I don't understand the argument.  We

10   are requiring the system.  The system is required,

11   and all I'm saying, there is no standard, there is

12   nothing in NFPA 72, Chapter 24 that says elevator

13   landing.  It's in the IBC.

14            All I'm saying, if you have an elevator

15   landing, it should have the same requirement, the

16   communication system as it was for areas of refuge.

17   Thank you.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

19   Number 3, please.

20       MR. DeVORE:  Mike DeVore, State Farm, and I'm

21   speaking against the motion.

22            Based solely on the fact that it's poor

23   English, if you read it, it says that where

24   required by applicable building codes, but it
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 1   actually refers to the entire following sentence.

 2   So it appears that you would not have to comply

 3   with NFPA 72 unless the building code specifically

 4   said you had to.

 5            I believe what the proponent wanted to say

 6   was where the area of refuge in the elevator

 7   landings are required to have communication

 8   systems, then they have to comply with 72, and

 9   that's not what it says it's written.  So I

10   encourage the body to vote against the motion.

11       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 1,

12   please.

13       MR. FRABLE:  Dave Frable, U.S. General Service

14   Administration.  I almost did it again.

15            My opinion, this is a no-brainer.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Are you for or against the motion?

17       MR. FRABLE:  For the motion.  Right now, the

18   NFPA -- not only does the IBC require -- have

19   requirements for two-way communications at the

20   elevator landing, so does NFPA 1 and NFPA 5000.

21   This proposal will allow for consistency between

22   the two documents -- there were three documents or

23   four documents depending on which jurisdiction you

24   follow.  I urge the membership to approve this
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 1   change.  Thank you.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 3   Number 4, please.

 4       MR. LATHROP:  Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates,

 5   speaking for myself, and Dave just took a little

 6   bit of my talk, but I'll add a little bit more.

 7            We keep hearing about ADA.  NFPA 72 is

 8   used in a lot more than the United States.  So we

 9   don't want to rely on ADA for this stuff.  This

10   does not conflict with ADA and it would apply to

11   stuff in areas that don't use ADA.

12       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Sir, can you please

13   just clarify?  It was an item of information, not

14   for or against?

15       MR. LATHROP:  I was speaking in favor.

16       MR. SNYDER:  In favor of the motion.  Thank

17   you.  Microphone 3, please.

18       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

19   GBH International, speaking for myself and opposed

20   to the motion.

21            I think I must agree with what Mike DeVore

22   just said.  It is poorly written.  Also it talks

23   about where required by applicable building codes.

24   So if it's required by the Fire Code or by the Life
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 1   Safety Code, it doesn't matter.  So this needs a

 2   reworking.  Thank you.

 3       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further

 4   discussion on Motion 72-7 to accept Public Comment

 5   Number 119?

 6            Hearing none, Mr. Schifiliti, is there any

 7   final comments on behalf of the committee?

 8       MR. SCHIFILITI:  None from Correlating

 9   Committee, none from the Committee Chair.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Before we vote, let me restate the

11   motion.  The motion on the floor is to accept

12   Public Comment Number 119.  And to vote, we will

13   touch the vote button on the iPad.  If you wish to

14   vote in favor of the motion and recommend the text

15   on screen one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote

16   against the motion and recommend the text on screen

17   two, touch no.  Please record your vote.  The

18   balloting will be closed in five seconds.  The

19   balloting is now closed.

20            The results of the vote are 57 in favor of

21   the motion, 167 against.  The motion has failed.

22            We will now proceed with the discussion on

23   Certified Amending Motion 72-6.  Microphone

24   Number 4, please.
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 1       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  Sagiv Weiss-Ishai,

 2   San Francisco Fire Department, fire protection

 3   engineer.  I move to accept Public Comment 120.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion on the floor to

 5   accept Public Comment Number 120.  Is there a

 6   second?

 7       A VOICE:  Second.

 8       MR. SNYDER:  There is a second.  Please

 9   proceed.

10       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  This is a new section to the

11   code.  Basically NFPA 72 specifies one-way

12   communication system and two-way communications.

13   As you can see, the recommended text, if the motion

14   fails under Item Number 5, Stairway Communication

15   System.  However, they didn't want to add the

16   elevator landing.

17            This is the same system, same

18   communication system which is way more common in

19   elevator landings.  Stairway communication systems

20   are only required in high-rise buildings when the

21   doors are locked from the stair sides on every

22   fifth floor.  That's the same requirement in the

23   IBC for elevator landing.

24            So the committee is not consistent.  They
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 1   included the stairway communication system, but

 2   they didn't include the elevator landing which both

 3   of them originated in the IBC code and both of them

 4   serve the same purpose and they could be the same

 5   system.  So if we have a high-rise building, and we

 6   have 32 high-rises right now being built in

 7   San Francisco, they have communication system in

 8   the stairs and communication system on every

 9   elevator lobby, and it's the same system.  You

10   don't have to have two separate systems.

11            So I don't understand why the committee

12   decided to get the stairway but not the elevator

13   landing.  That's basically the one issue here.

14            The other issue, if you look at the

15   existing language, Item Number 4, Elevator

16   Emergency Communication System, see 24.11, if you

17   look at Number 4 and you go to 24.11, 24.11 is

18   basically the communication system that's inside

19   the elevator car itself.  It's regulated by the

20   ASME code.  So there is no room for this system in

21   NFPA 72.  It's governed completely by the elevator

22   code.  However, the elevator landing, it's in a

23   building code which is not governed by the elevator

24   code and, therefore, it needs to be specified in
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 1   NFPA 72.  So there is (indistinguishable) to

 2   install the system which is required by IBC.  I'm

 3   speaking in favor of the motion.  Thank you.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Mr. Schifiliti,

 5   would you like to offer the committee's position?

 6       MR. SCHIFILITI:  No comments from the

 7   Correlating Committee.  I defer to the ECS chair,

 8   Wayne Moore, Microphone 1.

 9       MR. MOORE:  Wayne Moore with Jensen Hughes

10   Associates, Chair of the ECS Committee, and I urge

11   you to vote against the motion.

12            There are a number of reasons.  The first

13   one is the way the wording is presented in the

14   first section, it's going to require all of these

15   systems when that would be rather foolish if

16   they're not required by the other codes.  So we

17   would reference the 24.3.7.2 as it stands in screen

18   two and urge you to vote against the motion.  Thank

19   you.

20       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, gentlemen.  With that,

21   we will open up debate on the motion.  Again to

22   support the record, please provide your name and

23   affiliation and whether you are speaking in support

24   of or against the motion.  Microphone Number 6,
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 1   please.

 2       MR. DAGENAIS:  Yes.  My name is Dave Dagenais,

 3   and I'm speaking on behalf of the Health Care

 4   Section and we're speaking against the motion.

 5            At the Health Care Section meeting

 6   yesterday, we voted as a section to oppose this

 7   motion.  We believe it will create unnecessary and

 8   unjustified change.  The recommended text as you

 9   see on screen one strikes out the term "one or more

10   of" which then implies that in order to achieve

11   this you have to accomplish all.  I do not think

12   that was the intention that you would have to do

13   all to achieve it.  So based on that alone, we need

14   to reject this text.

15            We urge you to vote against this motion,

16   otherwise, we would be required to achieve all of

17   the elements 1 through 6 to achieve this.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

19   please.

20       MR. WEISS-ISHAI:  The intent --

21   Sagiv Weiss-Ishai, San Francisco Fire Department,

22   speaking for the motion.

23            The intent wasn't to include all this

24   emergency communication system, all of them.  That
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 1   wasn't the intent.  The intent was to specify the

 2   different types -- it's a new section to the

 3   Code -- just to specify the different types of

 4   two-way communication system and send them to the

 5   appropriate section in the Code.

 6            The only missing portion was the elevator

 7   landing.  So now it sends you to Section 24.11, and

 8   there is no intent on this to have all this system

 9   together.  Just each one of them is a two-way

10   emergency communication system.  Thank you.

11       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

12   Number 6, please.

13       MR. DAGENAIS:  Dave Dagenais speaking on behalf

14   of the Health Care Section.  Understanding that may

15   not --

16       MR. SNYDER:  For or against?

17       MR. DAGENAIS:  Thank you, against the motion.

18            That may have not been the intent, but the

19   verbiage as it appears on the screen and as the

20   text that would show up in the document truly

21   implies that you have to have all of them.  So

22   whether it was the intent or not, we have to reject

23   this just based on the way it's written.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there any further
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 1   discussion on Motion 72-6 to accept Public Comment

 2   Number 120?

 3            Hearing none, Mr. Schifiliti, any final

 4   comments?

 5       MR. SCHIFILITI:  No final comments from myself

 6   or the Chair.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  We will now move to a vote.

 8   Before we vote, let me restate the motion.  The

 9   motion on the floor is to accept Public Comment

10   Number 120, and we'll vote again using the touch

11   buttons on the iPad.  If you wish to vote in favor

12   of the motion and recommend the text on the screen

13   one, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against the

14   motion and recommend the text on screen two, touch

15   no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting will

16   be closed in five seconds.  The balloting is now

17   closed.

18            The results of the vote are 17 in favor of

19   the motion, 211 against the motion.  The motion has

20   failed.

21            Let's now proceed with the discussion on

22   Certified Amending Motion 72-8.  Microphone 1,

23   please.

24       MR. BLACK:  Thank you, Mr. Presiding Officer.
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 1   Art Black, Carmel Fire Protection.  I move

 2   acceptance of Public Comment 140.

 3       VOICES:  Second.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion on the floor to

 5   accept Public Comment Number 140, and I have heard

 6   several seconds.  I would like to inform the

 7   membership that Motion 72-8 seeks to delete

 8   Section 26.5.3.13.  If Motion 72-8 passes, Motion

 9   Number 72.9 will not be entertained as Motion 72.9

10   seeks to modify Section 26.5.3.13.

11       MR. BLACK:  Just the opposite.  72-8 modifies.

12   72-9 deletes.

13       MR. SNYDER:  And it's dot free.  Let me try

14   this one more time.  Motion 72-8 seeks to modify

15   Section 26.5.3.13.  If Motion 72 -- one moment,

16   please.  One minute, Mr. Black.

17       MR. BLACK:  No problem.  The Cubs' umpires

18   didn't have this much trouble.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  The phone lines were a

20   little slow to New York.  What we will do is the

21   intent of Motion 72-8, and you are correct, is to

22   modify Section 26.5.3.13.

23       MR. BLACK:  No, 1.3.  It's on your slide.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  Mr. Black, I would like to
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 1   ask on behalf of the presiding officer's position

 2   if we might entertain 72-9 first which would be the

 3   motion to delete, and then if that would come into

 4   place, that would have -- already positioned to a

 5   modification to that section.

 6       MR. BLACK:  As a life member of NFPA, I try to

 7   accommodate the Standards Council any time I can.

 8       MR. CLARY:  Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

 9   Mr. Chairman, point of order.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Yes, sir.  Microphone Number 6.

11       MR. CLARY:  Thank you.  Shane Clary, Bay Alarm

12   Company.  We would oppose the suggestion.  We would

13   like to take 72-8 prior to 72-9.

14       MR. SNYDER:  One moment, please.  After

15   conferring, we will begin in the order as the

16   agenda has published beginning with 72-8.

17   Mr. Black, thank you for your patience.

18       MR. BLACK:  Shall I make the motion again?

19       MR. SNYDER:  If you would, please.

20       MR. BLACK:  Rewind.  Start over again.  My name

21   is Art Black, Carmel Fire Protection.  I move

22   acceptance of Public Comment 140.

23       MR. SNYDER:  Okay.  There was a motion on the

24   floor --
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 1       VOICES:  Second.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  -- to accept public Comment 140,

 3   and I hear several seconds.  Please proceed.

 4       MR. BLACK:  Okay.  I have heard from a lot of

 5   people.  I teach NFPA 72 for a lot of

 6   organizations, including NFPA, and I have heard

 7   that Chapter 26 is relatively incomprehensible.  So

 8   I'm going to give a little bit of history and let

 9   others do the arguing because I think there are

10   people who will be speaking on this on both sides.

11            But in 1960, a pivotal year in the history

12   of the United States, JFK was elected.  You know,

13   one of the top songs was Itsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny

14   Polka Dot Bikini; Kerry Bell celebrated his sixth

15   birthday; and the NFPA Standards Council adopted

16   NFPA 72C which was the remote station standard.

17   The remote station standard basically designated

18   the public sector, in those days, the fire station

19   or other public sector, as the location where the

20   transmission of signals from a fire alarm system

21   were to be monitored.

22            After the second edition of NFPA 72C, an

23   exception was put into that document that said that

24   even though signals had to be monitored at the
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 1   public sector, where the public sector was unable

 2   or unwilling to monitor, they could approve an

 3   alternate location.  That exception was the way

 4   that remote stations have been running ever since

 5   up until several cycles ago in 2002, we changed

 6   from the exception to making an AB switch.  Remote

 7   station monitoring was either at the public sector

 8   or, where approved by the authority having

 9   jurisdiction, at a location other than the public

10   sector.

11            This motion purports and is to keep the

12   tradition of remote station being under the control

13   of the authority having jurisdiction.  Thank you.

14       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Mr. Schifiliti,

15   would you like to offer the committee's position?

16       MR. SCHIFILITI:  The Correlating Committee has

17   no position, and Rodger Reiswig has been designated

18   by the Chair of the Supervising Station Committee

19   to present the committee's position at

20   Microphone 3.

21       MR. SNYDER:  Proceed.

22       MR. REISWIG:  Rodger Reiswig with Tyco Fire

23   Protection Products.  It should be noted that even

24   though I'm standing at an against motion
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 1   microphone, I am neither for nor against.  I am

 2   merely bringing the committee statement.

 3            The committee voted in the first draft to

 4   include or create 26.5.3.1.3 as shown on screen

 5   number two.  The committee added the paragraph to

 6   clarify that a listed central supervising station

 7   can provide remote station service, but also be

 8   noted that the TC ballot for the first draft

 9   meeting -- first draft meeting ballot indicates

10   that 21 members were an affirmative vote and 4 were

11   negative vote.

12            At the second draft meeting, a task group

13   was formed to review 26.5.3.1.3, and after debate

14   and committee discussion, it was -- and the vote,

15   the straw vote that was taken, there were to be no

16   changes done at the first draft -- from the first

17   draft.  That is all.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  We will now open up

19   debate on the motion.  For the record, we will need

20   you to provide your name and affiliation and

21   whether you are speaking in support of or against

22   the motion.  Microsoft -- Microphone Number 6,

23   please.

24       MR. BONIFAS:  I like Microsoft, too.  My name
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 1   is Ed Bonifas, and I'm a past president of the

 2   Central Station Alarm Association, and I'm speaking

 3   on their behalf as well as my company, Alarm

 4   Detection Systems.  The problem here --

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, for or against the motion?

 6       MR. BONIFAS:  I am against the motion.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.

 8       MR. BONIFAS:  The problem here is that some

 9   AHJs here in Illinois have figured out how to

10   leverage Chapter 26 for financial gain.  Literally,

11   there are AHJs that have become revenue-seeking

12   service providers of alarm monitoring.  They sign

13   contracts with customers.  They send out marketing

14   materials, and they project profits.  They show up

15   for a building inspection and attempt to get

16   contracts signed at the time they're enforcing the

17   Code.  They're both market participants and they're

18   regulators.

19            These AHJs simply refuse to acknowledge

20   all private alarm monitoring regardless of the

21   merits of the facility.  They anoint their own

22   monitoring station as the only approved supervising

23   station and reject all others.

24            The conflict of interest is blatant.  The
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 1   AHJ is both the market participant and the arbiter

 2   of the Code.  They're using the Code to maximize

 3   profits and restrict competition.  The Code never

 4   contemplated that the AHJ would cross this line,

 5   and now that it has happened, the integrity of the

 6   Code is at risk.

 7            One federal court has recently found a

 8   fire department to have created an illegal

 9   monopoly, to have acted arbitrarily by denying

10   private supervising stations.  The judge

11   characterized their system as less safe; and,

12   despite this court ruling, it continues.

13            NFPA should not allow discretion where the

14   AHJ has a direct financial interest in its

15   decision.  Section 1.5.3 of the Code says, "The

16   system's methods, devices or appliances that are

17   found equivalent shall be approved."  Our ETL, UL

18   or FM listing certifies our compliance with this

19   Code.  This motion should be rejected.

20       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

21   Number 4, please.

22       MR. AMES:  Hello.  My name is Blair Ames.  I

23   have a company, Montgomery Ames.  I have been in

24   the business for 45 years selling detection
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 1   systems, doing several hundred high-rise systems,

 2   upgrading the original World Trade Center in New

 3   York, and my father before me did the John Hancock,

 4   the Prudential Building, the two largest buildings

 5   in Massachusetts.  As a matter of fact,

 6   John Hancock was the largest high-rise in the

 7   country outside of New York City.

 8            I have been -- we've been working with

 9   fire authorities for 60 years.

10       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, are you speaking for or

11   against?

12       MR. AMES:  I'm speaking for the motion.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.

14       MR. AMES:  And I am representing today the fire

15   communication officers of Rhode Island.  That's

16   50 members that enforce the Code in Rhode Island.

17            In the 1970s when we didn't bring in

18   trouble and supervisory, I had several buildings

19   where the fire alarm didn't work, and I found that

20   the -- it went to the state fire marshal, and we

21   found there's an arson group within the fire

22   authority, and eventually we prosecuted the state

23   fire marshal for arson homicide.  State fire

24   marshals in Connecticut and authorities in New York
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 1   were the joint force that the insurance companies

 2   funded.  Once the insurance companies got involved,

 3   prosecutions occurred within six months.

 4            Since that time, trouble and supervisory

 5   have been implemented by the dynamic state fire

 6   marshal in Massachusetts.  It's been an overhaul.

 7   In the last 45 years, if I bring out the good book

 8   like the gentleman from San Francisco and the state

 9   code and show the requirements, there's no

10   argument.  They go by Code.  It's the bible for us.

11            So therefore, since that time, Code

12   Standards have improved, and with NFPA, all we have

13   to do is call, get a decision of what the Code is,

14   and it's a fair and equal format.

15            Recently, trying to overcome the local

16   authority having jurisdiction, I had a fatality in

17   a fire in a town where the fire department was

18   overridden to put in a central station that did not

19   comply to anything.  The system didn't work.  I had

20   a fatality; and if it had been adhered to and put a

21   radio system in, there would have been no loss of

22   life and they would have responded.

23            I do not -- I'm going for the motion

24   because the authority having jurisdiction is the
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 1   final say.  And today, with NFPA, they are

 2   thoroughly professional and reasonable in all the

 3   proposals.  Thank you.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 5   Number 2, please.

 6       MR. CALBY:  Good afternoon.  My name is

 7   Dennis Calby (phonetic), and I'm speaking as an

 8   individual member and speaking in opposition to the

 9   motion.

10            Some here have argued that the language

11   included in the revision draft may unreasonably

12   restrict the purview of an authority having

13   jurisdiction.  The term "authority having

14   jurisdiction" is mentioned over 300 times in

15   NFPA 72, including 44 times in Chapter 26.  The

16   concept of having an authority, a local authority

17   to mediate the Code language with conditions in the

18   field is widely recognized, accepted, and is in

19   fact needed.  I'm not advocating changing this.

20            However, if the authority having

21   jurisdiction is providing alarm monitoring service

22   for money and then eliminating other qualified,

23   recognized, and accepted alternate methods, an

24   equivalent service may be denied without
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 1   demonstrated benefit.  I am advocating eliminating

 2   an inherent conflict of interest.  Thank you for

 3   your time.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 5   Number 1.

 6       MR. BUNKER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 7   Merton Bunker, U.S. Department of State

 8   representing the NFPA Electrical Section speaking

 9   in favor of the motion.

10            On Tuesday, the Electrical Section voted

11   to support this Certified Amending Motion.  Thank

12   you.

13       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

14   Number 6.

15       MR. BISH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  My name is

16   George Bish representing the Electronic Security

17   Industry and speaking in opposition to the motion.

18            The industry voted to support opposition

19   to this motion since, as previously stated, it's

20   the AHJs, it's the hen watching -- the fox watching

21   the hen house.  When the AHJ is in competition with

22   industry, they should not have the ability to be

23   the AHJ.  Thank you.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone 5,
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 1   please.

 2       MR. LOWREY:  Thank you, sir.  My name is

 3   David Lowrey, City of Boulder Fire Rescue,

 4   Colorado, also representing the International

 5   Association of Fire Chiefs, Fire and Life Safety

 6   Division as well as the Fire Marshals Association

 7   of Colorado, and we speak in support of this

 8   motion.

 9            The change that was voted on by the

10   Technical Committee and approved here basically

11   eliminates the AHJ or the fire service from

12   approving remote supervising station systems.  If

13   this is allowed to remain in the Code, the AHJ will

14   no longer have the authority to approve remote

15   supervising stations.

16            And let's be honest about this, guys.

17   This isn't a national issue out there.  This is a

18   very localized edition that we're talking about

19   here that they have put or tried to put in to our

20   national standard here to enhance the local debate

21   of this.

22            On behalf of the International Association

23   of Fire Chiefs, Fire and Life Safety Division as

24   well as the Fire Marshals Association of Colorado,
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 1   I strongly support both motions -- or this motion,

 2   Motion 8 here, which keeps the authority having

 3   jurisdiction in the fire service in the approval

 4   process.

 5       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 6   Number 4, please.

 7       MR. TOIKA:  Hello.  My name is Mike Toika.  I'm

 8   president of the Illinois Fire Inspectors, and I am

 9   here to speak on behalf -- and approve the motion

10   as stated.

11            The committee's proposed Code change

12   created two very significant issues.  First was the

13   ability of a central supervising station to provide

14   remote monitoring and, second, remove the

15   requirement for approval from the authority having

16   jurisdiction.  This motion restores the language

17   within NFPA 72 with regards to when authority

18   having jurisdiction's ability to review and

19   determine where fire alarms are received within

20   their community.

21            AHJs, whether mayors, village presidents

22   or board members across the country are charged

23   with protecting their community against all types

24   of issues, fire included.  Removal of their
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 1   authority clearly reduces their ability to

 2   accomplish this goal.

 3            Since 1896, NFPA's mission has been to,

 4   and I quote from the Mission Statement, "Reduce the

 5   worldwide burden of fire and other hazards on the

 6   quality of life."  As a leading advocate on fire

 7   prevention and life safety, NFPA has developed and

 8   published more than 300 codes and standards

 9   intended to minimize the possibility and effects of

10   fire and other risks.

11            The NFPA Code change process has been a

12   long-standing process that addresses issues to

13   increase public safety.  All changes heard or

14   evaluated and substantiating documents on how

15   changes will significantly protect the public and

16   first responders.  This proposed change takes some

17   of this into consideration.

18            Central Station Alarm Association

19   indicated in their white paper that the proposed

20   Code change improves their profits and CAM 72-8 and

21   72-9 must be defeated to continue to make that

22   happen.  They made it quite clear that this is

23   about profit, not public safety.

24            For the record, the business model that
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 1   was stated earlier on by the first gentleman was

 2   actually introduced by his company to the fire

 3   service back in the mid '80s as a way for them to

 4   help increase their funding and the newer

 5   technologies that were out there and now he is

 6   stating it as a problem.

 7            Approval of CAM 72-8 as written

 8   significantly addresses the two issues created by

 9   the proposed Code change.  It leaves language

10   indicating that lists of central supervising

11   stations can provide remote station monitoring, but

12   it restores the necessary approval of the AHJ; and,

13   most importantly, I believe it meets the objectives

14   as stated in NFPA's Mission Statement.  Thank you.

15       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

16   Number 6.

17       MR. DONATI:  Yes, sir.  Chet Donati.  I'm

18   president of DMC Security and also president of the

19   Illinois Electronic Security Association and my

20   position is no.

21            I operate a UL-listed central station for

22   the past 25 years.  The way the remote station

23   section of the Code is being abused in this area is

24   awful and needs to be fixed.  The Code is supposed
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 1   to set a bar.  Technology and practices that meet

 2   or exceed the Code are supposed to be approved.

 3            What is happening here in Illinois is no

 4   matter.  How fast our supervisory central stations

 5   can respond to alarms; how safe we can make our

 6   monitoring facilities; how many redundant systems

 7   we have in place or how much cutting-edge

 8   technology we implement.  We are being banned from

 9   providing remote station monitoring in the name of

10   profitability.  I'm being excluded from the market

11   in the name of NFPA 72 without any assessment of my

12   merit.  If there is -- were about technical

13   deficiencies, we could rise to the occasion and fix

14   it.  My competitors would also rise to the

15   challenge.  We would meet the technology hurdles.

16   We are not competitive in this issue.

17            And if it starts here, it's also going to

18   start in other states because the manufacturer of

19   these products is pushing this issue.  But there

20   isn't a technical issue.  No matter what we do or

21   how great we make our systems, we cannot get

22   approved as remote stations in some jurisdictions.

23            NFPA 72 or no other code for that matter

24   should vest authority in a market participant.  The
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 1   Code should describe what you need to do to gain

 2   approval.  The Code should not be allowed to

 3   arbitrarily make a decision to exclude participants

 4   solely because they create competition.  This needs

 5   to get fixed.  So please vote no to this motion.

 6   Thank you.

 7       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 8   Number 1, please.

 9       MR. HAMMERBERG:  Thank you.  Tom Hammerberg

10   representing the Automatic Fire Alarm Association,

11   and we feel very strongly that the AHJ needs to be

12   kept in the loop on this.  They have been in the

13   loop for many, many years, and they need to have

14   the oversight on it.

15            In addition, if this CAM is accepted,

16   there is a compromise in the language where it used

17   to say that, you know, where permitted by the AHJ,

18   it can go to any other location other than the

19   public sector.  Now it's going to allow the use of

20   central station things.

21            More than anything, this is a local

22   Chicagoland issue and should not be addressed in

23   the national codes.  They can deal with it locally.

24   It doesn't affect anywhere else in the country, and
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 1   it shouldn't be brought up and put into a national

 2   code to try to fix.  Thank you.

 3       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

 4   Number 5.

 5       MR. PAISS:  My name is Matt Paiss.  I'm a

 6   firefighter with San Jose Fire Department and I'm

 7   here representing the International Association of

 8   Firefighters.  Additionally, I am the primary rep

 9   on NFPA 70 for IFF.  I'm here speaking in favor --

10   or to speak in favor of this motion.

11            The proposed change will reduce the

12   ability for fire departments or AHJs to have the

13   knowledge of the status of alarms within their

14   jurisdiction.  Further, it could slow the

15   dispatching of fire apparatus by sending signals

16   through a third party or listed central station.

17            We do not support changing a national

18   standard based on the practices and preferences of

19   a small segment of the country with no data to

20   suggest an increase in public safety, rather, one

21   that appears to only support a financial gain by

22   the central station monitoring industry.

23            Voting no on this motion does not add in

24   any way an increase of safety to our communities.
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 1   In fact, it may detract from it.  The IFF

 2   recommends a yes vote on this motion.  Thank you

 3   very much.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 6.

 5       MR. CLARY:  Thank you.  Shane M. Clary, Bay

 6   Alarm Company.  We are not -- we don't do business

 7   within the Chicagoland area.  We are based in

 8   California, but we have been operating a central

 9   station for over 70 years, close to 70 years.  I'm

10   for the motion -- or against the motion, against

11   the motion, before you ask me what my position is.

12            I would just again support what the

13   Technical Committee has done which is on the screen

14   on the right-hand side.  I mean, this is a

15   committee of consensus.  It is not a hundred

16   percent dominated by the central station industry.

17   There are others on the committee; and, at the end,

18   their vote, consensus based, was to have the

19   language which you see on the right-hand side.

20            The central station industry, by the

21   way -- I mean, we operate Bay Alarm, a central

22   station.  The requirements in 72 require that we

23   have at least -- any central station have two

24   people on duty.  We have more, but they're
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 1   dedicated strictly to be monitoring the alarm and

 2   dispatching.  They do a great job at the PSAPs and

 3   the 9-1-1 centers, but there could be instances

 4   where they are dealing with an emergency within

 5   their community and the fire alarm signal could

 6   come in and that signal could be delayed upon.

 7            There's been some comments about the delay

 8   between a third-party station to get it to the

 9   dispatch center.  The industry working with the

10   9-1-1 centers, we have what's called ASAP to the

11   PSAP for those jurisdictions that would wish to

12   adopt it and, in that case, as soon as the signal

13   is received at a central station monitoring

14   station, we can immediately get that information

15   into their CAD system, Computer A to Dispatch, and

16   that would then give them information as to what's

17   happening at the premise right to the responding

18   units.

19            So, again, I would urge to vote against

20   the motion on the floor.  Thank you.

21       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4.

22       MR. MORRIS:  Robert Morris, Executive Director

23   of the Illinois Fire Inspectors Association, fire

24   marshal with the Village of Roselle and in support
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 1   of the motion.

 2            I would like to clarify that remote

 3   station monitoring has nothing to do with the fire

 4   department's desire to be or compete with alarm

 5   companies.  If alarm companies feel that, that's an

 6   individual decision they need to take on with the

 7   municipality, not within NFPA 72.  It has to do

 8   with the remote station monitoring by the fire

 9   department which currently is in the Code.  This

10   monitoring has been done by many departments in the

11   Chicagoland area for over 50 years without any

12   problem.  In fact, central station companies own

13   that equipment the fire department used.

14            This is not broken now and does not need

15   to be fixed.  Your AHJs have the responsibility to

16   protect their community.  They need the ability to

17   do what they feel is best for them.  There's no way

18   I can nor should tell a department what they should

19   be doing.  The new Code would remove the ability of

20   the AHJ to make decisions that they feel best in

21   their own community.

22            This amendment would still allow the Code

23   -- for control of central station monitoring which

24   is a viable option should the AHJ feel it is in
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 1   their best interest.  Thank you.

 2       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 1.

 3       MR. FINNEGAN:  Good afternoon, fire service

 4   leadership.  I stand in support of CAM 72-8.  My

 5   name is Dan Finnegan, and I'm the manager of Codes

 6   and Standards for Siemens Building Technologies.  I

 7   have 40 years of experience in the fire service

 8   industry or the fire life safety industry, 10 years

 9   of that which was served in the fire service as a

10   fire prevention officer, and 30 years as a fire

11   alarm manufacturer.

12            We see this proposed Code change as being

13   harmful to the fire service and does not improve

14   fire life safety.  The fire service deserves our

15   respect and support from the alarm industry.  Their

16   support has driven the fire alarm, smoke alarm,

17   fire sprinkler activities into our Codes.  Those

18   Codes have saved lives daily and continue so forth.

19   We know that since 1970, over 90,000 lives have

20   been saved by the advancements in these activities

21   that the fire service has helped to drive.

22            As previously mentioned, this proposed

23   Code change is not a national issue.  It is not a

24   fire life safety issue, and there's no real
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 1   technical justification to make the change.

 2            Siemens, my organization, does own and

 3   operate a UL-listed central supervising station.

 4   It operates on a national basis.  The proponents

 5   for this change have stated in many published

 6   documents that people should support the proposed

 7   Code action because it would be good for business.

 8   When we take a look in making decisions on Code

 9   change activity, it's based on fire life safety,

10   it's based on the safety of our first responders,

11   and it's based on technical merits and technical

12   issues.  It's not based on commercial gain.

13            But with all that said, it's important, as

14   Mr. Hammerberg pointed out, that if both parties

15   take a step back and look at this, that there is a

16   compromise sitting here.  The Technical Committee

17   has worked very hard to create the language

18   concerning the words you see on the right-hand

19   side.  The compromise here is by taking that

20   language that the Technical Committee worked hard

21   on and just including AHJ here, the fire service,

22   into the process.  I think we can all walk out of

23   here with a very positive, proactive step going

24   forward that will continue to aid life safety and
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 1   keep the most important people, the fire service,

 2   in the loop with this activity.  I ask everyone to

 3   please vote yes on CAM 8, 72-8.  Thank you.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 3.

 5       MR. DeVORE:  Mike DeVore, State Farm, and we do

 6   operate a central station UL-listed and are a

 7   member of the Central Station Alarm Association.

 8            I just want to point out that I find it

 9   odd that the NFPA Codes keep sticking in as

10   permitted by the authority having jurisdiction when

11   the authority having jurisdiction doesn't get their

12   authority from NFPA.  They get it from their

13   governing body.  And so if they want to approve

14   central stations or remote stations, then they need

15   to run that through their government body and enact

16   a law, and NFPA has no business being in the idea

17   of giving authority.  The authority is in the

18   enactment of the standard.  Thank you.

19       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 5.

20       MR. SHAPIRO:  Jeff Shapiro, fire protection

21   engineer, and I'm speaking on my own behalf on this

22   issue.  There's one thing that really --

23       MR. SNYDER:  Sir, in favor or against the

24   motion?
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 1       MR. SHAPIRO:  I'm speaking in favor.  You got

 2   me.  Thanks, Mike.

 3            There's one thing that's been entirely

 4   absent from this discussion that I think is very

 5   important.  Authority having jurisdiction includes

 6   the fire department, but it's not only the fire

 7   department.  There are other agencies, if you read

 8   the definition of AHJ, that could be the AHJ, not

 9   the least of which might be an insurance company

10   who would want to require the alarm for a building

11   that they insure to go to the fire department and

12   not allow it to go to somebody else.  The current

13   text permits that.  This is not only about the fire

14   department as the AHJ.  There are other AHJs that

15   are impacted in this decision.

16            The other thing which I really think needs

17   to be made clear, if you vote for this motion, you

18   are keeping the standard the same as it currently

19   is.  To vote against this motion is making a change

20   to the standard.  So if you're not sure, keep the

21   standard the way it is.  It's been that way for

22   decades, and there's no compelling reason that's

23   been offered to change it other than the AHJ issue

24   which, by the way, is not just the fire department.
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 1            The right thing to do is to support this

 2   motion to keep the standard the same, and I urge

 3   you to do that.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 6,

 5   please.

 6       MR. EGAN:  Yes.  Good afternoon.  Thank you.

 7   My name is Patrick Egan.  I am a retired fire chief

 8   from Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Lancaster Township.

 9   I'm also the past president and founder of the

10   Pennsylvania Burglar and Fire Alarm Association and

11   currently known as the ESA, the former National

12   Burglar and Fire Alarm Association.  I operate four

13   central stations.  We're licensed in 37 states, and

14   I'm speaking against the motion.

15            With all deference to all my fellow

16   firefighters and everyone who has spoken on their

17   behalf, I think it's very important that when you

18   think about the technical benefits of central

19   station service versus remote station service,

20   you'll realize that the 30-, 40-, 50-year-old

21   remote station service is archaic.  It's dead.  It

22   does not have the technology.  The municipalities

23   are not supporting technology upgrades.  It doesn't

24   have redundancy, and it doesn't have the manpower
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 1   standards that a certified central station has.

 2            So I'm voting against the motion and

 3   asking you for your support in that direction.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

 5   please.

 6       MR. LATHROP:  Jim Lathrop, Koffel Associates

 7   speaking for myself.  As I mentioned earlier today,

 8   in October of this year --

 9       MR. SNYDER:  Speaking for or against the

10   motion?

11       MR. LATHROP:  Speaking for the motion.  I had

12   that all prepared and forgot.

13            As I mentioned earlier today, this October

14   will be 50 years in the fire service for myself,

15   and we've gone through ups and downs with fire

16   alarm systems in my hometown.  We used to have

17   municipal fire alarm boxes.  And speak about

18   competition, we offered that for free to everybody;

19   but anyhow, one of the problems I see with this,

20   and I'll tell you right now, I hate to tell you how

21   many times when we get the call from central

22   station, we get a bad address.  I hate to tell you

23   how many times we pull up, there is no 22 West Main

24   Street.  Okay?  Call central station back, find out
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 1   if you can get a better address.  We didn't have

 2   that problem when we had our municipal fire alarm

 3   boxes.

 4       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 5,

 5   please.

 6       MR. MARSHALL:  Good afternoon.

 7   Robert Marshall, Contra Costa County Fire

 8   representing the California Fire Chiefs

 9   Association, Fire Prevention Officer Section, in

10   support of the motion.

11            You've heard the opponents say that this

12   is a legal fight.  That's where this needs to be.

13   If that's what the issue is, fight it in the courts

14   because they're going to have more authority than

15   what a standard is going to have.

16            I think it's a dangerous precedent to

17   start removing things from the authority having

18   jurisdiction.  If we start that here in NFPA 72, is

19   that going to be next in NFPA 13?  Is it going to

20   be next in NFPA 1?  Where is that going to stop?

21            I urge you to support the motion.  Thank

22   you.

23       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Is there someone at

24   Microphone Number 6?  No.  Okay, sorry.  Microphone
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 1   Number 4, please.

 2       MR. McLEAN:  Shawn McLean with the Cleveland

 3   Fire Department, also representing the

 4   International Association of Firefighters, and I'm

 5   for the motion.

 6            As we heard in our discussions with 1710,

 7   timing is of the essence for the division of fire

 8   to respond especially in the current modern fire

 9   environment.  I agree there are many quality

10   providers out there, but that's what the AHJ is

11   there for, to ensure that quality is there and it's

12   consistent.

13            Removing the AHJ out of there removes that

14   supervisory that can sit there and make sure that

15   there's consistency and quality in the service with

16   these central supervising stations.  I urge your

17   approval of this motion.

18       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

19   Number 5, please.

20       MR. WALKER:  Dean Walker with the Grays Lake

21   Fire Protection District, Grays Lake, Illinois,

22   certified safety professional, certified fire

23   claims examiner through NFPA, a

24   firefighter/paramedic, most recently for the last
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 1   ten years assigned as a fire inspector in the Fire

 2   Prevention Bureau, here on behalf of my chief, the

 3   Grays Lake Fire Protection District and the

 4   Northern Illinois Fire Inspectors Association.  I

 5   just want to say that we are in support of this

 6   motion.

 7            Let's keep this as a life safety issue,

 8   not a money issue.  We are a fire district involved

 9   with about seven municipalities.  I'm living this,

10   I can tell you.  In the last -- about six months

11   ago, we lost our direct connect.  Basically because

12   of all the legal actions and things that were going

13   on, had to go to central stations.  I can tell you

14   before six months ago, at least once a day I would

15   be dealing with a trouble alarm following up on

16   something dealing with a building owner trying to

17   get it resolved.  In the past six months, I can

18   guarantee you I've heard about a trouble alarm

19   once, twice a week, at most, more like -- I'd say

20   it's more like once or twice a month which is

21   ridiculous.

22            Last week, we were dispatched to the wrong

23   address of a school by the listed central station.

24   Also last week -- so we're not talking ancient
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 1   history here, we're talking last week -- was told

 2   -- or checked on the fire alarm panel, saw that we

 3   had a trouble alarm and the key-holder had not been

 4   notified.  And it only lasted about ten minutes.

 5   The central station said, well, we didn't want to

 6   bother anybody.  So I said, What about when it went

 7   back into alarm or trouble alarm 30 minutes later

 8   and you didn't dispatch -- you didn't call the

 9   key-holder for 24 -- over 24 hours until it

10   restored?  They said, We don't have an answer for

11   that.

12            I can't see how this is any safer than us

13   watching it ourselves.  Central stations always --

14   already have the ability to do this as listed

15   central station service.  The remote station needs

16   to be there as an option.  We're allowing it.

17   We're actually not even the AHJ in our fire

18   district.  It's the Village of Grays Lake that has

19   approved the listed central stations.

20            So, again, there's others that are

21   involved, and I see that we just need to keep this

22   as an option and that, again, we're in support of

23   this motion.  Thank you.

24       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone
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 1   Number 6.

 2       MR. CLARY:  Yes, thank you.  Shane M. Clary,

 3   Bay Alarm Company, speaking against the motion.

 4            You know, again, we're not in the

 5   Chicagoland area, but we've been operating a

 6   central station for many years.  I can't speak for

 7   what may be happening here, but we're not

 8   dispatching to the wrong address.  We are calling

 9   the key-holders.  We're dispatching on the

10   troubles.  We're getting out there to respond to

11   trouble and supervisory alarms.

12            From what I'm hearing here, if this

13   situation is that bad, then why don't we just ban

14   central stations and just have every signal go into

15   a fire department and be done with it?  Thank you.

16       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you.  Microphone Number 4,

17   please.

18       MR. RAY:  My name is Rich Ray.  I am with Cybor

19   Fire.  I'm a fire sprinkler contractor.  I said

20   earlier today I'm not a member of the fire service.

21   I'm a fire protection engineer, but I'm a big

22   proponent and supporter of the fire service.  I'll

23   try to make my points brief.  Keep in mind that --

24       MR. SNYDER:  For or against the motion?
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 1       MR. RAY:  I'm for the motion.  I apologize.

 2            Keep in mind, the fire service doesn't

 3   want anything new here.  NFPA 72 has been written

 4   with them having a voice in this decision for the

 5   past 30 plus years.  All the fire service wants is

 6   to maintain their voice in this decision.  They

 7   don't want anything new.

 8            The fire service didn't drive this change.

 9   This change was driven by the alarm monitoring

10   association.  You want to talk about people having

11   monetary-based motives?  I'll stop with that.

12            Someone else just mentioned this.  If

13   we're going down this road of cutting out the AHJ,

14   we're going down a bad road in the world of NFPA.

15   Because what's the definition of "approved" in

16   NFPA?  Acceptable to the authority having

17   jurisdiction.  So if we're going to start whittling

18   away at them, what's next?  Sprinkler joints don't

19   have to go to authorities having jurisdiction.  I

20   do what I want?  I don't think that's a good place

21   for good fire protection.

22            And the last comment I'll make is I've

23   heard this brought up before, if the committee vote

24   did this and the committee said that.  Well, if
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 1   that's what -- if we're going to base everything on

 2   what the committee did, then what's the point of

 3   the NITMAM process and what's the point of this

 4   meeting?

 5            So I respect the committee's actions, but

 6   there's other people involved in this association

 7   than the committee and its members.  And a lot of

 8   them are here today, and you guys made a big

 9   mistake by trying to get this adopted.

10            I recommend everyone, everyone, please

11   support this motion.

12       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  Microphone

13   Number 3.

14       MR. HIRSCHLER:  Marcelo Hirschler,

15   GBH International, I call the question.

16       MR. SNYDER:  There is a motion to call the

17   question.  That is a nondebatable motion.  At this

18   point, I do not see anyone at the

19   microphones waiting to speak, and I will now

20   proceed with the vote on calling the question.  Do

21   I have a second?

22       VOICE:  Second.

23       MR. SNYDER:  We do have a second.  In order to

24   vote on this motion, you will need to scroll to the
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 1   bottom of your tablet to vote.  If you wish to vote

 2   in favor of the motion, that is, to call the

 3   question, touch yes.  If you wish to vote against

 4   the motion, that is, to not call the question,

 5   touch no.  Please record your vote.  The balloting

 6   will be closed in five seconds.  The balloting is

 7   now closed.

 8            The results of the vote are 205 for

 9   closing -- or calling the question and 11 against.

10   So we will immediately go to vote.

11            So before we vote, let me restate the

12   motion.  The motion on the floor is to accept

13   Public Comment Number 140.  You will need again to

14   touch the buttons on your iPad.  If you wish to

15   vote in favor of the motion and recommend the text

16   that is contained on screen one, touch yes.  If you

17   wish to vote against the motion and recommend the

18   text on screen two, touch no.  Please record your

19   vote.  The balloting will be closed in five

20   seconds.  The balloting is now closed.

21            The results of the vote are 142 for the

22   motion and 80 against the motion.  The motion has

23   passed.

24            Okay.  We will now proceed to the
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 1   discussion on Certifying Amending Motion 72-9.

 2   Microphone 4.

 3       MR. MORRIS:  Robert Morris, Illinois Fire

 4   Inspectors Association, submitter of CAM 9.  I

 5   would like to withdraw that.

 6       MR. SNYDER:  Thank you, sir.  So Motion 72-9

 7   appeared on our agenda.  However, as you heard, the

 8   authorized maker of the motion has notified NFPA

 9   that they are no longer wishing to pursue the

10   motion.  Therefore, in accordance with NFPA Rules,

11   the Convention Rules at Section 2.7, the motion may

12   not be considered by the assembly as it's removed

13   from the agenda.

14            Are there any further discussions on

15   NFPA 72?  Okay.

16            Hearing none, this officially concludes

17   this portion of the 2015 NFPA Technical Meeting.  I

18   want to thank you for your participation, interest,

19   support, and debate, and I now declare this part of

20   the meeting officially closed.

21                      (Off the record at 2:09 p.m.)

22                      (Which were all the proceedings

23                      had in the above cause this date

24                      and time.)
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 1   STATE OF ILLINOIS  )

 2                      )  SS:

 3   COUNTY OF W I L L  )

 4   

 5            ANNA M. MORALES, as an Officer of the

 6   Court, says that she is a shorthand reporter doing

 7   business in the State of Illinois; that she

 8   reported in shorthand the proceedings of said

 9   meeting, and that the foregoing is a true and

10   correct transcript of her shorthand notes so taken

11   as aforesaid, and contains the proceedings given at

12   said meeting.

13            IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF:  I have hereunto set

14   my verified digital signature this 2nd day of July,

15   2015.

16   

17   
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19   

20                 ____________________________________

21                 Illinois Certified Shorthand Reporter
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